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Monotype'
Monotype craftspeople have been creating

typefaces of the highest quality since 1897.

Now, these world-famous typefaces are

available for the Archirncdes."

Using specially designed hinting tools,

LOOKsystems have carefully converted the

Monorype Classic Font library" for use on

Acorn ™ RISC OS computers.

What's more, the Monotype fonts are better

value than ever before. One hundred of the

very best outline fonts can be yours for less

than £1 per font.

So for just £95 inc. VAT (UK postage paid)],

you will always have the typeface you want

at your fingertips.

What other excuse do you need?

Typefaces you thought
you couldn't afford.
LOOKsystems,
47 Goodhale Road,
Bowthorpe,
Norwich,
NRS 9AY.

Telephone: (0603) 764114.
Fascimile: (0603) 764011.

" Typefaces are licensed by the Monotype Corporation.

t Education Price List available on request.
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REVIEVVS

56 Odd transformations
with Morpheus51 Different strokes

Keystroke promises to take the effort out of using the desktop

56 Face to face
Altered images with the first commercial morphing package

59 Power to the people
Datapower is more than Just your average, everyday database

63 Float on
So what can the FPA10 chip do for you 7

71 Game Show
Xenon, Play it again Sam, Dungeon and much more

111 Child's play
Pete Worrall has fun with Kidpix

119 Meeting a need
A look at educational special needs software

123 Survival of the quickest
Jack Kreindler surveys the Arc debut of graphics package QPaint

FEA.TURES

29 Get a good press
See how the Acorn stacks up against the Mac and the PCfor DTP

35 Let's get physical
Jack Kreindler watches DTPon the Acorn put into practice

47 Acorn World

65 Smooth as silk
We apply a CAD solution to a classroom brief

69 Competition 128 'The Acorn is the only credible non-American platform,' says
CC'sGordon Taylor. Find out more in the Moxon Interview

Editor's letter
As the only newstand magazine to be produced using Impression, Acorn User is one of
Acorn's success stories. So why are we the only ones? This month we look at some of
the options in the publishing world, and describe how the Acorn machine shapes up to
the opposition from Macs and PCs. With the release of a brand new version of
Impress.ion, you could b: in for a few surprises. Plus a jC(.:...J-.iM'l.-- I

cover disc for you to enjoy . . . /'-/"nctj/\~

EXCLUSIVELY PRODUCED ON
ACORN MACHINES

All the editorial pages in BBC
Acorn User are produced
using Acorn computers,

Computer Concepts'
Impression 2, LaserDirect printers

and Taxan monitors
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mmmm
I SOFTWARE I

10 out of 10 10 out 0110

- Early Essentials (-6), English (6-16),
Maths Algebra, Maths Number (6-16)

each £19
- French, German, Italian, Junior Essen-
tials, Science, Spanish each £POA

1st Paint Resource £34
1st Word Plus Manual Acorn vo £10

2067 BC Oregan £18
2067 BC + Entropy Oregan £26

A3000 Technical Reference Manual
Acom vo£32

A3010 Stick Control rmJech £17
A4 Technical Reference Manual Acom vo £65
A5000 Technical Reference

Manual
A540 Technical Manual
ABC Version 3
Acheton / Kingdom of Hamil
Accounts
Acorn Advance

- Primary Licence
- Secondary Licence

Adventure Playground, age 5-8 Storm

Aggressor Atomic

Air Supremacy Superior

Aldebaran ArcAngels

Alerion Dabs

Alien Invasion Dabs

All-In Boxing Dabs

Almanac Stallion
AlphaBase Clares

Alpha-Sound Xavier

Alpha-Tracks Silicon

ALPS Adventure Language
Programming System Alpine £28

Amazing Maths Cambridgeshire £19
Amazing Ollie, age 4+ Storm £14
Ancestry, KS3,4 Minerva £59
ANSI C Release 4 User Guide Acorn VD£25
Arcade 3 Clares £12
ArcComm 2 Longman £47
ArcDFS Dabs £22
Arc Embroidery TechSolt £148
Arcendium Dabs £12
ArcFAX D"vid Pi/ling £19
Archimedes Assembly Language Dabs VD£15

- with disc £22
Archimedes Game Maker's Manual

Sigma vo £15
Archimedes Operating System Dabs VO£15

- with disc £22
Architech ExpLAN £165
Archivist Pro Oregan £44
Archway 2 Simlron £78
ArcLight Ace £55
ArcMonitor CIS £21
Arcol Desktop ExpLAN £49
Arcounts Manager Visionscan £295
ARC-PCB Silicon £99

- Professional Silicon £234
- Schematics Si/icon £295

ArcSpell 1 Xavier £29
ArcSpell 2 Xavier £29
Arcterm 7 Serial Port £59
ARCticulate Fourth Dim £19
ARCtist Fourth Dim £19
ArcTrivia Moray £21
Arcventure -I ... The Romans, age 10-12;

11 .•. The Egyptians, age 8-9; III ... The
Vikings, age 7-11 - each Sherston £30

Armadeus Clares £59
Armadeus Sampler Board Cia res £129 .
Artisan 2 Clares £43
Art Machine Pack 1 Topologika £39
Art Machine Pack 2 Topologika £39
ArtSchool Micro Studio £25

WWDn cc m
- network licence £655
- site licence £545

Astro Topologika £35
Atelier, KS2-4 Minerva £69
AUN/Level 4 Fileserver Acorn £395
Avon & Murdac Topologika £16
Axis TBA £21

Badger Trails, age 9-11 Shers'on £37
Bambuzle + Blitz Arxe £20

Acom vo£65
Acom VO£65
Oak £79
Topologika £17
ACS £245
Acorn £88

£183
£442

£21
£15
£18
£26
£12
£12
£12
£57
£37
£29
£74
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BASIC V Dabs VO£10
Basic Wimp Programming Dabs VO£POA
Battlechess Krisalis £21
Battletank Minerva £9
BBC Basic Guide Acorn VO£21
Beginner's Guide to Wimp Programming

on the Archimedes Sigma VO£13
Birthday Present Topologika £POA
Black Angel Fourth Dim £26
BlowPipe Leading Edge £14
Bookstore ESM

- Primary, KS1,2 ESM £37
- Secondary, KS3,4 ESM £58
- Welsh Primary, KS1,2 ESM £58
- Welsh Secondary, KS3,4 ESM £78

Break 147 & Superpool Fourth Dim £25
Britain by Rail Fisher-MarrioN £19
Budget DTP Dabs VD£13
Bug Hunter / MoonDash Minerva £10
Bug Hunter in Space Minerva £10
Business Accounts Minerva £298

C (new edition) Dabs VO£16
- with disc £24

CableNews Lingenui/y £136
CADet, KS3,4 Minerva £135
Cambridge Pascal Oak £79
Cardmania CIS £21
Cartoon Collection Micro Sludio £16
Casino Minerva £11
Castle of Dreams, age 9+ Storm £22
Cataclysm Fourth Dim £15
Caverns Minerva £10
C Development System RISC £75
Chameleon (new version) 4mation £33
Champions Compilation Krisalis £24
Charts & Graphs Computer Tutorat £17
ChartWell RlSC £25
Chatter 4mation £34
Chequered Flag CIS £18
Chess 3D Micro Power £21
Children's Graphics Micro Studio £16
Chocks Away Compendium Fourth Dim £27

Fourth Dim II:J
Christmas Adventure, age 5-8 Storm £19
Christmas Allsorts, age 7-16 Snetston £16

WmW'iVB3 Krisalis B
Clip Art Graphics Factory

- Vol 1 (General), sprites £19
- Vol 2 (General) / Vol 3 (Animals) / Vol 4

(Sport) / Vol 5 (Characters) each £25
Clip Art Set 1, drawfiles Midnight £28
Clip Art Set 2, drawliles Midnight £28
CNC Designer V3 for Lathe TechSolt £343
CNC Designer V3 for Lathe and Miller

TechSoft
recnson

Storm

Human
Human
ICS

Chopper orce

CNC Designer V3 for Miller
Coffee, age 9+
Colour screen-Mac

- Arc/Mac Cable
ColourSep

- site licence
ColourSep Starter Packs tCS

- DeskJet 500 (Mono) £55
- site licence £85

- BJ-10 with Cartridges £85
- site licence £115

- BJ without Cartridges £40
- site licence £70

Compression cc £34
Computer Basics Computer Tutorial £17
Concept Designer Longman £23
Connections, age 5-8 Snereton £27
Control Logo Longman £25
Converta-Key Tripte R £9
Cops Alpine £15
Countdown to Doom / Return to Doom /

Philosopher's Quest Topologika £25
Crafts hop 1 4malion £19
Craftshop 2 4mation £19
Creator Alpine £31
Crisis CIS £15
Cross-32 Meta-Assembler Baildon £125

- manual for evaluation Baildon VO£15
Crystal Maze Sherston £POA
Crystal Rain Forest, age 8-11 Snerston £35
Curves Topologika £37
Cyber Chess Fourth Dim £26
Cyborg Alpine £19

Darryl the Dragon, KS1,2 4mation £18
- Activity Sheets £10

DataGraph Topologika £29
Datapower Iota £135
DataVision Silicon £79
DataVision Lite Si/icon £42
DataWord Triple R £15
DBEdit 4malion £28
Decorated Alphabet, sprites Micro Studio £17
Demon's Lair Fourth Dim £20
Designer V3 TechSolt £193
Designer Intro (not OS 3) TechSolt £75
Designer's Graphics, draw/sprites

Micro Studio £ 16
DeskEdit2 RlSC £25
Desktop Assembler Release 2 Acorn £119
Desktop C Release 4 Acom £180
Desktop Database Iota £52

£493
£343

£28
£90
£24
£15
£45

Desktop Folio, KS1-4 ESM £60
Desktop Folio Curriculum Packs, KS2+:

Christmas, Editors, Maths,
Space, World War 11 each £22

Desktop Folio - Welsh, KS1-4 ESM £82
Desktop Office v2, KS2-4 Minerva £75
Desktop Publishing on the Archimedes

Sigma VO£13
Desktop Thesaurus RlSC £18
Desktop Tracker Leading Edge £50
Detect-a-Pet, age 5-11 ESM £49
DFS Reader RlSC £9
Digital Symphony Oregan £45
Disc Rescue Look £28
DrawBender ICS £10

- site licence £30
!Draw_Help, age 13+ Sherston vo £16
Draw Print & Plot Oak £35
Dreamwave, age 14+ EMR £34
Droom Resource £24
Dust Resource £29
DTP Graphics 1 Mono, spritesMicroStudio £15
DTP Graphics 2 Colour Micro Studio £17
DTP Graphics combined Micro Studio £25
DTP Seeds 4mation VD£8
Dungeon Fourth Dim £26

Easiword v2, KS2-4 Minerva £45
EasiWriter 2 Icon £115

- Dictionaries: Danish / Dutch / French /
German /ltalian / Norwegian / Spanish /
Swedish / Swiss German each £30

Ego: Repton 4 Superior £18.
Einstein Ace £106
Elite Hybrid £32
EluciData (OCR) lriam £155

- bought with Irlam Scanner £79
Enter the Realm Fourth Dim £18
E-numix CIS £21
Equasor cc £37
Ethnic Borders 4mation £10
E-Type Compendium Fourt~Dim £18
Euclid Ace £55'_"'gaa version 2 Longman ~

ExcellonDrill Silicon £63
Express Midnight £45
Eye for Spelling, KS1,2 ESM £32

Family Favourites (not OS 3) Minerva £11
Farmer Giles Computer Tutorial £16

Farmer Giles 11 Computer Tutorial £17
Fervour Cleres £19
FilmMAKER Silicon £63

- education price £49
Find It! Appian £29
Fireball 11Xtra CIS £9
First Impression Word Processing VO£28
First Logo Longman £22
First Words and Pictures Chatksolt £21
Flare Silica £22
Flexilile, KS3,4 Minerva £75
Flight Path, age 9+ Storm £27
Flight Sim Toolkit Simis £31
Fontasy ICS £15

- site licence £45
Fontasy / DrawBender / Placard ICS £30

- site licence £80
Font Directory Look £28
FontFX Dala Store £9

- site Jicence £70
Font Pack - Newhall, Starter, Symbol

- each pack Acom £35
Font Pack 1 - Paladin, Swiss B,

Symbol B, Vogue RISC £47
Font Pack - Avant Garde, Bookman

Pembroke - each pack cc £24
Food for Thought, age 7-16 SheTSton £16
Freddy's Folly (not OS 3) Minerva £8
Freddy Teddy Topologika £18

- Balloons & The Zoo Topologika £27
- The Playground Topologika £27
- The Puddle & The Wardrobe

Topologika £27
Freddy Teddy's Adventure Topologika £18
Fun School 2 Europress

- age -6, age 6-8, age 8+ each £17
Fun School 3 Europress

- age -5, age 5-7, age 8+ each £18
Fun School 4 Europress

- age -5, age 5-7, age 7-11 each £18

Galactic Dan Fourth Dim £15
Genesis 11 Oak £99
Genesis Plus Oak £65
Genesis Script Language Oak vo £15
Genlndex Oak £39
GerberPlot Silicon £63
Giant Killer, age 10+ Topologika £29
Giant Killer Support Disc Topologika £24
Glimpse Sherslon £10
Gods Krisalis £19
Good Impression Word Processing vo £25
Granny's Garden 4malion £23
Granny's Garden Resource Pack 4mation £15
GraphBox Minerva £57
GraphBox Professional Minerva £104
Graphics on the ARM Machines Dabs VD£15
Graph_IT Snetston £19
Greetings Graphics, draw/sprites

Micro Studio £16
Gribbly's Day Out Coin-Age £19

GridlT
Grievous Bodily 'ARM
GuardianPro
Guile

Hard Disc Companion
Hearsay 11
Heimdall
HelixBasic
!Help 3, age 13+
HeroQuest
Hilighter, age 8-16
History Costume, sprites
Holed Out Compendium
Home Accounts
House of Numbers
Hoverbod (not OS 3)
Humanoids/Robotix

Ibix the Viking (not OS 3) Minerva

FC SWI Bsi/don

- bought with Oddule
Illusionist Clares

Illustrators' Graphics, draw/sprites
Micro Studio £ 16

Image Animator lola £68
Image OCR tots £POA
Image Outliner lola £72
Imagery petene Sludio £70
Imagine Version 2 Topologika £43
Impact! Circle £47
Impact! Demo Circle £2

um'UBMm'liI CC m
- network version £650
- site licence £545
- extra hardware key for sites only £15
- extra manual for sites only vo £8

Impression Dabs VO£14
- with disc £17

Impression Borders cc £19
Impression Business Supplement CC £39
Impression Junior CC £65

- site licence £435
- extra manual for sites only VD£7

Insight Longman £68
Instigator Dabs £39
Interdictor 2 Clares £26
IronLord UBIso« £14
Isle of Wight Computer Tuloriel £20
Ixion SOltware 42 £21

lames Pond Krisalis £19
Jet Fighter Minerva £10
Jiglet amstion £19
Jigsaw 4malion £19
Junior Database tote £45
Junior PinPoint Longman £23

Karma Periscope £20
Keyboard Player cnetesott £17
Keylink Prolog Keylink £69
KiddiCad Oak £59
Kid Pix, KS1,2 ESM £35
Killerbugs CIS £21
Knowledge Organiser 2 Clares £79
Krisalis Collection Krisalis £21

LabelBase Dlgilal Phenomena £49
Landmarks - Aztecs, Civil War, Columbus,

Egypt, Elizabeth I, Rain Forest, Second
World War / Victorians each Longman £18

Last Days of Doom & Hezarin Topologika £17
Last Ninja Superior £19
Lemmings Krisalis £19
Letters and Pictures Chalksoff £20
Lexicon - French, German -each Stallion £48
Lexicon - Russian Stallion £56
Limpets Computer Tutorial £17

linkword - French, German, Spanish
- each Minerva £37

Little Red Riding Hood, age 5-8 Selective £14
Logo Longman £55
LogoPlotter Longman £20
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 KrisaJis £19

MaddinglY Hall Minerva £8
Magpie Longman £40
Mah-Jong European - The Game CIS £19
Mah-Jong Patience CIS £19
Manchester United Europe Krisal/s £19
Maps and Landscapes 1 Chalksofl £19
Maps and Landscapes 2 Chalksoft £19
Mark Master Chalksoff £67
Master Break Superior £14
Masterfile (Version 3) RlSC £46
Maths Sieve Computer TUlorial £16
Mazes, drawfiles Micro Studio £16
Memory Magic CIS £12
Mental Maths CIS £16
MicroDrive 2 CIS £25
MicroDrive Designer CIS £25
Micro Music Fishe(·Marriott £19

MicroSpell 3.XX Devid PII/ing £5
MicroStudio, age 7+ EMR £67
Micro Trader Accounts PRES £270
MiG-29 Fulcrum Domark £24
Military History, sprites Micro Stualo £16
Minotaur MineNa £8
Missile Control Minerva £8
Mogul Ace £26
Money Matters Triple R £15

Widgit
Fourth Dim

Digital Phenomena
Dream

RlSC £45
RISC £69
Krisalis £22
PDK £79
Sherston VD£11
Krisalis £22
Sherston £32
Micro Studio £ 16
Fourth Dim £18
Minerv8 £34
Chalksoff £20
Minerva £11

CIS £21

£30
£15
£14
£24

£11
£15

£5
£69



Monotype Fonts (Pack 1) Look £79
Movaword Chalksoff £17
MultiFS AIXe £27
Multistore, KS3,4 Minerva £125
Myth of Moby Dick Toppologika £27

Nature Graphics, draw/sprites
Micro Studio
Sherston
Topologika
Krisalis
Longman
Glares

Jumping Bean
4mation
4mation
Longman
Chalksoh
Resource
Chafksoft

Fisher-Marriott
Selective

Longman
Longman

Naughty Stories (set of 6)
Navigator
Nebulus
Newton
NighrSky
Noddy's Playtime
Noot
NootArt Disc
Notate
Note Invaders
Number 62 Honeypot Lane
Numbers and Pictures
Numberscope
Number Zoo, age 3-6
Numerator
Numerator Chaos

Oak Logic
Oak PCB
Oh No! More Lemmings

(requires Lemmings)• •• ••

Oak

Oak

KrisaNs

age 4+
Omar Sharit's Bridge
Orion
Orrery
Ovation
Overload

Padlock
- site licence

Pandora's Box
Pappus
Paradroid 2000
Payroll Manager
PC Emulator 1.8
PDT
Pendown
Pendown Etoiles
Pendown Outline Fonts
Pendown Plus
Personal Accounts
Perspectives
Pesky Muskrats
Phonic Games
Photopia
Picture Book
Picture It!

- Topic discs
PinPoint

- site licence
PipeDream 3
PipeD ream 4
PipeDriver Dot 1
Pipe Mania
Pirate, age 8-14
Placard

- site licence
Plague Planet
PlayBack
Play It Again Sam 1
Plot
Podd, KS1,2
Podd - Welsh, KS1,2
Polyominoes
Populous
Poster
PowerROUTER
Prehistoric Animals, sprites
Premier

- DataBase
- WordProc

Presenter GTi
PrimeArt, KSI-4
PrimeMover, KS2-4
PrimeSolver, KSI-4
PrimeWord, KS2-4
Printer Drivers, RISC OS:

Canon BubbleJet, Canon LBP,
Canon PJ1080, ColourCel, Epson JX,
Epson ESC-P2, HP, Integrex 132

- each Ace

Deskjet 500C, Epson / Star colour
- each RlSC £15

ProDrivers: Canon LBP8, Epson ESC-P2,
HP Colourjet - each Ace £37

TurboDrivers: Canon, Epson Stylus 800,
HP - each cc £42

ProArtisan 2 Clares £109
ProCAD, KS4 Minerva £394
Programming in ANSI Standard C

on the Archimedes Sigma vo £15
Prophet (requires 2 Mb) Apricole £153
Prophet Entry Level Aoncote £10
ProSHEET Silicon £37
Protext Arnor £117
Provocator Computer Tutorial £15

Puncman 1 and 2 Chalksofl £16
Puncman 3 and 4 Chalksofl £t6
Puncman 5 to 7 Chalksoff £18

For ordering details please turn to page 3

Storm
Krisaffs
Minerva
Spacetech
RlSC

Glares

£10
£30
£18
£17
£20
£79
£95

£149
£46
£49
£19
£68
£29
£54
£19
£28
£38
£15
£29

£9
£65

£390
£72

£119
£10
£18
£19
£10
£30

Alpine £13
RlSC £19
Superior £20
Clares £POA
ESM £27
ESM £38
Topa/ogika £29
Krisafis £22

4mation £75
Silicon £159
Micro Studio £16
Circle £71
Circle £25
Circle £25
Ungenuity £66
Minerva £69
Minerva £75
Minerva £POA
Minerva £55

ICS

Fourth Dim

Computer Tutorial

Coin-Age
Silicon

Acom

Oak

Longman
Longman
Longman
Longman
Apricote
TechSoft
Coin-Age

Fisner-tvtemott

CIS

TripleR
Appian
each
Longman

Caftan
Colton
ICS

Empire
Chafksoft
ICS

£16
£48
£44
£19
£20
£67
£19
£41
£10
£42
£20
£29
£20
£19
£14
£39
£18

Punctuate Xavier £31
Punctuate! Topologika £25

~DBU9 Leading Edge £58
uest for Gold Krisalis £19

QuicKey ICS £10
- site licence £30

Real McCoy2 Fourth Dim £23
Real McCoy 3 Fourth Dim £23
Real McCoy 4 Fourth Dim £27
Recall, age 8-13 Sherston £37
Redshift Mlnerva £10
RemoteFS Atomwide £48
Render Bender 2 Clares £78
Repton 3 Superior £20
Resultz Colton £POA
Revelation 1 Longman £39
Revelation 2 Longman £75
Revelation 2 CD Rom Longman £98
Revelation ImagePro Longman £127
Reversals Chalksoft £17
Rhapsody 2 Clares £45
Rhapsody 3 Clares £79
Rhythm-Bed Glares £39
RhythmBox 11,age 8+ EMR £34
RiscBASIC Compiler Silicon £79
RiscForth Compiler Silicon £79
Risc OS 3 First Steps Dabs vo£POA
Risc OS 3 Programmer's

Reference Manual Acom vo£99
Risc OS Companion Vol 1 Oak vo£49
Risc OS Extras 1992 Acorn £9
Risc OS Style Guide Acorn VO£12
RoboLogo Silicon £39
Round the World Yacht Race, age 9+

Storm £27

Saloon Cars Deluxe Fourth Dim £25
- Deluxe Extra Courses Fourth Dim £16

Sports Day Seleclive £22
SportsPeople Selective £22
SpriteEd Compuler Tutottst £17
-SpySnatcher Topologika £12
Square Route Computer Eyes £16
Squirrel Digital Services £120
Starspell Plus Flsner-tvtemott £19
StartWrite Icon £55
StockPack Topologika £37
StoryBook, age 3-10 EMR £59
StrongED Slallion £22
Studi024Plus Version 2, age 11+ EMR £149
Studi024Plus Version 3, age 12+ EMR £210
Stunt Racer Fourth £25
SUMthing Resource £19
SuperDump Silicon £20
Superior Golf Superior £14
SuperPlot Silicon £20
Supersounds CIS £15
Supersounds 2 CIS £15
Swiv Krisalis £19

TABS ExpLAN £95
Talisman Minerva £8
Talking Pendown Longman £58
Talking Pictures Wyddla £16
Target Maths Triple R £15
Technodream (Nevryon 2) Superior £20
TechWriter Icon £159
Thinklink Xavier £29
ThinkSheet Fisher-Marnoll £38
Thundermonk Minerva £11
Tiles Brain Games £16
Timeshare Fisher-Marriott £19
Timetabler Minerva £549
Time Traveller, KS2 ESM £37

- Britain Since the 1930s, KS2 £30
- Expansion, Trade and Industry, KS3

£36
- Making of the United Kingdom,KS3 £39
- Medieval Realms, KS3 £36
- The Victorians, KS2 £30

TinyDrawlTinyPuzzle Topologika £34
TinyPuzzle Topologika £24
Titler Cia res £119
Toolkit Plus Clares £36
Tools Graphics, drawfiles Micro Studio £23
Topographer Clares £63
Touch Type lola £39
Tower of Babel Cygnus £17
Trace David Pilling £5
Tracer Midnighl £46
Tracker Leading Edge £37
Transport, drawfiles Micro Studio £25
Turbo Type CIS £20
Tween Ace £35
Twin Acorn £24
Twin World UBISoff £14
TWO (Task and Window Organiser) ICS £10

- site licence £30
TypeStudio RlSC £39

Utility Disc 1 Dala Slore £8
Utility Disc 2 Data Store £13
Utility Disc 3 Oete Store £7
Utility Collection Dala Slore £21

Vector 4mation £75
View" Mac 3 Human £65

- Arc/Mac Cable Human £24
Viewpoints, age 7-11 Sherslon £37
Virtual Golf Fourth aim £25
Visual Backup Dabhand £39
Vox Box Clares £46

Waiter Digital Services £35
Waterloo (not OS 3.1) Turcan £19
Whale Facts Topologika £34
Wordbank Topologika £25
Words and Pictures Chalksoff £18
WordWorks cc £38
Wordz Colton £88
World Geography Maps, drawMicro Studio £23
World Maker, KS3,4 ESM £57
World Map Study, KS3,4 ESM £67
Worldscape Leading Edge £17
World Wildlife, sprites Micro Sludio £16
Worra Battle Oak £15
WorraCAD Oak £79

YaCht 2 Computer Tutorial £49
Yacht 7 computer Tutorial £94

Zarch Superior £14
Zelanites (not OS 3) Micro Power £15
Zool Gremllin £20

HARDWARE

12CPRODUCTS ..
AnDi Oddule Bai/don £39
12CAdaptor (needed unless you

already have an 12Csocket) Bai/don £10
12CSWI (enhanced IIC_Control) Baildon £15

- bought with Oddule £5

SCANNERS,
DIGITISERS .
ArcScanner including Epson GT-4000

Clares £1660
Lindis £145
Spacelech £94
Wild Visiion £98
TechSoll £193
Wild Vision

Colour Converter
FaxScan
GreyHawk
Handipad
Hawk V9 Mkll

- standard
- hardware dithered

HiVision Digitiser Colour
- A3000 External
- A3000 Series / A4000 Internal
- A5000 / 300 / 400

iMage (Sharp JX-l00)
- for A5000
- for other computers

Image Scanner tote
- Colour Upgrade Kit lola

- Fast Parallel Card tote
i-Scan 200 Irlam

i-Scan 400 lriam

Pineapple Colour Video Digitiser
Pineapple
Pineapple
Irlam

£79
£79

£15...
£8

£93
£84
£13

S-8ase Developer

£19

Longman ~
S-Base Developer Plus LOngma~

S-Base Network Longman £275

g:HlJ.Stl'h611 Lonqmen g
C ema Glares ~

Schema 2 Clares £POA
SCience, drawfiles Micro Studio £25
Score Draw Clares £44
Scorewriter PMS Desktop, age 12+

EMR £147
ScreenPlay Widgil £35
ScreenTurtle version 2 Topologika £54
Search and Rescue, age 9+ Slorm £27
Seashore Guide, drawfiles Micro Studio £16
Seelinks - Ourselves, KS1.2 ESM £27
Seelinks - Pond Watch, KS2 ESM £35
Seelinks - Tourism, KS3 ESM £35
Seelinks - Transport, KS2 ESM £35
Serenade Clares £106
Serpents CIS £16
Settlement, KS3 ESM £31
ShapeFX Dala Slore £10
ShareHolder Silicon £106
ShareHolder Professional Silicon £164
ShowPage cc £145
Shylock Gnomes, age 10-15 Seleclive £16
Sim City Krisalis £22
SkyHunter Longman £22
Sleuth RISC £POA
smArt 4mation £50
smArt Aliens, Animals, Dinosaurs, Egypt,

Europe', Faces', Fantasy, Fashion,
Fiddles & Drums, Heraldry, Homes',
Leisure', Look Smart, Smartoons,
Trees and Gardens
'Please specify English, French, German,
Spanish or Welsh - each 4malion £15

smArtFiler 4malion £32
smArt Modern Languages 4malion £19
Smudge the Spaniel, age 4-8 Storm £20
Snippet (new version) 4malion £32
Soapbox Xavier £34
SolidCAD Si/icon £79
Solids Render Silicon £79
SolidTools Silicon £-234

- education price £194
Song Book, age 3-10 EMR £24
Sound Engineer, age 12+ EMR £59
Sound FX Maker CIS £40
Sounds & Rhymes Xavier £29
Spark David Pilling £5
SparkFS David Pilling £20
Sparkle Mor/ey £59
Special ICS £10

- site licence £30

~.~jMi1I Superior ~

pelng wemy-week Chalksoff ~

Spex ExpLAN £98
Spheres of Chaos Mall Black £19
Splash, age 7-11 Sherston £19
Splice Ace £34
Split an Image, age 7-16 Sherston £16
Spoken Word Wyddla £16
Spool er Computer Tutorial £9
Sporting Triangles cos £19

£199
£259

HCCS

£137
£124
£124

Irlam
£490
£589
£383
£239

£98
£539
£589

£195
£230- A3000 boxed

Prolmage (Epson GT6000)
- for A5000
- for other computers

Scan-Light A4 cc
- with Sheet Feeder cc

Scan-Light 256 cc
- A3000 internal cc

Scan-Light Professional cc
- as above + SCSI interface cc

Scan-Light Video cc
SnapShot Colour Video Digitiser

Lingenuity £ 195
- A3000 version Lingenuity £275

Spectra RISC

- A3000 Series / A4000 Internal
- A3000 External
- Archimedes / A5000

Vision Digitiser HCCS

- A5000 / 300 / 400 Mono £48
- A5000 / 300 / 400 Colour £76
- A3000 External Mono £60
- A3000 External Colour £89
- A3000 Series /A4000 Internal Mono£48
- A3000 Series / A4000 Internal Colour

£76

£989
£1089

£277
£360
£190
£190
£565
£699
£215

£545
£555
£545

MEMORY ...
Fitting extra unless otherwise stated

t Fitting fairly easy :f: Fitting needs expertise
A3000 2 Mb Upgradable t Atomwide/IFEL £43
A30004 Mb t Alomwide/IFEL £100
A3010 1-2 Mb £39
A3020 / A4000 2-4 Mb t IFEL £55
A3102 Mb Upgradable soldered ~ IFEL £88

- as above + MEMCla £113
- as above + MEMCla + fitting £143

A3104 Mb soldered + MEMCl a ~/FEL £152
- as above + fitting £182

A5000 2-4 Mb t Alomwide £85
A5000 2-8 Mb including fitting Atomwide £500
A5000 4-8 Mb including fitting Alomwide £391
A540 4 Mb t Acorn £238

PRINTERS.
Arc Laser 300-6 Ca/figraph £895
ArcServer 300-8 Ca/figraph £985
Bubble Jet BJ-l Osx Canon £187
Bubble Jet BJ-l0sx + TurboDriver

Canon/CC £219
Bubble Jet BJ-200 Canon £282
Bubble Jet BJ-230 Canon £315
Bubble Jet BJ-300 Canon £325
Bubble Jet BJ-330 Canon £380



Bubble Jet BJC-800 + TurboDriver
CanonlCC£1374

DeskJet 510 HewleH-Pack.reI £275
DeskJet 500C HelVleH-Packard £375
DeskJet 550C Hewtett-Peckerd £525
Laser Direct HiRes4 cc £899

- 250-sheet Paper Cassette £99
Laser Direct HiRes8 cc £1275
Laser Direct HiRes Board cc £325
Refill toner cartridge for Canon EPS £50
New toner cartridge for Canon LBP-4 £59

COMPUTERS ...
A3010 1MB FD Family Solution Acorn £420
A3010 2MB FD Learning CUNe with Monitor

Acorn
- as above + JP150 Printer

A3020 2MB FD Acorn
A3020 2MB HD60 Acorn
A4 2MB FD Acorn
A4 4MB HD60 Acorn
A4 4MB HD120 Acorn
A4 Extra Battery Pack Acorn
A4 Shoulder Bag Acorn
A4000 2MB HD80 Acorn

- as above + Home Office
A5000 2MB HD80 Multiscan Acorn

- as above + Learning CUNe';m;;rn':em' Acorn

£675
£889
£749
£899

£1395
£1695
£1799

£50
£35

£945
£995

£1395
£1455

~
MISCELLANEOUS ...
386 PC Expansion Card 25 MHz Aleph One

-1 Mb £POA
-4 Mb £POA

486 PC Expansion Card Aleph One
-1 Mb £POA
-4 Mb £POA

4-slot 4-layer Backplane IFEL £52
A300/400 Fan kit ICS £15
A3000 Expansion Box Wild Vision £135
A310 RISC OS Carrier Board :j: IFEL £18
A5000 Fitting Kit for second hard disc

ICS £15
Arckey Function KeyStrip Holder ICS VD£3

- pack of 4 VD£10
ArcNET ACS £69
ARM3 :j: Aleph One/IFEL £165
Arm_Stick ArmJech £28
ColourBurst Stete £374
ColourCard cc £225

- A3000 External cc £225
Dongle Dangle with screw fittings IGS £6
Fan filters (pack of 10) (not ASOOO)IGS £6
FaxPack GC £289
Floating Point Accelerator

(for ASOOO+ A540) Acorn £91
Floppy Discs, 10 x 3)1,"High Density £10
G16 True Colour Card State £258
G8 Plus Accelerator State £238
HiPoint Mouse for A4 Genius £49
Microlin Ix Pocket Fax Modem Pace £179
Micro Mouse Glares £26
Monitor Stand for A3000 IGS £21
Mono/SCSI AtornvAde £48
Podule Case for A3000 HGGS £16
Printer Port Sampler Leading Edge £42
Printer/SCSI AtornlVide £74
Publishing Pack GG £475
RISC OS 3 Upgrade Acorn £42

- Bulk package Acorn £335
- A5000 Acorn £20

Seal 'n Type spill-proof Keyboard Covers
- Archimedes / A5000 Kador £14
- A3000 Kador £14

TouchWindow Lindis £234
Whisper Fan Quietener

(for A300fA400 series only) IGS £15
Wizzo IDE Filing System on rom IGS

- Wizz04 for A4 £POA

-W9ff3'}1forA5000 B

"You wonder how you ever managed without QuicKey."

NOWONLY£10
"Congratulations on ColourSep! The results,
compared with the drivers currently available,
are bordering on the fantastic."

NOWONLY£15

As well as letting
you type all those

extra characters,
Special

is the easiest way
to examine new fonts.

Padlock is
our top seller
for simple disc securit

NOWONLY£10

HOW TO ORDER
VAT: Zero-rated items are marked VO. UK customers please add 17.5% to all other prices. EC customers outside the UK (including
BFPO) please do the same unless you are VAT registered, in which case quote your international VAT number. Ours is
GB 595 7258 84.

CARRIAGE IS FREE WITHIN MAINLAND UK IF YOU PA Y ON ORDERING.

Overseas carriage: If you are paying by credit card we will add airmail and insurance at cost. Otherwise please add £6 (Europe) or
at least £12 (elsewhere) for each software item and send a pounds sterling bank draft payable at a London clearing bank, or
Eurocheques for not more than £100 each.

Credit cards are welcome. We do not charge your account until your order is fulfilled. Your name and address must be as known to
the credit card company. If you are leaving an order on our answering machine please include your telephone number, the expiry
date of your card, and your calculation of the total payment due. We will make no charge for credit card commission unless we have
informed you first.

Official orders are welcome from UK government and educational institutions. Payment is due in 14 days. Invoices are subject to
carriage and late payment charges.

Site licences are available for most products. Please check our prices.

All products, prices and specifications are oltered in good faith and are subject to Change without notice. We process all orders
immediately, but suppliers do sometimes keep us waiting. Goods are guaranteed but we do not supply them on approval. Returns
and cancellations can only be accepted by prior agreement and there may be a charge to cover the costs involved.aAUTHORISED ACORN DEALER ICS (Ian Copestake Limited)
Dept 847,1 Kington road, WIRRAL, Merseyside, L48 SET

Tel: 051-625 1006 Fax: 051-625 1007
LICENSED CREDIT BROKER
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PRICE CUTS FOR THE ARM3
THE arrival of the FPA10 chip
has led to price cuts by Arm3
upgrade specialists.

A year ago the average
price of was £200 but Aleph
One is now selling its Arm3
upgrade at just £ l29. Watford
Electronics recently cut its
price to £146.88 plus postage.

There has never been a bet-
ter time to buy, but what if you
want FPAIO compatibility?
Simtec has announced its
25MHz Arm3 with FPA socket
is now available with an
FPAIO for £199 + VAT. This
makes the Arm3 portion just
£lOO + VAT as the FPAlO chip
is listed at £99 + VAT. The
board without FPA costs £139
+ VAT, down from £165 + VAT.

CJE Micros has announced
its Arm3 with FPAIO will be
£199 + VAT. CJE's solution
adds a small, £5 daughterboard
containing the FPA chip to its
original Arm3 board. The
daughterboard and FP A chip
are available from CJE for £99
+ VAT. CJE is offering a ser-
vice to transfer socketed PGA-
type Arm3s from older non-
FPA-compatible Arm3
upgrades, of most makes, to its
FPA-compatible board. CJE's
Arm3 on its own has been cut
to £135 + VAT from £l49.

The arrival of the FPA10 has brought new life to the Arm upgrade market

Ifel is likely to sell its single
board Arm3 plus FP A for
around £200 + VAT. Prices for
the Arm3 board without FPA
will be cut too. Ifel will ship its
35MHz Arm3 for £139 + VAT.

But what of Aleph One's
hinted-at Arm600 upgrade?
Alex van Someren told us he's
not sure there will be enough
demand for the FPA 10 chip to

warrant immediate develop-
ment of his combined Arm600/
FPA upgrade idea since there
are also major problems to get
Rise OS working on an Arm
600.
CJE Micros: (0903) 21336/,
Simtec: (0772) 812863e, !fel:
(0752) 840029, Aleph One:
(0223) 811 679, WalJord Elec-
tronics (0582) 487777.

SOFTWARE
UPDATES
RISC Developments has
improved three software pack-
ages; Desktop Thesaurus,
Hearsay 11and Ovation.

Thesaurus now has nearly
182,000 synonyms and 17,250
keywords. Colton Software has
devised a software link so
Wordz can exploit Desktop
Thesaurus facilities; other
word processors will follow.

Cornms package Hearsay /1
has a 3D-style user interface
and revised menus which
incorporate function and hot-
key prompts. There is support
for external serial device
drivers for hardware like The
Serial Port's high-speed dual
serial card.

Ovation 1.39 incorporates
support for ArtWorks drawing
files, though the user must
have a copy of the A WViewer
application. Upgrades are
available in exchange for the
original discs plus SAE or £2.
• Rise Developments has pri-
ced the Sleuth Optical Charac-
ter Recognition package at £49
+ VAT with £7.35 off for edu-
cation customers; the package
should be on sale now.
Rise Developments is on
(0727) 840303.

SIMTEC
PRICE CUT
SIMTEC has redesigned its
A3000 Ram upgrade card
because of difficulty in sourc-
ing chips. This means 4Mb
A3000s are now cheaper. A
single card can progressively
upgrade an A3000 from 1Mb

to 2Mb then 4Mb; the original
A3000 1Mb Ram is retained.

The Simtec 1Mb board costs
£47 + V AT and the four extra
chips (2Mb) to upgrade to 4Mb
are available for £60 + VAT as
long as stocks last. The fully
upgraded card costs £99 + VAT.

NEWTON MESSAGEPAD ON SALE
THE Apple Newton is now on
sale in the US, starting at $499.
Unlike Amstrad's cheaper
PDA pen-based organiser, the
Newton uses the much more
powerful 20MHz Arm610 (a
derivative of the Rise proces-
sor used in the Archimedes).

Called the Newton Message-
Pad, the first of the ewton
family is a sophisticated per-
sonal organiser, slightly larger
than an Acorn PocketBook and
with a large touch sensitive
screen but no keyboard. All
commands are either actioned
by pressing icons or written
using a plastic stylus.

It understands joined-up
writing and individually-writ-
ten characters. Drawn geome-
tric shapes are also recognised.
Built-in functions include a
diary, scheduler, and to-do list.

Hundreds of third-party
companies have signed up to
produce Newton software,
most of which will probably be
supplied on PCMCIA credit
card-sized cartridges.

The MessagePad is
completely solid
state - there is no
hard dri ve. Infra-
red transcei vers
are an option
which allows
inter-Message-
Pad 'beaming'
or data
transfer.

Apple is
due to
launch
the
Newton
in the UK
any

now, with Sharp also expected
to ship its own version at the
same time. Predictions are that
the UK price of the ewton

will be around the £600
mark.



The ideA range

ICS was the first company to
offer IDE products for Acorns
back in 1990; now they are the
standard choice for new Acorn
computers. Building on three
years' experience we have con-
tinually improved our IDE filing

system. It now offers the highest level of RISC OS compliance,
and compatibility with at least 45 different hard discs tested by
us. Can any other supplier make this claim?

Our IDEFS abolishes the RISC OS limit of 512 Mb, and offers
extra features such as password protection, background
operation, disc partitioning, and power saving (which allows
some discs to stop spinning when idle).

Partitions can have different levels of protection. Family or
pupils can access some of your files while you keep others
safely out of their reach. Or you can simply protect the whole
disc (reformatting is not required for this).

Our hard disc upgrade kits are based around two internal
interfaces at present: IDEA31N for the A3000 Series, and
IDEARCIN for the A300/A400/A500 Series. All kits are
designed to a high standard and include all the parts you will
need.

IDEA31N upgrade kits include an 12C expansion socket as
standard. They come with a 2W' disc already attached, and
are easy to fit once you have opened up your computer. False
rumours have been spread in the past (by sellers of SCSI hard
discs) that internal upgrades might not be safe in an A3000. In
three years we have never heard of an actual problem, but
please ask Acorn's Technical Department if you wish to be
reassured.

IDEARCIN upgrade kits provide a fast 16-bit link all the way
from the computer to the hard disc. They can even be fitted to
an A310 without a backplane - quite a cost saving. A second
hard disc can easily be added later if required.

Interfaces and hard discs can also be bought separately. By
shopping around you may even save a few pounds. But
beware: not all IDE hard discs work with all interfaces, and if
you have a problem it may be difficult to decide who should
put it right. We recommend buying a complete kit from one
source.

~ is the name given to our IDE filing system when it is
supplied as a single rom chip. Wizz05 is for the A5000, and
Wizz04 is for the A4. You should buy a Wizzo if you need
password protection or wish to use larger hard discs. (Wizz04
has been delayed slightly - we are adding a feature to ensure
compatibility with possible future A4 upgrades).

A Wizzo rom by itself will only produce a slight speed improve-
ment. If you need speed in an A5000, fit an IDEARCIN
interface instead. Up to 60% improvement can then be
achieved, but this does depend which hard disc you use so do
check with us first.

How to read our ideA product references
A number at the end is the nominal hard disc capacity in
megabytes. We usually round this down; so the actual for-
matted capacity may be higher. All discs have auto-parking.
Average access times vary but all are below 20 ms.

All prices shown exclude VAT and are subject to change
without notice. The cost to us for hard discs can vary enor-
mously from week to week - not always downwards! Your
local dealer can obtain ideA products from us or from a
distributor.

• A3000 Series Fully Internal Upgrades

Package includes formatted hard disc mounted on ideA
interface card, manual with fitting instructions. Fully internal,
using internal expansion slot. Co-exists with floppy drive and
memory upgrades. Fits the new 1992 computers. Easily fitted
subject to Acorn warranty stipulations.

IDEA31N 40 £225 IDEA31N 120 £350
IDEA31N 60 £275 IDEA31N 130 £450
IDEA31N 80 £325 IDEA31N 209 £499
A3000 FAN KIT (not usually required*) £19

*Only required if the computer has been fully upgraded, e.g.
with maximum memory AND Econet AND an external podule.

• Archimedes A300/A400/A500 Series Internal Upgrades

Package includes formatted hard disc, ideA interface card,
hard diso cradle and fittings, fan kit, replacement multi-purpose
LED (power and drive status), manual with fitting instructions.
Can be fitted to an A310 without a backplane. If a backplane is
used it must be a 4-layer type. Easily fitted by most users.

IDEARCIN 80 £225 IDEARCIN 240 £425
IDEARCIN 100 £255 IDEARCIN 330 £500
IDEARCIN 120 £275 IDEARCIN 426 £575
IDEARCIN 170 £305 IDEARCIN 540 £799

• Separates for hard disc upgrades

We can only guarantee the performance of ideA interface
cards with hard discs we have tested ourselves, so please
check if in doubt. If you are buying a hard disc for an A5000
please say so. If you intend to fit the disc in addition to an
existing one we need to know the make and model of the
existing disc. Acorn's interface does not support all makes of
disc, and some models will work as a second disc but not on
their own.

Hard discs on their own are listed as, for example, IDEA 80.
An S at the end indicates a 2W' disc.

IDEARCIN (Archimedes Interface for Internal disc(s)) £60
IDEA31N (A3000 Interface for Internal disc) £75

ARCHIMEDES INTERNAL CRADLE KIT £15
ARCHIMEDES A300 I A400 SERIES FAN KIT £15
4-SLOT 4-LA YER BACKPLANE £52
POWER CABLE FOR SECOND HARD DISC £5
A5000 SECOND HARD DISC FITTING KIT £15

IDEA80 £179 IDEA240 £350
IDEA100 £215 IDEA330 £470
IDEA120 £245 IDEA426 £499
IDEA 170 £275 IDEA540 £750

IDEA40S £140 IDEA120S £299
IDEA60S £200 IDEA130S £399
IDEA80S £245 IDEA209S £449

• ~ IDE Filing System on rom
Package includes tom, manual and fitting instructions. Com-
patible with RISC OS 3.0 and 3.1. Allows up to four logical
pertitions over two physical drives. Each pertition appears
separately on the icon bar and can have different password
protection. Makes use of existing Acorn hardware for maxi-
mum compatibility, but works with a wider range of hard discs.
Security breaches using ADFS can be prevented. Can be
fitted easily by a competent user.

A vailable now: WIZZ05 for A5000 introductory price £29
Available soon: WIZZ04 for A4 introductory price £29

Quantity discounts available • Dealer enquiries welcome



IOTA REVISES DATAPOWER
IOTA Software has added
ArtWorks image compatibility
to its DataPower database
package. A client/server ver-
sion of the database has also
been completed.

DataPower has proved
popular for graphics work so
ArtWorks compatibility was an
obvious development. The
package uses on-the-fly data
compression, so bulky graphi-
cal image data can be stored
economically.

All sorts of fields can be
attached to images for subse-
quent searches. Extensive
implementation of Rise OS
drag-and-drop actions makes it
easy to import and export
image files using a mouse. Art-
Works images can now also be
used as part of database report-
ing documents.

The new network client/
server version of DataPower
means users can have multiple
read/write access to a single
database. For example, a
whole class of students can add
records to the same database at
the same time. Special record-

Title

A 'BUg' picture

Description

I::'Re:;::c:=Co1--:'d-s',-I lJjis is,an A,(works nie, stored ~ my dip
•••t Ib@'l' which I keep as a OalaPOwer

9 file. because then they are alllomallcaJlY
r---I compressed and easy '0 fi:1dl
Sol'ted
[£I Add
E)Oel

In House?
/
Publk: cse> Colour?
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This Is a DataPo_r database e xemple, showing how Artwori<s
ftles can be stored and retrieved with ease. '

ArtWorks image compatibility is now part of the DataPower package

locking allows someone to
search and build reports even if
someone else is adding more
records at the same time.

Iota's Adrian Critchlow
commented on the record-lock-
ing: 'It's really impressive if
you are looking at a multi-
record view and at the same
time various people on the
same network are all adding
records to your database,
because your screen updates

automatically and all the
records are already sorted into
order.'

Password protection is pro-
vided so, for example, teachers
can update school record files
from anywhere on the network.

Iota won't be charging regis-
tered customers for the luxury
of upgrading to the client/
server version of DataPower.
Iota can be contacted on
(0223) 421542.

!HO, of rtcords:~L .J ~~ I

Records can use up to ten fields

DATABASE
FOR LABEL
DIGITAL Phenomena has
released a program for label
printing. Each record can use
ten easy-to-define fields, card
index fashion. There is a text
search option and records can
be sorted according to criteria
applied to any of the ten fields.
Products of searches and sorts
can be exported to create new
databases. Each record can be
printed as a label using all the
traditional Risc OS attributes
of variable print size, fonts and
formats. LabelBase costs
£49.95 (£199.95 site licence).
Digital Phenomena are on
(0705) 871530.

SPLAT MATS
MOUSE mat a tad dull? You
could go to the opposite
extreme and get a Splat Mat.
These psychedelic mouse mats
cost £4.95
Interface is on (0257) 425839.

NETWORKED
IMPRESSION
COMPUTER Concepts has
made its networked Impression
and ArtWorks compatible with
new Ethernet hardware, which
has recently appeared on the
market from J3, Beebug and
Digital Services. Network site-
licence versions of Impression
and ArtWorks are available for
£660; upgrades are free to
registered users.

CC CREATES NEW IMPRESSIONS
TWO new versions of
impression will be among the
attractions on the Computer
Concepts' stand at the Acorn
World show.

There will also be a version
of ArtWorks on CD-Rom, the
long-awaited thesaurus, and a
digital audio processor and
editor called Audio Works.

Impression Style and
Publisher are to be the latest
updated version of CC's
Impression DTP/word process-
ing family.

Computer Concepts prefers
to limit its description of Style
to that of a word processor,
and says that its development
was directly influenced by
work on the Advance word
processor for Acorn, as well as
feedback from many of the
30,000+ existing users of
Impression in its various
forms.

Documents can be larger
than available memory, there is
a Tiff image loader, and 15-
and 24-bits per pixel colour is
supported for those with the

necessary video hardware.
The Computer Concepts

thesaurus, which is based on
the Collins/Gem Dictionary,
will be included. A different
version of the thesaurus will be
sold on its own.

Style replaces Impression
Junior and upgrades are avail-
able to registered users. Style
will cost £99 + VAT.

Publisher is a re-worked
version of Impression senior. It
features all the key improve-
ments found in Style as well as
DTP enhancements like 24-bit
RGB or 32-bit CMYK full
colour separations, page bleed
control, crop marks and a
special OPI (Object Pre-press
Interface) supplement for Post-
Script output, which references
external image object files.

We can also expect a new
single file document format,
drag-and-drop editing, revised
ruler control, paragraph styles
and selection, crop marks and
many more features too num-
erous to mention in the space
available.

The ArtWorks CD-Rom con-
tains around 200Mb of clip art
and fonts as well as the appli-
cation itself. 95% of the
'serious' entries to CC's recent
clip art competition will be on
the CD.

A second ArtWorks CD will
act as a demonstration disc
featuring aJl the clip art but
just the A rtWo rks viewer
instead of the full application.

New hardware products will
also be featured by Computer
Concepts. A new four-colour
360dpi inkjet printer is prom-
ised at a very competitive
price, complete with Turbo-
Driver support.

Secondly, and in conjunc-
tion with Wild Vision, what's
described as the 'ultimate'
multimedia product for Acorn
machines will be un veiled.

You can also expect a true
24-bit colour version of the
Colour Card graphics accelera-
tor board.
Computer Concepts is on
(0442) 63933; Wild Vision can
be contacted on 091-5191929.
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NEVVS

STALLION'S AUTUMN ALMANAC
STALLION Software has pro-
duced an updated version of
Almanac, its desktop business
and personal organiser pack-
age.

Almanac 2 features 3D
dialogue boxes and improved
icons; there are new data
import/export options, notes
are extendable and the address
database is now compatible
with FaxPack.

Almanac 2 will be at the old
price of £72.50 until the Acorn
World show and existing
Almanac users can upgrade for
free by returning their original
discs to Stallion.

Also from Stallion this
month comes version 2 of the
Lexicon language learning aid
which now incorporates the
same 3D-look as Almanac 2
plus it includes 'Cloze' word-
elimination testing.

Russian. German and French
versions of Lexicon are avail-
able at £70.50 and there is a 20

In brief

Almanac is now out in a new version, complete with 3D icons

S-BASE NETWORK

per cent discount for education
customers. Finally, a help util-
ity using StrongHLP has been
produced for programmers who
use Arm assembler.

The standalone program is
called Assembler Help and
includes easily-accessible

the original SBase is not suffi-
cient. SNet is sold as a separate
package. SBase Developer
Plus is priced at £299 single
user, or £800 for an education
site licence. S-Net server costs
£299 for an education site lic-
ence. An upgrade from S-Base
Developer to SBase Developer
Plus costs £100, the price dif-
ferential between the two
packages.
Longman Logotron is
(0223) 425558.

information on Arm processor
and floating point instructions
plus assembler directives, vari-
ables, macros, and so on.
Assembler Help costs £15 +
VAT.

Stallion Software, is on (0225)
339090.

NEW FOR
HOW OLD?
A BIRMINGHAM Acorn
dealer got a bit of shock when
a local school applied to take
advantage of the Acorn
Xchange scheme, which
encourages schools to turf out

LONG MAN Logotron has
announced the release of SBase
Developer Plus. This new
package brings SBase to net-
working. It allows the user to
develop S-Base database
systems to be run across a
network.

To access the networked ver-
sions, users can buy the
cheaper SNet application. This
is the only package that can
access S-Base Developer Plus
applications across a network -

(i;S)'<
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redundant computers in part
exchange for nice new Acorns.

Daco Software was con-
fronted by a 30-year old
HoneyweIl minicomputer.

The antique was presented
to Daco by Brornsgrove Lower
School, which, in return, ord-
ered an A5000 and a couple of
A3020s.
Acorn is on (0223) 254254

Chip price hike
The recent explosion at a Japanese
plastics factory has thrown prices
in the computer memory chip
industry into disarray.

The factory supplied chip-pack-
aging plastic resin for around 60
per cent of the world's memory
chips supply. Panic has doubled
pr-ices in just a few weeks. It's dif-
ficult to tell how long the price
panic will last or how badly the
Acorn memory upgrade market or
even Acorn's manufacturing itself
will be affected.

Scan Light for
A3000/4000
Scan light Video, the new
combined video digitiser and scan-
ner interface launched last month
is now available for the A3000/
4000 range.

CCpoints out that users of
these Acorn machines are pro-
bably more likely to appreciate the
saving of an expansion slot than
most. As with the full-size podule
version, the mini-podule Scan light
Video costs £220 + VAT.

Live'93
Acorn is to exhibit at a major con-
sumer electronics show in London
between 16-20 September.
The show, live'93, will take place
at Olympia in London and is spon-
sored by News International
newspapers The Times, Today and
The Sun.

Exhibits will cover hi-fi, video,
telecommunications and of course
computing, with the accent on
multimedia. Tickets cost £7 each
with discounts for families. The
ticket hotline is 071-373 8141.

Acorn C User Group
The C User Group UK has decided
to open a new sub-group to conc-
entrate on C-programmers within
the Acorn world. The group will
have its own bi-monthly magazine
called (AUGers (C Acorn User
Group).

Featured in the magazine will
be programming hints and tips,
tutorials and reviews. To join the
CAUGyou need to join the main
CUGUK,which costs £12 a year
and add £5 for the Acorn specific
sub-group. More details are avail-
able by writing to Francis Glass-
borow at 64 Southfields Road,
Oxford, OX4 1PA.



EP UP TO EUREKA v.2
AND SAVE OVER £40

rJ;' RE brought the power and innovative features of the very latest in easy-to-
Jl...J..uses readshee echnology to all RISe os users. And now EUREKA version 2 has
even more 0 offer you:

fast re are over 100 individual improvements upon version 1, including
extended documentation and a fully comprehensive index.

Tfyou already use another RISe os spreadsheet, here's an offer you just can't
.1. refuse!

Just tell us what it is, and where and when you bought it, and we'll supply you
with a full copy of EUREKA version 2 at the unrepeatable special offer price of

£82.10 (£99.99 including p&p and VAT). That's a saving of over £40 on the RRP.

But remember, this very special launch offer must end on the 17th of September,
1993, and definitely will not be repeated. Don't be disappointed, claim your own

copy of EUREKA version 2 today!--------------------------------------------------------------ORDER FORM
Name -=~--~~~-------I am currently using

o Schema 0 Pipedream 0 Logistix

Other (please specify)

Ibought it from ---'=_~

Date purchased _

Please send me _ copy/copies of Eureka @ £82.10
(£99.99 including £3.00 p&p and VAT) per copy

o I enclose a cheque for _ made payable to Longman
Logotron

o Please debit my Access/Visa account
no. _

Address---------:----------ir-~~;;;;::_~;:;;:;:::::=_,.r

Postcode "'-- _

Telephone _
AU/IO/93

Please return your order to:

Longman Logotron Sales Department
124 Cambridge Science Park
Milton Road
Cambridge
CB44ZS

Tel: (0223) 425558
Fax: (0223) 425349

Expiry date. _

Signed. _

Eureka will run on any RISe os machine with at least 2MB of RAM. RISe os 3.1 recommend.



N E VV S

COLTON SETS OFF FIREWORKZ
;'

COL TON Software has
released early details of its
latest offering, Fireworks. This
will be a combination of the
Result: spreadsheet and Wordz
word processor and brings
Colton full circle to its original
combined spreadsheet and
word processor, Pipedream.

Firework: is an apparent
improvement, in that it doesn't
suffer from any of the
compromises and limitations
of the Pipedream user
interface. Result; and Wordz as
separate applications have a
degree of data communication
between them, but you can't
edit a Result; sheet within a
Wordz document using Wordz,
or vice versa.

Effectively, Fireworkz will
enable this. Colton will release
further details soon, and hopes

In brief

[[iill!C~~ IJ!lUI r& ...(!.
Gl'ahaM : a A s RAM !!:JJ

Fireworkz brings you Resultz and Wordz in one package

to have Fireworkz ready for
the Acorn World show. Also at
the show will be Recordz; the
new database application, and

the next stage in the Colton "Z'
family.
Colton Software is on (0223)
311881.

DESKTOP
OFFICE
MINERVA Software has
incorporated an Acorn
PocketBooklPsion Series 3
database facility into its Desk-
top Office integrated software.

This enables database files
to be entered and updated on
an Archimedes using the
Desktop Office database
module and exported to the
PocketBook/Series 3, or vice
versa, through the Acorn A-
Li nk serial port.

Anyone who has attempted
to enter a substantial amount
of data into a PocketBook will
know how difficult the tiny
keyboard makes this. By being
able to make use of the full-
size keyboard of your desktop
machine the task is no longer
the fiddly chore of old.

DeskTop Office will cost
you £79.95 + VAT and existing
users of the software can
upgrade for £10 + VAT.
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RISC OS 3.1 UPGRADE
OFFER EXTENDED
IF you haven't upgraded to
Risc OS 3.1 and thought you
had missed the introductory
offer which expired recently,
relax - Acorn has extended it
until the end of October.

Acorn's product manager,
Neil Gardner, commented:
'When we introduced the
upgrade last September we
offered it at a very attractive
price. However, as some of our
customers were not aware this
was only for a limited period,
we are extending the offer for
another three months.'

An even cheaper upgrade for

A5000 owners with no new
manuals has been discon-
tinued. Gardner commented:
'The upgrade for existing
A5000 owners to move from
OS 3.0 to 3.1 has resulted in
the offer being taken up by the
majority of this potential mar-
ket, so we feel the time is right
to withdraw this part of the
special offer.'

Sticking with Risc OS 2
could be a false economy as
more software appears needing
OS 3+. The OS 3.1 upgrade kit
remains at £49 until the end of
October when it reverts to £89.

PANDA CROSSWORDS
THE Risc OS crossword gener-
ator and publisher, Xword, is
now available from Panda
Discs in Staffordshire.

Any size puzzles can be gen-
erated, grids are automatically
produced, text files can be
dragged and dropped onto the
puzzle for automatic placing, a
dictionary is included and puz-
zles can be output as Draw
files. Foreign language diction-
aries are also on the way.

Panda Discs points out that
Xword can be used not only to
create crosswords, but to solve

existing ones too. So no more
struggling over that final clue.
Xword is priced £44.95.
For more details ring (0902)
850605

Open day
Acorn dealer Selective Computer
Services is to hold an open day at
the Kegworth Hotel on 21
November, The venue can be
found at Kegworth village, Der-
byshire, near junction 24 of the
M1. Selective is an Acorn-
approved CD-Romsupplier. For
more information call (0332)
690691.

Lynsoft moves
Lynsoft, best known for the Sur-
vivor adventure game, has
moved to 32 Irvin Avenue,
Saltburn-by-Sea, Cleveland TS12
1QH. Lynsoft's telephone num-
ber, (0287) 624843, remains
unchanged.

AKF18 problems
Some batches of Acorn AKF18
multi-sync monitors have been
prone to premature component
failure. Acorn is addressing this
by fixing the problem free, even
outside the standard 12-month
warranty period in some cases.
If you have a faulty AKF18 older
than 12 months it is worth seeing
whether it is eligible for free rep-
air via your Acorn service centre.

Acorn address
Acorn moved to its new HQ,
Acorn House, at Vision Park,
north of Cambridge on 18
August. The address is Acorn
Computers, Acorn House, Vision
Park. Histon, Cambridge, CB4
4AE. Phone: (0223) 254254, Fax:
(0223) 254262.

Arm600 not dead
The Arm600 processor might not
be off Acorn's product agenda
after all.

Despite the emphasis on the
Arm700, Malcolm Bird, Acorn's
technical director, has told Acorn
User that now Arm Ud has
reduced the cost of the device
compared to the Arm700, it has
become attractive again, perhaps
for lower cost models in the next
generation of machines.

Acorn afloat
Cowes software company, Com-
puter Tutorial Services (CTS)used
an A5000 and A4 at a recent
Cowes regatta. CTSproduced
detailed race results as well as
storing cumulative points to
eventually identify winning
yachts.



BEEBUG
Commitment To Acorn

Beebug are one of Acorn's largest dealers and are an
accredited Education Dealer, Service Centre and
Network Dealer. Beebug have been in the Acorn

marketplace for over '11 years, and specialise
exclusively in everything Acorn.

Service
Wherever possible, all orders received by 1pm will be
dispatched the same day. All new items are supplied

with at least 12 months warranty.

Technical Support
We have staff dedicated to providing technical help
and advice to customers, which means continued
support before AND after your purchase from us.

Stock
Only part of our wide range of products for Acorn are
shown here. Please telephone for anything that you

need, but cannot see listed.

Prices
You will find our prices VERY competitive. If you find
the same item cheaper elsewhere, tell us and we will
try to do better. Prices are subject to change without

notification.

Showroom
Beebug is a large reliable/company, not a faceless

boxshifter, so please feel welcome to visit our large,
well-equipped showroom in S1.Albans 10 try the latest

products. Showroom hours are Monday to Saturday
9am to 6pm.

Ordering
Simply phone our Tele-sales staff for credit card or

Switch orders. Call 0727 840303. After 5pm an
answerphone will record your orders. Written or official
orders are welcome. Our FAX number is 0727 860263.

Our order processing and stock system is fully
computerised and networked for efficiency.We can tell
you what is in stock, or when deliveries are expected

and provide full information on vour order and
despatch details, at the press of-a button. Once you

have dealt with Beebug we will allocate you a
customer number, making future orders even simpler.

Carriage
Carriage charges are shown by the letter after the stock

code. When ordering several items use the highest
carriage code, plus half of each subsequent code

(subject to a UK maximum of £13).
Codes a - £0.85, b - £1.70, c - £2.70, d - £3.20,

e - £5.50, g - £8.00 (courier). Air mail will be charged
at cost for overseas customers.

VAT
Please add carriage and then VAT at 17.5% to your

order. This also applies to E.C. (unless you quote your
VAT number), and some BFPO customers. Zero VAT

items are marked with'.

BEEBUC, 117 Hatfield Road,
St. Albans, Herts AL1 4J&

Tel 0727 840303
Fax 0727 8602tJ3

CD OM DRIVES & ACCESSORIES
5750a CD Caddy
5776e CD- !Woodland
5752e GD- 4 Disc Set
5253b CD- Acorn Educ Directory
5772(.. CD- British Birds
5758c CD- CD francais
S769c CD- Creepy Crawlies(MDI)
5773c CD- Dict of Living World
5779d CD- Dinosaurs! (MOl)
5764<;, CrJ- Grooves (MOl)
030SCl. CD- Hutchinson Encyclope
0306b CD- IlIus. Holy Bible
0307b CD- IIlus. Shakespeare
S770c CD- Image Warehouse(MDI)
5774c CD- Revelation 11
0308b CD- Sherlock Holmes
0309b CD- Space Ehcyclopaedia
S777c CQ- The Really Useful vl
S7-78c CD- The Really Useful v2
5775c CD- Times & Sunday Times
029Dg CD ROM Drive A3DDO
D231g CD ROM Drive ASODO
581!i2g Multimedia 16bit SCSI
5861 g Multimedia 8bit SCSI
5860g Multimedia Expan. Card
5864g World of CD 40.0./540./50.0.0.
5863g World of CD 1\30.0.0./30.10+

Cumana
APA
MDI
APA
ILP Ltd
COT
COT
MDI
COT
COT
PEP/Attica
APP ltd
APP ud
GDT
Longman
APP ud
APP Ltd
APA
APA
TNS
Curnana
Curnana
Acorn
Acorn
Ac.orn
Cumana
Cumana

6.50.
144.00
149.0.0.

29.0.0.
15D,J)0
120..0.0.

90..0.0.
175.0.0
124.0.0.

90..00.
9;10.0
23.0.0.
2,l.DD
53.0.0.
98.0.0.
23.0.0.
57.50
47.0.0.
47.0.0.

195.0.0.
589.00.
589.0.0
59'1.0.0.
599.0.0.
499.DD
637.44
637.44

COMPUTER UPGRADES & EXPANSION
2-4Mb for 0130. (5/92 on)
2-4Mb for 0.130. (to 5/92)
A3000 1Mb RAM
A3DOD 1Mb RAM (UgdableJ
A30DD 4Mb RAM
A300D Podule Expander
A3o.DD Serial Chips
A300D/MDDO User/Anal.
A3DDD/A4DDO User/AnlglEc
A301 0. 1Mb RAM
A~Dl 0. 1Mb RAM
A301 (')4Mbyle RAM
A3020/MODD/M 2Mb RAM

D14o.c
D132c
0133c
013Dc
D131e
0228e
D277b
461 De
4611e
0144c
O~lItc.
D146e
D14Sc

RISC Dev
RISC Dev
RISC Dev
RISC Dev
RISC Dev
wilQVis
Acorn
RISC Dev
RISC Dev
RISC Dev
Acorn
RISC Dev
RISC Dev

99,0.0.
99.0.0.
31.0.0.
59.0.0

139.0.0.
159.85

19.0.0.
44.95
79.95
29.0.0.
49.0.0

129.0.0.
89.0.0

D312g M Portable 4Mb HD21
~872g A5DOD 4Mb HD2 0. M'scan
5873g A5DDD 4Mb HD420 M'scan BEEB G 2130..0.0.

DISCS (BLANK) & ACCESSORIES
D634d lDOx3.5 Bulk J Mb Discs B!;EBUG
0638d lODx3.5HD 2MB Bulk Discs BEEBUG
0675b lDx3.5 1Mb Discs+ Box BEEBUG
0674b lDx3.5HD 2Mb Discs + Box BEEBJJG
D676c 4Dx3.5 1Mb Discs •. Box BEEBUG
0636c 4Dx3.5HD 2Mb Discs + Box BEEBUG
D632c 5Dx3.5 Bulk 1Mb Discs BEEBUG
D637c 5Dx3.5 HO 2Mb Bulk Discs BEEBUO
0.67219 Disc Box for 3.5 (1D) BEEBUG
D656c Lockbl 3.5 Disc Box (40.) BEEBUG
5646c Lockbl 3.5 Disc Box (80.) BEEBUG

EDUCATIONAL HARDWARE
1364g t\3 Univ Concept Keyboard
1365g A4 Univ Concept KeYb<ilard
1359b Concept K'bd Arch I'face



BEEBUG 5,91
BEEBUG 7.62
BEEBUG &.47
BEEBUG 16.98

4Mation
RISC Dev
Pace
Pace;
Pace
BEEBUG

Acorn 275.00
Acorn 220.00
Acorn 220.00
Microvitec 999,00
Microvitec 399,00
Memorex )8.60
Phillips 87.00
Avdin 853.00
Aydin l380.00
BEEBUG 24.64
Microvitec 95,00

Angelsoft 100,00
RISC Dev 139,00
Acorn 49.00
RISC Dev 139.00
Acorn 50.00
RISC Dev 139.00
Acorn 394.00
Acorn 199.00
Acorn 30.00
Oak 75.00
Acorn 47.95
Acorn 149.00
Atomwide 199.00

Acorn Inkjet Printer
Canon BJ10Sl<- Blad·
Canon BJ1Osx - White
Canon BJ20 - Crea
Canon BJ200 Printer
Canon BJ230 Prin~r ,
Canon B1300 Printer
Canon B1330 Printer
Canon BJC800 Printer
Epson fX1 050 Printer
Epson fX850 Prirtter
Epson L0100 Printer
Epson LQ1 060 Colour
Epson LQl 70 Printer
Epson LQ1170 Printer
Epson LQ~Q Printer
Epson I:Q450 Printer
Epson LQ570 Prin~'
Epson LQ860 Colour
Epson LQ870 Printer
Epson LX1 00 Printer
Epson LX1050 Printer
Epson LX4QO Printer
Epson LX850 Printer
Epson Stylus 800 Printer
HP Deskjet Portable
HP Laserjet 4 Printer
HPSOOC Colour Deskjet
HP510 Deskjet Printer
HP550C Colour Deskjet
LaserDirect HiRes Card
LaserDirect HiRes4
l.aserDirect HiRes8
Star Laser 8 III
Star Laser 8 StarScript
Star l.aser LS-5
Star Laser LS-SEX
Star Laser LS-STT
Star I.C-l 00 Colour
Star LC-15 Printer
Star LC-20 Printer
Star LC-2eO Colour
Star LC24-1 00 Printer
Star LC24-15 Printer
Star LC24-20 11Printer
Star LC24-20 Printer
Star LC24-200 Colour
Star 5)144 Colour Printe
Star S148 Inkjet Printer
Star XB24-200 Colour
Star XB24-250 Colour
Star ZA-200 Printer
Star ZA-250 Printer

SCANNERS
5506g
1963g
1962g
1960g
1970g
1964g
0732e
1958g
0117g
0119g
0118g

ScanLight 11A4 A3000
ScanLight 11A4 Arch
ScanLight lnr 256 - Arch
5canLight jnr 256 A3000
Scanlight Pro+SCSI A5000
Scan Light Pro. Only
Scanlight Sheet Feeder
Scanl.ight Video - ;\5000
Spectra (A3000 External)
Spectra (A3000 Internal)
Spectra Archirnedes/A5000

SITE LICENCES
1392c
1391c

CCcccccccccccccc
Rise Dev
Rise Dev
RISC Dev

285.00
285,00
185.00
18;;.00
699,\:10
550.00
139,00
21B,OD
559.00
549.00
549,00

~ARE. EDUCATIONAl:
5716b 10/10 Early Essent@ls 1Ooutofl 0
570~b 10/10 English 100utofl0
5718b 10/HrMatns (Alg raj 1Ooutofl 0
S708b W/l0Maths(Numbers) 100utofl0
1343b ,1 st Paint Resource
f.238c Acorn Edue Directory Acorn
.B9.27b Adv~ture I'laygroun Storm
5920b AI! Aliout Me Nortltern M
5ZPOb Animated Alphabet Sherston
5781b ArcVenture 1- The Romans Sherston
5713b ArcVenture 11-Egyptians Sherston
S788b "'rcVenture 111-Vikings Sherston
5789b llidger Trails S~erston
5~3b BiUl80ns & The loo Topologika



Aggressor
Air Supremacy
Aldebaran
Alerion
Arcade Soccer
ArcOmnibus Games
Battle Chess
Black Angel
Break 147 & Superpool
Champions
Chequered Flag RISCOS 3
Chess 3D
Chocks Away Compendium
Chocks Away Extra Missio
Chocks Away Mk 11

Chopper Force
Christmas Adventure
Chuck Rock
Crystal Maze (Due Oct.)
Gyber Chess
Cyborg
Demon's Lair
Dungeon
E-TypeCompendium
Ego: Repton 4
Elite Gold
Enter The Realm
Fervour

ESM 45.00
ESM 45.00
Widget 18.00
Widget 18.0
Lingenuity 136.00
Resource 20.00
Longmao 22.00
Sherston 27.00
Lon~man 25.00
Widget 2.0.00
Sherston 34.50
4Mation 19.50 .
Resource 35.00
E'SM 60.00
Resource 29.95
longOlan 21.00
Topologika 18.00
Topologika 8.00
Europress 16.98
Europress 16.98
Europress 16.98
Europress 17.00
Europress J 7.00
Europress' 17.00
Europress 17.00
Europress 17.00
Europress 17,00
Oak 99.00
Sherston 19.00
Sherston 32.00
l.ongmari 68.00
ESM 34.00
Minerva 36.00
Minerva 3600
Mi~erva 36_00
Longman 54.00
Longman 40.00
LCL Soft 2'1.00
Sherston 48.00
Jump Bean 20.00
Longrnan 38.00
Longrnan 49.00
Longrnan 67.00
Longrnan 45.00
NW SEMERC 19.00
Longman 2'2.00
Chalksoft 18.00
ESM 25.00
LCL Soft 24.00
Silicon Vi 39.00
Topologika 27.00
Sherston 23.00
Sherston 22.00
H & H Soft 16.98
Longman 57.00
Sherston 2A.50
Sherston 23.00
Topologika 27.00
Ciares 62.00
Brill Cornp 20.00
Brill Comp 20.00
Iota 35.00
Willow 23.90
Sherston 17J'JO
Chalksoft 18.00
Sherston 25.00

Atomic
Superior
Arc Angels
Dabs P
4th Dimens
RISCDev
Krisalis
4th Dim
4th Dimens
Krisalis
CIS
Mic Power
4th Dimens
4th Dirnens
4th Dimens
4th Dimens
Krisalis
Krisalis
Sherston
4th Dirnens
Alpine Sof
4th Dimens
4th Dimens
4th Dirnens
Superior
Hybrid
4th Dimens
Clares

15.00
15.50
25.00
11.00
17.00
12.68
21.00
25.00
25.00
22.00
18.00
16.98
26.00
14.00
19.00
21.00
22.12
17.00
34.00
26.00
19.00
19.00
25.00
18.00
17.00
32.00
18.00
18.00

Oak
RISCDev
OAK
Acorn
Acorn
RISCDev
longman
Acorn
Silicon V
Silicon V
Silicon V

78.00
77.39
89.00

118.00
178.00
49.00
54.00
92.00
77.00
77.00
38.00

ABC III Basic Cornpiler
C Dev. System
Cambridge Pascal
Desktop Assembler
Desktop C
EasyC
Logo
PC Ernulato( V1.8
RiscBasicCompiler
RiscForth
Robo logo
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ACORN USER
It's bursting at the seams. Games, utilities, programming examples

XENON2
Xenon 2 is the hottest

shoot-ern-up you're
going to see this side of
Christmas. Our exclusive
demo is a taster of things to
come: experience the power of
the Xenon 11 ship and fly it to
destruction.

Controls for the game are as
follows:

Z Left
X Right
' ••.•..•.•••••....••.........••...••••••••Up
/ .•...••••.•••....•..•.•••••••••.•••.•Down
RETURN ••••••••••••••••••••••••••Fire
P •••••••...•........... Pause (on/off)

How to play
When you run the game it
installs itself on the iconbar:
click on the Xenon II icon to
and you see a swirl of stars.

Press RETURN to move to
Options. Move the arrows up
and down using the Up and
Down keys; to play the game,
move to '1 Player Game' and
press RETURN.

The object of the game is
simple: blow the hell out of
everything you see, collect
power-ups, and buy equipment
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Make your Arc an alien-free zone

Blasting the hell out of everything and everyone in sight with Xenon 2

for your ship so those boys are
too scared even to talk to your
mother-in-law.

The first items you want are
the speed-up pills so you can
race after the enemy. The first
two pills move across the
screen from left to right: shoot

them to turn them
into spinning spheres
marked with an'S'.
Other items turn into
spinning spheres
branded with a 'C':
these are credits, and
picking them up will
give you money to
spend on your ship.
When you enter the
shop, you have the
option to sell
weapons to gain
credits. If you do not
wish to sell anything

Running notes
If you have a 2Mb machine then the demo will run from floppy
without a problem. However, if you have 1Mb of Ram, then you must
decompress the game before running it. To do this, run this option to
open the directory viewer as described below, and drag the !Xenon2
application to another disc. Then reset your machine, and run the
application from the new disc without mounting any other discs
beforehand.

If you have a 1Mb machine with RiscOS 3 (such as an A3010) you
must reduce the font cache down to zero to allow the demo to run. Do
this by using the Task Manager: click with Select on the Acorn icon on
the iconbar and drag the bar marked 'Font cache' to zero. Finally, you
must make sure the desktop is in Mode 12 before running.

use the control keys to move
the yellow cursor to 'EXIT',
then hit RETURN. If you want
to sell, move the cursor to
'SELL' and press RETURN.

To sell a particular piece of
equipment, move the cursor
over the item to sell and press

RETURN. To finish, 'EXIT'.
After this a selection of

extras appears if you have
enough money. Use the yellow
cursor and RETURN to select
the item you want and press
RETURN twice to buy. See page
75 for a full review.
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COVER DISC
and the latest in graphics techniques: it's all on the Acorn User cover disc

OMNIDESK Part one of our flexible friend

OmniDesk is the ultimate
flexible desktop appli-

cation. If you've ever wished
you had a collection of some
of your most useful desktop
utilities rolled into. one appli-
cation, OmniDesk is straight-
forward to operate. OmniDesk
at present provides five basic

••x ClosoVil'll IIi nifior utilities. Every
CiiJ_~. month we'll pro-L: vide extra utilities.

Looking at the
configuration win-~I dow, you willaJ notice that the top
area is labelled

Caret blinking options. This
utility will flash the caret at a
user-defined rate. Simply enter
the on and off periods in tenths
of a second and make sure the
switch at the left is selected.

A 'hidden' utility provided
by OmniDesk is the ability to
use the cursor keys to move
the pointer. The cursor keys
move the pointer in steps of
one pixel for fine positioning,
while pressing SHIFT, CTRL or
CTRL-SHIFT at the same time
will increase the speed.

Locate caret will bring the
window containing the caret to
the front, and the pointer will
zoom towards the caret. If the
caret is not present, the compu-
ter will beep.

Choosing Display sprite
from the Utilities menu will
open a small window.
Dragging sprite files to it will
display the sprites on the

Utilities setup options rl--------I

locate caret
TUI'n carat off
Display sPI'ite
CloseUiew Magnifier
Coordinates

!iiITfii3 E:!Jl Ut-:;::::;;:;. ========:::;;;=;;;;:;::.;:~;::;:;::;;;:;:;;::;::;:;~••
Mark :8 A s Dun eon

The omnipotent, omniscient, and you'll soon find omnipresent, OmniDesk

screen, which is useful for
previewing artwork or taking
screen shots. Click the mouse
or press a key to return to the
desktop. OmniDesk can also
cope with Clares' Xarc file
format.

Choosing the Turn caret off
utility has the very simple
effect of removing the caret.
This provides an easy means of
making sure OmniDesk can
detect the cursor keys for mov-
ing the pointer.

The ultimate flexible desktop application

Extra utilities
The prime feature of OmniDesk is its ability to be extended by other
utilities which all have a common presentation. If you double-click on
the OmniDesk icon with SHIFTheld down, you see it contains a further
directory: Utilities. You run these utilities independently of OmniDesk
by double-clicking on them: if you do so, they will install their icons on
the iconbar as normal. and will not be affected by OmniDesk in any
way. Each application has its own help files containing instructions.
OmniDesk utilities all have similar presentations: from their main
windows, there will always be a menu which presents at least three
options: Info, Window position and Save settings.

There may well be other options too. Info accesses the usual
information window, while the Window position leads to a window
which lets you determine where a utility's window appears onscreen.
The other option, Save settings, saves the location of the window to
disc for subsequent use. All the utilities support interactive help. For
complete instructions, look at the file !OmniDesk.Docs.ReadMe.
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MORPH EUS Bridging the picture gap

Morpheus is the first
commercial morphing

package available for the
Archimedes, and this demo
version from Oregan shows
why it seems destined to be a
hit (see the review on page 56).

Morphing is the act of taking
one picture and changing it
into another: our very own
morphing package from the
August issue proved very
popular indeed.

In the last couple of years
the process has been used to
devastating effect in Arnie's
Terminator 2 and in loads of
pop promos and TV ads.

For a quick demo of what
Morpheus can do, load the
application and drag the Uffe-
brooke directory to the icon-
bar. Two windows will appear,
the left-hand one showing Uffe
Ellemann-Jensen, former for-
eign secretary of Denmark, and
the right-hand one showing
Brooke Shields.

To create a preview frame of A subtle transformation from Jade to Kevin using Morpheus

the morph from one to the
other, click on the 'single
square' toolbox icon, which
opens up a window. Click on
the Morph icon and after a few
seconds a window pops up
containing the morph.

If you want to view an
intermediate stage on the
morph, click on the radio icon
to the left of the Frame # icon,

JROE28 r KEU28
These sprites are the respective start and end points of the transformation

and set the number to between
one and ten: one is Uffe, and
ten is Brooke. Five is, for want
of a better word, UffeBrooke.

The demo is complete in
most areas, though you cannot
save sprites or movies. Full
instructions are provided on
disc, along with the example
described above. Hope you
enjoy it.

3D Graphics
This final instalment of our long-running
and popular 3D Graphics series culminates
in a complete editor for 3D objects, which
can be displayed using the BAU3D
module.

The last part of our 3D programming series
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*Info
What do the following have in common:
wacky graphics demos, screen fades,
directory setters and the secrets of the
Shared C Library? *INFO, of course, and
all the programs are on the disc.

*Info: the pages with something for everyone

Bio
Life continues to thrive with the latest
instalment of Bio, our totally flexible
desktop application. Sprite merging and
module information are on the menu this
month, for your delectation.

":: 's ... S fA. t!~~~~=~~~=====aBlSlcLib~8ASJC"hi: •• ule r3 Clib366:
.frs I!JColours52

I!:JEeonet
ator ~FrontEnd
p, ~Hour9'litss
aee ~IRQutils

I!'Slfootl
!!'SHetFS
~PH
r3 SCSIFiltr
~S,,"nd1
!!'SSPX
~loolkit
~Uid!tfodt
I!J Min9Ufils

Another addition to the ever-growing Bio
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DeskEdit 2 is an exceptionally powerful desktop editor for Basic
programs and C source code - but it is also very easy to use.

• Just open a window and type in your program.
Press F3 to save it at any time. Press Ctrl-Shift-F3
and your Basic program will be saved and run
interactively from within the Desktop - and if the
name of the program is !Runlmage then DeskEdit
will run the parent application - Magic!

• If you are using line numbers, these are
automatically handled for you.

• All Basic's abbreviations are automatically
implemented.

• DeskEdit provides all the search and replace options
of Edit plus some very special ones: DeskEdit's
QuickSearchcan take its target from any marked
text (to avoid typing), and you can specify that it
will only-find matches in PROC and FN definitions.

Archimedes World's feature on programming
editors (August1993) says of DeskEdit 2:
"With so many features ..... this is an
excellent choice of editor for anyone who
programs .. , ... The whole feel of this
product is one of utter professionalism ."
and it's review of DeskEdit 2 (February 1993)
awarded a maximum score of 5 out of 5 in all
four of its categories - performance,
features,value for money, overall.

• Special Browsers instantly build up
scrollable lists of all defined procedures
and functions.

• DeskEdit contains more than 100
special key combinations.

• A fully customisable Basic Indenter will
format selected portions of your
program.

• An Undo feature lets you Undo and
Redo your editing, and this together
with all markers and many other features is
optionally saved to disc when you save a program.

• A customisable Help facility gives syntax Help on all
Basic key words. A Caret info feature gives
information about the character at the caret; and a
file information feature gives you information on any
file dragged to DeskEdit's icon when Alt is pressed.

• There are numerous markers and position finder
features which make scrolling through your
program to find a particular line a thing of the past.

• Plus Backup saves, special delete and tabbing
options, a programmer's calculator which can
import and export data, a flexible clipboard,
powerful printout features, fully customisable user
commands, powerful macros etc.

Moreover, DeskEdit is just as at-home with
text (for editing Obey files, writing letters, or
complete books), and with the C language,
providing most of the features offered to
Basic users (where applicable) with others
added - including a syntax checker.

DeskEdit comes with:
• fully illustrated 70 page manual (with index)
• function keystrip
• smart quick reference card
• freebies, including a desktop dustbin and

Acorn's multi-file Find application.

Stock Code:PDE2b
Price.' £26.95 inc VAT
Upgrade: £9.95 inc VAT (Code PDEXb)RIse Developments Ltd

•• 7 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts AL. 4JS. Tel. 0727 840303 Fax 0727 860263

High Density/SCSI (inc drive)
High Density only - upgradeable (inc drive)
SCSI only - upgradeable
We now produce the ex-ARXE SCSIIHD
systems, allowing you to replace your floppy
with a high density (l.6Mbll.44Mb) dri ve.
Requires R03.1O or later. PC emulator
compatible. HD or SCSI to HD&SCSI: £49.
Please specify machine type when ordering.

v22bis (2400 bps) FaxModem bundle
BT Approved Pace FaxModem, ARCfax,
ARCterm, and a cable - It's portable too.

v32bis (14400 bps) FaxModem bundle
BT Approved USR Sportster FaxModem,
ARCterm, ARCfax & a cable - It's quick!

ARCterm 7 £68
ARCbbs (3 line version) £85
High performance dual serial card £79
PC Keyboard/mouse interface £89

. A5000 - 170Mb 2nd hard disk £249
20Mb Floptical disk systems from £349
External Fujitsu 496Mb SCSI (over 2Mb/sec) £899
External Fujitsu 120Mb Mag-Opt (inc 1 disk) £849

£224
£184
£149

0
00°

•jll~
•/- \,

U

THE SERIAL PORT

£259

£359

Our shop in Wells is now
open at 15 Union Street

(Union Street is next to Dixons)

Come and see the FPA!

The Serial Port
Burcott Manor, Wells,

Somerset, BA5 INH

Insured delivery on modems/storage systems £1O+VAT.
Education is entitled to a 5% discount on all our products.

Please add VAT at 17.5% to all prices. Plastic welcome.
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Telephone
Fax
Modem
ISDN

(0749) 670058
(0749) 670809
(0749) 670030
(0749) 670883
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PHOTO CD LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
PHOTO CD is Acorn's
development of a technology
conceived by the film
manufacturers, Kodak. Each
CD, which requires single or
multisession-compatible CD-
Rom drives, provides a large
number of images with a four-
level magnification facility.

But unlike zooming into a
sprite as in Paint, the magni-
fied images will retain their
full resolution and quality.
This has been made possible
by storing picture files contain-
ing the 'base' together with
images of 2x, 4x, 8x, and 16x
the resolution of the original.

On magnifying part of the
base by, for instance, the x4
magnification, the appropriate
part of the 'base x4' image will
be loaded from the CD-Rom.

There are advantages to stor-
ing versions of the same
image, rather than one high
resolution image. First, zoom-
ing out of high-resolution
sprites causes deterioration of
image quality; also, if there is a
variety of resolutions available
you have the choice of work-
ing with a low-res image to
save memory space.

The resolutions begin at 128
x 192, for the base, to 2048 x

Acorn's ship comes in with Photo CD

3072 for base x16. Each image
file, will be 25Mb in size, and
with 100 of these crammed
onto each CD, there will be an
effective 2.5Gb of data per
disc, thanks to Kodak's YCC
compression system. Because
of th~ir highly-squashed state,
the decompression times of
images are likely to be slow.

Acorn will supply a new
version of ChangeFSl to con-
vert YCCs into sprites but until
Rise OS can display 24-bit
colour, the full potential of
Photo-CD will remain unseen.

Those with graphics cards
which support 15- and 16-bit
colour, can view pictures out-
side the desktop.

Professional DTP and the
interactive games market look
like two probable destinations
for this new technology. But,
as yet, Photo CD is more of a
foundation upon which third
parties are expected to build,
with the developers tool kit
available from Acorn at pro-
bably the same price as similar
packages for the Mac and PC:
£400-500.

PRIZE PICTURE GOES DUTCH
THIS month's prize pie orig-
inates from Holland and is the
work of P Gosselink. He has
demonstrated not only mathe-
matical skill but also arti stic
talent in creating this beautiful
geometric form.

Based on the structures as
described in a Scientific
American article (Jan '91) the
3D sculpture bears a strong
resemblance to those in the
award-winning animations of
William Latham, IBM,
focussing on the integration of
pure maths with art.

The structure was generated
in a custom Basic program,
which wrote a description file
for the PD ray tracer, QRT. If
you wish to submit a picture,
please send details of the
methods you used along with
your images. A demonstration of the integration of pure maths and art (it says here)

In brief
In 4 ation
4Mation has released a program
called Hatchback, which will
enable Draw objects to be filled
with a choice of nine patterns (or
chloropleths) including dots,
lines, hatches and dashes.

The fill style can be edited in
terms of angle and density to
achieve the desired effect.

Thiswill be good news both
for those with monotone printers
and for Cad designers, who will
reap the benefits of custom mon-
otone patterning.

What's he point?
The Floating Point Accelerator
has finally arrived, but do
increased SIbenchmarks and
megaflops actually mean
anything to graphics users?

The chip takes the burden of
floating-point maths routines off
the Arm, and, acting in parallel,
increases speed performance in
mathematically-intensive tasks
such as are commonly set by
graphics programs.

Can hour-long renderings be
reduced to minutes? Are the
days of endless waiting for Draw
to redraw over?

Although future graphics pack-
ages will most certainly take
advantage of the FPA,the full
review on page 63 looks in detail
at who or what will benefit at
present, from this new, number-
crunching co-processor.

Power up
Iota software has announced that
the latest version of its database
program, Datapower, will accept
Artworks files.

This makes Datapower com-
patible with all the standardised
graphics formats - sprites, Draw
files and Artworks, enabling
fully-comprehensive graphics
data bases to be compiled.
(Fora full update on what the
package has to offer, see the
Datapower article on page 59 of
this issue.)

ProArtisan hold-up
We must apologise for the
absence of the ProArtisan 2
review from this issue due to
delays in producing the finished
user manual.
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PC NETWORK POWER FOR THE ARC
THE Power House BBS is run
by Edward Hobson from
Malpas in Cheshire.

Edward's PC-based BBS
runs FrontDoor and
RemoteAccess BBS software
on a multi-tasking 386DX
machine, with 405Mb of stor-
age, and two lines connected to
US Robotics Courier modems.
No subscription is required,
but user contributions in the
form of hardware, software or
finance are always acceptable.

Although running on an
IBM PC, Power House offers
considerable support to Archi-
medes and Acorn users, with a
good selection of file down-
load areas ranging from
Desktop applications to Pock-
etBook utilities. It's a pity
Acorn has lost interest in the
Acorn Support BBS scheme,
of which TPH was a part, as
dealer support in some areas
has become very sparse, par-
ticularly in Scotland.

The Power House PC file
areas cover a wide range too,
with an emphasis on BBS and
mailer software. TPH has just
been appointed a beta-test site
for Remote/vccess BBS soft-
ware, and features support
message conferences for this
and a number of other PC BBS
software packages.

Unusual features to be found
on The Power House include a

section of online Ansi music
demonstrations for those lucky
enough to have music capabil-
ity built in to their terminal
software. The Entertainment
also offers online games such
as Tetris, a trivia game, drag
racing and ping-pong.

Hydra is a new bi-direc-
tional protocol that allows
simultaneous uploading and
downloading of files with a
built-in chat mode. Hydra has
been ported to run on Acorn
32-bit machines and Edward
has tested and used it, so an
evaluation version is available
from the Acorn file areas on
The Power House.

Fido et, ChatNet and

Metro et netmail and echo-
mail message conferences are
available to all users. There are
around 200 conferences cover-
ing a wide range of topics, read
and written by people all over
the world. Subjects as varied
as Open University, Sound-
Blaster and US Robotics
modem support are available
for discussion - Edward him-
self is a mine of information
on USR modems.

The Power House is online
24 hours on 0829 782667 for
calls up to 16k8 HST, and on
0829 782676 at speeds up to
14400bps, both lines support-
ing V23 (l200175bps) and
M P51V42bis compression.

SLIPPING IN AND OUT OF THE NET
UNTIL recently, BBS
operators wanting to become
part of the Fido etwork
applied for ode status to the
let Host system of their

choice, usually one that was
geographically close, to keep
call costs down.

Because some nets had a
better reputation than others
for managing their affairs and
in the treatment of the systems
of which they were hosts,
BBS operators tended to be
more influenced by these fac-
tors when choosing their host.
As a result some nets con-
tained systems with a wide
geographic spread.

After a great deal of
acrimonious discussion and
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. disagreement between BBS
operators and the Fido et
coordinators about whether
any changes were necessary,
the re-organisation of Fidel et
nets into a mostly-geographic
basis has begun.

This has meant many BBS
systems have had their host
system and net and/or node
numbers changed. Many oper-
ators did not want to be moved
for the reasons above, or
because of the upheaval in net-
work mail linkages that has
inevitably followed.

Several of the well-known
Acorn BBS systems that have
been mentioned on this page in
the past have or will have new
FidoNet addresses. StarNet

BBS in Norwich, home of the
UK Educational message
Echoes and MicroFido
FidoNet on a floppy for
Schools - has been moved into
the new East Anglia Net to
become 2:2501/405.0.

The Digital Databank 111

Welwyn Garden City, at
present in Jet 254, may be
moved to Net 257.

These new geographical
groupings are based on tele-
phone code areas, which
themselves may not numeri-
cally represent adjacent areas.

When Oftel's planned per-
sonal numbering is introduced
in a few years time, yet another
system will have to be found,
meaning all-change again.

In brief
Born Borg
Wales has a new, up-and-coming
BBS called The Borg. Run by
SysOp Craig Senior, the BBS is
located in Newport, Gwent, is
online 24 hours and supports all
speeds up to 16K8bps HST. The
system runs ARCbbs software on
an A5000 machine. Craig's plans
for The Borg feature messaging
with 40 to 50 Echomail areas, and
includes a massive online storage
capacity of over 1Gb of
down loads for Acorn users. The
current size of the filebase is
already over 100Mb. Try out The
Borg by calling 0633 897182 -
8N1.

Plasma new blood
Almost everyone who has logged
on to an Acorn BBS in the FidoNet
network will have seen the name
Binkley in the opening dialogue.
This is the network mailer inter-
face program ported from IBM
PCsto Acorn 32-bit machines.
Keith Hall, SysOp of the Plasma
Sphere BBS, has been working
hard to bring the conversion up
to date. The Plasma Sphere BBS,
known as "The Home of Arc-
Binkley" is now in danger of clos-
ing unless new registered users
(or donations) enable him to
carry on the good work. Call the
Plasma Sphere soon for details on
0925 757920 (8N1 -16K8).

Forum for you
Another new Acorn BBS pops up
in Scotland called ArcForum.
Online between 10pm and 8am,
Graham Cant's ARCbbs based
system is in Livingston, West
Lothian. ArcForum BBS runs on an
A5000 machine and supports V22,
V22bis and V32 (1200/2400/
9600bps). You'll find all the Archi-
medes and Acorn interest mes-
sage echoes available on
ArcForum, as well as a growing
Acorn filebase. ArcForum is open
for discussion on 0506 39590.

Call me
You can contact me by writing to:
David Dade, Acorn User, 101 Bay-
ham Street, London NW1 OAG or
by Email to:
DaviD@arcade.demon.co.uk, or
by MODEM on Arcade BBS, User
#2 - 081 6542212 or 081 655
4412.



[OLOURJET Series 2
300dpi Laser quality colour/mono inkjet printer

V Laser Quality 300dpi Colour/Mono Printing

V Virtually Silent Operation'

V Small Footprint
V HP Desk Jet 500C Printer Compatible
V FREE Driver for Windows 3.1 or RISC OS 3.1 or

RISC OS 2
V Optional 70 Page Automatic A4 Sheet Feeder - £40

V Prints on Plain or Coated Paper
V Compatible with IBM pc's, Archimedes, RM Nimbus,

Commodore Amiga

BETAJET (Mono) Inkjet
. 300dpi Laser quality mono inkjet

V Gives Excellent 300dpi Laser Quality Printing

V Virtually Silent Operation'

V Small Footprint
V Optional 70 Page Automatic A4 Sheet Feeder - £40

V Prints on Plain Paper
V Compatible with IBM pc's, Archimedes, RM Nimbus,

Commodore Amiga

V Emulates HP Desk Jet +, Epson FX850 and IBM
ProPrinters (optional extra)

o
(J[}[jfl(fj{flf@/r PRINTING TECHNOLOGY IN ITS TRUE COLOURS

INTEGREX SYSTEMS LTD, Church Gresley, Swadlincote, Derbyshire DE11 9PT. Tel: (0283) 550880 Fax: (0283) 550325
f-------

APPOINTED DEALERS FOR HEWLETT PACKARD . OKI . PANASONIC . SHARP. ALL PRICES EXCLUDING CARRIAGE (£7.00 NEXT DAY) AND VAT.
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In brief
New Age
Coding team Adam Toon and
Andrew Neville who make up
New Age, have a demo under
production which should be
released soon. A preview of the
four-track music demo revealed a
CD player-type music control sec-
tion accessing a demo for each
track. A clever routine in the intro
checks if multisync modes are
available and, if not, a screen
swapping emulator is used to
allow hi-res graphics to be
viewed.

Armaxess demo
More news from Armaxess coder
Thomas Alber reveals that the
current demo under production
(mentioned in the August Acorn
User) will be extended to two
discs packed with music, fx and
graphics.

The demo will be a co-produc-
tion with Ace of Arc Angels, who
starred in the scrollers of
previous 'axe ss demos.
The extra length of the demo
requires even more music, so
QTM and LSDmusician EXELhas
been called in to create new
tracks. Tom's a bit pressed for
time at the moment, with work
on his vector game which needs
to be ready for the World of
Acorn show in October. But if all
goes well the demo should also
be ready in time.

Byte back
Bytepool Productions, which cur-
rently seems to be running the
German scene, has two new
demos on the cards, the first of
which will be called Euphoria.
Zach tells me that Euphoria will
feature plenty of new fx includ-
ing a texture-mapped scroller
with music by BPP's new musi-
cian, Avatar.

it back
Beeb users will be glad to know
that Eight Bit Software is still
alive and kicking, having been
taken over by Chris Richardson ..
Anyone interested in joining the
8BS user group or obtaining the
latest catalogue should send an
SAEto:
Chris Richardson, 8BS, 17 Lam-
bert Park Road, Hedon, Hull, East
Yorks. HU12 8HF.

FRACTALLY EVERYTHING
FRACTAl by Mike Curnow of
the Archimedes Fractal Group
is one of the most comprehen-
sive fractal creation programs
on the Arc. There are 23 func-
tions, to plot anything from
Mandelbrot and Julia to
plasma and Henon maps.

The program uses a clever
method of drawing in fractals
so you ee the image when it's
only partially created.

Full control over palette and
plot mode is via the Rise OS
menus or toolbar, and support
is given to the interactive help
facility. A program that does
just about anything.
Fractal is available from
Datastream - CH008 Anything from the simplest to the most complex fractal creation

CZECH THIS ONE OUT
QUITE a few new PD games
have been released in the last
month, Balvaniac is a mini
arcade game from Slovakia.

Based on the Repton
concept, you guide Balvaniac
around a maze of earth and
walls, avoiding falling rocks

and collecting crystals. There's
plenty of interest on each level
due to the large number of
added features like water and
various monsters. Keyboard
response is poor, but, overall,
worth having.
From Datafile - Games 36

DIY YOUR DESKTOP
CODER Ting Kuei has been
responsible for· several OS3
desktop patch programs, which
generally improve the look of
the desktop. The best of these,
Deskpatch, uses features like
icon slabbing in, solid icon
dragging and anti-aliased text

Pmboard

Free
Palelle Ubllty
Tas Manager
~ Free in Module area

Largest block

~reen memory 16!
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in windows, and is well worth
adding to your bootup
sequence. The only snag
occurs if you have to use the
desktop in low res modes,
where the text looks a bit naff.
Deskpatcb is from Datafile
Utilities 87
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IN FLIGHT
THE Flight Simulator Toolkit
by SIMIS has produced a pro-
fusion of simulators on the PD
scene including two new
releases in the last few weeks.

Spitfire, by John Haddon,
stands out from the crowd.
After an intro featuring a sam-
ple of eville Chamberlain, a
mouse-controlled menu sets up
a variety of World War 2 mis-
sions. Tricky, but if you
enjoyed playing Interdictor or
Mig 29, worth a look.
Spitfire is from Datafile -
Games 35

THE SCENE
THIS month's demo scene is
pretty quiet, with most groups
working hard on their latest
productions to get them
finished for the October show.

As far as I know, Armaxess,
New Age, Bytepool, Arm's
Tech and BASS will all be
there as well as my own group
Quantum. So there should be
plenty of things happening on
the scene, and, if you want to
get in on the action or hand
over any progs for review, ask
for me at the Acorn User stand
or find me in a Redskins cap in
the crowd. Watch out for a full
report on all the new PD
releases at the World of Acorn
show, on this page.



Second and third
year warranty £160
plus VAT.

Rent from £1-68 per
day including 3 years
maintenance.

JJJ @ U@] lJ[Um
Unit 10, Brook Road, Bicton Industrial Park, Kimbolton, Cambridgeshire PE18 OLR.



This book provides programmers with a complete introduction to all the
principal techniques involved in writing multi-tasking Wimp programs to run
within the RISC OS Desktop environment. No prior knowledge of the Wimp is
assumed and the tutorial style of the book will enable all programmers to
understand the concepts involved and to develop their skills in writing high
quality programs within the Desktop environment.

...The declared aim of this book is to provide "a complete solution
for those who wish to get to grips with programming the Wimp".
Wimp Programming for All easily meets this objective and is an
excellent purchase for anyone who wishes to learn how to write
WIMP applications ...

...The author's method of explaining WIMP programming is to
build up a working application, adding more features as new
techniques are acquired ... This is a very effective learning method
and the programmer who faithfully works through these
applications will certainly learn to program the WIMP.

Archlmedes World, July 1993
...The 192 pages are crammed with useful info that in some

places goes into considerable detail. ..
...The authors not only tell the reader 'how to' but give guidance

on how to do things efficiently - not all the same thing!
... The RIse Developments book is more comprehensive ...

Acorn User, July 1993

To support the book there is a disc containing all the programs (at different
stages of development) as listed within the book, together with additional
supporting applications. All example programs are given in BBC Basic.

Wimp Programming for All is proving to be the
definitive book on this subject for all users of Acorn
Rise computers. Only 9 months after its launch the
book has already been revised and reprinted.

The book consists of ten main chapters and
a number of appendices:

• Chapter 1: Introducing the Wimp
• Chapter 2: Windows
• Chapter 3: The Wimp Poll Loop
• Chapter 4: Error Handling
• Chapter 5: Icons
• Chapter 6: Menus
• Chapter 7: Redrawing Windows
• Chapter 8: The Wimp Message System,

Loading and Saving Data
• Chapter 9: Templates
• Chapter 10: Printer Drivers and Outline Fonts

• Appendix A: Indirection Operators
• Appendix B: Using RISC OS 3
• Appendix C: Application Resources
• Appendix D: Setting up a sprite area
• Appendix E: SWI calls described in this book
• Appendix F: Associated Disc
• Appendix G: The Wimp Programmer's Toolkit
• Appendix H: DeskEdit

SPECIAL OFFER - ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST!
We have a limited number of the first printing
still available at the special price of £6.95
(£7.95 with Disc).

FOUR NEW APPLlCA TlONS:
• BASIC PROCEDURE AND FUNCTION ANALlSER
• POLLMASK - generates Wimp poll mask numbers.
• flAGS - allows you to calculate Icon, Window and Menu

flags.

• BASIC VARIABLE LlSTER - lists all variables (including arrays),
procedures and functions used in a program.

PLUS THE INVALUABLE:
• RISC USER WIMP LIBRARY of Wimp applications and

procedures.

IN ADDITION TO:
• WIMP DEBUGGER allows you to debug Wimp-based

programs while testing and running them.

• EASYWIMP provides a ready-made Wimp application shell to
be used for the creation of single-window applications.

• FORMED - the latest version (V 1.26) of Acorn's Template
Editor for designing windows and icons.

• ICONBAR SHElL GENERATOR allows you to build simple
multi-tasking programs by creating a shell.

• DESKTOP FILE LOADER allows you to load a program from
the Desktop, rather than run it.

• MENU EDITOR - allows you to create and edit Wimp menu
structures for use in your own programs.

• WIMP MESSAGE MONITOR provides a means of monitoring
the Wimp polling system.

• SPYGLASS - displays the contents of memory allocated to any
task currently running.

• TEMPLATE FILE BROWSER allows you to view the contents of
a template file.

• WIMPAID allows pointer, window and icon parameters to be
dynamically displayed on screen.

BK12b Wimp Programmingfor All book
BK13b Wimp Programmingfor All disc
BKX2b Wimp Programmingfor All book .(offer)
BKX1b Wimp Programmingfor All book and disc (offer)

12.95
4.95
6.95
7.95

21.95
7.95

PWK3b Wimp Programmer'sToolkit V. 3 and manual
PWKUb Wimp Programmer'sToolkit V.3 Upgrade
All prices are inc VA T.
Please add £2 p&p in each case (£3 for Europe, £5.50 elswhere).

RIse Developments, 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts ALl 4)S. Jel 0727840303 Fax 0727 860263



EDUCATION

SHERSTON MARKS END OF ERA
ALL good things must come to
an end, and with the publi-
cation of Teddy Bears' Rainy
Day, Sherston Software marks
the conclusion of its associa-
tion with the BBC micro.

A major force in the Beeb
market for years, Bill Bonharn,
Sherstori's MD, admits 'It's
really quite sad,' especially as
the company built its business
and reputation on the machine,
Sherston will now devote its
time to producing educational
programs solely for the Archi-
medes machines,

With Teddy Bears' Rainy
Day, Sherston goes out on a
high note as we meet those
furry friends from Teddy
Bears' Picnic again, This time
there are five different games
for five to seven-year-olds
which can be played in
sequence or individually,

Longman Logotron con-
tinues to produce packages for
this format, to accompany the
Look and Read educational TV
programmes. The latest is
Earthwarp, an adventure with
an environmental theme which
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Those furry friends are out in force for the last time

incorporates language and
maths, plus logical puzzles.
BBC Earthwarp costs £22 and
the Archimedes version, due in
January 1994 will be £24, both
plus VAT. Teddy Bears' Rainy
Day is £26,95 plus VAT.

Sherston also has two other
new packages - an adventure
game called Aztecs and
Naughty Stories: Volume 2 (six

titles in fact) featuring new
characters such as Gordori's
Groovy Granny and Derek's
Dopey Dinosaur.

Aztecs is priced at £39,95
plus VAT and the Naughty
Stories are £9,95 each or
£49.75 for the lot.
Sherston is on (0666) 840433,
Longman Logotron is on
(0223) 425558,

THE FUN OF THE FAIR
TEACHERS, and parents in the
South West can see the latest
educational IT at a Software
Fair, to be held in September
near Weymouth,

A number of major software
publishers have been invited to
participate in the show and the
Dorset IT advisory team will
be available to discuss the use

of computers in the county's
schools, particularly the work
to encourage cross-curricular
use ofIT.

The fair is free and takes
place on 17 and 18 September
at Superchoice Centre in Os m-
ington Bay.
Further information on (0929)
405059.

Your chance to get hands-on experience of IT

PRIZE 'FOR
SCHOOLS
THE National Council for Edu-
cational Technology has
launched an important new
multimedia competition for
schools,

The National Educational
Multimedia Awards (NEMA)
are open to pupils under 19
and to student teachers, who
are invited to submit resource
collections or multi media com-
positions.

Presentations can mix text,
graphics, motion video, anima-
tion and photographic images
and entries can be produced
using Arc authoring packages
such as Genesis and Magpie.

Sixteen prizes will be
awarded, including a number
sponsored by industry.

For details and an entry
form, write to The NEMA
Office, NCET, Sir William
Lyons Road, Coventry CV4
7EZ.

LOGOS
FIGHTS ON

"

THE North Yorkshire Trading
Standards Department has dis-
missed the complaint from
Logos, the Logo User Group
run by Mike Doyle, that
Topologika's ScreenTurtle and
Sherston's Crystal Logo me
'neither Logo nor a good intro-
duction to it'.

Logos was attempting to
prove that the educational
computer language Logo, and
what is commonly known as
'turtle graphics', are not the
same thing,

When the argument is
explained, most people would
agree, but the two terms are
used interchangeably in the
classroom in an attempt to
teach problem-solving and spa-
tial awareness, rather than
programming.

The Trading Standards
Department noted 'there seems
to be a general acceptance in
the trade that the use of turtle
graphics is equi valent to
Logo,' so found no grounds for
prosecuting the companies,

If there is confusion it is in
part due to the National Cur-
riculum orders for maths and
IT which use the two as equiv-
alents. Logos, however, is not
going to let this matter rest.
and has submitted a draft cir-
cular to John Patten, clarifying
the meaning of the two terms.

If you have something to
add to this debate, you can
contact Logos at PO Box 43,
Houghton-on-the-Hill, Leices-
tershire LE7 9GX.

WE NEED
INPUT
ACORN USER is planning a
series of articles about how
Acorn computers me being
used to integrate IT into core
and foundation National Cur-
riculum subjects. If you feel
the work your school is doing
is worthy of wider publicity,
we would love to hem from
you, so please contact the
magazine at the usual address
with details.
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I HawkV9
Hungry for a video digitiser? Now, the Hawk V9 MkII is what you'd call quite tasty.
Deliciously clear digitised video live in a desktop window, almost like TV Mmm mmm, the
cream bun ofdigitisers, with only half the calories! We've slimmed the Hawk V9 MkIl down
to single width, giving you the space for further expansion card consumption. (We could
name a few tempting morsels...),

These new ingredients are added to a successful digitising recipe. The Hawk V9 with its
'FastGrab software was one of the first names to become really established as a quality
digitiO'erfor the A.rc. We're simply in theprocessofputting the icing on the cake.

R.ecipeand instructions
The live video display is dithered in hardware, thanhs to the latest programmable gate array
technology (such as you'd find in Computer Concepts' LaserDirect and Scan-Light cards).
Grabbing a sprite, either to save or drag directly into another multi-tasking pacllage
couldn't be easier. Because the images are enhanced beforereaching the screen, it ispossibleto

simply point, click and save. Of course, the image manipulation routine ChangeFSI is still
included if you wish to mould your image further. The whole p,'ocessis fast, friendly and
flexible.

And just to whet your appetite, wepromise that the price won't make you throw up (although
it might sicken afew competitors').

Go on) Tuck in!
WILD VISION

15 Whitney Way, Boldon Business Park
Boldon Colliery, Tyne & Wear NE35 9PE

England.
Tel: 0915191455
p~Y·nql <;191929
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DT P

In a competitive
publishing market,
how does the Arc.
fare? Graham Bell
looks at the
current situation,
and offers some
tips to improve
your DTP output

Get a good press
Desktop publishing isn't

publishing. It covers only
a part of the proces - page
make-up. But an amazing
range of products are DTP'd:
most of the thousand-or-so
newspapers and bookstand
magazines that you see in WH
Smith for a start. Then there
are corporate publications like
brochures, leaflets and adver-
tisements, plus amateur publi-
cations - school newspapers,
parish magazines, and the like.
Plus books and and publi-
cations like manuals.

Basic principles
The Archimedes is generally
seen as a machine well-suited
to desktop publishing. Rise OS
certainly has the credentials.
Its multi-tasking and drag-and-
drop file handling work well.
The outline font system is sim-
ple from a user's viewpoint: to
install a new font, you drag it

into your Fonts folder. In con-
trast, both Macs and PCs
generally use separate fonts for
the screen and the printer, or
have a mixture of different
types of font.

The ability to install several
printers, to choose between
them by highlighting their
icons, and to print a document
by dragging its icon to the
printer is streets ahead of the
Mac and PC equivalents.

The main page layout appli-
cations on the Archimedes are
Computer Concepts' Impres-
sion and Beebug's Ovation.
Ovation borrows the feel of
early versions of Quark on the
Macintosh, whereas Impres-
sion is altogether more quirky.
Other software tools integrate
well with either of these.

Why an Arc?
Until recently, a bald price/
performance comparison pro-

vided strong reason to buy an
Archimedes. But that's gone.
Today you can get a name-
brand 33MHz 486DX PC that
in use seems every bit as fast
as an ASOOO, for the same
price. Pricewise, Macs still
have a way to go, but you can
get a decent price on a Centris
610 these days.

Of course, there's all that
Macintosh and Windows soft-
ware out there too, but don't
overestimate this: whi le the
range of software is huge, most
of it doesn't sell at all. Any
horizontal market is dominated
by just one or two packages.
The rest are irrelevant.

In the professional world,
Quark Xpress and Aldus Page-
Maker are the page layout
standards. The Archirnedes,
and Impression, are not. Why?
Aside from the relati ve merits
of Xpress or Impression, or of
hard ware price/performance,

companies have to con ider the
availability of skilled staff, and
Xpress- and PageMaker-trained
staff are readily available.
Maintenance contracts are also
easily available for PC and
Mac hardware. And few
bureaux can handle Arc discs.

Now there are training facili-
ties for Impression users. There
are maintenance companies
that know about Archimedes.
There are even a few bureaux
with Archimedes. But finding
them is a challenge that makes
it easier for the uninformed to
choose something else.

Once over this information
barrier, Mac, PC and Arc
systems can be compared more
even-handedly, and the next
pages take a look at price and
performance issues, the flaws
and undoubted merits of
Impression, and offer a few
hints on getting the most from
Impression and Ovation.
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The future
Desktop publishing is one of
the applications that will be
transformed by Acorn
developments over the next
few months. Photo CD will
mean cheap access to quality
colour scanning. The basics are
clear: you take your photo
with your 35mm camera, and
for £ I0 or so, Kodak wi 11 put
your pictures on a 'gold disc' -

a form of CD. So no more
photo albums: you view your
holiday snaps on the family
telly, which is wired to your
CD-Rom player. What's less
obvious is that using a colour
picture in a DTP'd document
will be as easy as pie, because
you won't need a colour scan-
ner, only a CD-Rom drive.

Photo CD images are 24-bit.
Displaying 24-bit colour on
screen is currently impossible,
though the specification of the

Price to price
For home, or small office publishing systems, we looked at the price
comparisons between the Acorn machines, the Apple Mac and the Pc.

Acc»r •.•:Archimedes A5000 4/120 (£1600 with multiscan
monitor). Add Impression (£125), Artworks (£125), fonts (£100),
laserDirect lBP-4 (£850). Total £2800. Plan on upgrading with a SCSI
card, CD-Romdrive and flatbed scanner.

Appl~: Macintosh lClll4/80 (£1150 with 14in monitor). Add
extra RAM(£125), Xpress (£650), Illustrator (£400), fonts (£400),
laserwriter Select 300 (£700). Total £3425. Plan to upgrade with a CD-
Rom drive and flatbed scanner.

pc: Compaq Prolinea 4/25s 4/120 lB (£1200 with VGAmonitor).
Add extra RAM(£125), PageMaker (£400), CorelDraw! (old version)
(£135), fonts (£400), HP laserJet 4l (£600). Total £2860. Plan on
upgrading with SCSIcard, CD-Romdrive and flatbed scanner.

cC»..,......,....~•.•t: This typical Acorn setup is well-balanced,
and can certainly cope with the demands placed on it. The Apple
system is extremely capable - it won't hold you back - but you're
paying a lot for advanced software and you probably won't see the
benefit. The performance of the printer in Mac and PCsetups will be
poor compared with the laserDirect. A bargain basement PCoutfit
using a mail-order machine and shareware software could cost as little
as £2200 without sacrificing much, but with no after-sales support.

Publishi •.•g: Fora small publisher, the Acorn set-up
would look something like this: add Eizo F550i monitor (£900) and
colour card (£250). Four machines to share HP laser Jet 4M (£1500) with
a printer sharer (£50). Fit one with an 8Mb upgrade, scanner,
Revelation ImagePro and CD-Rom.Total £15,400.

PhotoCDs stores four versions of each image in varying resolutions (the
highest resolution is shown here). This ability is good news for OPI
capability: you use the low res image, the printer uses the high res

Vidc20 chip shows that a 24-bit
display figures in Acorn's plan.
But unless you aim to retouch
images, having a 24-bit display
isn't as important as storing and
printing 24-bit images.

Current sprite file are
limited to eight-bit (256
colours), and though dithering
helps on screen, point re-
sampling of the dithered image
to print it just doesn't work (see
page 27 last month). Allied to
this is the problem of
converting RGB colours such
as those in standard sprites and
Photo CD images to the CMYK
colour model required for
process colour printing.

There is another
complication. Colour scan files
are huge - up to 18Mb
uncornpressed, as Photo CD
pictures are up to 3072 by 2048
pixels, with 24-bit colour.
Other quality colour scan files
have similar problems. This
brings us to OP!. Open Pre-

press Interface is a standard
'automatic picture
replacement' system aimed at
getting round just such
difficulties.

The principle of OPI is that
you make up your page and
import only a small version of
the picture you want to use: the
document stays a manageable
size, but you can ee enough
on screen to visual ise your
completed page. When you
print, the name of the picture is
sent out instead of the low-
resolution picture itself, and
it's the job of the printer (or
more Iikel y a Postscri pt RIP)
to pick up the name, then get
hold of a matching high-res
version, and print that.

Each high-res picture has to
have a matching low-res
screen preview version and on
a Photo-Cl) there are five
versions of each picture, from
low to high res. It would be
straightforward for OPI and

in terms of features?

Face to face: a Quark user talks to an Acorn user
In the publishing industry the Mac
holds the fort, but are there any
real advantages or is it just the
product of habit? To find out we
put a Mac user face to face with
our resident DTPexpert ...

Q As a Mac user, I am
impressed by the Arc. .. and

I have to admit, the software is
great value: Impression cost you
£125 and Quark Xpress costs over
£600. So if it costs five times as
much, what can Quark do that
Impression can't?

A Almost nothing - in this case,
the real question is, What can

Quark do easily that Impression
can't?' The difference is that Xpress
is fine-tuned for the professional
page layout market. So it has some
professional features, like a line
grid and an off-page area.
The grid keeps text in adjacent
columns aligned horizontally, even
if the columns start at different
heights up the page, and the off-
page area allows full-bleed items to
be set up easily. Xpress'
typography is better: drop capitals

can be done at the touch of a
button, kerning and ligatures can
happen automatically, and tracking
can be built into your styles.
Text can be placed at an angle, so
things like corner flashes are easy.
Graphics are better too: you can
draw rules directly on the page,
have frames that aren't
rectangular, and text can be run
around irregular objects like
cutouts.

Q Okay. So what about
Impression? How does it fare

A These things can be done. I
use Draw to do things like

rotated text. Irregular runarounds
can only be done with lots of little
frames - very time-consuming.
But items like tracking and auto-
kerning, the line grid and a bleed
area are in the version of
Impression to be released at Acorn
World.
Also, the word processing features
of Impression are better than
Xpress: you don't need to use a
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Layout to layout: the Mac and the Archimedes
Clothes Show
The spread on the right laid out in Quark shows
some of the features that are difficult in Impres-
sion - text running around pictures and on
angled frames. You can make up this page but
only with perseverance. The black bars with
white text can be done as a thick paragraph rule
off, with an offset to line it up with the text.
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The page above however would not be much of
a problem for Impression because none of the
text is around the pictures. The angled frame can
be outlined as a drawing, then imported and
rotated in an oversized picture box.

Acorn User
laid out using Impression, some of the difficul-
ties on our Acorn User spread have been
overcome. The runarounds are achieved using
lots of small transparent frames to repel the
main body text. The hints in circles have to be
prepared as Draw files, then imported as a
graphics.The headline is kerned, letter by letter.

Step two...,------_ __ ..-_ ....-_ ..•...-_ _-------_ •..-- ---...-.._-----........ ----_ •.....- -----_ ----------_ ...._---"'-----_ .._-----.--- ..----------.- ..----....---- ...---- ...-----_ ..•--_. __ .-_ ....._-----_.______ oo a_.
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separate word processor, so
importing text with styles already
in place is simpler.
On the other hand Impression has
some features that XPress lacks.
Xpress doesn't have a check-as-
you-type spelling checker,
mailmerging or abbreviation
expansion. Nor can it compile an
index or table of contents -
Impression does this rather well, so
it's better for books.
Impression's guide frames are
better than Xpress' guide lines: you
can position them exactly, for one
thing. And Impression's style sheets
are more flexible too: they can be
applied to individual words as well

as whole paragraphs.
Things like a timed auto save and
multiple views on the same
document are useful too.

Q What about colour? Does
Impression deal with colour

in the same way as Quark?

A Xpress handles scanned
colour with Tiff and EPSfiles,

as well as mechanical colour like
coloured text and tint boxes.
Processcolour separations for
professional printing have been a
problem area for Impression: the
Business Supplement provides only
a basic separation facility.

But the new version of Impression
called Publisher handles 24-bit RGB
and 32-bit CMYK colour, including
Tiff and EPSfiles, and you can print
out colour separations complete
with trim and registration marks.
You get full control of halftone
screening angles and frequencies
too, if you want it.

Although Xpress does have an
edge, with Pantone colour as well
as RGBand CMYK, Impression
certainly seems to have caught up.

It's true that for now, bureau
output is still a minor problem for
Impression, Generally you have to
output a Postscript file and send
that to the bureau on a PCdisc.

But there is a growing number of
Archimedes-equipped bureaux and
pre-press companies that can take
your Impression files and deliver
printed copies.

Q So would you claim that
Impression is just as good as

Quark?

AAlmost but not quite. But for
a lot of uses, the

acknowledged advantages of
Xpress in handling irregular '
runarounds and rotated text -
which are almost the only ones -
simply aren't worth five times the
price.
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Hints and tips
1Text is sometimes flowed closely around the irregular edge of

an illustration. This is not normally possible using Impression,
as text is repelled by frames, not their contents - and all

frames are rectangular. Ideally, there would be a polygonal frame
type, as suggested in the screen shot. But the best workaround
possible is still not good.
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The lower picture shows how to
achieve runarounds in Impression

Import the masked sprite or the
drawing into a new frame. Now
create a series of smaller frames
to completely cover, or mask
off, the illustration. The closer to
the illustration's edge the frames

are, the more accurate the final runaround will be. Once it's all
carefully masked off, group all the small frames together. Bring
the illustration frame to the front, and make it transparent and non-
repelling.

Grouping all the little frames makes it less traumatic when you
decide to alter the position of the illustration - the whole mask can
be repositioned in one go rather than a frame at a time.

2 Drop caps are a pain. The usual way is to create a single large
character in a frame of its own, make the frame transparent
and non-repelling. Then, arrange a second, smaller, repelling

frame, layered over the text but under the drop cap frame, to keep
the body text away from the drop cap. Trouble is, the extra frames
can't be embedded, so if you edit the text, you have to manually
move the drop cap.

Try this instead. Create a text file as shown: call it DropCapT.
Start a new Impression document and write a couple of para-
graphs: it might help if the first began with a 'T', and the example
works best with 12 on 14pt text. Now delete the initial T and drag
in the DropCapT file. Almost there. Triple-click to highlight the
first line, and apply the DropCapT style.

If your publication has a consistent style, and you always use
drop caps of a certain size, then you could set up 26 little text files
like this. For each letter, the left-margin and tab setup is different,
and if you want three-line drop caps or use different size body
copy, you can change the font-size value and the size of the
upward kern.

3 A bleed area is vital if you intend to print right up to the edge
of the paper. If something goes exactly to the edge of the
page, any inaccuracy in cutting the paper to size results in an

embarassing white edge. So things intended to go to the edge
should really go a couple of millimetres beyond.
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'So when you set up your master pages, make the whole thing
lOmm wider and 20mm deeper (facing pages generally don't have
bleed allowance on the inside edges). Put in a guide frame to show
where the intended edge of the paper is, and position frames
containing a Draw file to act as crop marks. You could also add
squares of 25, 50, 75 and 100% black for the printer to check the
dot gain.

4 A corner flash containing
rotated text has to be prep-
ared as a Draw file or 0

Artworks illustration. If you
plan to print via a printer driver
that doesn't support rotated
text (for example current Las- 11

erDirect and TurboDrivers)
then the last thing you should
do is turn the text into an out-
line. This isn't necessary if
you're imaging using Post- rJ
script. When the illustration is L- ....IL ••

placed on the page, make sure the edges of it carry well over into
the bleed area, while the text doesn't go too near the edge of the
real page (as marked by the guide frame and the pointer in the
screenshot).

QC a o
/

D i 0

.... ,..

o

o

5 If you use Impression to word process text before importing it
onto your page, it can be a handy trick to set up a copy
template. This is a normal wordprocessing document,

perhaps laid out with a header for the article name and a single
column of text. Leave a really big margin for the editor's dis-
paraging scrawls. You probably use a set of stylesheets in your
page layouts - perhaps Body, Body Italic, Body Bold and
Cross head are set up in your page templates. Set them up in your
copy template too.

0 @

IlIPression Style
ACORN USER DOCUMent~ Hew style.,. 'FS

Edit ~ Edit style ... 'F6
MONTH: Effect ~ Clear all styles 'B

~9 pP.P-+p--._-----------

HEADLINE: I FI'aMe ~ Hew ruler ... ItH
Edit ruler,,, nMisc 9 --------p--p---p------

STANDFIRST: Body Ital ic
Body Bold
Body Bold Ital ic
Box copy

~ Box italic
Crosshead
Body SMall

Desktop publishing software isn't P-lblishing. It c Blobs
part of the process - page make-up. But an ama Ho indent ~<0 listing line ~

II:::::!!I ill_ r lliiiiIT3 r·; I~/~ a
:8 Rpps RRM Dungeon IDEDisc4 ~

The Acorn User copy template, showmg the stylesheet

The actual styles don't need to be the same, just have the same
name. So in your copy template, Body Italic can be 14pt Homer-
ton oblique, to make it easy to edit on screen, but in your page
template Body Italic can be 8pt Trinity Italic. You can cut and
paste text from your copy template onto your page layout, and the
text will adopt the correct style.

6 If you have an A4 printer, then you can't print out anything
larger. In fact, on most printers, you even lose another quarter
inch or so around the edge of the paper. If you want to print a

proof copy of your tabloid-size newspaper, or even something just
a little larger than A4, then you can only reduce the output scale to
say 90%, or 67% (for A3 size on A4 paper).

Alternatively, a utility called Quick'Tile from Desktop Projects
arranges the output across a couple of separate pages. You can
trim and stick them together to make up your page.
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Don't take our word for it see the reviews and previews - ProArtisan 2 has been completely

rewritten. And just to show how good we think it is we are making you a special offer until 31st

December 1993. Send us your program disk from Artisan, Artisan 2 or ProArtisan with a cheque

for £67.50 and we will send you a full ProArtisan 2 pack - that's a full 50% trade in allowance as a
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turning concept ...
For-the past five years Atomwide have specialised in
producing high-performance solutions for the entire range of
Acorn 32-bit computers. From the first ARM3 board to the
latest in SCSItechnology, we have continued to deliver
innovative products which complement the power of the
Archimedes.

A300
A400

•••

Memory is an important part of a computer
system and increasing it will greatly enhance
the performance of the machine. The A300,
A400, A400/1 and A5000 can now all be
expanded to a fu 118Mb RAM by install ing one
of Atomwide's new range of memory
upgrades.

All machines require 4Mb of RAM to be
present before install ing the new memory
upgrade. The A300 series 8Mb upgrade is
compatible with the Atomwide soldered-in
4Mb upgrade whilst the A5000 series 8Mb
RAM upgrade will work with any vertically-
mounted 4Mb plug-in card.

The upgrade consists of two small plug-
in circuit boards so there is no soldering
required. Compact design means that

reduction in air-flow is kept to a
. minimum making sure that a low

operating temperature is always
maintained.

The design of all 8Mb
upgrades means that you can

fit large operating system
ROMs (i.e. RISC OS 3) in

your machine, without the need for a separate header board.
Compatibility with all releases of the operating system is
therefore ensured .A400/1

A5000
... into reality

ATOMWIDE
7 The Metro Centre, Bridge Road,

Orpington, Kent, BR52BE
Tel 0689 838852 Fax 0689 896088

Email: sales@atomwide,co,uk



The brief? Produce a
monthly journal of 800

pages, heaving with scientific
diagrams and customised fonts
to emulate the historical orig-
inals. Impossible? Not with an
Acorn.

loP is a hardback, A5
monthly, containing nearly 800
pages of scientific material.
Now this is a mammoth task.
To put it in perspective, Acorn
User averages 60 to 70 edi-
torial pages per month. JoP
makes your average Russian
novel look like the back of a
Cornflakes packet.

Add to this the fact that the
features come in from a multi-
tude of worldwide contributors
in a myriad formats, that these
pieces contain extraordinarily
detailed diagrams and complex
scientific terminology and the
Society creates its own tailored
fonts and you have a DTP task
that would have the average
production editor ripping his
hair out. And the machine they
chose to scale this peak is our
own Acorn. The Acorn can do
this? Just think the power the
machine can bring to produc-
ing your own magazine.

The Journal
Cambridge University first
published the Journal of Phy-
siology in the 19th century, on
behalf of the Physiological
Society. The aim was to docu-
ment the latest discoveries in
the structure and function of
biological systems. Today,
under the banner of Cambridge
University Press, the journal
presents its international read-
ership with scientific and
medical research papers break-
ing new ground in all the fields
encompassed by physiology.
But the pro-
duction of the
journal has
itself broken
new

Let's get

DT P

ground... in the use of
Acorn technology.

Only recently has the
editing department of
the Physiological
Society (Cambridge
University) taken its
journal to the camera
ready copy (CRC)
stage, something previ-
ously done on the Macs
'downstairs' where the
budgets are as big as
national deficits.

The hardware
expenditure on the
Acorns is a 'mere'
£50,000 to date - a frac-
tion of the cost of con-
ventional professional
systems. Cheap yes, but
not nasty. The quality
of copy is first class.

But why Acorns?
Moving towards Acorn has
been the responsibility of the

journal's
DTP editor,
Clive Sem-

An

So you think you have a mountain to climb publishing your
own newsletter? Take a look at the publishing brief for the

Journal of Physiology, saysJack Kreindler

The Journal has a wealth of top-of-the-range hardware at its disposal

gram mer and font designer,
Clive has revolutionised the
operation both financially and
in terms of efficiency.

He considers the Arm3-
driven A5000s and A540s
superior to any Quadra (Mac)
or new i586 PC this side of
£10,000, both design- and
performance-wise. Neverthe-
less, he took a brief look at
Macs and PCs. Other than

processor power, the Acorn
had two big things going

for it. First the ease of pro-
ducing fonts is unequalled.

Secondly, any software
inadequacies could be
alleviated, without difficulty,
thanks to the ease of program-
ming Rise OS-compliant
utilities. Also, DTP packages
for the Arc, though not as
numerous as on other plat-
forms, are very powerful.
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A section from the final pages

The Hardware
The Journal runs five A5000s,
plus five A540s packing up to
16Mb of RAM. All of them
have State Machine Graphics
Cards and everyone is linked
through an Ethernet. There are
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DTP

THE
DTP
SETUP
From the scanners to
the printers, we took
a closer look at the
journal's DTP line-up

nine workstations altogether.
For storage the fileserver holds
half a gigabyte of uncom-
pressed data on its SCSI drive.
A Syquest removable hard disc
system is used for archiving.

When all your working day
is spent in front of a monitor,
your eyes are put through an
incredible amount of strain.
Viewing your screen on large,
very high resolution monitors
is the only way of minimising
the effects. ine 20in Taxan,
low-radiation monitors dorni-
nate the workspace, dwarfing
the superb Sony and Eizo
17inchers also used. The huge
screen resolutions are courtesy
of State Machine.

Image inputting is managed
by two flatbed GT 800 scan-
ners (DT Software) capable of
generating 24-bit Clear files
and 256 greyscale sprites,
which occupy massive slabs of
RAM, making the 8 and 16Mb
machines essential.

The Printing
The small number of
magazines and newspapers that
publish on Acorns are limited
in the quality of their output,
and rely on expensive Post-
script printing, usually via
Macs, to produce quality CRC.
JoP was the first to use noth-
ing but the Acorn platform to
produce its A3 CRC, imposs-
ible but for Calligraph.

Calligraph has used the JoP
as a beta-test site for the
development of its laser-direct
A3 printers. Richard Piller, the
brains behind Calligraph, used
his direct-drive engineering to
build a bridge between the
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•
Scanning in illustrations is achieved using two
flatbed scanners. The journal chose A4f1atbed
scanners from DTSoftware, which can offer
1600x 1600dpi maximum resolution and 24-bit
colour scanning. Paint and Draw are used for
image enhancement and Artworks for
importing font-outlines and graphic files.

The images are scanned in and processed using Paint and Draw

, Hardware expenditure is a
mere £50,000: a fraction of

the conventional cost ,
Journal's work on Acorns and
the press camera. JoP is the
only test site to operate two of
the magnificent Calli graph
TQ1200 lasers.

Just for the record, there are
also two A4 notebooks, a
Canon BJ300 bubble-jet, a
lonely Mac IT and an even
more lonely Pc. Yet, impres-
sive as it now stands, this
catalogue of hardware is grow-
ing all the time with the
increasing number of produc-
tion and editing staff.

Another office with works ta-
tions of similar specification
should be fully functioning by
October, when the entirety of
the Journal will be Acorn-pro-

duced. Take a look at the dia-
gram for exact details of the
JoP's equipment.

The Software
One of the strongest reasons
for choosing Acorns was the
ease of hacking into the file
structures of programs and
redesigning them to create
their 'own user-friendly cus-
tom utilities'.

But the DTP software itself
is straight off the Computer
Concepts shelf. CC has won
many awards for its Impres-
sion Il publishing software,
and so it came as no surprise to
find not one icon bar without
the quill and inkwell.

•

The Journal runs on ASOOOswith up to
8Mb Ram,and A540swith 12 or
16MbRam.They all have 120Mbhard
drives and State Machine Graphics
Cards and are linked into an Ethernet
network with a 500Mbfileserver. The
backups go onto a Syquest drive.

The State of the Art
The Journal has been respon-
sible for some pretty remark-
able achievements in font
design and DTP utilities and is
a test bed for important
desktop-printing develop-
ments. All the custom software
has been designed and written,
by the DTP editor. Below, we
list the most important of these
Rise OS-compliant utilities.

• Filler Drag any wordproces-
sor file onto the icon and,
regardless of source program
or computer format, an Impres-
sion DDT (Document DeSCI·ip-
tion Format file) will be
created. Filter processes the
WP/ASCII file in a multipass
routine. First is identification,
the second stage is source-
specific structure processing.
Thirdly, there are two source-
specific independent sequence
translations.

Common misspellings and
Arnericani ms are also cor-
rected in the DDT file, which
is automatically moulded to
the JoP's format. Filter learns
and improves as the editable
search and replace lists are
revised with increased
knowledge of source formats.

The nearest equivalent to
Filter on a Mac Quadra needs
several hours to process a 16-
page file; Filler, thanks to
some hard core ARi\1 code,
takes only a few seconds.
• FinalF does substitution
tasks that are tedious in
Impression, such as replacing
ligatures with standard text and
adjusting the position of
accents over letters.
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The journal uses its own filtering program
to read in any text format. Design is
carried out using Impression and a font
that they designed themselves to cope
with physiological symbols. For clear
displays, much of the design takes place
on Taxan 1095 low radiation, 20" moni-
tors with multi-scanning Trinitron

• JoPKeys redefines the key-
board so the myriad custom-
ised fonts can be accessed with
key presses: Ca2+ xlO-l can
be typed without using menus
and Jeaving the keyboard.
• ReDraw converts the eight
colours in !Draw objects filled
with one of the eight set
colours into hatched or
crosshatched line shading.
Similarly, turns line colours
into dashed or dotted lines.

Custom fonts
The Physiological Society had
to emulate the original style of
the Journal to the finest
degree. Typesetting and type-
faces had to be meticulously
studied so the transition from
Mac to Acorn would be com-
pletely seamless. The result
was the creation of l8 fonts
under the family name of JoP
Modern: bold, bold italic,
inferior, inf ital, ital, raised inf,
raised sup, raised inf ital,
raised sup, raised sup ital, sans,
sans oblique, sloping, sloping
smallcaps, smallcaps, special,
superior and superior ital ~
637K in all.

All characters were scanned
at l600dpi, sent into Draw to
be traced and, using D-2-Font,
exported into Font Editor, to
be fully scaffolded and so
forth. For speed of text entry
and editing, a custom keyboard
and font layout was designed
which translates key presses
into greek peculiars, superiors,
inferiors, assorted space sizes
and ligatures, without selecting
specific fonts.

But the proof of the success
is in the results. How well have

Printers play an important role in the
process as they produce the camera ready
copy. The journal uses Calligraph TQ1200
A3 laser printers which normally work to a
resolution of 600 x 600dpi. However, they
have managed to manipulate this and thus
produce a higher resolution of 1200 x
1200dpi.

Finally the output: a complete monthly
book. When the entire journal moves over
to Acorn production, this will be a stagger-
ing 800 pages per month. Future plans for
the Journal of Physiology include the
introduction of full-colour pages, magneto
optical drives and much more. Watch this
space ...
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, Right now the journal is a
showcase for the publishing
industry not just Acorns ,

they managed to copy the
existing Journal style and how
good was the final output qual-
ity from the Calligraph
printers? After scouring the
latest issue however, it was
impossible to detect any differ-
ences between the parts still
produced 'downstairs' on £lAm
imagesetters, and the papers
produced by the Physiological
Society, on Acorns.

The direct-drive Calligraphs
spit out A3 pages crammed
with complex text plus
graphics in around 35 seconds.
This is faster, believe it or not,
than an equivalent PostScript
printer whacking out the same
thing at half the resolution on

A4. Richard Piller has man-
aged to tweak the TQ1200's
engine to produce twice its true
resolution of 600dpi, in both
axes, and is near to reaching
the targets of 200-line half ton-
ing (for four-colour separation)
and 196 greyscales.

The printer dri ver has con-
trol over a large range of
resolutions, hal ftoni ng and
gamma correction and, aston-
ishingly, desktop manipulation
of laser power and toner trans-
fer level.

These last two options mean
that the journal can now look
at printing straight on electro-
statically insulating material
such as Plazer. Plazer plates

reduce the stray dippling of ink
dots found when printing on
paper and the sharpness of
laser print can be increased
considerably. Until now no one
has managed to make such
materials accept the toner used
in laser printers.

Other interesting and useful
features are the image manipu-
lation facilities (including
monochrome and negative
printing options) enough to
make most paint packages
seem pretty inadequate .

Calligraph has developed its
own system of OP1, called Vir-
tual Sprites. Quarter sprites
(of, yes, quarter resolution)
appear in the frames usually
filled by your memory-munch-
ing piccies.

The Future
From January 1994 JoP will be
changed into a full-colour A4
paperback. The changes in
format will be catered for by
the continual growth of the
Journal's editorial kitchen.

Magneto-optical drives,
printing onto Plazer from the
TQJ200s, and the gradual
phasing-in of Acorn's forth-
coming Arm700-series
machines are all strong pos-
sibilities for the near future.
We may even see the Journal
cooking up colour proofs on
dye-sublimation printers.

The future promises much.
Right now, the .loP is a show-
case for the publishing busi-
ness, and not just for Acorn.
Because of its pioneering work
and its low cost, it offers a
signpost for the world of pro-
fessional publishing.
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Watford Electronics Ltd

~I~
The Sign of

Quality

Jessa Group of Companies - Established 1972

Mail Order & Showroom: Jessa House, Finway, off Dallow Road, Luton, LU1 HR, England.
Tel: 05824877 77 Tlx: 8956095WATFRD Fax: 0582488 588

Showroom Only: Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street, Watford WD1 2AN, England.
Tel: 0923 237774 Fax: 0923 233642

Shop Hours: 9am to 6pm (Mon - Sat) Thursday 9am to 8pm. FREE customer car park.
All prices exclusive of VAT; subject to change without notice & available on request.

11rchimedes
System Basic
A3010-1Mb Family £424
A3010-2Mb UC
A3020-2Mb FO
A3020-2Mb H060
A4000-2Mb H080
A4000-Home Office
A4000 + 1Mb 386 PC Card
A4000 + 4Mb 486 PC Card
A5000-2Mb H080
A5000-L/C 2Mb H080 -
A5000-4Mb H0162
A5000-2Mb ES
A5000-2Mb NS
Pocket Book £212
Pocket Book Case £2127
A4 Notebook - 2M RAM
A4 Notebook - 4M RAM/60M HO

micro
Colour Multiscan
£625 £769
£680
£749
£899
£949
£999
£1199
£1399

£799
£949
£999

£1049
£1249
£1449
£1399
£1445

£1599
£1299
£1399

£1399
£1699

3 SPECIAL PURCHASE OPTIONS
when you purchase any of the above Micros

10% of the value of the machine in hardware
or software of your choice

OR
10% of the value of the machine in hardware

or software plus up to 60 months instant credit
OR

5% of the value of the machine in hardware
or software PLUS 6 months Interest Free Credit

Acorn JP150 Ink Jet Printer £175
• Cut Sheet Feeder £59 • Ink Cartridge £14

•
• 5.25" 800K External Floppy Drive £85
• 5.25" 1.2Mb External Floppy Drive £89
• Acorn I/O Podule (Analogue/User/1MHz bus)£79
• I/O Podule (Analogue/User) £59
• MEMC 1A Upgrade £29
• MIDI add-on to Acorn 110 Podule £27
• MIDI Expansion Card £65
• Archi replacement mouse - New design £29
• PC Emulator £95
• Floating Point Unit £455
• Keyboard Extension Lead £6
• 4 Podule Backplane £25
• Fan for above backplane £10
• Risc Os Extras Software Disc £5
• SCSI Card 8 bit £129
• SCSI Card 16 bit £149
• SID Utilities Discs - Set of 4 £19
• ST506 Hard Disc Controller Card £99
• A5000 Dust Cover £9
• A5000 Technical Reference Manual £65
• A4 Spare Batteries £49
• IDE ROM Upgrade for use with RISC OS3 £16
• Scan light 256 £188
• Scanlight Junior £180
• Scanlight II A4 £275
• Scanlight 11Sheet Feeder £139
• Scanlight Professional £549
• CC Faxpack £255 • Colour Card £222
• Wild Vision Chroma Genlock £189
• Wild Vision Chroma 250 £338
• Wild Vision Chroma 350 £339
• Hawk V9 Mk 2 Standard £179
• Hawk V9 Mk 2 Dithered £245
• Pace Microlin Pocket Fax/Modem £175
• Spectra Colour Handscanner £539

Watford Electronics Headquaters - Luton

If you need a 256 grey-scale hand scanner for your
Archimedes then look no further.
Scan256 gives you up to 256 levels of grey at a
maximum of 400dpi and is supported by state-of-
the-art sophisticated software - for only £159. This
makes it the only sensible scanning and image
processing solution for the Acorn 32-bit range. Just
compare these features:
• More than one copy of the image held in memory
at once.
• Allows multiple consecutive operations without
saving the original to disk.
• Highly advanced dithering and image size
reduction.
• Convolution digital filtering with over 100 filters
gives high quality images from poor quality scans.
• Adjustable scale and size during scan.
• Supports State Machine GB Graphics Card.
• Includes shearing and rotation.
• Saves images in industry standard formats: TIFF,
Sprite and AIM.
• True brightness, contrast and gamma correction.
• Multiple options - scale to page, centre sideways
selected area .
• Selectable scanning modes.
• Plus much much more.

Please specify Archimedes type, not compatible with
A3010, A3020 and A400. £159
• Scan256 for A3000 Micro £169

• A5000 Software Upgrade Kit
• Software Upgrade Kit for the rest
• Hardware Upgrade Kit 300/440
• Bulk (10) Software Upgrade Kit

£22
£39
£24

£309..-
All our memory upgrades are simple to fit. No
soldering required. Fitting instructions supplied.

• R300-4 layer RAM upgraded board (Bare) £25
• R302-A3000 - to 2Mb RAM Upgrade £29
• R303-A3000 - to 2Mb RAM Upgrade

(expandable to 4Mb) £49
• R304-A3000 - to 4Mb RAM Upgrade £99
• R305-A3010 - to 2Mb RAM Upgrade £39
• R306-A3020/A4000 - to 4Mb RAM Upgrade £70
• R311-A305 - to 1Mb RAM Upgrade £30
• R31 :Z-A305/31 0 - to 2Mb RAM Upgrade £85
• R412-A410/1 - to 2Mb RAM Upgrade £25
• R413-A420/1 - to 4Mb RAM Upgrade £50
• R414-A41 Oil - to 4Mb RAM Upgrade £75
• RB10-A410/1 - to BMb RAM Upgrade £32
• RB20-A420/1 - to BMb RAM Upgrade £299
• R840-A440/1 - to BMb RAM Upgrade £239
• A5000 - 2Mb to 4Mb additional RAM £B2

Acorn'
The Choice

of Experience

Hardware
• Supports proposed ANSI ATA(IDE)specification
• Fast 16 bit MEMC interface interrupt driven to support
background disc operations
• 5 Mbytes per second peak transfer rate
• Up to two drives (masterand slave)per card
• Multiple cards per machine(up to four)

Software
• All software supplied in ROM
• Filingsystem 'IDEFS'
• Desktop filer with drive ready detection and disc name
under icon
• lIDEForm,WIMP based configuration and formatting
software
• Drives can be individually write protected
• Powersaving standby modes supported with configuration
timeout
• Drives can be used without translation in native mode for
minimum overhead
• !IDEFSDisk.creates PC emulator hard disks.
• Password protection available

A300/ A400 Internal Drive
Part No. Capacity Access Speed Price
ADA0520 44Mb 2BmS £159
ADA0550 BOMb 17mS £195
ADA0530 105Mb 16mS £235
ADA0570 210Mb 15mS £359
ADA0880 330Mb 15mS £465

All above 3.5" Drives are supplied complete with
Controller Card & cable for use with A300/A400
IA500 series machines.

AAA 0300 External Case & PSU for A3000 £85
AEA 1060 Archi IDE Hard Disk Podule only £89

A5000 Internal IDE Drive
Can be used as 2nd Internal IDE Drive

ADA 1030 BOMb 17mS £149
ADA0940 105Mb 16mS £189
ADA0950 210Mb 15mS £259
ADA0580 330Mb 15mS £399

A3000 External IDE Drives
ADA07BO 44Mb 2BmS £225
ADA 1020 BOMb 17mS £265
ADA 1050 105Mb 15mS £309
ADA 1070 210Mb 15mS £399

New IDE ROM Software for RICS OS 3
(upgrade) for existing users £16

State of the art, 4 layer internal IDE Hard Cards for
the A3000. Software supplied in On-board ROM.

ADA 0770 30Mb 19m5 £159
ADA0750 60Mb lBmS £199
ADA 0720 BOMb lBmS £219
ADA 0730 120Mb 16mS £285

Supplied ready assembled. No soldering required.
Simply plug into the allotted space.

~rclii IDEHara Caras
Ready to install, high performance hard cards for
A300 & A400 series.

ADA OBOO 30Mb
ADA OB90 60Mb
ADA 0670 BOMb
ADA 06BO 120Mb

19m5
19m5
lBmS
16mS

£lB9
£229
£249
£295



•
• Multimedia Expansion
• Multimedia Expansion + 16 bit SCSI

Our two unique VIDC add-on boards for the Archimedes cater
for all VGA and Multiscan monitors and screen modes. The
multimode software supplied provides all the new modes for
the selected monitor type, including the now standard
Computer Concepts modes. With VGA monitor, you are no
longer restricted to a few modes. A Desk Top application sup-
plied in disc, allows new modes to be designed and existing
modes to be modified for particular monitors.

Super VGA VI DC Card: Its unique design allows the horizontal
and vertical sync to be buffered and have the polarity changed
under software control. £35
MultiVideo VIDC Card: As above, but for MultiScan monitors

~ ~9

Features: Infra Red Signal Transmission, High Resolution 200
DPI, High Tracking Speed of 600mmls up, Anti-static Silicon
Rubber Coated Ball, Low Friction Tetlon Footpads, Power-
by two AAA size batteries (not included), Automatic Standby
Mode after 5 minutes inactive, Auto Power Shut-Down after
20 minutes inactive

.Price: £29

The 216mm scanning width can cope with both desktop
scanning of single sheets, photographs, diagrams, etc with its
fast ten page automatic document feeder, but it can also
detach from the feeder to become a convenient hand-held
full page scanner for larger documents or pictures. Scanned
image control can be freely adjusted in increments of 10 dots
per inch from 100 up to 400 dpi resolution with 64 levels of
grey scaling. A built in shading controller and manual bright-
ness control achieve optimum Clarity. Unlike some scanners,
which use a red light source, the Watford scanner uses a yel-
low/green source which vastly improves the lighVdark con-
trasts, thus eliminating the effect where any red-based
colours are faded down to white and so do not show up in the
scanned image.

Archi A4 Scanner
Sheet Feeder for Above
Scanner + Sheet Feeder

...
Archi Keyboard
Controller VIDC
I/O Controller
A400 Floppy Drive
A3000 Floppy Drive
A300/400 PSU
A3000 PSU

£29 Cased Keyboard
£39 A3000 Keyboard
£39 ARM 2 CPU
£59 Fan Filter
£59 Keystrip
£89 MEMC
£49

£485
£585

£199
£75

£269

£120
£45
£39

£6
£5

£29

Now supplied with NEW RiSe OSVersion Software

Watford's Archimedes Video Digitiser is the most
sophisticated digitiser ever designed for a micro. It
provides a fast and flexible means of capturing
images from a video camera or recorder for display
and manipulation on the Archimedes range of
Micros. Off-air televisions may also be digitised via a
video recorder or lV tuner. Please write for further
details.

Price £75
A Set of Colour Filters for colour image grabbing
using a video camera £16

Using this simple data link, it is possible to solve all
your BBC to Archimedes data transfer problems.
The kit is supplied with a disk, and the necessary
cable to connect the two computers.
• RISC OS 2 Version £15 • RISC OS 3 Version £16
(P.S. For A3000 Serial Upgrade (£19) required)

• 3.5" External Drive £95 • Monitor Stand £15
• Technical Manual £32 • Serial Upgrade £19
• A3000 Dust Cover £5' Micro + Monitor cover £9
• Acorn Carrying Case for A3000 £10
• A3000 User Port/Midi Upgrade Card £44
• A3000 User/ Analogue/IIC I/O Card £38
• A3000 External Podule Case £15

This NEW versatile I/O Card from Watford, fits inside the
A3000 and includes an Analogue to Digital Converter, a User
Port, and an InterlC (IIC) connector .

The card allows many of the peripherals developed for the
BBC to be used with the Archimedes A3000. The ADC and
User Port have the same pin out and connectors as the BBC
computers.

Extensive RISC OS software is supplied to provide BBC
OSBYTE calls for support of the ADC and User Ports, includ-
ing the BASIC keyword ADVAL. The software provides
extended RISC OS support for separate interrupts from both
the ADC and User Ports, permitting easy interrupt driven
operation.

The card is provided with all the software in ROM and is
automatically loaded when the machine is turned on.

Peripherals connected to the ports can obtain up to 500mA
of power at +5V. A fuse is fitted to the card to protect the
A3000 from damage arising from accidental short circuit of
the power output.

Features
• An 8 bit User Port with a standard 20 way IDC connector,
compatible with the User Port on the BBC computers and the
Archimedes I/O Podule.
• A 10 bit Analogue to Digital Converter with a standard 15
way D-type connector, compatible with the ADC on the BBC
range of computers and the Archimedes I/O Podule.
• An InterlC (IIC) Port with a 5 pin DIN socket to connect the
A3000 to extemalllC devices £38

Eliminates need to have a User Port in A3000/305/
310/400/540 when using Concept Keyboard £28

..., .
• A4 Standard Pack £89 • Primary Pack
• A3 Standard Pack £94 • Primary Pack
• Designer Pack A4 £104 • A3 D Pack
• Universal 2010 Keyboard A3
• Universal 2010 Keyboard A4

£95
£99

£104
£107
£104

~ SPECIAL
~ FINANCE DEAL

Now everyone can afford an Archimedes
micro, monitor, printer, Hard Drives, etc
with Watford Electronics at 12, 24 & 36
months credit facility. Please telephone

0582 74 55 55 for details

With this interface it is possible to connect almost
any 5.25"/3.5" disc drive with its own power supply
to the Archimedes. Up to 4 disc drives can be
connected. Fully Buffered Board. NO SOLDERING is
involved. Supplied complete with necessary lead.

Price £21

• A300/400
Back Plate Extension

£15; • A3000

Here it is at last - the all new Mark 2 version
of Watford's highly acclaimed ARM 3 proces-
sor board for the Archimedes and now also
the A3000 series computers. Using the latest
surface rnout technology on a high quality four
layer circuit board we have reduced the overall
size to a' mere 53mm x 45mm, and the cost to
only £145. Mk 11 upgrade will increase the
speed of your micro by a factor of 3 to 6.
Any competent A300 or A400/1 series micro
owner can fit the upgrade himself, as we pro-
vide full fitting instructions and a special ARM
chip extraction tool. However, for A3000
micros and those not wishing to perform the
upgrade themselves, we will collect, upgrade
and return your micro by courier service, at an
additional cost of £24.
(A300 and old A440 series owners please note
- you will need to upgrade to MEMC1A for

.ARM3 to work.)

RRP £249

Special Offer £125

BBC B Econet Kit
Master Econet Module
Archimedes Econet Module
A3020/4000 Econet Module
Acorn A4 Econet Module
Archimedes Ethernet Card
A3020/4000 Ethernet Card
AUN/Level 4 Fileserver
Econet Starter Kit
lOOm Econet Cable
Econet Socket Box

£42
£40
£40
£49
£50

£139
£179
£379
£137

£99
£7.50

(PS. Full range of Network Accessories
/Software/Site Licences available. Telephone for details.)

Leasing finance at very attractive
rates now available to Businesses

(subject to status), Schools,
Colleges, Universities, Government

Depts. and Local Councils.

Continued ~ ~ ~ ~



Desktop Office - Database, Graphs Lotus Turbo Challenge (Ga) £18
Saloon Cars Deluxe (Ga)...

& Charts, Word processor, £24

10 out of 10 Early Essentials £18 Spreadsheet & Communications £69 M acro Assembler (La)
S-Base Personal £79

10 out of 10 English (Ed) £18 Desktop Stories (Ed) £35
£44 S-Base Developer £150

10 out of 10 Maths (Ed) £18 Desktop Thesaurus £16 Mad Prof. Mariarti (Ga) £14 Schema (Sp) £89

3D Construction Kit (Ga) £25 DigiSim (Ed) £35 Magpie 2 (Mi) £49 ScoreDraw (Mi) £43

Dream Time (Ed) £23 Mahjong Patience (Ga) £15 Selladore Tales (Ed) £24

Acorn DTP (De)
Making of the UK (Ed) £35 Shareholder Pro (Mi) £129

£49
Easiwriter 11 0No)

Mapping Skills (Ed) £25 Showpage (Gr) £127
Acorn Advance £88 £114 Mapventure (Ed) £22 SigmaPlot (Gr) £39
Air Supremacy (Ga) £15 Easiword 0No) £43 Masterbreak (Ga) £13 Sim City (Ga) £22
Ancestry (Mi) £58 Ego Repton 4 (Ga) £17 Man at Arms (Ga) £14 Skyhunter £22
Animated Alphabet (Ed) £21 Elite (Ga) £31 Man. United 11 (Ga) £18 Snippet (Ed) £31
An Eye for Spelling (Ed) £31 Enter the Realm (Ga) £17 Man. United Europe (Ga) £19 SolidCAD (Gr) £65
Arcade 3 Compilation (Ga) £12 Equasor (Mi) £36 Medieval Realms (Ed) £35 SolidsRENDER (Gr) £65
ArcComm 2 (Mi) £45 E-Type Compendium (Ga) £17 Microbugs (Ed) £24 SolidTOOLS (Mi) £169
Arc Light (Gr) £40 E-Type Designer (Ga) £13 Mogul (Gr) £17 Space Mission Mada (Ed) £23
Arc-PCB (Mi) £79 Euclid 2 (Gr) £40 Money Matters (Ed) £14 Speech! (Mi) £15
Arc-PCB Pro (Mi) £169 Eureka (Sp) £95 Monotype Fonts (Mi) £75 Stig of the Dump (Ed) £22
Arc-PCB Schematics (Mi) £229 ExcellonDRILL (Mi) £49 Multistore v2.01 (Da) £99 Stunt Racer 2000 (Ga) £24
ArcTeam 7 (Mi) £58 Export, Trade & Industry (Ed) £34 SuperDUMP (Mi) £17
ARCtist (Gr) £18 Expression PS (Mi) £19

Nature Park Adventure (Ed)
Superior Golf (Ga) £13

ARCticulate (Mi) £18
£24

SuperPLOT (Mi) £17
Arcventure - The Romans £29

Farm 5-7 years (Ed)
Nebulus (Ga) £18

Swiv (Ga) £18
Arcventure - The Egyptians £29 £18 Nevryon 11 (Ga) £20

Arcventure - The Vikings £29 Fervour (Ga) £18 Notate (Mi) £41
Talisman (Ga)Armadeus Sound (Mi) £58 FilmMAKER (Gr) £55 Number in the National Curriculum (Ed) £34 £8

Artworks (Gr) £120 First Logo £23 Numerator (Mi) £38 Technodream (Ga) £19

Atelier (Gr) £60 Fleet Street Phantom (Ed) £23 Numerator Chaos £18 Time Tabler (Mi) £499

Artisan 2 (Gr) £42 Flexifile (Mi) £69 Time Traveller (Ed) £31

Autosketch 11 (Gr) £65 Fun School 3 Red - up to 6 years (Ed) £16 Oh No More Lemmings (Ga) £14
Titler(Gr) £115

Avante Garde Fonts (Mi) £23 Fun School 3 Green - 6-8 years (Ed) £16 Toolkit Plus (Mi) £35
Fun School 3 Blue - over 8 years (Ed) £16 Omar Sharif's Bridge (Ga) £18

Topographer (Mi) £62

BaSiC Compiler (La)

Ovation DTP (De) £82
Touchtype (Mi) £35

£77
Galactic Dan (Ga)

Rndoras Box (Ga)

Tracker (Mi) £37
Battle Chess (Ga) £20 £18

Trivial Pursuit (Ga) £22£17
Battletank (Ga) £9 GammaPlot (Gr) £39 Turbo Driver BJIOe (Mi) £41Payroll Manager (Mi) £66
BBC DFS Reader (Mi) £6 Gate Array Teaching System (Ed) £68 Tween (Gr) £23PCAD Educ (Gr) £395
Best Four Adventures (Ed) £34 Genesis (Mi) £10

Twin World (Ga) £14Pendown (Wo) £46
Best Four Language (Ed) £34 Genesis 2 (MO £99

Type Studio (Mi) £38Pendown Plus (Wo) £67
Best Four Maths (Ed) £34 GerberPLOT (Mi) £49

Picture Book (Ed) £14
Blackangel (Ga) £25 Glimpse Clip Art Utility (Ed) £8

UIM(Ga)
Pinpoint (Da) £64

Bookbinder (Ed) £43 Gods (Ga) £18 £23
Pinpoint Jumior (Da) £23

Bookstore - Primary (Ed) £35 Graphbox (Gr) £56
Graphbox Prof. (Gr) £102 Piped ream 3 0No) £70

Victorians (Ed)Bookstore - Secondary (Ed) £52 Piped ream 4 (Wo) £117 £19
Boogie Buggie (Ga) £14 Grevious Bodily Arm (Ga) £17

Pipe Mania (Ga) £15 Viewpoints (Ed) £33
Break 147 + Superpool (Ga) £19

Hero Quest (Ga)
Play It Again Sam (Ga) £17 Virtual Golf (Ga) £24

Britain since 1930's (Ed) £26 £23 Podd (Ed) £23 Vox Box (Mi) £45
Broadcast Loader (Mi) £65 Hilighter (Ed) £30 Plyglot (Mi) £16
Bughunter in Space (Ga) £9 Holed Out Designer (Ga) £13 Populous (Ga) £21

White Magic 2 (Ga)Bumper Disc 1 (Ed) £14 Holed Out Golf Comp. (Ga) £17 Poster (Gr) £74 £15
Bumper Disc 2 (Ed) £14 Hoitlink Presenter (Gr) £40 PowerROUTER (Mi) £125 Wimp Prog. Toolkit (Mi) £16

Presenter GTI (Mi) £65 Wizards Revenge (Ed) £17

CADet (Gr) £140 IllUSionist (Gr)
Presenter Story (Mi) £145 Wordz(Wo) £85

£68 Primeword (Wo) £50 World Maker (Ed) £46
Cambridge Pascal (La) £75 Impression 11 DTP (De) £115 World Map Study (Ed) £59
Cataclysm (Ga) £17 Prophet Accounts (Mi) £132

Impression Junior (De) £63 Prophet Demo Disc (Mi) £10 Worldscape (Ga) £16
Caverns (Ga) £10 Impression Business Supp. £39 ProArtisan (Gr) £69 Worst Witch (Ed) £21
Chameleon (Mi) £32 Impression 11 Borders £18 ProCad (Gr) £390Champions (Ga) £23 Interdictor 2 (Ga) £23

X-Fire (Ga)Chart Well (Mi) £24 PrimeArt (Gr) £46
£19Investigating Maths (Ed) £34 Pysanki (Ga) £14Chatter (Mi) £33 Investigator 2 (Mi) £20

Chess 3D (Ga) £16 Iron Lord (Ga) £13
Quark (Ga)

Zelanites (Ga)Chocks Away Comp. (Ga) £26 £19
£14

Chocks Away Extra (Ga) £14 J ahangir Khan Squash (Ga)
Quazar (Ga) £10

Zoo I (Ga) £19

Chopper Force (Ga) £18 £19 Quest for Gold (Ga) £15
Chuck Rock (Ga) £16 Jigsaw (Ed) £18
ClipArt Set 1 (Gr) £27

Rainforest (Mi)ClipArt Set 2 (Gr) £27
Kermit(Mi)

£17 KEY
Compression (Mi) £32 £46 Real McCoy 2 (Ga) £21 (Gr)aphics (Sp)readsheet

Concept Designer (Ed/Gr) £22 Kid Pix (Ed) £34 Real McCoy 3 (Ga) £22 (Ga)me (Da)tabase

Converta-Kev (Ed) £9 Knowledge Organiser II £75 Real McCoy 4 (Ga) £22 (Ed)ucational (In)tegrated

Craftshop 1 (Gr) £18 Recall (Ed) £36 (Mi)scellaneous Package

Craftshop 2 (Gr) £18
Landmarks Aztec

Redshift (Ga) £9
(Wo)rdprocessor (La)nguage

Cyber Chess (Ga) £25 £19 Render Bender 2 (Gr) £77
Cycloids (Ga) £20 Landmarks Columbus £19 Return to Doom (Ga) £16 HOW TO ORDERLandmarks Egypt £19 Repton 3 (Ga) £18oataVision (Mi)

Landmarks Rainforest £19 Revelation 2 (Gr) £74
£66 l.andrrjarks Victorians £19 Rhapsody 2 (Mi) £44 == ~1~11:l1·:I(:~rru

Data Word (Ed) £14 Landmarks World War 11 £19 Rhapsody 3 (Mi) £78
I::J;!(WI·'I:;;,~,'~

Demons Lair (Ga) £19 Lemmings (Ga) £18 RiscBasic Compiler (La) £66
Deskedit 2 (Mi) £24 Linkword French (Ed) £32 RiscForth Compiler (La) £66 TELEPHONEDesktop C ReI. 4 (La) £179 Linkword German (Ed) £32 RoboLogo (La) £38
Desktop Folio - Word processor, Linkword Spanish (Ed) £32 (0582) 48 77 77
Desktop & Interactive Publishing £59 Logotron Logo (La) £45



Watford's Mk II hand scanner has a maximum
resolution of 400dpi. The scanning width is 4".
The sophisticated software is supplied in a
64K ROM, located on a standard single width
expansion podule. As you scan a page, the
image appears in the scanning window on the
screen, scrolling up in real time. Other facilities
include cropping and scaling to any size
including stretching and squashing in X and Y
directions separately. Colour tinting, X and Y
flip, edge detection which turns solid Objects
into outlines. Images can be printed on any
printer supported by RISC OS. On-screen help
is provided via the RISC OS interactive help
facility. (Pleasewrite in for full technical details).

AHS-4 Archi 300/400 Version £89
AHS-3 Archi A3000 Version £99

• M35 - holds up to 50 5.25" discs £4.95
• M85 - holds up to 95 5.25" discs £6.95
• M25' - holds up to 25 3.5" discs £4.95
• M50 .- holds up to 50 3.5" discs £6.50
• M1oo- holds 100 3.5" discs £6.99

'Not lockable

• 10x 5.25" 515 DID 40T (744) £5
• 10 x 5.25" 015 DID 40T (745) £5
• 10 x 5.25" SIS DID 80 Track (746) £6
• 10 x 5.25" 015 % 80 Track (747) £7
• 10 x 5.25" 1.6M 015 HID for IBM £8
• 10x 3.5" SIS DID 40180 Track £6
• 10x 3.5"015 DID 40180 Track £6
• 10 x 3.5" olS HIoensity £10

Watford's lifetime guaranteed discs are
supplied complete with self stick lables &
plastic libary case.

• 10 x M3 3.5" 015 DID 80 Track £6
• 10 x M9 3.5" 015 High Density £10
• 10x M4 5.25" 515 % 40 Track £5
• 10x MS 5.25" 015 DID 40 Track £5
• 10x M7 5.25" 015 DID 80 Track £6
• 10x M8 5.25" 015 HID Hi-Density £9

• CDPM 8005 - Twin 5.25", SOaK
Double sided 40/S0 track switchable disc
drives mounted in an attractively finished
Beige colour plinth for the BBC B &
Master 12SK micros. Supplied complete
with integral power supply, cables and
Utilities disc The mains switch with neon
OnlOff light indicator, and the two 40/S0
track switches are mounted on the front
panel for ease of use. £139
• DP35 800 - Same as above
except one disc drive is a 5.25" and the
other is 3.5". £135

All our Disc Drives are Double
Sided and will operate in both
Single and Double Density modes.
All 5.25" Disc Drives are 40180
track switchable. For ease of use,
the switches are front mounted.
Follow the trend with a Watford
plinth. (Turn to the 6th page of our
advert for the Plinths).
PS. All our 5.25" Disc Drives with
PSU are compatible with the
Compact Micro. All you require is
our special Disc Drive cables
designed by us.

BULK PACK DISCS
in lots of 100

Type
S/S
40T

D/S
40T

£33

D/S
BOT

£38

DLC1 - holds 5 x 3.5" Discs £1.50
DLC2 - holds lax 3.5" Discs £1.90
DLC3 - holds 5 x 5.25" Discs £1.60
DLC4 - holdsl0 x 5.25" Discs £2.00

Attractively finished in leather-look PVC Vinyl
DW1 - holds 6 x 3.5" Discs £2.50
DW2 - holds 6 x 5.25" Discs £3.00
DW3 - holds 20 x 5.25" Discs £3.50
DW4 - holds 40 x 3.5"

or 5.25" Discs £4.50

"Test Bureau Approved
for Use in Education"

Our Disc Drivers
conform to 85415

Disc Drive without PSU
• CLS400S:

Single. 40/S0 track
400K Double sided Drive £75

• CLD800S:
Twin, 40/S0 track,
SOOKDouble sided Drives £138

Disc Drive with PSU
• CS400S:

Single, 40/S0 track,
400K Double sided Drive

When using ones micro, there is a tendancy
to have more than one disc on the desk. This
exposes them to the hazards of fingerprints,
scratches, dust, coffee and an untidy desk.
Why not protect your valuable data from all
these hazards with the help of our extremely
hardy and low cost DISC PLONKER RACK.
Holds up to eight 5.25" discs. . £2

• With Sleeves 5.25" £28

• 3.5" DIS DID £21 for 50
£39 for 100

£40 for 50
£75 for 100

• 3.5" D/S HID

...
Supply from BBC power supply to
standard Disc Drive Connection:
Single £3.00
Dual £3.75

BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable
Single
Twin

These top quality 3.5" Double Sided, 80
Track, are attractively finished in BBC
beige. They are supplied complete with
all cables and a Utilities Disc.

Type Description
Disc Drive without PSU

• CLS35: Single Disc Drive, 400K £59
• CLD35: Twin Disc Drives, BOOK £109

Disc Drive with PSU
• CS35: Single Disc Drive, 400K £82
• CD35: Twin Disc Drives, SOOK £126

(PS. CS35 is supplied in a twin case with
a blanking plate to enable expansion to a
dual drive at a later stage.)

• 5.25" Disc Cleaning Kit
• 3.5" Disc Cleaning Kit

£4 • PC Cleaning Kit
£6 • Professional PC Cleaning Kit

• Aerosol Dust Spray Can
• Servisol Foam Cleaner Can
• Antistatic Aerosol Spray

• Watford DFS Kit complete
• DFS Manual (comprehensive)
• Acorn DNFS ROM
• Acorn ADFS ROM only
• Acorn 1772 DFS ROM Kit
• Acorn DFS Kit complete

••
Single/Double Density DFS

Many of our customers have wanted to
use our superior DDFS and Acorn ADFS
together. Now our Mk 11 DDFS Board
with its 1772 Disc Controller has been
adapted to allow the use of Acorn ADFS
as well. It also has all the commands of
the Acorn's 1772 DFS, plus many more
added features.

• Complete Kit
• DDFS Manual

Special Price £39
(No VA1) £6.95

• CD800S:
Twin, 40/S0 track,
SOOKDouble sided Drives

..
TEX Eraser operates following the manufac-
turers specifications to give maximum pos-
sible working life to EPROMs by not erasing
too fast. Erases up to 10 EPROMs. Has an
automatic safety cut-off to switch off UV
lamp when opened. £34
Spare UV Lamp

Credit Card
Hotline

0582 745555

Continued -.. -..

£85

£149

£12



• • •
• 1451 - Medium Resoluation #£199
• Cub3000 Medium Res for A3000 #£195
• Dust Cover for Microsvitecs £5.50
• Touchtec 501 Touch Screen £239
• Touchtec 3000 (For RiscOs 2 only) £POA
• CubScan 1440 14" £389
• CubScan 14S0 1S" FST £POA

#3 years parts & labour warranty

• •
EizoF340i-W

EizoF550i-W

PhiI 7CM5279

NEC2A-N
NEC3FG

NEC3FGe

NEC4FGe

NEC5FG

NEC5FGe

£483 PanTX1713MAB£616

£625 Phil 4CM4270 £289
£899 Phil7CM3279 £249

£269 Taxan 787 £229

£274 Taxan 787LR £239

£360 Taxan 789LR £289

£449 Taxan 795-PC £465

£479 Taxan 875+LR £737

£899 PanasonicC1381£199

£789

Panasonic monitors carry 2 years on-site
maintenance warranty.

Its multiscan circuitry provides automatic
adjustment for frequencies between 31
and S6KHz horizontal, and 43 and 70KHz
vertical. Its 0.28mm dot pitch high reso-
lution tube provides super sharp text
graphics, while a high speed (70/72 Hz)
refresh rate provides a flicker-free dis-
play easing the eye strain. The VIDC
Adaptor supplied with the monitor allows
high resolution operation in all screen
modes. £299
• Aries Alphascan 17" Plus £585
• Aries 6000 1S" Flat Screen, 0.28mm

non-glare 1024 x 768 non-interlaced
(70Hz) Microprocessor controlled £395

• Aries 7000 17" Flat Screen, 0.28mm
non-glare. Maximum resolution 1280
x 1024 non-interlaced. Microprocessor
controlled £625

•
• BM7502 12" Hi-res Green £88
• CM8833ii 14" med. res Colour.

Ideal for BBC B; Master
& Archimedes £192

• BBC Centronics 4' £5; 6' £6
• Archi Parallel2m £5; Sm £9; 10m £13
• PC Parallel2m £5; Sm £9; 10m £13
• 2S pin 0 Male/Male 2m £5; Sm £10
• CentranicsDoubleEnded4' £5; 6' £6

Sm£10; 10m £14
• RS232 Leads Various £POA

• Paper Roll for Integrex 132 £6.50
• BBC Screen Dump Software £10
• Colour Cartridge £23
• Black Cartridge £14
• 100 A4 OHP transparencies £55
• Colour Jet 2000 £599
• Betajet Ink Jet Printer £185
• Betajet Cut Sheet Feeder £43
• Integrex Colourjet Series 2 £335
• Auto Sheet Feeder for Series 2 £45

CSF

£135
£60
£65

£135
£69
£65
£65
£65
£43

Ribbon

LC15 £186
LC20 £102
LC100C £117
LC24-15 £242
LC24-100 £142
LC24-20 Mk2 £170
LC24-200C £205
LC200 C £151
Star Jet SJ48 £169
SJ144C £399
XB24-200C £322 £80 £12
XB24-250C £389# £139 £12
ZA-200C £258 £89 £12
ZA-250C £324# £139 £12
# Includes 12 months on-site warranty

• Black Ribbons for Colour Printers £5
• Serial 8K I'face LC10/15/24/200 £52
• 32K Buffer LC/XB24-1 0; 15; 200 £52
• Star/Archi Colour Printer Driver £15

Printer

£190
£255
£339
£395
£577

CSF Ribbon

£59 £6
£59 £6
£79 £8

£115 £8
£115 £8

• Jetmate J400 £169; • Jetmate J800 £249

• Black Ribbons P20; P32 £6
• Ribbons P60/70/P90 Black £8; Colr £14
• P60/70 Colour Option Kit £59
• CSF for P20 £59; P60 £89; P70 £89

All Pace modems are BABT Approved
and include a 5-year Parts & Labour
Warranty.
• Linnet Plus - Intelligent, V21/23 Auto

Dial/Answer, Hayes Compatible £89
• Linnet 24 - Intelligent, V21/23, V22,

V22bis, Auto Dial/Answer, Hayes
Compatible £142

• Linnet Quad - Intelligent, V21/23, V22,
V22bis, V42, MNP 4&5 Auto,
Dial/Answer, Hayes Compatible £175

• Linnet 32 - V32, V22bis, V42bis, V42,
MNP 4&5 £249

• Linnet 32+ - V32bis, V32, V22bis, V22,
V32, V21, V42bis, V42, MNP 4&5 £299

• Ultralink Quad - V22bis, V22, V21, V23,
V42bis, V42, MNP 4&5 Upgradable to
Ultralink 32 Plus Spec. £199

• Ultralink 32+ - Intelligent, V32bis, V32,
V22bis, V22, V21, V23, V42bis, V42,
MNP 4&5 wire leased line with P.S.T.N.
dial backup and auto restore £429

• Hearsay £69
• Arc Comm £45
• RS-232 Cable for above modems £9

KX-P1123
KX-P1170
KX-P1624
KX-P1654
KX-P1695
KX-P2123M
KX-P2124
KX-P2180M
KX-P2624
KX-P2023

Printer

£129
£98

£267
£334#
£270
£148
£220
£128

£272#
£158

CSF

£49
£59

£126
£126
£126
£69
£89
£69

£126
£155

Ribbon

£7
£6
£8
£8
£6
£8
£7
£7
£8

£POA

•
All Laser Printers(excluding HP Lasers)
include 12 months on-site maintenance

£5
£4
£9
£5
£5
£5

£12
£12
£16

BrotherHL4-PSPostscript
Brother HL6- NEW-
Brother HL1O-PS
Brother HL1O-DV
Brother HL1O-DPS
Canon LBP4 LITE
CanonLBP4 + 1.5M RAM
Canon LBP-8 Plus IIR
Canon LBP-8 IV600DPI
Epson EPL-4300
Epson EPL-5000
Epson EPL-5200- NEW-
Epson EPL-7500PS
HP Laserjet4 ML
HP Laserjet4
HP Laserjet4L - NEW-
HP l.aserjet 4M PS
HP Laseriet 4Si
HPLaserjet4SiMX1200DPI
NECSilentwriterS62P #PS
NECSilentwriterS102
NECSilentwriter2290
NECSilentwriter 290P PS
OKIOL400E
OKIOL410
PanasonicKX-P4410
PanasonicKX-P4430
PanasonicKX-P4451DB
PanasonicKX-P4455PS
Star LP-4 Post Script
Star LS-5
Star LS-5 EX(RISCBased)
StarLS-5IT TrueType+ Mac
Star LP-8 III Postscript
.•2 years on-site warranty

4ppm
6ppm
10ppm
10ppm
10ppm
4ppm
4ppm
8ppm
8ppm
4ppm
6ppm
6ppm
6ppm
4ppm
8ppm
4ppm
8ppm
16ppm
16ppm
6ppm
6ppm
8ppm
8ppm
4ppm

Sppm"
Sppm"

t tppm"

11ppm'
4ppm
5ppm
5ppm
5ppm
8ppm

• HP Laserjet4L 3 yearson-site £100
• HP Laserjet 4Si 3 years on-site £505
• HP Laserjet 4/4M 3 years on-site £170

Laser Toners
Canon2, 3 & 4 £52 EPL7.1/7500 £117
KX-P4420/50i/55 £20 HP4/4M £72
CanonLBP8-IV £75 EPL8100 £117
KX-P4420/30 £30 HPLaserjet4L £59
Canon8/Star LP8 £59 OumeCrystal(3) £84
NECSWriter £84 OKIOL400/800 £21
EpsonGO £12 Star LP4 £52
HPII/O,III/D £60 OKIOL400e £17
EPL40/41/4300 £55 Star LS5 £69
HP liP, IIIP £54 VM8008K pages £99

Type
liP; IIIP
11&110
LJ4/4M
EPL4100
KX4420/50i
NEC862/S102
Star LBP
Laserjet4L

Laser RAM Upgrades
1M 2M 4M
£49 £80 £132
£60 £96 £142
£69 £75 £1758M/£279

£120 - 512K1£52
£89 £149

£180
£275

Jetpage Postscript Cartridge
• HP IIP/IIIP £225 • 110& III £227

Various Add-Ons
• Laserjet Appletalk Interface £135
• HP Adobe Postscript + Cartridge £359
• Pacific Page Postscript £259
• HP Premier Font Collection £28
• Laserjet Various Font C'tridges from £45
• HP Postscript Module for LJ4 £270
• Laserjet 4 Powered envelope feeder £199
• Jetdirect Ethernet Card for

Laserjet IIISi/4/4Si £359
• SOOSheet paper cassette (3rd Bin) £205
• HPIIP/IIP Lower Cassette Tray £115
• Canon LBP-4 Lower Cassette Tray £96
• Ozone Filter P4420 £9 • P4450/55 £20

FREE - Printer lead with every
Panasonic printer listed above

# Includes 12 months on-site warranty

• Dustcover for 80 column printer £6
• Serial Interface for above Printers £46
• Black Ribbons for P1081,

1180,1124 £7
• Brown, Blue or Red Ribbons

for KX-P1081/1592/1595/1695 £9 each
• 32K Buffer for above Printers £16

Colour Kit for KX-P2180; KX-P2123
and KX-P2124 £37

£59
£99

£139
£75

£965
£427

£1265
£1016
£1435

£478
£639

£1420
£932
£520
£439
£525

£1135
£757

£1049
£459

£1369
£2199
£3325
£990
£893

£1125
£1469
£419
£589
£445
£579
£839

£1249
£759
£473
£595
£739

£1125

HANDS-ON OPEN DAY
We are proud to announce that date
of our forthcoming Hands-On Open
day on Sunday 3rd October 1993, to

be held at our High Tech HQ in Luton.
This is the latest in a successful series
of Open Days held by Watford attend-

ed by over 2,000 people.
Also, on Saturday 2nd, the day before

the big Open Day, Watford will be
holding a series of presentations on

the Acorn Headstart scheme aimed at
students interested in purchasing an
Acorn machine. Please call to book.

For further information, contact
Richard Overfield or Keith Archer

on (0582) 48 77 77.

£178
£200
£212

1200+ £94 Swift 200
PN-48 £179 Swift 240
Swift 90 £132 Swift 240C
Swift 90C £198
# 2 years parts and labour warranty on all
above Citizen Printers.

• Swift 24 Ribbons; Black £4; Colour £13
• Cut Sheet Feeder for 80 col. printers £75
• Citizen 1200 Ribbons £3.50
• Archi Colour Printer Driver £15

DJ500 Colour £242 DeskJet1200C £1045
DeskJet 510 £199 DeskJet1200CPS£1452
DJ550 Colour £399 Deskwriter550C£459
DJ Portable £175 PaintJetXL300'£1675
Deskwriter £229 PaintJetXL300PS£2619
Deskwriter 500C£349 Quiet Jet Plus£299

• Includes 12 months on-site warranty

3 years on-site maintenance available as
follows:
DeskJet & DeskWriter mono £55
DeskJet & DeskWriter colour £65

• PaintJet Cartridge Black £17; Colour £27
• DJ Portable CSF £49; Carrying Case £49

Hi-quality InkJet Paper
A4 90gms 500 Sheets £9

Desk Jet 500 Accessories
• Ink Cartridges Black £16; Colour £23
• High Capacity Ink Cartridges Black £25
• Ink Refill Double Pack (JetFill) £10
• Ink Refill High Capacity (Jet Fill) £16
• DeskJet Turbo Driver £45

(only £39 when purchased with printer)
• Archi - DJ5S0 Colour Printer Driver £14
• Epson FX Emulation Cart. (SOOmono) £45
• IBM Proprinter Emulation Cartridge £59
• Wordperfect Cartridge £89
• DJ 500 Dust Covers £6
• 636G 50 x Transparencies A4 £40
• 636J 50 x Glossy Paper A4 (also XL) £40
• 630Z 50 x Cut Sheet Paper A4 £15

Plug In Font Cartridges for DJ 500
22706B - Prestige, Elite, Line Draw £55
22706C - Letter Gothic & HP Line Draw £56
22707P - Proprint Emulation Cartridges £57

HP PaintJet/XL Accessories
• 630P 200 Z-Fold paper 8.5 x 11 £14
• 630Q 50 Transparencies 8.5 x 11 £39
• 6308 50 Transparencies A4 £40
• 630Y 200 Cut Sheets 8.5 x 11 £14
• 631 Y 200 Cut Sheets A4 £18



... Epson Printers • •
Printer CSF Ribbon (On continuous Fanfold backing sheet)

FX870 £265 £39 £4 Connect up to 4 Micros to 1 Printer or 4
FXl170 £335 £69 £6 Printers to 1 Micro with our combined

1,00090 x 36mm (Single Row) £4.50

L0100 £132 £4 Share/Changer switch boxes.
1,00090 x 36mm (Twin Row) £4.60

LOS70+ £201 £39 £4
1,00090 x 49mm (Twin Row) £4.95

L0870 £355 £47 £6 Standard Low Cost Sharers
1,000102 x 36mm (Twin Row) £4.70

L01060 £585 £155 £6 Connects Serial Parallel
L01070 £310 £69 £6 • 2 to 1 £8 £9

Laser Printer Labels on A4 Sheets

LOSOO £204 • 3 to 1 £11 £12
37S0 - 70 x 29mm (3 Rows x 10) £15.50

LOl170 £434 £69 £6 • 4 to 1 £15 £16
2400 - 70 x 37mm (3 Rows x 8) £15.25

L02S50 £669 £360 £6
LXi 00 £114 £4 Professional Sharer Units
LX400 £92 £69 £4 Connects Serial Parallel
LX8S0+ £134 £69 £4 • 2 to 1 £12 £13
LXi 050 £203 £125 £6 • 3 to 1 £15 £17
S0870 £419 £170 £23 • 4 to 1 £24 £26
SOl170 £555 £155 £23
S02SS0 £669 £23
Stylus 800 £219 £10

Epson RS232 Interface
Standard £28; +8K Buffer £75
• L0100 Tractor Feed £29
• FX8S0/L0800/8S0 Tractor Feed £69
• FXlLOl OSOTractor Feed £85
• L02S00/2SS0 Tractor Feed £90
• Dust Covers for 80 col. printers £6
• Stylus 800 Transparencies (SO) £35

Type Ribbons

BBC B/BBC Master £6
Archimedes Micro pair £9
Citizen 1200 £3.25 £6
EX800/1000 £6 £6
RXlFX80/8S/800/MX80 £2.95
FXlMXlRXl 0011000 £3.95
KagatTaxan KP810/815 £6 £6
L0400/500/550/800/850 £5.50 £6

. L01050/L02500 £12 £6
-= -----------1 LX400/800/850 £3.50 £6

Ml009/GLP £2.95 £6
NEC P2200 £4.50 £6

Canon Bul5l5lejet -
Printers

2nd Ink
Printer CSF Bin Cart

BJ10SX £165 £43 £16
BJ200 £244 £16
BJ230 £280 £16
BJ300' £305 £88 £88 £12
BJ330' £369 £92 £79 £12
BJC800C £1219 £16

• BJ10El10EXll0SXl200/230 Jumbo Ink
Refill Pack (Jetfill Twin Pack) £12

• Optional battery pack for BJl OEXlSX £33

• Includes12 months on-site warranty

The professional printer stand takes hardly
more space than your printer.
Due to the positioning of the paper feed
and re-fold compartments, ie. one above
the other, the desk space required for
your printer functions is effectively halved.
Its ergonomic design ensures smooth
paper flow and automatic refolding.

80 Column version £16
132 Column version £25

Give your computer system a touch of
Class with our elegant smoke finished
Perspex Printer Stand.
80 Column version £14
136 Column version £18

24 Hour Credit Card Order Line
(0582) 745555/4877 '17

These Parallel Auto Printer Sharer
Switches have built-in 256K Buffers.
• 2 In/20ut £99 • 4 Inl2 Out £115
• 8 In/l Out £149

(Cables for all printer switches are from
£S each. Please specify the type required
when ordering).

Compact.Converter.
Unit

Serial Parallel to Serial

• 1,000 Sheets 9.S" x t t" Fanfold
• 2,000 Sheets 9.S" x t t" Fanfold
• 1,000 Sheets 9.S" xli" NCR 2

Part Fanfold
• 1,000 Sheets is'' x t t" Fanfold
• 2,000 Sheets is'' x t t" Fanfold
• 1,000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold

Paper 70gms £11
• 2,000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold

Paper 70gms £21
• SOOSheets A4 80gms Bond £3.50
• SOOSheets A4 90gms Cartridge for Ink
Jet/Laser printer £9

(All our Fanfold paper is Micor perforated
leaving a smooth clean edge when the
tractor feed strips are detatched).

Dust covers for most 80 column printers
available at £6 each.

RAM Solid State Discs (550)
• 128K £48 • S12K £97 • 1Mb £199

Flash Solid State Disc (SSD)
• 128K £30 • SS6K £48 • S12K £79

• 1mB £139 • 2Mb £199

£32

Communications
• Parallel Interface Link £25
• RS 232 Serial Link for PC £58
• RS 232 Serial Link for Mac £59

Various
• Mains Adaptor 9V AC £12
• Spreadsheet £59
• Professional Finance £42
• Spelling CheckerlThesaurus £42

• Connects directly to BBC Analogue port
• Fully compatible with all BBC Joystick
controlled games
• Switchable springs allow selection of
floating or centering operation
• Trim adjusters for both X and Yaxes
for fine centre adjustment
• Convenient stick mounted fire button
with additional base buttons.

Price: £15

WATFORD
CATALOGUE

200 Pages
Full Colour
Catalogue/

Technical Guide
now available.

Tel: (0582) 48 77 77
for your FREE copy

• DXY11 00 £650' DXY1200 £835
• DXY1300 £1049 • SketchmateA4 £349
• Sketch mate A3 £495
• Roland Plotter Fibre Tip Pens £7.50
• HP7440AU £665 • HP747SAU £899
• HP7S70A £POA • HP7S7SAU £2529

• A3000 Single Plinth (very sturdy &
precision made), has a slot on the left for
the switch & cut out on the right for 3.S"
Disc Drive £15

Copy
Holder

Available in 2 full A4 versions, desk rest-
ing and shelf clamping. Paper is held
firmly by means of a plastic retaining
ruler and a clip grip.

• Desk Top £8; • Angle Poise £12

Copy holders as above
but with a battery oper-
ated, remote controlled
cursor/ruler. (By hand
or foot pedal).

Batteries 2 x AA not included.
• Desk Top £15; • Angle Poise £20

4-way top quality mains trailing sockets.
Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for
use. Can be screwed to floor or wall if
required. Very useful for tidying up all the
mains leads from your peripherals. £9.50

A 4-way mains distribution unit as above
with a built-in Surge Arrester, providing
protection for your complete
computer/Hi-Fi system. £16

Continued ~ ~ ~

£27



• Quest Mouse III & Quest Paint
• Quest Mouse Ill, Quest Paint,

AMX Stop Press & Pagefont £59
• Quest Mouse III only £25
• Quest Paint Software only £23
• Quest Font Disc (22 Text Fonts) £15
• Quest Mouse Mat (Red, Blue

or Green - please specify) £3
• Conquest (Quest Paint Extension)

ROM £24
• Quest Colour Dump Disc -

This new software allows you to print
direct from Quest Print to your Integrex
Colour Printer £18

(PS. Quest Paint is not compatible with
BBC Compact)

Quest Paint is the winner of the BBC
Acorn User 1990 Award for the Best
Art/Graphics Software.

~~ ..
Our handy little splitter unit eliminates the
risk of damaging your micro due to con-
stant plugging and unplugging of the
mouse by allowing you to connect both a
joystick and a mouse simultaneously to
your Archimedes. £10

• AMX Mouse plus
Super Art £39

(Please specify for BBC,Master or Compact)

• AMX MOUSE ONLY £25
• AMX SUPERART Package £20
• AMX STOP PRESS -

A Desktop publishing software.
Works with keyboard, joystick
or a mouse. £18

• PAGE FONTS - Over 20 Fonts
for use with AMX Pagemaker £13

• AMX DESIGN (ROM) £23
• AMX EXTRA EXTRA £16
• MOUSE MAT £3

Treat your mouse to a cosy Mouse
House. This handy little gadget solves the
problem of where to store your mouse
when it is having a rest. Made of sturdy
plastic, the WE Mouse House attaches to
the side of your computer, monitor, disc
drive, etc.

Only £3

Award Winning
Wapping Editor

The Wapping Editor from Watford
Electronics represents a break1hrough in
Desktop Publishing for the Beeb. The
package includes a 64K ROM containing
ALL the software needed to get into print
fast: a very sophisticated graphics
module, professional quality typesetting
software, a word processor, a compre-
hensive font editor for designing your
own typefaces, and a variety of printer
dumps. This mouse-driven system is
designed for the BBC B, the B+ and
Master computers and will take full
advantage of any Sideways and Shadow
RAM that may be fitted. It will run under
DFS, ADFS and Network filling systems
and requires as a minimum just a single
40 track drive.

Wapping Editor Software Pack £39
Wapping Editor plus Mouse £59

(Wapping Editor only works with Master
Compact if a Mertec Expansion box
is fitted).

•••
Over 250K of clip art to cut and paste
into your Wapping Editor pages. Pictures
include maps, transport, people, media,
sport, games, etc. Two 'ratio' screens for
use with hi-res and rotated A5 pages to
ensure images are not distorted when
printed out. £15

• ••
Sixteen additional fonts, including smaller
version of Oberon and Daisy and two
new sizes of the standard font for the
Wapping Editor. Also included are two
Mode 0 screens containing giant 'head-
line' fonts to cut and paste to create
extra smooth headlines. Supplied com-
plete with instructions. £12

• • • •
This new addition to our Wapping range
of DTP software provides you with addi-
tional 23 fonts for the Wapping Editor
DTP pack. (80 track discs only). £13

A MUST FOR WORD PROCESSING

Simply plug the ribbon cable plug into
the 6502 socket and gain a massive
32K of extra RAM.

• "VIEW" Word processor users can
now type in letters in 80 columns and
have up to 28K by1es free - 5 times as
much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE
PLUS), preview in 80 columns with the
full24K
of text memory. This product is recom-
mended as an ideal complement by
Computer Concepts.

Only £45

ROM Cartridges for
the BBC Master

Will accept the larger Piggy
Back ROMs like Interword,

Quest, etc.

• Twin £9; • Quad £14

• No soldering required to fit the board
• Compatible with BBC B
• Total number of ROMs increased

from 4to 8
• Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM

(dynamic)

PRICES
• ROM/RAM Card with 32K DRAM £39
• ROM/RAM card with 64K DRAM £52
• ROM/RAM card with 128K DRAM £83

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• 16K plug-in Static RAM kit £8
• 16K DRAM for Upgrade £13
• Battery backup £3
• Read and Write protect

switches £2 each

Complete ROM-RAM card with all
options fitted £99

Allows you to change your ROMs quickly
and efficiently, without having to open
the lid. The ZIF socket is located into the
ROM Cartridge's position. It is very sim-
ple to install. No soldering required. Also
included in the price is a see-through
storage case with antistatic lining, which
allows you to store 12 ROMS. £18

Gone are the days when you had to
plug and unplug devices from the User
Port. This extremely usefull little device
allows you to connect two devices
simultaneously to the BBC B & Master
User Port.

Excellent Value at £22

Acorn Speech Syntheziser
package complete for the

BBC B Microcomputer

Special Offer £6

Stop the Confusion!
Do you have to use both Acorn com-
puters and PC's? Would you like to use
your Archimedes or A3000 in PC-emu-
lation mode but are unsure of the new
commands?

Although Acorn machines (such as the
BBC B, the Master, the Archimedes) are
mainly used in education, most commer-
cial computers use other operating sys-
tems, particularly MS-DOS. As a result,
school computer users are at a disad-
vantage when moving into 'business'
computing. PC's and other commercial
computers use MS-DOS as the operat-
ing system, so commands for format-
ting, copying, backing up, printing and
the modern are not the same. Even file
names are written differently! And did
you know that there is one Acorn com-
mand which, if used in MS-DOS, wipes
everything in the current directory?

'ACORN TO PC' enables you to
change over painlessly. It shows clearly
and quickly how, why and where the
two systems (Acorn and MS-DOS) dif-
fer. As with a foreign language dictio-
nary, you can use the book to transfer
either way - from Acorn to MS-DOS,
or from MS-DOS to Acorn.

Price: £6.95 (No VAT)

• Increases your BBC Micro's ROM
capacity from 4 to 16.

• No soldering required.
• Socket 14 takes two 6264 RAM chips.
• Read protect to make RAM "Vanish"

allows recovery from ROM crashes.
• Battery backup option for RAM chips.
• Supplied ready to fit with

comprehensive instructions.

Price: Only £32

Battery Backup fitted £35
Battery Backup only £3
16K Sideways RAM £8

• Sideways RAM Utilities Disc for
Solderless ROM Board. Includes the
options to load and save ROM Images
and the facility to use Sideways RAM as
Printer Buffer. Only £8

Convert two single Disc Drives into one

Dual Drive with this simple external unit
(suitable for Disc Drives with PSU.
For Disc Drives without PSU, you will
also require Watford Power Duck,
see below). £14
Watford POWER DUCK £8



•• .

UHF Modulator £4

• A Vous La France Speaker & Speaker Grill £5 15 Hr Wordprocessing BBCNiew £6.95

- French programmes for beginners £29 Keyswitches £1.50 15 Hr Wordprocessing BBCIWW & WW+ £6.95

• Au Restaurantel Accident du route 16Mhz Crystal £2 30 Hour BASIC (BBC Micro) £12.95

- French games 12 yrs + £26 32.768Mhz Crystal £2 1st Word Plus - Mastering £13.95

• Bologne & Oh Les 17 way Keyboard Conn. £4 1st Word Plus Rel.2 Manual £10.00
- French programmes for beginners£26 Master Power Supply £69 A3000 Technical Reference Manual £29.00

• Computer Control Master Keyboard £62 A5000 Technical Reference Manual £65.00
- Program Simulating Computer MAster Casing £49 Acorn DTPA Guide To £17.00
Control £26 BBC B Casing £13 Advanced User Guide for BBC £10.95

• Computers at Work Perspex Keystrip Holder £3 Archimedes 1st Step - BeginnersGuide £9.95
- Primary Education Program £17 BBC B Keyboard £35 Archimedes Assembly Language £14.95

• Espana Viva BBC B Power Supply £49 Archimedes Basic V Guide £9.95
- Spanish Educational Games Master ULA CF30047 £15 Archimedes BBC Basic Guide £20.00
for all ages £20 Master ULA CF30060 £10 Archimedes DTP Manual £10.00

• Folk Tales
Serial ULA £13 Archimedes Game Maker Manual £14.95

- Listening & Reading for ages 7+ £22
Video ULA £14 Archimedes Operating System £14.95

• Geordie Racer Archimedes RISC·OS Programmers
- Look and read for ages 7 + £22

Reference Manual £79.00
• Hall of Mirrors

Assembly LanguageQuick Ref. £21.95- Practice word and number skills £22
• Letters and Pictures BBC B Micro User Guide £15.00

- Educational programs • Budget DTPon the Archimedes £12.95

for ages 6-8 years £15 C Big Red Book of £8.95

• Make a Wildlife Garden An attractively finished, extremely reli- C Dabhand Guide to 3rd Ed £16.95
- Explore WildlifelWeatherl able mouse replacement input device. C Programming Lang. 2nd Edition £24.95
Garden Growth £22 Requires very little space. Connects DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)

• Maths with a Story 1 directly to your BBC, Master or Operating Manual for BBC £5.95
- Primary level maths programs £20 Archimedes Micro. DTPon the Archimedes £12.95

• Maths with a Story 2 Epson RXlFX Printer Commands Revealed £5.95
- 4 further maths programs £20 File Handling for All £9.95

• Puncman 1 & 2 FORTHon the BBC Micro £9.95
- Learning Punctuation Graphics on the ARM £14.95
for 7-13 years £15 Impression - Dab Hand Guide £14.95

• Puncman 3 & 4 Impression II - A Dabhand Guide £14.95
- Learning Punctuation ISO·PASCALReference Manual £9.95
for 8-14 years £15

Master 512 Guide- Dabs Press £9.95
• Puncman 5, 6 & 7

Master Operating System £12.95- Learning Punctuation
for 8-15 years £15 Master Reference Manual- Advanced £10.00

FunSchool 3 (Under 5) £17 AAA0120 - Archimedes £26 Mouse User Guide to BBC Micro -

FunSchool 3 (5-7 years) £17 BEA0240 - BBC Version £25 the Complete £5.95

FunSchool 3 (Over 7) £17

Acorn ADFS
Acorn Basic 2
Acorn DNFS
Acorn OS B+
Acorn OS 1.2
Beebmon
Logotron Logo
Master OS ROM
Numerator
Pendown ROM
TED-Teletext Editor
View 3.0
Viewsheet
Viewstore
Viewspell Disc
Interbase
Interchart
Intersheet
Interword
MEGA3 -Interword,

Intersheet and Interchart
Spell Master
View Printer Driver ROM
Wordwise Plus/Wordaid
Wordaid

£25
£22
£17
£25
£14
£22
£43
£38
£39
£32
£15
£45
£36
£36
£25
£49
£25
£37
£36

£76
£42
£29
£38
£24

Allows IBM Compatibles to read BBC
and Archimedes format discs. £39

Example Programs on Disc for above £4.95
Mysteries of Disc Drives & DFS Revealed £4.95
PASCAL Programming £10.95
RISCOS Style Guide £9.95
RISC Technical Manual 260pg £14.95
Understanding Interword -
A Beginners Guide £4.95
View 3.0 User Guide £10.00
Viewsheet User Guide £10.00
Viewslore User Guide £10.00

Wimp Programming for All £12.95
Wimp Programming - A Beginner's Guide £12.95

Carriage (inc. Insurance) Charges

1st 2nd & Sub·
Item sequent Item

Software £6.00 £2.00
Hardware £7.00 £5.00
Lasers £9.00 £7.00
Accessories £5.00 £2.00
Small Items £4.00 £2.00
PS. Many software packages qualify
for the small item tariff.

For Next Day Working Day Delivery
Service, simply double the cost. All
charges subject to VAT.

Above carriage charges apply to UK
mainland only. On export orders, car-
riage is charged at cost.

• Offficial orders accepted from
government, educational
establishments and PLCs.
• Shop Hours: 9am to 6pm, Monday
to Saturday. Late night Thursday until
8pm. Free customer car park.
• Mail Order Inquiries: 9am to 6pm.
Monday to Friday only.
• Technical Inquiries: 9.30am to
5.00pm, Monday to Friday.

VVatford
Electronics Ltd

Established 1972

Mail Order & Showroom:
Jessa House, Finway, off Dallow Road, Luton, LU1 1TR, England

Tel: 0582487777 Tlx: 8956095 WATFRD Fax: 0582488588

Showroom Only:
Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street, Watford, WD1 2AN, England

Tel: 0923237774 Fax: 0923233642

Offers and all items are subject to availability. Prices may have to change for reasons beyond our control. Specifications on products are correct at
the time of going to press and given in good faith, but may have to change without notice. Please check suitability of peripherals with your sys-
tem/s, before ordering. All trademarks are acknowledged. Goods are sold subject to ou standard terms and conditions of sale and are available in
request. GOODS ARE NOT SOLD ON TRIAL BASIS. E&OE.
VAT: UK and EC customers: please add 17.5% VAT to the total cost, including carriage.



QUALITY & SPEED
T h e  BJ-200 and BJ-230 are the

latest black and white printers
from Canon, the market leaders

i1i bubblejet technology.
The BJ-230 is an A3 version of the
popular BJ-200. Both printers come

ith a built-in 80 page sheet feeder
nd power supply. With a print density
f 360dpi the print quality of both these
rinters is hard to distinguish from a
ser printer and better than any other
ompeting black and white inkjet
;inters. A sample A4 print out is
vailable on request so you can make
he comparison. And like all inkjet
rinters they are whisper quiet and
oth easy and cheap to maintain.

oth printers are supplied with
omputer Concepts super-fast
urboDriver printer drivers - printing
nd returning control on average
etween three and ten times faster
han the standard Acorn drivers or the
ce PROdrivers. The RISC OS 3
ersions of the TurboDriver also
upport rotated text and sprite printing,

multiple printer icons on the icon bar
and full PostScript style control over
halftone screen density, screen angle
and screen type. They can also handle
24 bit CMYK colour separation and so
colour prints can be obtained by using
colour inks and passing the paper
through four times.
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We are so confident about these printers
that we wi l l  guarantee that this
combination of TurboDriver and BJ-200
or BJ-230 is the fastest, highest quality
printer available for less than a laser
printer, or your money back.

Price:
BJ-200 C275.00+ oo p&p + VAI(334.87incl.)
111-230E319.03+E10.00 p&p +VAT (E386.57incl.)

The package includes the BJ-200 or
BJ-230 printer with TurboDriver
software, a cable, sample A4 sheets
of special high quality inkjet paper.

THE REVIEWER'S OPINION

" This is probably the best
- •  j e t  printer yet. _whether

o f  k- - sed  on its own or with the
excellent TurboDriver, the

B.1-200 is a fast printer and
uality is simply
A winner"
n User

•

S.0  0 ,  0 ,

e TurboD river excels at its
uick, high

/I

NB: The BJ-230 is only suitable for use with
RISC OS 3.1. The BJ-200 can be used with
both but please specify which will be used at
the time of purchase. Suitable for all models
of Archimedes, but a minimum of 2 Mbytes of
RAM is required.

G a d d e s d e n  P l a c e  H e m e l  H e m p s t e a d  H e r t s  H P 2  6 E X
ORDER HOTLINE FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH:-IELEPHONE 0442 63933 or FAX 0442 231632



ACORN SHOVV

SHOWING OFF
With the launch of PhotoCD, two new versions of Impression and an improved

Acorn DIY Replay, the show promises to be a look into the future

First some advice. Before you
turn up at the Acorn World
show in October, make sure
you grab your camera and
shoot off a roll of Kodak film.
Bring the undeveloped Kodak
film to the show, and you can
be one of the first Acorn
owners to see your pictures on
CD-Rom.

If you want to get your own
film developed, Kodak will
take any of its own 35mm film
at the show and send you nega-
tives, prints and a CD-Rom
within two weeks.

Photo CD will be launched
at the show. But unlike the
normal PhotoCD procedure
where the film is sent away to
be put onto CD-Rom, at Acorn
World you can see this happen
on the spot.

To process the film, a Pho-
toCD Imaging Workstation
will be at the show, equipped
with powerful scanners to scan
in the developed film. For a
complete review of Photo CD,

Acorn gear up for the show: here's an early concept of how its stand will look ...

see next month's issue of the Acorn product range, together a team of specialists
Acorn User. The main Acorn whereas the latter will give a shown overleaf. The inevitable
stand, shown above, will have taster of what to expect over printer query
a product area and a preview the next few months in net- can be ~----
area. The first will show off working and multi media. For the

Meanwhile, over in the complete guide to all
technical clinic some the show exhibitors, the
pressing problems can be final theatre schedule and some
aired. fantastic competition details don't

miss next month's Acorn User. As
sponsors of the show we will

have the complete
Acorn World supplement:

packed full of
show launches

Technical Clinic
Acorn's clinic should
prove to be the technical
equivalent of Marjorie

. Proops - someone to
listen while you pour out
your peripheral problems,
or discuss the pros and
cons of different
debugging techniques.
With the collected brain-
power of Acorn's techni-
cal department, no
problem should escape
unsolved.
'We will deal with a

whole range of queries,
from knowing what
printer to buy, to which
SWI call to use,' David
Bell, support group mana-
ger told us. Brave com-
ment. To handle the
onslaught, Acorn has putBring a 35mm film to the show to see your shots made up into PhotoCD format

han-
dled
by Peter
Dunn, check out Neil Kelleher
for advice on the Rise OS
operating system, or talk to
Garry Neale, Acorn's training
manager for advice on courses.
They, and several other Acorn
staff will be making an appear-
ance at the show.

Of course one of the major
areas the team expects to cover
is technical queries on Acorn
products and information on
Acorn upgrades. But they will
also offer advice on a whole
range of other issues: what
peripherals to add, the way
forward for networking, how
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The ScienceMuseum will have
their own stand at the Acorn
World show and will be offering
free childs' tickets
to contact 10caJ support
organisations, and so on.

The education area
The education area is taking a
hands-on approach to get its
message across. There will be
interactive displays on net-
working, a key area of
development for Acorn. For
teachers and students who
want to have their own
machine, there will aJso be
desktop advice sessions on the
personal purchasing schemes
Acorn Assist and Headstart,
for students.

Three more interactive dis-
plays focus on primary, secon-
dary and special needs
education. With their
specially-designed format,

S H a vv

Question time
For those of you who prefer to air your problems under the public gaze, there is also a chance to have your say
in Technical Question Time. Held in the theatre at 4.20pm on Saturday, a panel of experts will attempt to
tackle some probing problems.

If you have a question to put to the panel, then write to us at Acorn World Question Time, clo Acorn User,
Redwood Publishing, London, NW1 OAG. We will award a prize to the most imaginative question.

Headed by David Bell the Acorn support team aim to be the problem-busters of Acorn World. From left to
right: Kerris Poole, David Bell, Sue Wall and Liz Morris (front row) Peter Dunn, Steve Arnold, Phil Colmer, Neil
Kelleher, Ran Mokady, Dean Murphy, JamesBye and Garry Neale (back row)

these screens should be able to
answer detailed questions such
as, 'what software is suitable
for KS4 Mathematics,' or
'where do I get advice and
training on the use of portable
computers for field work.'

But to really capture a

Art Editors' Impression
Acorn User's very own art editor, Tony Judge, shown below will be
hard at work in Acorn's printing area. As our art editor his job is to
take the elements of a page and lay them out in Impression, starting
from our page template. At the show his brief will be slightly different
- to layout a guide to the publishing area of the show.

This will give visitors their first chance to see mono-
chrome PhotoCD shots used in a DTPpage, and

the final pages will be output on the waiting
AB Dick printing press (shown on the left).
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Tony Judge offers some expert
advice on Impression layouts

hands-on feel, the features area
goes one stage further. If you
want to see pupils abseiling
down a tower, while wired up
to an Acorn machine, this is
the area to visit. Secondary
pupils will also be putting DIY
Replay films to classroom use,
and Key Stage 4 children will
make exemplary use of the
Design Processor.

Where and when
The show is held in Wembley
Exhibition Centre, Hall 1 from
29 to 31 October. Advance
tickets are available from
Acorn World, Exhibition Plan-
ning Services, PO Box 162,
Staines, TW19 S1X.

Advance prices are as fol-
lows: Adults £5, children £3,
families £IS. You can also
order advance tickets by con-
tacting the ticket hotline on
(0784) 483818.

Clares stand plus other new
releases like Plot, Schema 2,
and Rhapsody 3. For full
detai Is on every stand and all
the new releases see next
month's issue of Acorn User.

Other stands
ews is beginning to filter

through about new software
releases planned for the show.
Computer Concepts has
announced that they will be
releasing two new versions of
Impression: Impression Style
and Impression Professional.
The latter is sure to please all
us folks at Acorn User, since it
will include four-colour sep-
arations and a few other
long-awaited features.

Meanwhile Irlam will
be showing off an
improved version of the
Replay DIY software
with special effects such
as time lapse, which
allows you to speed up
cloud formations and so
on

Graphics fans will be able
to see Pro/srtisan 2 on the



FOR ETHERNET
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Time taken to
load these

applications
over an Acorn

network

htworks
Maestrro

Pipecdream
Squirrel

136
15
20
35

Netgain for Ethernet provides the fastest transfer rates of
any network currently available on the Acorn platform.
The product is designed to boost performance by huge
margins when used in conjunction with Acorn's Level 4
AUN fileserver on industry standard Ethernet.

The only hardware required is an
expansion card in the Netgain
server, which would typically also
run the Acorn Level 4 fileserver.
No MORE THAN 64K OF RAM IS

8 TAKEN FROM ANY WORKSTATION.

3 Standard Ethernet interfaces may
2 be utilised.
2 Typical transfer rate from a

standard Ethernet system' is
approximately 200K/sec but Netgain achieves up to
900K/sec. In addition to this transport throughput
increase, intelligent ((]ching and a general reduction in
bottlenecks result in staggering reductions in load times
for typknl cpplirotions.
The system manager simply copies their upplirntions into
the Netgain filer on the server, and from then on these
products will cutomnficollv appear within the Resources
directory viewer from the Apps icon on the icon bar, just
as if the programs were in ROM.
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5 10 15
Number, of Workstations

Aeorn St(!mdiiJrd AUN

AUN with Netgoin for fthernet

Simultaneous loadir:i9 of Impression
over am Ethlernet network

Server Pock £ 200.00 + VAT
including Server lxponsion Card and
software for the first ten stations

Additional] 0 User Pocks £ ] 00.00 + VAT



ARM3 SILLY SUMMER SALE
We pay your VAT!

No carriage charge!
Limited stocks. Phone NOW!

ARM3 36MHZProcessor
Fully compliant with RiSe OS 3
Plug in Module. Fits 305/310
+400 Series. £ 125 inclusive

UVIPAC Eprom Eraser
Just a few left in Stock

£ 10 inclusive

TELETEXTADAPTOR
Ground Controls famous unit, as used by 'Colin

Topliss' is supplied in a sturdy metal case, is
mains powered and comes complete with the

latest advanced page caching software.
Limited Stocks Final Reduction

£75 inclusive

GROUND CONTROL IE-E
_ ELECTRONICS LIMITED _

HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.00 AM . 5.30 PM (24 HOUR ORDERING FACILITY)
PRICES EXCLUDE VAT, BUT INCLUDE CARRIAGE CHARGES (UK MAINLAND) PACKAGING AND INSURANCE

FORFURTHERINFORMATIONTEL: 0635 524008 or 0622 833023
UNIT 7, KINGFlSHE.R COURT, HAM BRIDGE ROAD, NEWBURY, BERKSHIRE RG14 SSJ.

SALE Aleph One Limited

--------Authorised EducationDealers

ARM3 Upgrades - End of line
special one-time price only

£129
including VAT & post. 25MHz
surface-mounted PQFP chip

Aleph One Ltd The Old Courthouse
Bottisham CAMBRIDGE CB5 9BA
Phone (0223) 811 679 Fax 812 713

47 Winchester Road
Four Marks
Alton
Hants GU34 5HG

SCSIHard Drives
85Mbyte £190.00
120Mbyte £210.00
170Mbyte £234.00
250Mbyte £300.00
380Mbyte £536.00

---------------------1 450Mbyte £580.00

~' SCSI Internal Magnet-Optical/CDROM Drives 525Mbyte £640.00
~ 700Mbyte £773.00

20Mbyte Floptical VHD Drive (A5000 Internal} £336.00 1050Mbyte £999.00
128Mbyte Mag-Optical Drive (A5000 Internal) £699.00 1600Mbyte £1499.00
650Mbyte Multi-Session CDROM Drive £299.00 2000Mbytc £1999.00

IDEHard Drives
40Mbyte £125.00
85Mbyte £170.00
120Mbyte £190.00
170Mbyte £230.00
210Mbyte £279.00
245Mbyte £324.00
340Mbyte £365.00
450Mbyte £425.00
525Mbyte £620.00
800Mbyte £985.00
1050Mbyte £1199.00

Customer Information
• SCSIand IDEdrives are sOld os bare drives only Hcwlngs. mounting kits, Intelfoce cards and c:abI~ ore extra
• All SCSIdevices (CDIlOM, lapa/hard/optlcol drives) ore lor intem01 mounting SCSIInterfaces ore eme.
• Ow range of SCSIhouslngs are suitable lot IT'ICU'Illnga wtc:Ierange 01 SCSIdevices
• Products noled ASOODInlema! mean they con be fined 10 on A5000 os a second floppy drive replacemenf
• Our TurbO RAM upgrades wm increase memory copocity os weD os doubling Ihe speed 01 your computer
• AIIlhe abev. price, ore sublect 10 currency fluctuations. Please lelephone before placing yOlJl'order
• The products listed above ore 'rom weU known manutaclwers such os Conner, HewleH Packard Cumana ete
• Prices excludo VAT and coIJlage Payment by Access, Visa, Cheque, Postal Order or Cosh

~ Archimedes SCSI& IDE Interfaces
Cumana SCSI Interface - AxOO/A5000 £139.00
Morley Cached SCSI Interfaced - AxOO/A5000 £179.00
Cumana Internal Interface - A30xO/A4000 £129.00
Atornwide Parallel Port SCSI i/f - New Acorns £49.00
Atomwicie Parallel Port SCSI i/f + Printer Port £74.00
ICS 10E Interface - AxOO £65.00
rcs 10E Interface - A3000 £99.00

~ Hard Drive Peripherals & Fitting Kits
Hard Drive Fitting Kit - A5000 £19.00
Hard Drive Fitting Kit -AxOO £10.00
Cumana/MorJey High Quality SCSI Cable £19.00
External Housings for all SCSI Devices £79.00
SCSI Tape Streamer Software £75.00
Hard Drive Backup Software £49.00 I
Risc Developments A5000 2nd Drive Interface £35.00 ~

en RR( A(ORN USER OCTOBER 1993
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Different strokes
Richard Garrett takes a look at a package that should make life

at the desktop a lot easier, at a stroke

Do you ever curse software
authors who hide your

favourite program functions in
obscure locations? Do you suf-
fer the tedium of digging
through four sub-menus to
change a font? Maybe you
should try Keystroke.

Keystroke links events on
the desktop to combinations of
hot keys. Its main display is a
Keystroke Definition Window,
which displays key combina-
tions and the six types of event
available (see box). To pro-
gram a keystroke, you move
the mouse into this window,
press the keys you want and,
when you select an event type,
the window displays the rele-
vant programming options.

In all but text and command
modes, these options define the
tasks or programs to which
keys are assigned and specify
the window or windows in
which they can operate. In

these modes, you drag l'1~:!!I~t~irl ~(.!!!un!!lt..!.!it!..!.l~ed!L}"':' ::- .l..)!I'I. d h F ,{

:~re:~o:ithal~~~n mo~s::~ :heI low 0 r- I d-
and select program \'
menus to access, icons Ch
to click, or windows to [Q]
move. Further settings
vary with different
types of event. In Icon
Click mode, they
specify the select or
adjust button and
double or single click-
ing. In Move Window,
they set the screen
coordinates to which a
window will move or
the relative move.

In Menu Selection

and Open Dialogue ~J @ma~ (.:~0 ~ of tin ISaturday 31/7193 12:11:36 I.
modes, you specify, by . . .
counting down from Have you ever wanted to do this with Just a double-key press?
the top, the menu lines you option and Menu Selection do sophisticated things. Once
want to select. Menu Selection closes when a function is written, keystrokes can be
and Open Dialogue are the performed. saved as data or in a playback-
same except Open Dialogue The *Command and Text only module called Executor.
waits for you to choose an Insert options both produce You have to be careful

keys which generate strings of choosing keys in this program.
text. The difference between To accommodate key
them is that, in *Command the combinations which generate
string is sent to the command ascii or already have hot key
line interpreter and in Text assignments in other programs,
Insert, the information is sent each keypress is passed on to
to the current text cursor. the current program after Key-

The Keystroke Definition stroke acts on it.
Window expands to reveal a This produces interesting
bar into which you type up to side-effects. Writing this, I set
J 15 characters of text and a up <shift><FI> to open the root
number of options for inserting directory of my hard disc. Fine
text from icons, window bars till [ used Acorn Advance,
or the system clock. which scaled my document to
*Command also features short 10% and left it behind the
cuts for run, load and open dir. directory window causing it to

All keystrokes can be con- disappear.
figured to beep or offer confir- If, however, you're one of
rnation boxes before running a those users who drives with
function; multiple commands one hand on the mouse and the
can be chained together on a other on the hot keys, it could
single keypress and individual be worth your perseverance to
functions can be set to run give it a try.
automatically at regular time ;=------=----------,
intervals. To confuse Dos Product details
users, this is called autoexec.
With these features and Key-
stroke's ability (0 store vari-
ables which increment each
time a function is run, you can

Features
• Hot key editor for RiscOSdesktop.
• Drivessix event types (Iconclick,Menu selection, Open dialogue,
'Command, Insert text and Move window).
• Can assign events to any key plus cctrb and/or calts and/or <shift>.
• Automated menu selection down to six layers of sub-menus
• Option to chain multiple events to a single keystroke.
• Option to save keystrokes in playback-only modules.
• Autoexecutable keystrokes performed at timed intervals.

~t:J K~n
Keysti'oko: ®El A '!:J1!l flOFS::BRURuQ93.$ ;.
Keystroketypo: '. '~ \,?}.) El {f'

<)Ieon click <t>Henu selection ACOMUSEll .....
<>'CoMand o Insert text ! !Henu '30GI'aphie IBasichog
<) Hove uindou OOpen dialogue m I"""?-:. I

ca:U9
Options:OConfil'nOBeepOloek link

<";':;:1

Olock. nouse oRutoexec OOisable IJI!l ROFS::BRUflu93.$, !StarInfo.Starlnfo
Rct icn: Sel,et RII I ,I~ ill ill ••Task: er 11 , I, il'1ml!IiIJ I!l!l'mm1 !mlI!lll tm'Im

OSpecific uindou . I 01"9 to set • • • •<> Rny uindou <~~indou at point.,.
OHust natch title[§jHust natch det ai ls m tm1l mar; ~
~indou Title:! Irre levant i ill •Icon naMe:1 Back9round! {IJjJJ:!i!J I!rm:l B
Henu itee: 31'd sub:

Hain: [J] 4th sub:
Ist sub:[[] Sth sub:

2nd sub: 6th sub:

Setting up a keystroke to select all in the filer

Misc ; I ,Save <F9tleAA! \ !
C) Entel' <' i
D ",'Select F6 ii i

T I TI'ansfol'D if
! lOOM <!

no Gl'ld 'I
~.lToolbox 'Fl

[

._- . Font List
1$l'dhj_~I/SysteM font
Font SIze :! COl pus

I
' Font he19ht ': mntUJI_i

1ext co I DUI' '" Pod rhouse
Backgl'ound Se I uyn

Systen
Irin il u

HOMed on
Bold
Bold.Ilhli qus
utilI! a
Hediun,Obl ;q~e

Supplier: Quantum Software
lel: (0506) 411162
Price:£29,95
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WHICH·
WORD PROCESSOR?

From November there is a new word processor that offers considerably more, for rather less. It includes all the normal word processor functions,
and many more. Some of the features you won't find in any other word processor include:

Virtual document handling
~.;;;;i~/Documents can be just about any ize - far larger than memory.

Thesaurus & Dictionary (with descriptions)
Fully integrated - simply select a word in your document and a list of possible synonyms is shown.

15 and 24 bits per pixel image handling
The first Acorn computer application to support full colour sprite.

TIFF loading, anti-aliasing of Draw files
Which basically means industry standard file format for colour images and high quality screen display.

Hyper-text help & interactive help
Two forms of help mean that finding your way around this program is easier than ever.

Contents and Index building
Automatically builds contents or index lists in just a few seconds - for even the longest documents.

DTP features
All modern word processors provide some form of desk-top-publishing support. This word processor
goes further than any other.

OLE
The first Acorn computer application to offer object linking and embedding to other applications.

and it offers all this for only £99 + VAT
SO what's the snag ? You'll have to wait until the Acorn World show in October before you can buy it.

And who produces this word processor? The only company that could.



WEMBLEY
EXHIBITION

CENTRE
DATE:

FRI29TH
SAT30TH
SUN 31ST

October'93

...-----------=:.....-- - - --
Acornl
WORLD

ACORNUSER

NAME _
ADDRESS _ Return your

booking form now
and you will be
entered in our
special prize draw!

Competition details from the Acorn World
address opposite. 'No urchase necessa

POSTCODE _
Ail cheques made payable to
Acorn Computers Ud.
Please return your
booking fonn to
ACORN WORLD, 00
EXHIBITION PLANNING
SERVICES, PO BOX 162,
STAINES TW19 5JX. Acornl

I SAVE MONEY BY BOOKING TICKETS NOW
TICKET TYPE PRICE ND.OF AMOUNTTICKElS

ADULTS £5.00 £
CHILDREN £3.00 £
FAMILY £15.00 £

lOTAL £

TICKET HOTLINE: 0784483818



MIARO-TRADER
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'Micro-Trader' is based on the double entry book-keeping system with Audit
Trail and Trail Balance. This is the professional accounting system that is
demanded by accountants and business organisations the world over.
'Micro-Trader' is also acknowledged as one of the easiest accounts
packages to use. The everyday business transactions can be entered
quickly and easily. Processing of these entries is completely automatic.
leaving the user free to concentrate on the important task of running the
business.

07;.1!:;'/Orfi)ith?;,?:-.; ! o f  ICJ C I
Oilit;(1) • ! ) : ,
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.;:;r) ; ' ? f l d  oir5y
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Sales Ledger, Purchase Ledger. Normal ledger and stock control provides a
powerful integrated accounts package. Choose only those modules that
your business needs today, and the system will grow to meet your future
requirements with no need to re-enter any information. All documents can
be user defined with output to RISC OS printer drivers.

iird0f6111W' 1.101141iiR3 t r P  1 1 ; 1 , 8
hill inlLIii VM:-.;t1i;13

is liwirtirout...il tir boil; coin13ulp3oivo iuht easy to follow'
Acorn Ilull June '92

*Oro l i k  too fly i;o1,01 nem thlIrJioiwo hi Inisinoss. _II will make your
iIlihiiliChC/iiasior hi Hui_ Gomputoi  r,•21oppEir August

The market leader in Accounts on Acorn Computers. tried and tested with 9
years experience. 'Micro-Trader is used in over 10 different countriesworldwide.
YOUR BUSINESS DESERVES THE BEST-SO BUY THE BEST!
Each 'Micro-Trader' module costs 279.95 + VAT or 2279 + VAT for a
complete system comprising sales purchase nominal and stock modules.
FREE demo disk available.

211r (WARE GENERAL

Artworks
Impression
Impression Junior
Pipedream 4
Wordz
Easi Writer 2
Revelation 2
Pin Point Junior
Magpie
Notate
Pen Down
Pen Down Plus
Eureka
Image Outliner
Image Animator
Imagery
Compression
Colour Printer Driver
Clip Art 1
Clip Art 2

2129.00
2123.00
267.00
2119.00
289.00
2125.00
299.99
224.95
249.00
249.00
248.00
275.00
299.00
271.00
266.95
274.95
236.95
218.80
226.95
226.95

C/Ii- I ' r ' / f I / /  i i '  t h i n  Chi l i

;1 plad31110 10 1150'
Accrl t h , f f

fOr $0/1/00n0
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11A110 DISK UPGRADES With SCSI Interface

When choosing a hard disk upgrade, remember that a
SCSI Interface will maintain your expansion
options...additional drives, CD ROM, tape streamers,
Scanners...Is IDE cheap enough?

BOMB 100MB 170MB 2135113 545MB
Internal E299 E329 £349 £ 3 7 9  E775
External E384 E414 E434 £464  E850

Price includes drive, 8 or 16bit interface with CD ROM
support (as supplied by Acorn). SCSI utilities & cables.
External option includes a free standing housing with
PSU, fan & mains connection.
PLEASE CALL FOR ADVICE
Internal for A300. A400 A5000 or PRES System Housing
on A3000
External for A3010. A3020. A4000 or instead of internal
for above.

'Thank you for your patience in
dealing with an inexperienced
computer user. You helped to
make buying a pleasure'
A recent customer order.

1;01:)I1
Pocketbook

A3010 Family
A3010 Lcurve
A3020 2mb FD
A3020 2mb 60HD

A4000 3mb 80HD

2212.00
2424.00
2680.00

2749.00
2899.00

2949.00

A4000 Home/Office

A5000 2mb 80H0
A5000 Lcurve

A5000 4mb 120HD
A4 2mb FD

A4 4,mb HD60

PLEASE CALL: SPECIAL
OFFERS AVAILABLE

Elite Gold
Lemmings
More Lemmings
Swiv
Gods
James Pond
Lotus Turbo 2
Chuck Rock
Populous
Manchester United
Omar Sharif Bridge
Enter the Realm
Cataclysm
Break 147
Pandora's Box
Saloon Car Deluxe
Chocks Away Comp
Galactic Dan
Chopper Force
Black Angel
Cyber Chess
Guile
Repton 3
Repton 4
Last Ninga
Chess 3D

229.95
218.95
215.95
218.95
218.95
218.95
218.95
218.95
221.95
218.95
221.95
218.95
218.95
224.95
218.95
224.95
229.95
218.95
220.95
224.95
236.95
222.95
213.95
217.95
218.95
219.95

A301I0 UPGRAIUS
2MB RAM
4MB RAM
Monitor Plinth
System Housing
Podule Case
Podule Expansion
Disk Buffer
1770 DES/reader
Serial upgrade
Dust Cover

SOFTWARE - EDUCATION

2999.00
21399.00
21445.00
21599.00 '111
21399.00

21699.00 4 1

! ,,1
RISC 053 2 3 9 . 9 5
• A5000 2 1 6 . 1 7
'upgrade kit 2 2 5 . 5 3
JP150 Inc cable 2225.00
Citizen Swift 240C 2247.00
Printers supplied with cables
CD ROM package 2649.00
SCSI interface 2 9 9 . 0 0
Video Digitiser 2 4 9 . 0 0
Joystick from 2 6 . 9 5I')
Monotor Plinth (&3020) 224.95
2mb RAM upgrade 239.00
A;100/41111
ARM 3 2 1 7 5 . 0 0
S. k i t  2 3 2 . 9 5
The missing link 2 7 9 . 0 0
TML pair 2 1 4 0 . 0 0
TML A4 Arc 2 1 7 5 . 0 0

239.00
2124.00
224.95
269.50
214.95
254.95
249.95
219.95
219.00
27.99

10 out of 10 English 218.95
10 out of 10 Maths 218 .95
Mr Doo 2 1 8 . 9 5
Gribbly's Day Out 2 1 8 . 9 5
Badger Trails 2 3 1 . 0 0
Farmer Giles 1 or 2 215,95
Freddy Teddy's 2 1 8 . 9 5
'Adventure 2 1 8 . 9 5
• Playground 2 2 8 . 0 0
Fun School 2(648-18+ E16,95
Fun School 3 2 1 7 . 9 5
Fun School 4 2 1 7 . 9 5
Little Red Riding Hood 213.95
Sesame Street (Nos) 215.95
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PLAYING THE
GAME
I greatly enjoy
magazine, but I do feel that,
unfortunately, like most, you
have a rather-lacking games
section. I have friends at
school (who have a rather
more favourable attitude
towards PCs and Amigas) who
think Game Show is
considerably better than any of
your rivals in the Archimedes
scene. However, I think a
bigger supplement, say 25 - 40
pages in length depending on
the amount of new releases per
month, would make your
magazine even more popular
than it already is.

The supplement would
contain in-depth reviews and
hints and tips, and a section
concentrating on previewing
planned games. As the Acorn
games market is currently

. expanding greatly (as you
described in the December
1992 issue) I think a more

appealing format to this
section would help

with (for example)
percentage values for
graphics, sound,
playability, value for

money and so on.
Perhaps the section could

be presented as a pull-out
-from the magazine.
Being in the targeted age

group for this section as
far as buying games is
concerned, I am

convinced that this is
necessary to boost the Acorn
market even further, with you
being the premier Acorn
magazine. We have seen what
the future holds concerning the
market, and I am looking
forward to this as much as
anyone, and I can't emphasise
enough the importance of
previewing games.

Asad Yawar
Surrey

Considering that in an
average issue we have
around 60 pages of editorial
copy, I think that the
suggestion of 25-40 pages of
games coverage may be
slightly optimistic. But ignor-
ing that, Asad does have
some interesting points to
make.

LETTERS

The main one is
that the Acorn
games scene is
expanding: with

games like ZooT
and Quark around

now, and mega-releases like
Speedball 2 on their way,
there's no denying this. Yes,
there are more released
nearer to Christmas, but
then we cover them in our
packed games supplement.
And as for previews, we're
keeping our ears close to the
ground: look at Quark in the
August issue, where we not
only had the first preview of
the game, but also an exclu-
sive demo on the disc.

As we move toward
Christmas, Game Show will
get bigger and better. But
don't forget, we can only
reflect what's happening in
the market.

WHEN I'M. 64
I picked up a copy of Acorn
User out of interest today, and
was pleased to read Mr Har-
vey's letter suggesting the
newsletter ByteBack.

However, I was appalled at
your sarcastic comment refer-
ring to the Commodore 64.
Did you know that the old 64
is alive and very well indeed ...

Mrs M V Rathbone
Southport

Sorry, I had to stop this let-
ter there: we are an Acorn
magazine, after all. A thou-
sand apologies if the
comment about the
good old C64 caused any
grief. Of course, we all
know that Acorns are
complete rubbish com-
pared to the awesome
power of Com-
modore's machines.
Ahem. Nextl

THE SUN SHINES
OUT OF MY ARC?
It was a pleasure to read of
Arm Ltd's 'pipeline' con-
taining the Arm700 chip; no
doubt it will address slow old
Mernc's limited access of
Ram. The future for 'Rise OS
users looks great: now we can
look forward to Rise OS
4. The competition
looks sad, no matter

how good the adverts are. Who
wants a fast box with a 'quick
and dirty' operating system
that has a graphical user inter-
faced glued onto it?

No, the real competition
comes from Spare stations, or
Apple Macs: but at what price/
performance ratio? Sure, Rise
OS is not perfect, but we can
wait for Risc OS 4. In the
meantime, due to the good
structuring of Rise OS, addi-
tions can be made. The future
for Acorn users, dabblers and
programmers looks bright.

D Ginger
Hampshire

Nice to hear from a happy
customer. Unlike ...

I expect you get many letters
like this, but I still feel that the
problem of getting good soft-
ware that is compatible with
industry standard programs on
the Arc cannot be over-
emphasised. Recently, soft-
ware houses such as Computer
Concepts have shown the com-
puting world what the Arc can
really do, yet the computer is
still regarded as an education-
only machine, which is a real
problem for users like me.

A problem I see with all pro-
grams, both games and serious
application, is the cost. Some
people might be able to afford
£170 for a program such as
Artworks, but they are

definitely a minority. Surely
software houses would sell
more programs and go some
way to slowing down software
piracy if they were simply to
reduce their prices?

J George
Yorkshire

Now hang
on a
minute. t;Y.
There's ~'.,
no denying <,

that we co4!d
do with more '~i
software for
Rise OS "
machines, but "~•••.l'~
one thing that you ,-,~
cannot criticise is the .,
pricing of the software. Art-
works for £170 might seem a
lot to you, but it is a total
bargain for what you get: ask
someone who has forked out
for Corel Draw! Besides, if
your average power user is
willing to fork out £1500 or
so for a multisync A5000,
who can moan if the software
package, one of the most
powerful packages ever dev-
ised for Acorn computers,
costs a measly £170?

Although the point about
the lack of software is very
relevant, moaning about high
pricing is a habit formed by
the 'good old days' of home
computing, when software as

complex as
Impression

and Art-
works
simply
didn't
exist.



IVIORPHING

Morphing programs have been available for
some time now on other computers and I

must admit to having felt just a little bit envious.
Maybe the trend is now beginning on Acorn
machines, though, what with the release on the
August Acorn User Subscriber's Disc of Morph.
and now a commercially-produced package,
called Morpheus.

The software has been written by Henrik
Bjerregaard Pedersen and is available from
Oregan Developments at a very affordable
£34.95, which includes postage and packing.
The price is exceptional when you consider what
other computer users have to shell out for a
similar product.

Morpheus will run on a 310 machine but 2Mb
of Ram and a hard disc is the preferable setup.
Quite large images can be morphed on even a
310 by using a memory-swapping routine. This

~~~~~Y';lI~,";~Grid colour: ~

r- ADJUST eeves both start erean'

tfenor':l suapping I Orange

.-J SI/ap input +iles ilboue.fPll!Mt:=~
•.•,,"'-"'u.I_ ••I..J..;..["'- •••.•••.•..Jj Invert

The default colour of the mesh is red and can
sometimes clash with the colours in a picture
underneath it. Although the colour of the intersecting
points of the mesh or 'knots' can't be changed, they
can be toggled between a normal or an easier to see
size.

means only part of the image is held in memory
with the remainder on disc. When Morpheus
needs to see another section of the image, the old
part is simply written back to disc and a new part
is loaded.

For those of you who don't know what morph-
ing is (where have you been?) it is an effect used
more commonly in the cinema and on television
than in the home, to create a transformation from
one image to another.

You've probably all seen the TV advert where
the nail changes into a frog and then hops away.
Morpheus makes this effect po ible for Acorn
users and, even better, you don't have to wait an
eternity to see the results of your labours. A 20-
frame animation can be compiled in as little as
five minutes.

All that Morpheus requires to begin morphing
is two pictures. These can be either 256-colour
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The Acorn is fast catching other platforms with the
quality of morphing packages on offer.

With Morpheus, Pete elements believes it
may just have taken the lead

r- ShO\;l knots

Gt'id colour: ~~~~~~~~:~~r- ADJUST neves bot h st art

Met:lOt'Y swapp ing I
.-.J Swap inpu t f iIes above

Ct'eaM
The Options Menu allows the
configuring of several parameters
including the ability to change the
colour of the mesh which is
overlaid on both the start and end
images. The default size of the
mesh is set to ten units by ten but
can be increased if required. Finer
control is possible the more units
there are.

Clickingon the Morpheus icon
opens a window which show two
empty boxes at the top separated
by an arrow. Allthat has to be
done is to drag your start' sprite to
the left box and your 'end' sprite
to the right. The program will
automatically scale pictures that
aren't the same size.

Ol'ange

. Invert

or greyscale prites, or they can be 24-bit
images. A variety of pictures exist in public
domain libraries but, ideally, it is better if you
have access to a hand scanner or even a cam-
corder to obtain those special personal morphs
of Granny transforming into the goldfish.

Getting started
Once you have got your two end pictures you
will find that setting up the way that objects or
people morph into other objects or people is
surprisingly straightforward.

The two pictures, the start and end frame,
appear on the screen together and are covered by
a grid with knots at the intersections. A tool box
is attached to the picture on the left and contains
tools for zooming in to an area, setting guide-
lines and groups, toggling the grid on and off
and editing the knots.



This latter feature is probably the one that
most people will use the most, as it is this tool
that allows you to move the knots and thus
create the smooth transition from one frame to
the other.

If only a small part of a picture is required to
move, a changing expression on a single image,
for example, then the grid can be turned off and
groups of knots applied to areas such as just eyes
and mouth. This makes Morpheus very compre-
hensive in its editing abilities and although this
'fine control' may seem a little daunting at first,
it is really quite easy to master.

Saving the grid
Once you are happy with your edited grid you
can save your setup for later use. This includes
all the information relating to the grid, groups of
knots and even the grid colour itself.

Single frames can be morphed, showing the

midway image between the two pictures. If two
faces are used then the results can appear quite
strange, with this new person having a mixture
of characteristics of the two. Sequences of
frames can be morphed and saved to a directory
for later playback in another part of the program,
the Delta Animator.

However, animated films can be made directly
by setting the number of frames and dragging
the save icon to a directory viewer. The author
has implemented a solid drag routine into the
software instead of the normal outline-save
procedure and even this small feature gives the
impression of a very polished piece of software.

The frame counter gives an idea of the space

E3
Mot'pheU5 Motifsl Pruce

IVIORPHING

Jade and Kevin were digitised as
shown above, from a camcorder
image and output to Mode 28
after undergoing processing in
Change FSI.Initially the meshes on
the two pictures are identical.

If the pointer passesover a knot
on the right picture, the corre-
sponding knot on the left picture is
also highlighted. The idea is to
move the points on Kevin's face so
they line up with the equivalent
features of Jade. You can 'morph'
a single frame at this point which
gives you a half way transition
between the two faces as shown
on the left.

This is useful for checking if
you've adjusted the mesh correctly
because sometimes two faces will
just dissolve into each other
instead of the features moving
smoothly in a sequence.

The number of animated frames
can be set from just a few up to
fifty or more. Twenty five frames
is equivalent to a second of anima-
tion but if a high resolution mode
is used it will eat into disc space
unless the images are very small.
The Number of Framesdialogue
box gives a readout of required
disc space every time the frame
number is increased.

discspace:
718 kbstes

r-----~-:-::-=-
2132 khytes

required on disc for the animation to be saved
and even if your sprites are too large, they can
be reduced in size at this point by changing the
information in the size box. The sprites I used
for Jade and Kevin were 228 x 228. Changing
this information to 114 x 114 more than doubles
the space available on a floppy disc.

Animation timing
The timing of the animation can also be
changed; it can be set to regular, to speed up or
slow down, or to start off fast, slow down and
run fast at the end of the sequence, or start slow
then fast and then slow again.

These options are set before saving although
some further control is available once the film is
running. The animation can be set to run at
normal fast speed, medium or slow.

You can also step through the sequence a
frame at a time or even create a yoyo effect,
which worked particularly well on my Jade and
Kevin film. It gave the impression that after
changing into Kevin, Jade returned to her former
self and smiled at her new-found ability. I
showed the two of them this film and I still don't
think they have quite got over the experience.

Conclusion
With little time and an incomplete preview copy
of Morpheus, that never crashed once on me, I
have barely scratched at the surface of the capa-
bilities of this outstanding piece of software.

When all of the features are implemented in
the release version, we Acorn users will have an
outstanding, value-for-money morphing pack-
age. And when you consider the low price of
Morpheus, this is one that is going to put other
morphing packages on other computer platforms
to shame.

If any other Acorn software house is thinking
of releasing its own morphing software, it will
be hard pressed to better Morpheus. An
extremely polished piece of software and a lot of
fun as well.

Product details
Product: Morpheus
Descriptiqn: Commercial morphing package
Supplier: Oregan Software Developments
Tel: 021-353 6044
Price: £34.95
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t Pictogram is an application that progressively
teaches children the use of graphs for
representing data. Pictures are dragged onto
stacks and may either be displayed vertically or
horizontally. The graph can be switched to a block
graph where the pictures are replaced as more
abstract blocks of different colours. Finally the
blocks can be joined into one long bar to create
the familiar bar chart.

• Wide variety of pictures for creating pictograms

• Easy point and drop method for constructing graphs

• The pictogram can be exported as a draw file.

Only £20 excl. V.A. T. including site licence

For a limited period we are bundling Pictogram with a utility called Word
Library. Word Library provides a small window containing a list of words
which when clicked upon will be entered into any desktop application
which accepts text. Users may of course create their own libraries.

• Displays a list of words, in 1 to 5 columns.
• Can be set to scan through the words and when used with a switch box it

¥ovides a powerful means of input for those with special needs.

.• Imports standard ASCII text files.

• Many curriculum uses from special needs to language development.

All prices include P&P but exclude V.A. T.
8 Barrow Road, Kenilworth, Warwickshire

CV8 1EH Tel: 0926 - 851147

TTudlian
I~Soft

KEYSTROKE
The most powerful program ever written

Do you tire of all those unnecessary repetitive menu selections, wish that your favourite
program had more Control key type short cuts? Or just tired of moving and resizing windows to
the same position every time you use a program! Well a revolutionary new utility has been
developed for the Acorn Rise OS machines. This program can actually remove all of those
tiresome mouse clicks with just one key press!

Believe it or not, Keystroke can actually control any Rise OS program. Imagine a single key press
to perform 'Group frames' in Impression, perhaps set 'Text Repel' in a frame to a specific value or
a quick key press to turn a frame to transparent colour! Ctrl+ T could bnng up !Paint tools
window, Fl to mount a disc, Fl1 to bring up the task display, or F3 to save a file, or save the file
automatically every 15 minutes. Keystroke can perform these and many more amazing things!
Keystroke also comes with a !Buttonbar application that allows keystrokes to be used by clicking
on an icon. Create your own tools window! A complete Impression tool window is included!

Archimedes World - "damn clever. easy 10 use. best of its kind. 5 our 0/5!"

There is just not enough room here to tell you about our program, send off for our demo
disc for £1.00 and see for yourself what you can do with this incredible program.

Keystroke is suitable for all Archimedes running Rise OS 2-3.11 and is offered for only £29.95
fully inclusive. No VAT.
Quantum Software, 35 Pinewood Park, Livingston, EH54 BNN, Tel: 0506 411162 after 6pm.

ACCESSORIES SOFlWARE
Mains £12 AlC & Exp £39 128k Version £115
Print Link £24 ProfFinance £39 256k Version £155
P C Link £54 Spell Checker £39
Leather Case £12 Berlitz Interp £54 New Series 3a !
Psion Books £13 Games Packs £27 Please Phone!
Agenda 3 £59 Chess £39
Disk Drive £199 S3 Tools £39 PSION MC400 £336
Modems ram £242 Sightmaster III£86 MITAC 1600A £249
SSD Flash Ram Callfor details AMSTRADPDA £255
128k £31 £45 of other software HP 100LX £599

~gb~;1~}5 ~1i1Pp~~;~;;~d!!.ijll.1118
stlBJECTTO AVAILABILITY {{:::~~:i!,~i!i&ii~,il(~~"~~~ii:i#{{::2mb £228 NIA All Tndunulu A<knowl,',,' :.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.

Italt
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i
Writer

CON TECHNOLOGY L T 0

Announcing a major step forward ...
The Icon Technology family of word processors has been
made even easier to use.

We've added a point-and-click toolbar so you can carry out
the most common tasks without using menus. Just click on
the tool you want, to Print or Save for example, and the job
is done.
As if that isn't enough we've also added 'drag and drop' to
simplify editing. simply select the text or picture you want to
move and drag it to its new position in your document

There's more ...
startwrite can speak. Helpful for children and fun to use.
And now you can create footnotes and add sub- and super-
scripts to Easiwriter as well as Techwriter documents.

For full details simply contact Mike Glover on 0533 546225.
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DATAPC>VVER

to the people
Datapower started as the handy little database we all need. But after a few months,

James Richards finds it's moving into unexpected areas of his hard disc

I've been using Datapower for a good three or
four months now, and every day I use it more

and more. This package can be used for a lot
more than I bargained for.

Generally, mailshots are limited to word pro-
cessors, but not so with Datapower. Formulae
fields are a very powerful feature and, used in
the right way, Datapower can behave more like
a spreadsheet than a database.

In fact it is so versatile that you can be a little
awed by what you can do with it. After a slow
start, Datapower has crept into every corner of
my hard disc, and now it keeps me organised at
work and home. This article is for those of you
who are just getting into Datapower; it will help
you realise there is more to this database than
meets the eye.

Power two
Meanwhile, the next version of Datapower is
well underway. It contains a few enhancements:
you can expect the ability to incorporate Art-
works files into your databases, as graphics or
backgrounds.

Iota also told me that you can expect to be
able to search for a matching sprite. According
to Iota there is a simple Rise OS routine to
compare two sprites. Simply dropping in a sprite
that you want to search for, and asking it to find
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Artworks files can become a seamless part of any Datapower database

Moving layouts Hints&tips
• ClickAdjust on add record to
make a copy of the current
record.
• Field renumbering makes
you jump fields in the right
order.
• Make regular backups of
your work by saving a CSV
data file on to another part of
your hard disc.
• Use the arrow keys to jump
record by record.
• Use SHIFT+TABto jump back-
wards field-by-field: use TAB
alone to jump forwards
through the fields.

On some of my data bases I have several layouts,
but could not see any easy way to change the
order they appear on the layout list.

After my initial annoyance with this drawback. I
realised that there was an easy way to sort them
all out. .

Imagine three views of my address database,
Fulllnfo, History and Contact Details. Iwanted to
move my History layout - which details past events
- to appear after Contact Details.

To do this I chose the History view, chose New
Layout - which made a new layout the same as the
original mailshot layout and listed it after the
Contact Details view. Then I deleted the original
History layout.
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DATAPOVVER

Shooting people
The ingredients for a mails hot are an address, a salutation (the Dear Fred bit) and the
letter. You have two choices concerning your stationery, envelopes with address labels
stuck on them, or window envelopes. The latter is my preference, print out the letter and
when you fold it up right then the address should fall neatly inside the window.

Take a look at the screen shot to see how I have arranged this in Datapower. I created
an A4-sized report layout, and measured where the envelope window was. The address
frame was put on the layout using the page rulers. In my contacts database my Address
and Postcode fields are separate, so to add that touch of class I have taken the postcode
field and tacked it onto the end of the address using a simple formulae field. Addresses
vary in length, and with most other data bases you'll end up having the postcode floating a
few lines below the address.

I've also stuck the addressee's name on the top of the address. The formula to do this is
quite simple. Imagine that the fields have the names, 'Full Name', 'Address' and 'Postcode'.

Fields
~~~
~
~
i•
i~
I~
I~
l~~,--------- ---- ---_. - - - ------------------------------------ ~

II'm mcvmc house soon. SOcome lOlll\i house feavioo oanv.trs on the 32nd of Nav "V
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James ~.!.-=
Richards --

My mailshot layout showing the address formula
field and the letter. In the small window you can
see what the letter looks like. Any database worth
its salt can help you with mailshots. However I use
Datapower on its own to do my mailshots; I don't
involve another application at all.

Report~[
~

Create a formula field on your mails hot called 'Formulae Address' and have a formula like:
'Full Name'+"\n"+'Address'+"\n"+'Postcode'. The +"\n"part adds a carriage return after

each field. For the actual text of the letter I create a blank frame with the Frame Creation
tool and then dump some text from Edit into the frame (do this in the layout creation
mode as I have done in the screenshot) then that text appears in the box. It can then be
edited to your liking by double-clicking on it and using Datapowets text editing features.
This does mean that you are limited to one style in the letter text, but it keeps things nice
and simple. When it comes to filing letters, Datapower can also be useful.

Complex searches
Sometimes a simple search is not good
enough. For instance, I have a database
which I use at work that controls my stock
levels. Sometimes I want to know if an
item has been ordered but the supplier
has not delivered on the date agreed.
The search formulae that I type in to make
this search is:
'Order Sent to Supplier'<>NUll AND
'Order Received by Supplier'>10/8/93 AND
'Supplier can deliver'>16/8/93 AND 'Item
in Stock'<> TRUE.
Now if I had to type this in every time I

wanted to make this search I would not
be a happy man, but if you type it in
you can save it as a text file, and reload
the formula any time you need it.

To save a search formula, type it into
any field, then press CTRl A to select the
text. Now drag this text on to Edit and
save it with an explanatory filename.

Then the next time that you want to
search using this complex formula,
simply initiate a search in Datapower,
then drag this formulae text file back
into any field.
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Filing letters
Now, it's easy storing Draw files or Edit files in a
Datapower Anyfile field, but when it came to
storing Impression documents I was stuck. The
Anyfile field cannot store applications, and that's

PSSU ~t lit ,-jl~.:fly
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A screen shot showing my address database, with
an obey file pointer. Double-clicking on it has
loaded up the Impression document on the right.

exactly what an Impression document is. My
letters and faxes are based on an Impression file
which has within it individual master pages for a
letter, fax and so forth.

Each of my contacts gets one of these master
documents, and each time I want to send them a
letter I use Create New Chapter from the
Impression menu. Then I can choose the master
page which the chapter is based upon, and the
chapter is added to their mail file permanently,
each chapter being a different communication on a
different date. This way I can store all my
correspondence to that company or person in a
single Impression file, and access it immediately.

So, to allow me to get straight at the Impression
files from Datapower I used an Anyfile field to hold
an Obey file, which contained the following text:
Filer_Run
SCSI::lnternal.Work.Mail.Contacts.!AcornUsr
That is, Filer_Run followed by the pathname of the
Impression document for that contact. I saved it
from Edit on to the Anyfile field and now when I
double-click on the Obey file in Datapower the
Impression file is loaded and I can add a letter, fax
or any other master page, and simply save it.

a matching one will match all records with the
same sprite. This was incorporated, thinking of
DIY Replay or the soon-to-be-released
Kaleidoscope video editor. Being able to search
for a matching picture frame in a list of video
sequences means programmes can be built up
from story boards very quickly.

In September, Iota plans the client-server
version. Running on a network, all users will be
able to look at the same database at the same
time. Records added will be immediately
accessible to other users. If you have conducted
a search, then a user adds a record that matches
your search, this is added to your subset.
Imagine a network based on Datapower, where
you search for messages addressed to you, then
messages automatically appear in your mailbox.
Sounds good, and I can't wait to see it.



Revolution.
The new CD-ROM.
At only
£299 ~~[5---r=~
its peaigree may

surprise you!
The Morley Revolution is the

ultimate plug-in-and-go

CD-ROM drive solution for Acorn

32bit computers.

This revolutionary new drive is the

result of a unique collaboration with

Sony UK. Developed specifically for

the Acorn market, it is suitable for all

Acorn 32bit desktop computers

from the A3000 right up to the

A540. There are no complicated

setups or *commands. Merely plug

in the interface and drive, switch on

and you are ready to go. Simple and

quick, the Morley Revolution offers

an exciting solution for requirements

in education, the home, industry

and office environments. Current

applications include encyclopaedias,

dictionaries, newspapers, digitised

video and sound, clip art and a host

of other programs offering exciting

learning possibilities that would not

be feasible without CD-Ra

The Revolution matches the

capabilities of far more expensive

drives. It is Replay, multisession and

Kodak Photo CD compatible,

operates via Acorn's CDFS and is

compatible with existing hardware

running RISC OS 3. It can also use all

available RISC OS based CD-RaMs,

as well as access DOS based discs

and run them through emulation. It

even plays audio CDsl

Contact us for more details about

the Morley Revolution CD-ROM or

place your order and join the

Revolution now.

JOIN THE
REVOLUTION NOW

TELEPHONE

091 257 6355
M2RLEY
E·L-E-CTR·O·N·I·C·S· LTD

Expanding
Your Horizons

DEPT.BA U, MORLEYHOUSE,WEST CHIRTON,NORTHSHIELDS,TYNE& WEAR NE29 7TY TEL: 091 2576355 FAX: 091 2576373



One
Stop
Storage

Telephone
061-320 3087

DDDDD;W~
2 Field Mews,Denton,
Manchester, M34 2DA
Fax: 061-3203210

Al3000/10/20 (internal IDE)
60 Mb 15ms IDE £219

-85 Mb 15ms IDE £249
120 Mb 15ms IDE £289
210 Mb 15ms IDE £379

Other Archimedes
Machines (internal)

Quantum
85 Mb 15ms IDE

127 Mb 15ms IDE
170 Mb 15ms IDE
240 Mb 15ms IDE
SCSI

85 Mb
127 Mb
170 Mb
245 Mb
Conner

85 Mb
120Mb
170 Mb
250 Mb
SCSI

85Mb
170 Mb
213 Mb

17ms SCSI
17ms SCSI
17ms SCSI
16ms SCSI

19ms IDE
19ms IDE
19ms IDE
15ms IDE

16ms SCSI
16ms SCSI
12ms SCSI

External Drives
are built to your

requirements. Please
call with your

specifications.

£145
£169
£189
£249

£149
'£179
£199
£279

£149
£159
£179
£219

£149
£189
£239

THIS MONTH ONLY
345Mb 12ms IDE £309
330Mb 12ms SCSI £309

Optical Drives
128Mb Fast 30ms £769

(Complete with cable & 128 Disk)

SCSI card for above £149
Additional 128 Disk £ 35

Tape (Backup) Drives
Superb "Disaster Recovery" and Data

archiving system, Low Media cost.
250Mb CrN SoftwarelcablefTape £499
SCSI card for above £149
Additional 250Mb Tape £ 20

All Prices Exclude VAT.
& Carriage. Prices &

Specifications
may change without

notice. E. & O. E.

THE
DATA

STORE
Whether you want the latest game, advice on

what to buy, technical or programming
information, repairs, spares, or just a pleasant

chat about what's new, you'll always be
welcome to drop in to see us. You never
know, you might spot something unusual
amongst our full range of peripherals and
software for all Acorn computers. But if

you're too far away, why not try our mail-
order service? After all, we're celebrating our
tenth anniversary this year, so you'd might as

well make use of our experience!

6 CHATTERTONROAD,
BROMlEY, KENT BR2 9QN

rei: 081-460 8991 Fax: 081-313 0400
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SIMTEC Upgrades
ARM3+ FPA

- £199-
Last September we launched the first ARM3 upgrade board to
incorporate, as standard, an integral socket to take ARM Ud's Floating
Point Accelerator chip (FPA), Now to celebrate the chip's release by
Acorn, we are offering a special package price for our ARM3 upgrade
board complete with fitted FPA chip, The upgrade plugs easily into a
300,440, A400/1 or R140 machine, but 305/310 and old style 440s will
also need upgrading with a MEMC1a for an ARM3 to work correctly. The
upgrade's ultra-Iow profile construction allows it to be fitted to an A3000,
although a motherboard modification is required which can be carried out
by our Surface Mount Service Centre.

Integration of the ARM3 and FPA socket onto a single 4-layer peB
eliminates any possible interconnection problems that could occur with a
separate plug on FPA adaptor, as well as avoiding the purchase of an
extra board.

We also offer the same ARM3 upgrade but with empty socket. This
retains the option of fitting the FPA at a later date, when the chip can be
plugged into the vacant socket if desired.

ARM3 with FPA socket - £139
17%% VAT to be added to orders. Carriage free in UK.

SIMTEC Avondale Drive, Tarleton,
Preston, Lancs PR46AX

ELECTRONICS Tel: (0772) 812863

A5000~250 I..
Part Exchange your Old

250MByte Drive system for one of these,

4 Mbyte Ram or any other Acorn
Computer!

M ultiscan M ani/or Please call for details

L1559.00 •
I A5000/ A4000

Software
~Md Z>~ Pevee&~transfered from

old drive to new 80 Mbyte - £89.00
drive free! 120 Mbyte - £129.00

I 250 Mbyte -£189.00

A~A3000S~~ad •
o 2 ME te RAM C RISCOS 3.1 Other second hand

y bargins available.
C Colour Monitor C 3 Months warranty Please call for details

£429.00 •
1~ ~ewtat P~ Z>ea/4

HP Deskjet 510 - £219.00
HP Deskjet 500C - £259.00

AJ}§ Computers Ltd
123 New London Road

Chelmsford
Essex CM2 OQT

tel/fax 0245 345263
All prices plus V AT and carriage



A corn's new floating point accelerator, the
FPAlO chip, can make some applications

run up to ten times faster. It does this by using a
maths eo-processor to execute floating point
instructions.

Similar maths eo-processor chips are common
on computers outside the Acorn world - one is
built into Intel's 486DX chip. The FPAIO,
designed by Arm Ltd, is technically interesting
because it is a Rise design like the Arm proces-
sor. Some complex, but less frequently needed,
maths functions (like certain trigonometry
operations) are not implemented on the chip but
are retained in a software emulation. This optim-
ises the frequently-used operations and keeps the
chip small, so it is cheap to make and very frugal
on power.

Unfortunately, not all Acorn users are going to
benefit from the new chip. Some programs
completely ignore the FPAIO and others are
compatible with it, but don't gain very much. But
the performance of some programs is trans-
formed by the FPAIO.

Any application which makes calls to the
Acorn software floating point emulator (FPE)
will be compatible with the FPAIO. As the FPE
is a software compromise to preserve compat-
ibility with the real chip, many programmers
decided to use their own non-standard routines
to run mathematical functions as fast as possible.
This has meant that programs like Computer
Concepts' ArtWorks drawing program and the
PowerShade ray tracer from Arxe Systems have
attained very good performance, but won't
benefit at all from the FPAlO.

Other programs you'd think would enjoy a
clear performance kick include spreadsheets.
Colton Software's Pipedream 4 and Result;
spreadsheet applications are both compatible
with the FP A 10, but our tests indicated no
noticeable speed improvements. This is because
modern spreadsheet programs are optimised to
do as little unnecessary calculation as possible,
but they spend a great deal of time looking after
graphical user interface issues.

Unfortunately not all
Acorn users will benefit
from the new chip

If you dig deep enough, Pipedream and
Result: do speed up because of the FPAIO, but
the improvement is blotted out by unrelated
system overheads. Although we didn't get a
chance to test Clares' Schema spreadsheet, the
story is likely to be similar.

Another program which is mathematically
intensive, but failed to show any benefit from
the FPAIO is Rise OS 3 Draw. Once again this
is because Draw uses integer maths routines
which sacrifice FPAIO compatibility.

So far the picture might look a bit gloomy for
prospective FPAlO purchasers, but the good
news is that we have tried several applications
which go like a rocket with the FPAlO. Bench
tests also show the FP A has huge potential
which stands up very well compared to hardware
maths processors on other platforms like the PC.

F PA

Float on
Acorn's FPA 10 chip is finally here, but what can it do
for you? lan Burley road-tested the chip, and found

that some applications benefit more than others

, ,

"",....--

Although PowerShade doesn't go any faster
with the FPAlO, two of its public domain rivals,
Ray trace and Persistence of Vision (POV) and
Clares commercial Illusionist package, exhibit
speed increases of between five and ten times.

The desirability of reducing an hour's
worth of image rendering to just six
minutes is obvious. Acorn has told us
that Oak Solutions' WorraCAD ren-
ders drawings up to ten times faster.
Unfortunately, neither ProCAD or
CADet from Minerva uses the FP A.
There are also plenty of gains, if you

use the double-precision version of BBC Basic,
Basic 64, included with Risc OS 3.1. Unlike
ordinary Basic V, Basic 64 uses the FPEfFPAIO
maths route. This makes it much slower than
Basic V normally, but with the FPA it's actually
slightly faster. Silicon Vision's RiscBasic com-
piler is also FP A-compatible and Intelligent
Interfaces reports that its Fortran 77 compiler
runs some routines up to 20 times faster with the
FPAIO.

At £99 + VAT the FPAIO is very good value,
but at the moment its usefulness is restricted.
There is a classic chicken-and-egg situation out
there because many software houses won't
optimise their programs for the FPAIO until
enough are out there. But if you're a user of an
FPAlO-compatible ray-tracer or Cad package, or
you need to program intensive maths, go for it.
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The FPA10 chip can be fitted
to the A5000 and A540/R260,
though the latter may need a
replacement processor card.
A300 and A400-series
machines will need an add-
on upgrade card like those
available from Simtec, (lE
Micros and Ifel. Some A3010s
with a mezzanine processor
board can accept an upgrade
as can the original A3000, but
there's no FPA for either the
A3010 or the A4000.
For our tests we used a
Simtec upgrade (£199, both
Arm3 and FPA fitted) in a
A440/1 and A5000. Below are
some factor speed increases:
Basic V: Zero
Basic 64 (non-trig): 10.95
Basic 64 (trig): 4.16
Pipedream 4: Marginal
Topographer render: 1.475
Render Bender 2: Marginal
Illusionist: 5.34

Details ...
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Fast
Acorn
Networks-
- WITH E1HERNET
Managing a class of children all trying to run the same program on floppy drive
computers can be a nightmare. Discs get lost or damaged and files can be corrupted, all
of which will waste a lot of time at the beginning of a lesson. With hard drive machines

; s are a little better, but the duplication of resources means wasted money. And there
I the problem of students having different versions of the software or 'accidentally'

. . it. Not to mention viruses!

a reliable alternative· Ethernet. Ethernet networking has been used by
universities for some time, and is now available for Acorn
nefits of a fast network are considerable, and you will have total

re used by the students. All users will also be able to share
and printers, significantly reducing costs.

esigned and produced a full range of fast Ethernet cards for
computers, to be used in conjunction with Acorn's new
vel IV network software. Our cards are being used in

ing number of educational establishments because
offer a fast and reliable solution for only £139.

Networking has never been so easy.

We also offer a complete range of
services for the network user. In the
first instance we would be pie
discuss the planning of your n
and ways to maximise spee
make best use of availapl ..e~,.•..."." ..
resources. We can offer a full cabling-
service, configure your systems,
install your software and train your
network manager and staff. We will
also still be available afterwards to
help with any problems that you
encounter later.

For anyone wishing to know more
about networking, we have produced
a pamphlet called 'Introduction to
Networking Acorn Computers'. For a
free copy, or if you require more
detailed advice about networking,
please do write or telephone.

Rise Developments
117 Hatfield Road, SI. Albans,

Herts, AL 1 4JS.
Tel: 0727840303 Fax: 0727 860263



SCREEN PRINTING

as silk
Computer aided design comes out of the design studio and into the art room as Spot
and ProArtisan 2 tackle a silk screen project. Eleanor Walsh paints the picture for you

Art programmes for the computer
are now widely used in the design

industry, for a range of computer aided
design tasks.

So, when the students at Harlington
Upper School decided to use the com-
puter in their silk screen prints, Spot!
from Clares seemed the ideal tool.
Spot! is a colour separation programme
supplied with Artisan 2. It is ideal since
it breaks a picture into its colour com-
ponents, producing a sprite, for
instance, of all the black parts of a
picture. Likewise, silk screen printing
involves printing separate colours, one
by one, to build up an image.

In the classroom
This task was perfect for year nine who
have a five-lesson block with ArtisanZ:
as part of their art lessons. A small

A repeated image creates a striking shirt design

print is useful if you have 250 students, so we
decided to put Spot! to the test. It worked well
and was of double benefit, fulfilling the commit-
ment to IT under the National Curriculum.

Although Spot! was ideal in concept, it pro-
duced too small an image for the examination
students. So, once we had achieved a complete
print, we thought about producing a larger area.
This is where ProArtisan 2 comes in. The stud-
ents tried the pre-release version and were
delighted with the program but came up against
a problem with Spot! It would not accept a sprite

:uo
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Loading up the software
Spot! comes on the Artisan 2 disc. You simply load it onto the icon bar. The students save
their work as a screen, restricting the number of colours if cost is a priority, as this restricts
the number of inks used later on. A typical design is shown opposite, using four main
colours plus black. The sprite is
dropped onto the Spot! icon
and a window opens as shown
in the screenshot. Select the
Spot! button as shown.

The palette may not reflect
the colours mixed by the
student so I suggest loading the PR£:SS

sprite into Paint and clicking on
Show Colours. This lets students
check their colours as they save
them. Clicking on a colour tells
the program you want a black
and white sprite for the areas in
that colour.
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SCREEN PRINTING

Saving Spot
You can check the sprite before
saving. For instance here we have
produced sprites for the black part
of the picture and the yellow parts
of the picture. To save the sprite

.~-

click on the Spot! icon with Menu
and choose Save. Type in a suitable
name, such as Tomblack, and then
repeat for each of the other
colours.

Loading each colour
The first stage is complete. You
now need a box of laser film and a
master page set-up in Ovation or
Impression. I set up two frames of
the same size on an A4 page for
speed and economy. load the mas-
ter page and drop one colour
separation into each frame - check
the crosses in the bottom corner are l-',,~.-I~,L...,=""';--~
visible. load the film individually
into the printer and then print. It is
wise to label each film for later
identification. With 250 students I
speak from experience.

f) lRrtisan
]R •• dlle

••• 'Spot
f1l t.np

Preparing the screen
Now you need to prepare a small
screen capable of taking the
designs: one for each colour.

First the screen needs to be
degreased and light-sensitive emul-
sion applied: these stages are
beyond the scope of this article but
the chemicals are supplied by Ser-
icol: and there is a fact sheet
describing these stages in detail.
Read it carefully since some of
these chemicals are corrosive.

The next task is to keep the
light-sensitive emulsion paint in certain areas of the screen to create a replica of your laser
films. The 'colour separated' films for your design are put on the glass, and taped into
place. The dry screen goes on top of the film, with a piece of black sugar paper on the
mesh and a heavy weight on top. leave this for seven minutes or so for the light to do its
work. When the time is up, wash the screen on both sides with warm water. After a few
minutes the design appears in white on the screen. A wash with cold water on both sides
produces a processed screen. You now have the images on your screen: one for each
colour component of your design. Finally the screen needs to be taped around the edges
with brown paper tape to prevent leakage.
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Now print
out each colour
Now the first colour is ready to be printed. Wash
and iron the fabric. The t-shirt needs to be held in
place: I use J-Fix sprayed on a piece of card and
placed inside the garment. Then tape the shirt to
the table. lay the screen in place over the t-shirt,
with the design for the darkest colour over the

centre. Put a label underneath the cross, so it is
printed on the label, not the fabric. All the
unwanted areas of the screen must be covered
using paper and tape. The darkest colour dye is
put on the screen, above the area to be printed. A
squeegee is then used to force the ink through the
mesh and on to the fabric.
Wash the screen and repeat this procedure with
the next coloured ink and colour design. Continue
until all the colours are printed. The final print is a
replica of the original ProArtisan design.

larger than 80K or one in the Mode 15
ProArtisan 2 requires.

Clares promised to look at the problem, but, in
the meantime we improvised. First we changed
screen mode to 12, loaded the sprite into Paint
and grabbed it in two pieces, making sure our
sprites were 80K or less. Then we used Spot/in
the usual way and joined the film together. It
would be more sensible to be able to load a
Mode 15 sprite with a larger value into
a modified Spot! All we need now
is for Clares to issue an upgraded
Spot! with ProArtisan 2.

THE PROCESS
The steps one to five outline how
a design makes the
transition from screen
to T-shirt: popular
with students. Silk-
screen printing is
only described
briefly here, but
there are a number
of books which
describe the
process.
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Oak Solutions' ClassNet card is an industry
standard Ethernet® interface designed for use with
Acorn 32-bit computers.

There are three versions of the interface available;
one for A300/400/5000 series, one for the mini-
podule slot of A3000/3020/4000s and one for the
networking slot of A3020/4000s.

All interfaces have a thin' lOBase2 connector and
the A300/400/5000 interface also has an AUI
connector for use with lOBase5 andlOBaseT.

All ClassNet interfaces include firmware to support
Acorn's Universal Networking strategy (AUN), the
high speed ClassNet protocol, and the ClassShare
client software. The ClassNetlClassRom interface
also has the ClassRom hard disc management
software. The ClassShare Server interface includes

Oak Solutions' ClassRom system protects and
manages hard discs for all Acorn 32-bit computers.

ClassRom for Archimedes 300 and 400 series and
A3020, A4000, A5000 computers is available as a
simple plug in board. For A3000 users, an external
SCSI hard disc can be used.

Once installed, the hard disc is split into two areas;
a read only area for applications and a read/write
area for user and scrap files.

Users can run software from the applications area
but they cannot delete, move or add any files.

For upciating the software, the applications area
can be unlocked by using the password protected
management software.

the ClassShare high speed applications server.
All these facilities can be configured using the
ClassNet configuration software supplied with the
interfaces.

Class et is the logical choice of Ethernet interface
for Acorn 32-bit computers. It provides the fastest
possible transfer rates whilst retaining compatibility
with all other Ethernet systems.

ClassNet is compatible with Acorn's Level 4 File
Server and Printer Spooler products.

Oak Solutions has developed a philosophy of IT
resource management for education. It is designed
to enable schools to get the most out of their IT
investment with minimum time spent managing the
system.

The philosophy has been developed in conjunction
with IT educationalists to ensure optimum
performance and functionality in all situations. Any
scenario can be catered for, with options for the
future built in.

From single stand alone computers to complete
school-wide networks, the ClassRom/ClassNet
philosophy can deliver the best solution. Upgrade
paths are available from any entry point so that

If you have many computers connected to a
network, then any changes you make to one
computer's hard disc can be transmitted to all the
others over the network, automatically if required.

In addition, all the computers on the network can
be reset and applications started remotely.

ClassRom is the only integrated protection and
management system available for RISC OS.

whatever equipment you start with, it can always
be developed into a full networked system.
Printing is supported through the Acorn Level 4
File Server product or via the Classlrint LD
software if you have Laser Direct printers.

If you wish to discuss your requirements with us
please do not hesitate to phone. Oak Solutions'
networking skills far outweigh those of most other
companies. As authors of Acorns' Level 4 File
Server and the highest performance Ethernet card
for the Archimedes, we believe tl1atwe know how
to recommend the best solutions.

Speak to us - then decide.
Call us now on 0954 211760

Broadway House 149-151 St Neots Road Hardwick Cambridge CB37QJ
lel: 0954211760 Fax: 0954 211767



COIVIPETITION

FIVE COPIES OF
SLEUTH TO WIN

Enter our competition and win a copy of RiscDevelopments' new OCRpackage

Many of us yearn for a paperless

office. Converting sheafs of

paper into computer text is a

tempting proposition and, with-

out a personal copy typist on

hand, it can be a!1arduous task.

Sleuth, a new Optical Charac-

ter Recognition package from

Risc Developments, allows you to

skip the typing stage and scan in

the complete text. Armed with a

copy of the Sleuth software and a

monochrome scanner, you can

convert paper documents into

computer text at an average rate

of 30 words per minute. This

includes the process of correcting

any scanning mistakes but, if

accuracy is of less importance,

this conversion rate can be much

higher - up to 300 words per

minute.

Sleuth automatically recognises

major fonts such as Homerton,

Trinity, Corpus and others. Once

a section of text is scanned in,

Sleuth compares each character

to all the font definitions it

knows, and, using a statistical

comparison, quickly tots up a

shortlist of possible matches.

The process is then honed down

to give the best possible charac-

ter match.

HOW TO ENTER

For more details on Sleuth, contact Risc Developments on (0727) 840303. Meanwhile we
have five copies of Sleuth software to give away, each worth over £50.

To win a copy, simply answer the questions below, and send your answers on a postcard
to Sleuth Competition, BBCAcorn User, Redwood Publishing, 101 Bayham Street, London
NW1 OAG. The competition closes 1 October 1993 .

..• . Which famous sleuth usedto live in BakerStreet?

2. What is the best-selling book in the world?

3. What is the name of the area of memory in which fonts are stored?
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The creators of Chocks Awa!l are proud to present Stunt Racer 2000.

The year is 2037 and the world of motor sport has changed considerably to
meet the demands of the excitement thirsty audiences. The World
Federation Entertainments Network (Known as Fednet or WFE) broadcast
Stunt Racer 2000 to a worldwide audience of over 750 million. Those who are
I)rave enough to race can reap the rewards of stardom, wealth, fame and
glory or be lost amongst the mass of failed Stunt Racer 2000 drivers. The
racing season takes place on 16 demanding tracks over all terrains including
desert, arctic and lunar tracks featuring a wide selection of jumps and stunts.
After completion of all 16 tracks the top drivers will get to race on the
Supreme Stunt Racer 2000 track which is the ultimate test of driving skill.

Stunt Racer 2000 has been carefully developed by the Fednet team over the
last year and includes all the best features from other racing games and
many innovative new features. The game is designed to be pseudo technical
whilst keeping the easy to play arcade feel.

GAMEFEATURESINCLUDE:

• Fast solid 3D vector graphic with a large selection of viewing angles and track side cameras.
• Lots of sampled sound effects and plenty of in-game music.
• Two-player split-screen or serial link options.
• Easyto use icon driven menu system to select the many features.
• 'Practice', 'Qualify' and 'Race' on a total of 19 varied and demanding tracks over 60

miles in length.
• Review your performance with the excellent replay feature.
• Vast selection of track pieces including Bank Corners, Various Jumps and Bumps, Moving 'Surf

Track, 360 Degree Loops, Raised Sections, Track Hammers, Wave Bridges, Twister Jumps,
Transporter Gates,Car Lifts and Acceleration Gates to mention but a few.

• Cash awards for winning races allowing you to increase your cars performance by buying Extra
Tyre Grip, Increased Engine Power, Nitro, Mega Boosts and Car Scanners.

• Selectable gear ratios allowing you to fine tune your cars performance to suit the varied tracks.
• All player and computer controlled cars are accurately modelled using sophisticated alogrithms

to calculate skidding, collisions, gravity, acceleration etc.
• Two player 'Killer' - destroy your opponent on specially designed tracks. Save player files and

game configuration onto disc.



FISHY BUSINESS
It looks like the latest in 16-bit conversions will be
the sequel to lames Pond. RoboCod (hardy har!) is
to be brought to us by newly-formed distributors
Gamesware, recently founded by Simon Lovesey,
lately of Acorn.

As might be expected of such a cute adorable
game, this is a platformer. James Pond, the fish who
can breathe on land, runs around squashing baddies
and generally performing watery mayhem. On an

Renegade, the software company formed by the
Bitmap Brothers and Rhythm records after the 16-bit
success of Xenon 2, has announced a selection of
new releases, with more to come. September sees
Sensible Soccer and Magic Pockets. Chaos Engine, is
expected by December.

Sensible Soccer was the best-selling Amiga game
of 1992. In what the company claims is the biggest
sports game ever - 64 human players can take part-
you manage your team through a series of
European competitions. One of the appealing
aspects of the game is that it features continually-

updated information on players, and includes
newly-emergent soccer nations such as Slovenia.

Magic Pockets is a multi-level arcade game which
features the Bitmap Kid. The fortunate kid has
bottomless pockets in which he keeps a variety of

RENEGADE RUNS RIOT
Doggysoft's Hacker, offering cheat
codes for many games classics, has
been massively expanded,
with codes for 95 games.
Andrew Ewart has a
series of level codes
for Power Station's
Axis. For levels two
to five enter: 2
yFishTankW 3 ank-
elRotar 4 yEngineVib
5 raphoneKin
Using the correct cases (upper

° or lower) for theletters is vital.
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Treat yourself to the very best clip art.
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~

range of quality Peterborou9h m
clip art and games Cambridgeshire

PE12TZ
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UNBRANDED DISKS: SONY, VERBATIM, KAO, DYSAN etc.
(Subjecl to lJV8i/ablllty). lOO'" C&r1/f1ed GutJrllnltHNi Error FffHJ

Packs of 10 supplied with FREE Library case
3.5" DSDD .. .. £5.50 5.25" DSDD. .. £3.82
3.5" DSHD . ..£10.16 5.35" DSHD ..................•.•.... £6.11

Labels included Envelopes & labels included
Enquiries welcome for bulk orders

LOCKABLE DISK BOXES ACCESSORIES
40 Cap 3.5". . . £5.95 each Library Cases 10 Cap 5.25/3.5 .. £1.20 each
80 Cap 3.5".. . £6.95 each Mouse Mats Red, Blue, Grey £2.75 each
100 Cap 3.5" . . . £7.40 each Disk Labels 3.5" .£1.40 per 100
t 20 Cap 3.5" £8.80 each Disk Labels 5.25". .£1.80 per 100
50 Cap 5.25".. .. £6.50 each Disk Envelopes 5.25". .. £3.65 per 100
100 Cap 5.25" . £7.40 each

Printer Ribbons Toner Cartridges - Original and Compatible - Ring for Prices
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR POSTAGE & PACKING

GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATION ENQUIRIES WELCOME

SOFT SECTOR 58 Andoller Road, Winchester, Hants S022 6AG

ACORN APPROVED

LONDON DEALER
Wide range of software and hardware stocked

ACORN AUTHORISED EDUCATION DEALER

TEACHERS' DISCOUNT SCHEME
NOW AVAILABLE - PHONE FOR DETAILS

AUTOMATIC SERVICES

217 WOOD STREET

WALTHAMSTOW

LONDON E17 3NT

Easy to gat to
Train: WOOD ST Station

(Br~ish Rail)
Road: Bottom of M11,

just off North Circular
Tel No: 081-5211784



Techniques
Combat with monsters involves clicking rapidly on
the weapon attack icons, and throwing anything
you're carrying at the enemy. As well as the usual
food and water, the odd potion comes in handy
after a fight.

An arrangement of pressure pad-activated
portcullises forms one of the many puzzles to solve.

[1.-"



USUMMER SPECIAL"
on Cub Colour Monitors

If you've got one of the popular BBC 'B', Master,

Commodore 64* or Atari ST' computers, and you're still

using a monochrome display, TV or inferior quality

colour monitor, then there's never been a better time to

look at upgrading.

MV Direct has limited stocks of the high quality

Cub 1451colour monitor, priced at only £145.00 excluding

VAT- a unique opportunity to buy a performance monitor

at a rock bottom price.

The Cub 1451 offers you:

• Superior resolution and sharply defined characters

• Robust metal cabinet

• Advanced levels of quality, performance and

reliability

.. and a three year warranty Jar total peace oJ mind.

Get the best from your computer at a price that

can't be beaten. Choose a Cub monitor.

CONTACT JOANNE CLlFFORD ON

0274 390011

Price quoted excludes VAT at 17.5%
Delivery £5.00. Payment via American Express, VISA & ACCESS-welcome.

Trade enquiries also -welcome.

ssv directr
BOLLINGROAD,BRADFORD,WESTYORKSHIRE,BD4 7TU, UNITEDKINGDOM.

TEL:0274 390011 FAX:0274 734944



Supplier: Gamesware
Tel: (0703) 456523
Machine: Risc OS
Price: To be announced

So was i t  worth the wait?
When Xenon was issued it was
billed as the greatest ever
scroily shoot-em-up i n  the
universe. Finally, after four
years, here it is for the delight
and edification of the long-suf-

fering Acorn ghetto-
dwellers.

' Xenon has the virtue of
rapid familiarity — no

r ik  messy learning curve
here. You just get

dArs: down straightaway t o
doing w h a t  comes

naturally: blasting the
living daylights out of a varied
collection of alien scumbags,
coming at you in squadrons as
you scroll by a  bizarre and
threatening landscape. A s
befits anything produced by
The Bitmap Brothers, this sim-
ple theme is  handled with

Xenon 2's answer to Alf Roberts

consummate style. The usual
sort o f  rather vague justifi-
cation exists for this exercise
in mayhem.

Bad guys, t h e  Xenites
(returning f rom their star
appearance i n  cult  classic
Xenon / )  are aching for re-
venge, so they've gone in for
time travel, planting f i v e
bombs throughout history,
threatening civilisation as we
know it etc, etc...

So it's up to you, armed
with your trusty Megablaster
(small spacecraft) t o  travel
through each o f  the f ive
historical levels, clearing up
the meanies, and dispatching
the end-of-level guardian to
defuse the time bomb.

Scrolling i s  generally
upscreen, although this game is
a pleasant change in  some
ways: if you make a mistake
you can scroll backwards,
albeit slower than normal.

The accent is on heavily
biomotphic imagery. You start
off in the Palaeozoic period.
Must be — where else do you
run into laser-spitting t r i -
lobites and formation-dancing
brachiopods?

Most deadly on this level are
tube-dwelling worms; their
many segments lead a semi-
independent existence s o
they're very hard to kill.

In the midst of this you're
running the gauntlet of energy
bolts emitted by  homicidal
coral-type things on either side
of the screen. There's plenty
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to do here all right. Of course,
it's not all work, work, work.
You can take time off from
mass destruction to go shop-
ping. Collectables include
cash, which dying monsters
kindly leave behind, and pods
which, if  shot at, reveal some
useful add-ons to enhance the
lethality o f  your battlecraft.
Besides the two little hearts,
which restore your ship's
shields to a greater or lesser
extent, there is the Side Shot,
w h i c h letsyoufireoff

to left and right, the
Rear Shot (guess), the
Power-up, w h i c h
increases the size of
your shots and the
Electroball, which is a
sort of high-tech half-
brick — sweep the
screen bashing every-
thing in your way.

Besides this, you
get a speed-up to get
you over some o f
those tricky patches
faster, a n  auto-fire
feature that fends off
repetitive strain injury
and a  dive module
that allows you t o
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dodge everything. If you don't
find all this stuff in the game,
never fear. You get to visit a
shop staffed by a gruff alien,
where you trade your cash for
killer goodies. Besides hard-
ware, you also get advice on
your strategy.

Xenon 2 is an elegant and
beautifully-designed example
of its genre. Besides being
great to look at, i t  delivers
screen after screen of smooth,
breathless action.

Simon Webster
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SUPERIOR SOFTWARE
ACORN A3000, A3010, A3020, A4000, A5000 & ARCHIMEDES

SPEECH!TECHNODREAM
Give your computer a voice with this high quality speech
synthesiser, which is both easy to use and very flexible. It
can directly speak words you input or text files, or you can
use phonetic input to add stress/intonation, speak foreign
languages or even sing! An easily modified spelling
program is included.

At last, the action-packed sequel which everyone has been
waiting for! Now, in addition to a 1 player option, you can
choose to have 2 players simultaneously. Now, in addition
to horizontal parallax scrolling, there is vertical scrolling to
give a much enlarged playing area.

There are 18 increasingly fiendish stages,with brilliant
arcade-quality graphics and massive animated sprites, plus
digitised sound effects and 6 atmospheric pieces of stereo
music. Control by keyboard or joysticks (Acorn A301 0 or
RTFM).

"Technodream's action gets so fast and furious the screen
looks like an abstract painting. A highly polished product
and well worth the asking price of £25."
... BBC Acorn User (May 93)

£24.95 (me VAT)

EGO: REPTON 4
Ego, the wisest of all the Repton family, now presents the
cleverest and most puzzling of all the Repton games. There
are a massive thirty levels of play. In each level you have to
build up a jigsaw puzzle of a famous personality or place by
collecting the pieces scattered around.

However, it's not quite that easy! You have to carefully
manoeuvre your way around using various Conveyers and
Transporters, and a lot of cunning strategy. You collect the
Gems as you move around, whilst dodging the deadly
Androids, but what do you do with the Towers, Trees,
Grass, Mushrooms and Holes?

"Repton 4 is challenging, good value for money and well
graded. What more can I say?"
...Acorn Computing (lan. 93)

£24.95 (tnc VAT)

REPTON 3 - FOUR GAME COMPILATION

Four of the most popular strategy games ever produced for
Acorn computers in one great value-for-money package.
Repton 3, Around The World In 40 Screens, The Life Of
Repton and Repton Thru Time - with choice of four tunes
and a position Save/Recall facility, plus easy-to-use screen
and character design and editing facilities.

£24.95 {lnc VAT) £24.95 (Inc VAT)

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 1 SUPERIOR GOLF
Four top quality, classic games...

.. .for the price of one!

Conqueror - The classic and highly realistic tank simulation
game. Control up to 16 German, American or Russian tanks
from World War 2. Arcade, Attrition or Strategy games.

Rotor - The widely praised strategy and action game.
Manoeuvre the Rotor in 18 deadly missions into enemy
fortresses. Destroy their defences as you steal ammunition.

No Excuses- Fifty levels of nerve-tingling excitement as you
obliterate the grotesque aliens. Plus an easy-to-use designer
to produce your own fiendish levels.

Hostages - Commando action and strategic planning as you
rescue the hostages from the besieged Embassy. Realistic
graphics and animation.

The complete golfing game for 1 to 4 players, designed
exclusively for the ARCHIMEDES. Realistic gameplay
with a choice of six courses (St Andrews, The Belfry,
Victoria and three Sea Palms courses), plus Driving
Range and Practice Green. Full feature hole and course
design and editing facilities.

£19.95 [inc VAT)

THE LAST NINJA
You must use swords, nunchakus and shiraken stars and
solve many devious puzzles in over 140 action-packed
screens. From the dangerous wastelands and magnificent
gardens, to the direst dungeons and the final confrontation
in the Inner Sanctum of the Shogun's palace.
You cannot fail. ..you are The Last Ninja.

A graphically brilliant conversion, using the full screen and
256 colours, of one of the most popular and highly rated
games ever produced for home computers.

"There's a great big nasty at the end of each level. The
solution is never a matter of fighting, it always requires
some astute thinking. The Last Ninja is a great game - go
silently and leave no witnesses."
...Micro User (Aug. 92)

£24.95 [lnc VAT)

ZARCH
David Braben, co-author of ELITE,has harnessed the speed.
and performance of the ARCHIMEDES to create a
programming masterpiece. You control a hoverplane,
equipped with a laser cannon, smart bombs and homing
missiles, over a massive 3-dimensionallandscape, with
realistic area shading and accurate perspectives.

£19.95 {inc VAT) £24.95 (inc VAT)

AIR SUPREMACY MASTER BREAK
In this unique game, you can swap between air and
ground/sea forces as the battle develops. Practise with the
biplanes and tanks of 1918 Europe, the fighters and
gunboats of the Pacific 1944, and the guided missile jets
and desert tanks of the Gulf 1991. Then to 2150 and the
final challenge!

"The sense of speed when flying around is excellent.
Skimming along the ground in a stealth fighter is
particularly fun."
... BBC·Acorn User (Dec. 91)

"The ultimate dogfighting game - will take weeks of
intensive play to complete - sinks its hooks into you and
doesn't let go."
... Archimedes World (Dec. 91)

A snooker-style trivia quiz for 1 to 4 players. Over 2000
questions on SCIENCE & NATURE, POP MUSIC,
GEOGRAPHY, SPORTS& PASTIMES,ARTS and
HISTORY. Digitised pictures include: sport and pop stars,
famous places, animals and world leaders. Amusing and
educational. Can you get the maximum break of 147?

£19.95 {lnc VAT)

BBCMicro, BBCMaster 128, Master Compact and Acorn Electron
Please note that we have a massive range of games available for these computers, including
several compilations. Watch out for PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 18 (Holed Out, Citadel 2, Nevryon
and E-Type). Coming soon!

Write to the address below or phone for an illustrated list of all our titles for these computers.
£24.95 (inc VAT)

~SUPEAIOA SOFTWARE PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES
PAYABLE TO "SUPERIOR SOFTWARE."

!:!~
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

OUR GUARANTEE
• All mall orders are despatched by first-

class post
• Postage and packing is free
• Discs that are faully on receipt will be

replaced immediately

- - ----------- .----

(Superior Software is a trading name of Superior Microcomputing Lld.)
Dept. 1. P.O. Box 6. Briaa. South Humbersid •• DN20 QNH T••I· IOI.!;,)\ I.!;A!;AI;
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Supplier: Superior Software
Tel: (0652) 658585
Machine: Beeb

Play It Again Sam 18 follows
the Superior tradition of bun-
dling three ' o l d '  games
together with an 'All  New'
superior game.

The four titles on PIASIS
are golf simulator Holed Out ;
3D racing game E-Type; side-
ways scrolling shoot-em-up
Nevryon; and Citadel 2, sequel
to the popular Citadel.

Holed Out is a full feature
golf game. There is a choice of

two courses, two play modes,
and four skill levels. The skill
levels affect what hazards are
active, these include bunkers,
trees, water and wind; so just
about every hazard and vari-
able you'd expect to encounter
for real on the fairway has
been included.

Given the limited range of
colours in screen, it is amazing
just how colourful the game
screen is.

I think I'm right in saying
that E-Type is the only 3D rac-
ing game on the BBC t o
feature other cars, roadside
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Mass destruction with Nevryon

1

If you've played the first level of that hard-playing fast-
scrolling classic, Xenon 2, featured on our cover disc, you're
bound to want the full version. So here's the good news. In
association with Gamesware, we will be offering not one, not
five, not ten, but no less than 20 copies of the game to winners
of this month's competition -- E500 worth of software.

All you have to do is answer the following three simple
questions based on the game and send your entries to:

GamesWare, Unit 26, The Bartletts, Hamble, Hants
SO3 511D.

‘,- T h e  first 20 correct solutions out of the hat will receive
copies. I f  you already own Xenon 2, GamesWare will

N .  eve you a refund.

If

Holed Out A full golfing game
scenery, on-road hazards,
bends and hills. It is amazing
to see a  6502 battling away
with itself to produce realistic
motion at the speed E-Type
manages. Again, the colour is
excellent given the limitations.

Nevryon is  still the only
eight-bit 'R-Type' shoot-em-
up complete with four levels,
two stages, three speeds, five
skill levels, end-of-level guard-
ians, weapon power-ups,
moving aliens, ground-based
defences and, what really mat-
ters, lots of  destruction! Yet
again, excellent use is made of
the limited colours available.

Citadel was one of my fav-
ourite eight-bit games, so it is
very interesting to see a sequel.
The plot is the same as the first
— take the five gems to the

•
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On the road again with [-Type
transporter — but the puzzles
seem an awful lot harder.

The solution covers three
sides of M .  As before, keys
have to be found to  open
doors, objects located and used
to solve the many puzzles and,
most trickily, the secret pas-
sages found to  reach more
parts of the fort.

There are 150 screens in
total, so i f  you're a  puzzle
fiend Citadel 2  should keep
you busy for many a  long
night.

Dave Lawrence

Xenon 2 features a soundtrack provided by which chart
band?

Utah Saints E •  Bomb the Bass T a k e  That L o  REM

Besides being the name of the game, Xenon is a member
of the family of gases known as... ? •

C Noble D  Negative

In the game, why is it necessary to off the Xenites?

A They smell T h e y  are Commodore Amiga owners
They've planted time bombs D  The UN said we should
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Compare our pric

Dept AUA3, FREEPOST LS5106,
Northwood House, North Street, LEEDS LS7 2AA

_ 0532 436300
Formerly Software Bargains and Mercury Games we have been
well-established within the Acorn market for many years. Vantage
One Direct will enhance the quality of service customers know they
can expect, and here's why ...

* Prices all include VAT!
* Delivery is FAST and FREE! (UK mainland)

* Send us your order FREEPOST! Don't pay to place an order!

* FREE quarterly news brochure - just send us the coupon opposite
(FREEPOST!) to reserve your copy. Details of all the latest releases, product
descriptions, and exclusive special offers to you, DIRECT.

* No minimum order level
* Discreet packaging for Christmas surprises!

Fast, friendly improved Mail Order service
for YOURArchimedes series computer!

COLOUR PRINTER

~~~o~/AL
nbbon drivefor black or ,43KB memory, alternative
Demo Sheet available I COlour pnntlng and lots morel
Pnce Includes VAT, cable & carriage (UK . I .r-.;::-:=--=- maln and only)

SL95 COlour £249.95

( I Software Bargains & Mercury Games
Dept AUA3, C/O Northwood House, North Street, LEEDSLS7 2AA

TEL: 0532 436300 FAX: 0532 423289

No Buy-outs, no take-overs, Vantage One Direct is the new look
Software Bargains and Mercury Games!

ARCADE GAMES

SRP Our Price
2067 BC.. . 19.99 16.95
Aldebaran .34.90 28. 95
Aliped..... . 14.95 12.95
Axis . 25.00 20.95
Buy both Bambuzle and Blitz only .•.£24.95!
Black Angel 34.95 30.50
Break 147/Superpool.. . 34.95 30.50
Chuck Rock.... . 25.99 21.95
Colony Rescue 14.95 12.95
Cyborg (2Mb Required) 25.95 21.95
Cycloids... . 25.00 21.95
Demon's Lair.. . 25.95 21.95
Dungeon : .34.95 30.50
EGO: Repton 4 24.99 21.95
Elite. . .39.95 33.95
E·Type Compendium 25.95 21.95
Fervour.... . 24.99 21.95
F.R.ED... . 20.00 16.50
GOD 5... . 25.99 21.95
Gribby's Day Out.. . 25.99 21.95
Guile... . 29.95 18.95
Hero Quest... . 29.99 25.50
Humanoids/Robotics... . 24.95 21.95
Iron Lord .. .. . 19.95 15.95
Ixion 25.00 21.95
James Pond . 25.99 21.95
Killer Bugs..... . 24.95 21.95
Lemmings... . 25.99 21.95
Loopz 24.99 9.95
Lotus Turbo 11. 25.99 21.95
Nebulus... . 25.99 21.95
Oh No! More Lemmings 19.99 16.95
Quark.. . 24.95 21.95
Raw Power 25.00 21.95
Repton 3.. . 24.95 21.95
Serpents. . 19.95 16.95
Spheres of Chaos... . 24.99 21.95
S.WI.V 25.99 21.95
Technodream... . 24.95 21.95
The Last Ninja 24.95 21.95
Wolfpack.. . 20.00 16.95
Zool.. . 25.99 21.95

SRP Our Price
Play It Again Sam 2... . 24.95 21.95
ArcPinball, Masterbreak, Repton 2 & I other
Real McCoy 2.. . 34.95 30.50
Apocalypse, Holed Out, The Olympics, Inertia
Real McCoy 3 .. .......34.95 •....30.50
Nevyron, Powerband, Dropship, The Wimp Game
Real McCoy 4... .. 34.95 .30.50
GalacticDan, Grevious Bodily'ARM,Cataclysm,and X·Fire
The Krisalis Colln 29.99 25.50
Mad Professor Mariarti, Terramex, Pipemania, and Revelation

Battle Chess.. ...25.50
Cardmania 21.95
Chess 3D 21.95
Cyber Chess.. .. 34.95 30.50
E·Numix... ...24.95 21.95
Mah.Jong· The Game 22.95 19.50
Mah·Jong Patience 22.50 19.25
Omar Sharifs Bridge... .. 29.99 25.50
Tiles 19.75 16.95

Air Supremacy... .. 24.95 21.95
Chocks Away Compendium .34.95 30.50
Chopper Force... .. 29.95 25.50
Dreadnoughts... .. .34.95 29.95
Dreadnoughts. Bismarck 16.95 14.50
Dreadnoughts· lronclads 16.95 14.50
Flight Simulator Toolkit.... .. 44.99 29.95
Interdictor 11 36.00 29.95
MicroDrive 2 .34.95 29.95
Mig·29 Fulcrum 29.99 21.95
Saloon Cars Deluxe .34.95 30.50
Sim City... . ....34.99 29.95
Stunt Racer 2000 34.95 30.50
Waterloo... .. 25.95 21.95

Arcade 3 Compilation.. .. .. 15.50 12.95
Zarcon Invasion, Mazey Man, and Bounce-a-ball
Arcendium 15.28 12.95
Draughts, Reversi, Backgammon and Quadline
Champions.... . 29.95 25;50
Manchester Utd, Jahangir Khan Squash, Boxing
Manager and World Class Leaderboard
Play It Again Sam 24.95 21.95
Conqueror, Rotor, No Excuses and Hostages

Brian Cloughs Football 19.99 8.95
Champions..... 29 99 25 50
Holed Out Compendium::::

r
:::25:95::::21:95

Manchester Utd Europe 25.99 21.95
MicroDrive 2 .34.95 29.95
Quest for Gold 25.99 21.95
Virtual Golf... .. .34.95 30.50

Armadeus 82.00 69.95
Armadeus Sound S. Board... .. 154.95 .. 144.95
Desktop Tracker .70.44 69.95
Digital Symphony .50.00 .44.95
Notate 69.33 58.95
Playback... .. 22.33 18.95
Printer Port Sampler .49.95 ..49.95
Rhapsody 2... . 61.95 51.95
Rhythrn-Bed. .. ..49.9S .44.95
Score Draw... . . 61.95 51.95
Serenade ... · 135.00 .. 129.95
Sound FX Maker (intro prog) .39.95 34.95
Sound Sampler & Midi Card 93.99 89.95
Speech.... . 24.95 21.95
Vox Box... .. 61.95 51.95

ALPS System.. .35.71 29.95
ArcDFS 29.95 25.50
ArcFS 2... . 20.00 17.95
Arch. Operating system 22.08 19.95
Archimedes Visual Backup ..49.95 .42.50
Arclight... 70.44 59.95
ArcMonitor... .. 25.50 21.95
Creator.. . ..45.77 38.95
Desktop Assembler.. .. 175.08 .. 148.95
Draw Paint and Plot... ..46.95 25.95
Euclid.. .. 117.44 99.95
Font FX... .. 11.75 11.75
Genesis 11... .. 152.75 .. 129.95
Genesis Plus 82.20 69.95
Gerber Plor.; .. ..75.00 63.95
GraphBox Professional 152.69 .. 129.95
GraphBox V2... .. 82.19 69.95
Hard Disc Companion 11 52.88 ..44.95
Illusionist 99.95 89.95
Instigator ..49.95 .41.95
Knowledge Organiser 2 99.95 89.95
Mogul... .. 35.19 26.50
PC Emulator V 1.8 116.33..1 16.33
RISC Basic Compiler 99.95 89.95
Shape FX... .. 11.75 11.7S1
Sleuth 57.58 48.95
SolidsRENDER 99.95 89.95
Splice.. .. .46.94 .39.95
Tween 46.94 39.95
Type Studio .52.88 .44.95

Educational Discount available
Official school orders welcome; 'phone for into leaflet

WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU PAY! Everythi



SRP Our Price
Pappus 19.95 17.95
Pirate 27.03 22.95
Podd .32.31 29.95
Polyominoes .35.25 29. 95
Primary Maths Course (3·12yrs) 25.22 21.95
PrimeArt 93.94 79.95
Puncman 1&2 (7-13+) 23.50 19.95
Puncman 3&4 (8-14+) 23.50 19.95
Puncman 5. 6, & 7 (8-15+) 23.50 19.95
Punctuate 17.88 17.50
Reading Writing Course 25.22 21.95
Recall.. .. - .46.94
Reversals 23.50 19.95
RoboLogo 49.95 .44.95
Round World Yacht Race .34.99 29.95
Screen Turtle 52.88 .47.50
Seelinks - Ourselves.. .. .34.66 31.95
Seelinks - Pondwatch .44.06 ..41.95
Seelinks - Tourism 67.56 64.95
Seelinks - T ransport.. .44.06 .41.95
Selladore Tales.. . 29.32
Sherston Naughty Stories Pack .58.46
Shylock Gnomes 22.33 19.95
Skyhunter 28.20 25.50
Smudge the Spaniel 25.99 14.95
Snippet ....44.06
Space Mission Mada .31.67 .. .31.67
Spelling Week By Wk (6-14) 27.03 22.95
Splash ....23.44
Sports Day 26.44 23.75
Sports People... .. 26.44 23.75
Stig of the Dump - 28.14
Time Traveller - Britain 1930's 38.19 34.95

.. And Resource Pack. .67.50 59.95
T. Trav. Exp. Trade & Ind ..46.41 .41.75

.. And Resource Pack 69.85 62.95
T. Trav. Make your Own.... .. .44.06 39.95
T. Trav. Making of the UK .46.4 1 .4 1.95

.. And Resource Pack... ....69.85 62.95
T. Trav. Medieval Realms .46.41 .41.75

.. And Resource Pack... ....69.8 62.95
Time Traveller - Victorians .38.19 34.95

.. And Resource Pack 67.50 59.95
Terry's Tricky T rainers - 11.69
The Art Machine Pack I (9+) 46.94 39.95
The Art Machine Pack 2 (9+) 35.19 29.95
The Christmas Adventure 25.99 23.50
The Crystal Rain Forest.. - .46.94
The Puddle & The Wardrobe .35.19 29.95
The Worst Witch...... .. - 31.67
Tina's Terrible Trumpet.. .... 11.69
Through the Dragon's Eye 28.20 25.50
TinyLogofTiny Draw (4-9yrs) .35.19 29.95
Toby - Troublesome Tractor - 11.69
Topographer.... .. .79.95 71.95
TV Fun & Games 22.95 18.95
Viewpoints; ....46.94
Weatherman 9.95 8.50
Whale Adventure .35.19 32.95
Whale Facts... . .. ..41.13 36.95
Whale Games 23.44 21.95
World Map Study.. .. .79.31 71.50
Worldmaker (due Sept). ..67.56 59.95
Words & Pictures 27.03 22.95
Yes Chancellor 2 27.03 22.95
Don't know which to choose? Ask for our

Educational catalogue for descriptions

es on ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE
WORD PROCESSORS

SRP Our Price
Desktop C 269.08 ..229.95
Risc Forth 99.95 84.95

SRP Our Price
Dktp Folio Space Pk 26.43... ..23.95
Dktp Folio Maths Pk.. . 26.43 23.95
Doris the Dotty Dog... .... 11.69
Educational I 19.95
Edwina's Energetic Elephant. 11.69
Egypt Extras - Genesis 11.68 10.50
E-Numix 24.95 21.95
Farmer Giles 2.... .. 20.39 17.35
First Logo..... . . 28.20 24.95
First Numbers .. - 19.95
First Steps Collection - 44.00
First Words - 19.95
First Words & Pictures 27.03 22.95
Fleet Street Phantom - 31.67
Folio for Archimedes .44.06 .41.95
Fun & Games (5-7yrs) 19.95 16.95
Fun School 2 Series (Each) 20.99 15.95
Fun School 3 Series (Each) 24.99 21.95
Fun School 4 Series (Each) 24.99 21.95

SRP Our Price
Desktop Thesaurus.. . .. 22.33 18.95
Easiword V2 58.69 49.95
EasiWriter 176.25 .. 149.95
Pendown Etoiles 63.45 53.95
Pertdown Plus 92.83 78.95
Primeword 70.44 59.95
Start-Write 81.08 68.95
Talking Pendown 75.20 63.95
Techwriter 233.83 .. 199.95
Wordz 116.33 99.95

Artworks 198.57 .. 149.95
Artisan 2 61.95 51.95
Atelier . 99.88 84.95
Clip Art Set I 35.19 29.95
Clip Art Set 2. . .35.19 29.95
Desktop Folio 75.20 63.95
Folio for the Archimedes .44.06 39.50
Imagery... ..89.95 76.95
Image Animator 81.08 68.95
Impression 2 198.57 .. 145.95
Impression junior 105.69 81.95
Ovation 116.33 99.95
PrimeArt 93.94 79.95
Pro Artisan... .. 105.00 84.95
Render Bender 2 99.95 89.95
The Clip Art Collection Vol 1 23.44 19.95

Archivist Pro .45.00 39.95
Datapower.. ..175.08.149.95
DataVision 99.95 84.95
Desktop Database 62.28 52.95
Flexifile.. . 116.33 99.95
junior Pinpoint... . 28.20 23.95
Masterfile 3.... . 57.58 .49.95
Multistore 11... .. 152.69 .. 129.50
Pinpoint... 116.33 99.95
S-Base Developer 233.83 .. 199.95
S-Base Developer + 351.33 ..299.95
S-Base Personal 116.33 99.95
The junior Database... .. 62.28 52.95

Fun With Numbers 19.95
Geordie Racer 28.20 25.50
Giant Killer .35.19 29.95
Giant Killer Support Disc ..29.38 24.95
Granny's Garden ....28.79
Graph-It.. ...23.44
Hilighter.... ....41.07
House of Numbers (6-13yrs) 27.03 22.95
Imagine .41.13 36.95
lnsight.. 81.08 71.95
Investigating Maths (9-13yrs) ..44.06 39.95
Isca - Life in a Roman Town .44.06 .39.95
jiglet ....23.44
jigsaw............................................................. ...23.44
Keyboard Player 23.50 21.15
Kid Pix.. .44.06 39.95
Landmarks (Each)... 28.20 24.95
Let's Spell 4 Pack 24.95
Letters & Pictures (6-8yrs) 23.50 19.95
Linkword French... ....46.95 39.95
Linkword German . .46.95 39.95
Linkword Spanish... .. .46.9S 39.95
Little Red Riding Hood.. ..17.63 14.95
Logotron Logo...... .. 81.08 71.95
Magpie 69.33 59.95
Mapping Skills 34.66 31.95
Maps & Landscapes (9-14yrs) 27.03 22.95
Maths Pack I (5-7yrs) 12.9S 10.95
Mega Maths (A-Level).. .. 25.22 21.95
Mental Maths (5-16yrs).. .20.39 17.35
Micro English (8yrs - GCSE) 25.22. 21.95
Micro French (8yrs - GCSE) 25.22 21.95
Micro German (8yrs - GCSE) 25.22 21.95
Micro Maths (8yrs - GCSE) 25.22. 21.95
Micro Science (8yrs - GCSE) 25.22 21.95
Newton.. .. 22.33 19.95
Noddy's Playtime.. .. 25.99 23.99
Noddy's Big Adventure 25.99 23.99
Numbers in the Nat. Cur .44.06 .39.95
Numbers/Pictures (4-6+yrs) 23.50 19.95
Number Zoo.. .. 16.45 14.85
Numerator 45.83 39.95
Optics A or B (Each) 27.03 24.95

Bj 10EX Turbo Driver.. .. 57.58 .....55.95
BjC800Turbo Driver 116.33..111.95
Bubble jet Printer Driver 23.44 20.95
Cable News.. .. 175.08 .. 149.95
Canon PROdriver... .. 52.82 .47.50
Canon PROd river (Add on) 35.19 31.50
Chartwell.. . 29.95 25.50
DeskEdit... 24.95 21.95
DeskEdit V2 .31.95 29.95
Desktop Office V2 116.33 99.95
Equazor.. .....57.57 .48.95
Film Maker... .. .79.95 69.95
H.P. Deskjet Colour Driver 17.63 15.95
H.P. Printer Driver (All).... ....23.44 21.95
H.P. PROd river .. . 52.82 .47.50
Image Outliner.... .. 92.83 84.95
Impression Business Suppl 57.58 .48.95
Label Print 15.00 13.95
LC200 Colour Sprite Dump.. .. 30.60 27.50
PC Access.. .. .40.82 34.95
Presenter GTi 82.19 69.95
Showpage... .. 175.07 .. 148.95
Star LC 10 Printer Driver 23.44.: 20.95
Star/Epson Colour Driver 17.63 14.95

, .-..-
ARC-PCB 125.00 .. 1 12.50
ARC-PCB Professional.. .. 275.00 ..249.95
ARC-PCB Schematics .375.00 ..339.95
Autosketch V.2 92.82 78.95
CADet... .. 175.08 .. 149.95
Excellon DRILL... .. 75.00 64.95
Kiddicad.. .. 82.19 73.95
Realtime Solids Modeller 195.00 .. 184.95
Solid CAD , 99.95 89.95
SolidTOOLS... .. 275.00 ..239.95
Worracad.... .. 116.33 99.95

C Development System 90.93 77.95

D/Hand Guide - Impression
D/Hand Guide - Graphics ARM ..
First Impression
Genesis Script Language
Good Impression ..
Touch Type
Turbo Type ....

10 out of 10 Maths - Algebra 25.95 23.50
10 out of 10 Maths - Number 25.95 23.50
10 out of 10 English...... .25.95 23.50
10 out of 10 Essentials 25.95 23.50
Adventure Playground.. 25.99 23.50
An eye for Spelling... .. 41.13 36.95
Ancient Greece 29.38 25.95
Animated Numbers 26.97
Arcventure I - The Roman - 37.54
Arcventure 2 - The Egyptians 37.54
Arcventure 3 - The Vikings 37.54
Astro... . .35.25 31.95
Badger Trails - .46.94
Balloons/Zoo.. . .. - 35.25
Best Four Adventure.... . .44.06 39.95
Best Four Language.. .. 44.06 39.95
Best Four Maths 44.06 39.95
Billy - Bothersome Bully I 1.69
Bookstore (Primary) .46.41 ..4-1.95
Boys and Girls.. .... 19.95
Bumper Disc I 23.95 19.95
Bumper Disc 2... .. 23.95 19.95
Castle of Dreams... . 25.99 12.95
Charts & Graphs.. . -19.95 17.95
Chatter... .. - 44.06
Chemistry Superstar 27.03 24.50
Concept Designer Pack 28.20 25.50
Connections .. - 34.02
Control Logo.. . 29.38 26.50
Craftshop I... .. - 23.44
Craftshop 2.. .. - 23.44
Crossword + (8-Adult).... .. 19.95 16.95
Crystal Maze 39.95 39.95
Desktop Folio .75.20 67.95
Dktp Folio W. War 2 Pk 26.43.. 23.95
Dktp Folio Christmas Pk...... .. 26.43 23.95
Dktp Folio Editors Pk.. .. 26.43 23.95

ng Inc VAT & carriage!
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!Rephorm
the ultimate Rise os
morphing application

Colour control Movement control

o produces sprites and animations

o creates Ace Film files as used in Projector
(supplied), Genesis, Titler etc

o easy to use by positioning control points on
start and end sprites

o variable (non-linear) motion and colour
change for all control points

o high speed operation even on large sprites

o fully multi-tasking during morph generation

o instantaneous 'thumb-nail' display during
morph

o can also produce fades and wipes

o compatible with Rise os 2 and 3

o supports 16-bit and 24-bit images

o any intermediate frame can be saved as a
sprite

o animations can be edited using !Splice -
available separately

cA
SOLUTIONS

£49.95
please add £2 p&p and VAT - £61 .04 inclusive

Broadway House 149-151 St Neots Rd Hardwick Cambridae CB370J



PROGRAIVIIVIING

Backto.

I
Entering and printing, input and output. Having got the basics out

of the way, Mark Moxon gets down to the serious stuff and
invites you to converse with your computer

Last month was a killer: no
doubt about it. Variables

are fundamental, but unfor-
tunately not terribly interest-·
ing. This is where the fun
starts, so tighten your seat-belt,
and prepare to learn how to
talk to your computer.

Input and output
Before talking about more
variable operators (as promised
last month) let's have a look at
entering and printing, input
and output. This is the crunch:
there's not much use for a
computer which can't commu-
nicate with its lord and master.

You've already seen the
PRINT command in action for
printing out variable names.
Well, there's a lot more to it
than that, so let's do a little
experimenting. The PRINT
command is followed by a list
of items to print: these items
can be strings, variables or
expressions, and they are sep-
arated by so-called print
forrnatters: the latter simply
determi ne how the items are
shown on screen.

Right, now for some action.
Type in and run Listing 1. The
first thing you'll notice is that
the screen mode changes to
Mode 0. If your monitor can't
display Mode 0, change the
number in line 4). This mode
change is done by the MODE 0
command, and I've put it in so
we can see the results of print-
ing more clearly.

Printing in detail
Line 5 and onwards contain
various PRINT commands,
with each line showing off a

particular print forrnatter.
Here's a line-by-line
description of what's going on:
lines 5 to 9 deal with printing
strings, and lines 12 onwards
with numbers.

LINE 5 shows .
the serru-

colon in action. If
two items are
separated by a
semi-colon, they
are printed one
after the other on
the same line, so
PRINT "1";"2" does
exactly the same as
PRINT "12".

example prints the word
'comma' every ten characters
along the screen.

LINE 7 uses .an apostrophe.
This IS an easy one:

it means 'move onto the next

This is where the fun
starts, so tighten your
seat-belt, and prepare
to learn how to talk to
your computer

line'. This is similar to press-
ing RETURN in a
wordprocessor.

LINE 6 contains a comma. If
you've used a

wordprocessor, you'll be
familiar with the concept of
tabs: every ten spaces (or
whatever).

A comma in a PRINT tate-
ment means 'move to the next
tab position to print the next
item'. The default tab position
is every ten characters, so the

Listing 1

LINE 8 introduces the TAB
operator 1Il ItS sim-

plest form. The TAB (17); part
means 'move along to the 17th
character position along this
line, and print'. Simple.

LINE 9 shows the TAB opera-

REM >Listing1'][
:'][
ON ERROR REPORT:PRINT " at line ";ERL/10:END'][
MODE 0'][
PRINT "Semi-colon"; "Semi-colon"; "Semi-colon '''1I
PRINT "Comma ","Comma","Comma",][
PRINT "Apostrophe "'''Apostrophe "'''Apostrophe "'][
PRINT TAB(17);"Tab to 17 spaces"'][
PRINT TAB(17,15);"17 across, 15 down",][
:'][
var=123.45'][
PRINT '''Variable value is ";var'][
PRINT "Commas",var,var,][
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String operators
Operator Description

ASC("c") Evaluates to the Acsiicode of the character c. Everyletter has a unique number, and
this works it out.

CHRS(n) Takes the number n and returns the character which has Asciicode n. If it helps, the
following is true: CHR$(ASC"c")) ="c"

LEFT$(s$,n) Returns the leftmost n characters of the string sS, so LEFT$("12345678" , 4)
evaluates to "1234"

MIDS(sS,m,n) Returns the segment of n characters from the middle of a string, starting from the
mth character. ThereforeMID${"12345678",2,5) evaluates to "23456"

RIGHT$(sS,n) Returns the rightmost n characters of the string sS, so RIGHT$("12345678" , 4)
evaluates to "5678"

STRING$(n,s$) Evaluates to a string made up of n consecutive copies of sS, so STRING$(10,"Aa")
gives "AaAaAaAaAaAaAaAaAaAa"

tor in its meanest form, with
two numbers. Putting
TAB{17,15)i in the PRINT
statement means 'move to the
15th line on the screen, then
move along 17 characters, and
print'. Note that this form of
TAB doesn't care which line
you last printed on: it goes to a
specific position on the screen
and prints.

LINE 12 ~hows that you can
mclude pnnt format-

ters anywhere in the line; the
apostrophe at the start of the
line means 'skip a line', and if
you look when you run the
program, there is a blank line.

LINE 13 uses the good ol.d
comma, but this

time with numbers, and
there's a definite difference:
notice how the 123.45s and the
Commas don't line up verti-
cally. This is because with
numbers, the computer moves
along to the next tab and then
prints the number so that it
ends at the next tab. If you
look, you'll see that the
123.45s end just before the
Commas start. Now to input.

Give me input
The only way we've been able
to give variables values is to
declare them in a statement
like var=123. 45.

That's fine if you know the
values of all your variables in
advance, but what if you need
to ask the user for information?
This is where the INPUT com-
mand comes in. Again, it's
best to learn how by example,
so type in Listing 2.

The INPUT command is, in
its simplest form, simply fol-
lowed by the name of a vari-
able (this can be any name: it

Listing 2
REM>.Listing291
:91
ONERRORREPORT:PRINT11 at line "iERL/10:END'J[
MODE091
:91
INPUTvar91
PRINT "You typed:' "ivar91
:91
INPUT "Give me a number " var91
PRINT "You typed: "ivar91
:91
INPUT"Give me a string " var$91
PRINT "You typed: "ivar$91
:91
INPUT "Quest'ion mark", var$91
INPUT "No question mark " var$91
INPUTTAB{17,15).i"Middle of screen" var$91
INPUT "Lots of variables" var1,var2,var391
PRINT "Values: "ivar1i" "ivar2i" "ivar391

doesn't have to be the name of
an existing variable). What this
command will do is print a
question mark, and will wait
for you to type something in,
followed by RETURN. The
value you type in will then be
assigned to that variable. So,
when you run Listing 2, type in
a number at the prompt (with a
decimal point if you want) and
the variable var has a value.

In this case the variable in
line 6 is numeric, so if you
type in something that isn't a
number, you'll end with the
value O. Here's a look at the
other forms of INPUT.

LINE 9 ~hows how. to
mclude prompts: Just

put the prompt string before
the variable name. This prompt
string can include all print
formatters for PRINT above.

LINE 12 sh~ws how to input
strmgs, m this case

into the variable var$.

LINE 15 has a co~a after the
prompt strmg, which

appends a question mark to the
prompt. Line 16 doesn't have
the comma, and doesn't have a
question mark added.

LINE 17 shows TAB m INPUT
statements. It

behaves like TAB in PRINT
statements: this line prints the
prompt on the 15th line, 17
characters in.

has a list of vari-
LINE 18 ables, rather than just

one. When this line is
executed, the prompt appears.
If you enter one value, a ques-
tion mark will appear, waiting
for the second value, and then
the third.

You can enter all three
values in one, by separating
them by commas.

Enter 1,2,3 then RETURN,
and var 1, var2 and var3 will be
assigned values of 1, 2 and 3,
in one go.



Video and Graphics f rom Wild Vision
Designers, manufacturers and purveyors of fine expansion cords for the Acorn range of 32-bit microcomputers*
A

Wild Vision Digi t isers
New! ScanLight Video 256 combined video digitiser and scanner
This is the two-in-one solution to your image requirements: a 256-greyscale video digitiser and scanner built into
one single-width expansion card, thus saving space and money! 400dpi scanner head supplied, together with
Computer Concepts' renowned ScanLight Plus image manipulation software. Price £220.00.

GreyHawk
True 8-bit greyscale video digitising in real time.
Excellent value at an introductory price of only £99.00.

Hawk V9 Mk
The ultimate real time colour video digitiser! State-of-the-art technology provides hardware processing capabilities
unique to the Hawk V9 Mk II. Price £269.00.

'1110. Wild Vision Genl o c k  and Over lay
Chroma-Genlock
Wild Vision's Chroma-Genlock lets you superimpose computer graphics onto video to achieve effects like captions.
credits and animation. Price £215.00.

Wild Vis ion Graphics
ColourCard

Excluding the A4 computer.
Price includes carriage.

1.1. Early machines may need a
genlock header fitting — see
your local dealer for details.

*" Offers apply only to orders
for the above expansion cards
placed direct with Wild Vision
and at full listed price. Offers
expire 22nd October 1993.

...and a MONSTER offer!
FREE D I N O S A U R  CLIP ART DISC

W I T H  EVERY PRODUCT PURCHASED!
Or claim a pair of tickets for Acorn World 93.

Amazing but true! Wild Vision are giving away a fantastic 31/2"
floppy disc containing a selection of super dinosaur images
in Draw file format with every product purchased before
22nd October 1993**. Alternatively, we can send you two

complimentary tickets for the m o n s t e r  of computer exhibitions,
Acorn World '93 at Wembley, 29th-31st October 1993.

Just state your preference when you order.

-MONSTER HAWK V9 Mk ItUPGRADE OFFER**
Ills is the last chance for diRitiser
omiers to trade in their existingunits for the Hawk V9 Mk II.

ANY ARCHIMEDES VIDEO
DIGITISER MAY BE TRADEDIN for only 1129.

Enquire for details.

ColourCard offers more speed, more colours, more resolution and less screen flicker. It is suitable for Archimedes
300/400/500 series machines", the A5000 and A3000. Screen update speed is configurable to 12 or 24Mhz,
broadcast resolution PAL modes are provided for your video needs, and 32000 colour modes provide excellent
preview facilities. All this on one card a t  one price. £249.00. •  _,77!

The above cards have all been designed and manufactured to comply fully with Acorn specifications for expansion cords.
Software for all the above products has been developed in conjunction with Computer Concepts.

Also available from Wild Vision
•  Chroma 150 PAL encoder unit: record your computer output to video £ 1 8 5 . 0 0
•  A3000 Expansion Box: use up to three Archimedes expansion cards with your A3000 £ 1 3 9 . 0 0
•  Hawk V12 Video Framestores: convert your Archimedes into a high performance image

processing and analysis system f r o m  £1990.00
•  ADC1208 range of analogue to digital converters: data acquisition tools for a variety

of scientific applications  f r o m  £560.00
•  Chroma 250/350 enhanced performance genlock cards £ 3 9 5 . 0 0

For more information on any of the above, contact Wild Vision Ltd.

WILD VISION Ltd
15 Witney Way, Boldon Business Park

Boldon Colliery, Tyne & Wear NE35 9PE
England.

Tel: 091 519 1455
Fax: 091 519 1929



The Ecole Range

The Ecole range has been designed to meet
the needs of the ever-growing ranks of
discerning computer users. Not even when
we set up in the Acorn market place ten
years ago, had we assembled such a wide
range of quality products, from computer
furniture to upgrades and peripherals. Some
products we design and manufacture, others
we buy in; names such as Sony, Quantum,
and Micropolis. But most important to you is
the fact that we purchase only the finest raw
materials, components and assemblies.
Every product we sell is tested to meet our
own Zero Defect standards.

No product we sell as part of the Ecole range
ever leaves us untested. When you buy a
Focus IT product you can be confident that it
will be compatible with your computer and
will give many years of reliable service. Our
motto is Quality Priced To Succeed, but cost
is not everything; we know the meaning of
the word service. From an initial sales
inquiry to a technical query, we will support
you. Please telephone us at any time of the
working day-your inquiry is important to
us. We offer a no-quibble money back
promise, if our products fail to perform to
your complete satisfaction.

Whether you are looking for SCSI controller
cards, Hard Discs, CD Roms, Magneto
Optical Drives or MIMIC (the latest and
most advanced Control and Data Logging
product), low cost Sound Sampler Black
Box, User Port to control your Concept
Keyboard, User Analogue Port to connect an
experiment, or a mobile trolley to move your
computer configuration around your home
or establishment, Focus IT has a product to
meet your requirements. Please consider our
Ecole range, which we are confident will
meet your requirements. For further details
telephone 0274 618774 or Fax 0274 619482

Has your school a copy of Focus IT? Our newsletter has full details of all our products, including CD Drives, Magneto Optical Drives, User Ports
and User Analogue Ports plus editorial and educational prices. Ring for your FREE copy today

All trade name! and trade maru are acklUJwiedged

Focus IT 4 Gordon Terrace Idle Bradford West Yorkshire BDIO 8LS

Tel No 0274 618774 Fax No 0274 619482



Focus IT Price List
SCSI Internal Drives
A300, A400 & A5000

Size Drive Man Warranty Price
120 Mb Quantum 2Years £299.00
170 Mb Quantum 2Y ears £358.00
240 Mb Quantum 2Y ears £469.00
435 Mb Quantum 2Y ears £699.00
600 Mb Micropolis 5Y ears £764·00
1000 Mb Micropolis 5Years £1065.00
SCSI External Drives A300, A400,
A5000,A3000, A30lO, A3020, A4000
Size Drive Man Warranty Price
120 Mb Quantum 2Y ears £389·00
170Mb Quantum 2Y ears £448.00
240 Mb Quantum 2Y ears £559·00
435 Mb Quantum 2Y ears £789·00
600 Mb Micropolis 5Y ears £854.00
1000 Mb Micropolis 5Years £1155.00
1500 Mb Micropolis 5 Years £1595.00
2000 Mb Micropolis 5 Years £t 875.00
SCSt Price includes: Drive unit, controller card, SCSI &
CD filing systems, intemal mounting kit or Externat case,
PSU, fan, cables, utilities disc & manual. AJIXXl has
ootional internal or external SCSI card. AJOiO, AJ020
and A400J have intemal SCSI cards. The wamll1ty
period quoted above applies to the hard disc
mechanism only. All other parts are one year wamll1ty.
Drive units are available as additional devices.

Other Focus IT SCSI Devices By Sony
Dual Speed, Multi-session Photo CD
Compatible CD Rom Drive £ 495.00
128Mb Magneto Optical Drive £1379.00
600 Mb Magneto Optical Drive £2249.00
Price excludes: SCSI controller card.
All the above units are external devices and come
complete with cabtes, & manual.
One year warnmty.
CD Rom drive does nOl include bundled CD Rom
software titles.
Magneto Optical Drives include one disc, additional
discs may be purchased, price on application.
SCSI cards price on application.

Ecole Trolleys
990 x 670 Work surface, 950 x 350 Monitor Shelf,
3 Inch swivel wheels, Rubber tyres, wheels (2) with
brakes, Choice of desk heights (500, 600, & 700),
Optional 4 way mains block

MCf04 With monitor shelf £125·95
MCf04P As above + power block £149·95
MCf05 Mobile work table £109·95
MCf05P As above + power block £133-95

Black Box Sound Sampler
Black Box includes the electronics. the microphone and
the software.

Black Box Sound Sampler £29·95
A3000 series User Port
& User Analogue Port

User Port uro 1 £33.00
User Analogue Port UAPOI £39.00
The above prices exclude P&P and VAT.
One Off P&P: Black Box, User & User
Analogue Ports £2,85. Trolleys £15.00 all
other products £10.00 plus VAT.

Black Box Sound Sampler
With Intelligent Printer Port
Black Box is the lew cost sound sampler for the Archimedes, and it is an ideal
way of capturing sounds. Black Box consists of a hand held microphone with
integral on/off switch, It simply plugs into the printer port of any Archimedes
computer. Black Box has the added advantage of allowing the printer to be
plugged in, and data is automatically streamed from the microphone or to the
printer. An adaptor is provided which allows a variety of other sound sources
to be plugged into Black Box, For example, a CD player can be plugged in and
music or speach recorded direct
Black Box is manufactured to withstand even the most robust classroom use
and it could not be easier to use. The software provided with Black Box allows
samples to be recorded and played back. Samples can be transferred to
multimedia programs via the standard Arrnadeus file fonnat
Black Box sound samples give hours of fun and even allow exciting
multimedia applications such as talking stories, interactive modem language

Sounds Great

Great Sounds

Introductory offer
£29·95 plus £2-50P&P and VAT

High Quality SCSI Hard Disc Upgrades At Affordable Prices

The Ecole range of hard disc upgrades is designed to be plug in and go, The system
includes a 16 bit * SCSI controller. Each system has been tested at each stage of its
manufacture, and has been gven a final rigorous test to ensure that it meets our
high standards,
The SCSI controller includes the Acorn CDFS and the system includes all the
components you require to fit the system. The hard disc system comes with easy to
follow fitting instructions together with comprehensive SCSI manual.
Price includes: Drive unit, controller card, (SCSI and CD filing systems), internal
mounting kit, SCSI utilities disc, manual and full fitting instructions.

The Ecole range of external hard disc upgrades is designed to be plug in and go, The
system includes a SCSI controller which in turn includes the Acorn CDFS filing
system, Every hard disc system has been tested at each stage of its manufacture, and
has been ~ven a final rigorous test to ensure that it meets our high standards.
The hard disc unit is housed in a metal case together with a switch mode power
supply, and a low noise fan, and is fitted with industry standard SCSI in and out
connectors. The attractive case is stove enamelled and colour matched to the Acorn
computer and comes complete with a round shielded SCSI cable.
Price includes SCSI utilities disc, manual and full fitting instructions.
Please Note * A3000 series have an internalS bit SCSI card.

Introductory Offer 120 Mb Internal hard disc and SCSI Controller only £299 plus VAT
IFocuslll



SUBSCRIBE NOW
and receive all this

o 12 ISSUES OF ACORN USER
Delivered to your door every month

cTHE MONTHLY ACORN USER
COVER DISC
Packed with games, education
resources, helpful utilities and
complete applications

cTHE ACORN USER COLLECTION
Featuring some of the best
shareware around, including ..

ZAP: For editing files, Zap pro-
vides one of the best editors

for Acorn machines

PROCESS: Scratch, ripple
and twist with this brilliant
image-processing package

HACKER: Now you can
hack into your favourite

game with the ultimate game players'
cheating package

BLACKHOLE: Keep your workplace tidy with a
powerful desktop dustbin

AND 13 other superb pieces of software

oTHE ACORN USER HANDBOOK
Get the most from your machine with this
indispensable guide
48 pages of. . . time-saving tips. . .
jargon busting. . . key shortcuts. .
software advice. . . hardware
options. . . plus a beginner's
guided tour.

cCHOCKS AWAY
A complete game

This classic game from
leading games company, Fourth
Dimension, combines flight simulation
with gripping arcade action. Chocks
sees you flying in a natty red Tiger Moth over
landscapes and seascapes, blasting everything in sight.
You can fly solo missions or with a friend: either way
this rates as one of the all-time greats

c THE ACORN USER EDUCATION DISC

Packed with classroom resources, programs and even
posters, this disc has a range of material that explores
all areas of the curriculum

Subscription form for BBC Acorn User
To receive your copy of Acorn User plus cover disc every month, plus the

Name................................................................................................................ Acorn User collection, The Acorn User Handbook, Chocks Away and The
Acorn User Education Disc, please fill in this form.

Address .

............................................................. Postcode .

Please tick if you are taking out:
o A new subscription 0 A renewal of a current subscription
I use the following machines: A3010 0 A3020 0 A40000
A50000 A5400 A30000 A4400 A3100 A4100 A40

Access/Visa card no .

Signature Exp date :..

Send the form to BBCAcorn User, Fulham House, Goldsworth Road,
Woking, Surrey, GU211 LZor call (0483) 727762 enclosing a cheque/PO
(made payable to BBCAcorn User) for a total of £35.40. Your subscrip-
tion will start with the next available issue .

Subscription rate £35.40

BINDER OFFER
o Please send me binders at £5.95 each

BACK ISSUES/DISCS OFFER
Month Year 01992 01993
Magazine 0 Discs 0 £5.95 (3.5in)

Overseas orders add £1 (Europe) and £3 (rest of the World)
For details of overseas subscription rates, contact the address above.

Message to existing subscribers: if you would like to upgrade your subscription rate to receive these free gifts, please call 104831727762.
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COMBINED SCANNER
AND DIGITISER

ScanLight Video 256 provides
the ultimate image capture
solution by combining the
ScanLight 256 greyscale
scanner and the L.... __ .....:

GreyHawk fast greyscale video digitiser
on a single expansion card.

• •

Software

• Ultra fast 'TakeOne' video preview application provides
video in a window on the desktop - up to 50 frames a
second at quarter screen size.

By combining both scanning and digitising features on one card
you can now have the best of both worlds. Scanners are ideal for
capturing printed diagrams, pictures or photographs,
while a video digitiser can be used to capture images
from video sources such as video cameras or
television. This single board solution saves not
only money but also an expansion
slot over the traditional two card
solution.

• Scan Light image processing software provides a host of
processing options for captured images; detailed
brightness and contrast control; on the fly screen
dithering for best quality images in 16 colour screen
modes; image cropping, rotating, enhancing, sharpening
options; instant image rotation by any angle.

• Saves images as 256 grey level sprites - suitable for
practically all RISC OS software.Hardware

I

f• All software fully RISC OS compliant
and fully RISC OS 2 and RISC OS 3
compatible.

• Single width exparision board suitable for A300, 400,
500 and A5000 computers.

~.-';-"':'
~

What's more, upgrades are available from the
GreyHawk and some Scan Light 256 products. Details on
request. The package is supplied complete with interface board,
manuals and all software.
Min 2Mbytes RAM recommended.

••• I I ~~ ..• ".

Supplied with hand held greyscale scanner, 100 to
400 dpi resolution, 105mm scanning width.

•

Monochrome, 16 grey level or 256 grey level image
capture for photographic quality results.

•

Straight edge scanning ruler to ensure straight and
accurate scans.

•
ScanLight Video 256 - £220 + VAT (£25850 inc).,..a, ScanLight 256 - £189 + VAT (£222.07 inc)

I GreyHawk greyscale digitiser £99 + VAT (£11632)
Composite video input to digitiser.•

256K RAM framestore, 8-bit. 256
greyscale digitising ability, real time
capture.

•
Available from selected Acorn dealers or from
Computer Concepts direct order hotline . 0442 63933 or
Wild Vision on 091 519 1455.

768x288, 512x256 or 512x512 video
capture resolution.

•
30 day Money Back Guarantee ,
If, for any reason, you are not fully satisfied with • . .
Scanl.iqht Video 256, we offer a 'no quibble' 30 day .' .•.•
money back guarantee.

GADDESDEN PLACE HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HERTS HP26EX TEL.: 044263933 FAX. 0442231632

~
Computer Concepts Ltd



FOI the ACOIn Archimedes range of corrputers

3D Environment Design Software
For 01/ Primary and Secondary Schools

• 20 plan. 3D view
• Pictograrns
• Barcharts
• Simple spreadsheet
• 'Drowfi/e' exporting

Drag & Drop editing

• Cut out and make 0 plan model
• Four home environments - Kitchen,

Bathroom, Bedroom and Lounge.

• Worksheet pock and Clip Art disc

FREE SITE LICENCE INCLUDED!
For further information please contact us at our Freepost address.

Package includes: SPEX disc. Initial environment disc. Project, worksheets and disc.
ExpLAN UK Limited. Freepost. TAVtSTOCK. Devon. PU9 9BR. Tel/Fax 0822 613868

CSS Computer Centre
Acorn Education Centre
Acorn Unix Centre ~£!>L!.!!
Showroom open 9-5.30
Six days a week
Training. Free fitting of add ons
Repairs and maintenance SJ

It \I.4lrlol

NEW: A3000, A4000, A5000 & Pocket Book now in stock

CUMBRIA SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD
Unit 3A, Townfoot Ind. Est., BRAMPTON

CUMBRIA CAS ISW
:tl 06977 3779

With over a 100 borders. a range of useful clip art and a selection of hints and tips.
The Impression Junior Resource Disc as above with working borders.
The Ovation Resource Disc - contains extra borders, clip art. hints & tips etc.
Some of the 50+ Clip Art Collections Ready to run, fully illustrated ClearView
Home Publisher Clip art (Draw) £5.95 hypertext files, with free copy of ClearView
Europe Maps colour (Draw/compressed) £7.95 EuroFactfile for the New Europe £6.95
World Maps (Draw/compressed) £7.95 Scientists & Inventors 300+ biographies £8.95
UK Maps (Draw/compressed) £7.95 Christopher Columbus' first voyage £6.95
World Houses (Draw/compressed) £7.95 National Parks (for key stage 2) £8.95
The Pond Kit 2 disks· KS 3 to 'A'level £14.00 ClearView Advanced version £2S.50

Parish Magazine - 3 discs of Draw fites. \\.... Create your own -,
isc of KJ (AV) New Testament files r:... Dinosaur Park

NEW £16.98 1" Extinct Animals - all
e Church vear . an image for every L d 0

week. Saints' Days & festivals £7.95 / compresse raw £7.95

Over 1800 clip art files now available- for A3000/A30tO/A3020/A4000/A5000 & Archimedes machines

Send £t for the free Auto·Catalogue & ~liirro[!;;l.ClearView/Sample disc (free with order) D () () ._
Add VAT at 17.5% and £1 postage to VISA

all orders. -
School order forms accepted Dep AU9, PO Box 97, Exeter, EX4 4YA Phone/Fax 0392 221702

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE EXPANSION FOR
ACORN COMPUTERS

DUAL RS423 SERIALINTERFACE- two additional RS423 serial
interfaces for communicating with RS423 or RS232 devices eg
modems (in order to use bulletin boards), printers, plotters,
instruments, etc. Up to four cards cem be fitted in a computer.

IEEE488INTERFACE- enables up to 14 test emd measurement
instruments, from well known memufacturers such as Hewlett-
Packard, Fluke, Philips, Tektronix, etc. to be connected to the
computer. For excnnple, voltmeters, oscilloscopes, spectrum
emalysers, function generators, counters, logic emalysers.
progr=unable power supplies. plotters, printers, etc.

16 BIT PARAIJ.ELI/O - provides two separate 16 bit input;
output ports, Other facilities include four 16 bit counter/timers,
two 8 bit shift registers emd eight interrupt inputs. Applications
remge from measurement emd control to high speed data input
emdoutput.

12 BITADC - provides eight single ended inputs each with em
input voltage remge of -5 to +5 Volts. Up to 166,000 scnnples per
second cem be taken.

STEbus INTERFACE- overcomes the limitation of a maximum of
four expansion cards in a computer by enabling the use of
industry stemdard STEbus boards in em external input/output
sub-system for measurement emd control applications.

SCSIDEVICES- internal emd external hard disc drives, magneto-
optical removable disc drives, tape streamers etc.

FORTRAN77 COMPILER- completely compatible with the now
discontinued Acomsoft compiler.

GINO-F 3D, GINOGRAF, GINOSURF and HERSHEY+ - the
FORTRANsubroutine graphics libraries.
Intelligent Interfaces we Bradly Associates distributor for GINO-F 3D, GINOGRAF and
GINOSURF for Acom RISC OS-based computers.

TERMULATOR- enables a computer to emulate a terminal from
the VT remge (VT52, VTI02 or VT220) or a Tektronix 4010
graphics terminal.
Termulator a trade mwk of Acom Computers Limited is applied to this product under
licence from Acom Computers Limited.

COMPLETESYSTEMS- configured to customer's requirements by
fitting RAMupgrades, hard discs, expansion cards, etc ..

ADVICE - SUPPLY - SUPPORT - Intelligent Interfaces were
established in 1981 emd have enjoyed a long relationship with
Acorn Computers. This places them in em ideal position to
advise on, supply emd support systems purchased from them.

Intelligent Interfaces Ltd
PO Box 80
Eastieigh
Hemts
S055YX
Tel: 0703 261514 Fax: 0703 267904

INTELLIGENT
INTERFACES
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How to learn Basic.
Running sprites in

an application.
Those are the

questions, here are
the answers

PROBLEIVIS

Q I am an Archimedes user rox
and 1 am eager to learn

how to program my computer.
Is there any book which
provides a tutorial in Basic
programming. At present I
have no programming skills, so
I would need to start right at
the beginning.

D Habbershaw
Derbyshire

A Unfortunately the 'easy
Basic tutorial' book

market seems to have been
left unexploited since the
Archimedes was launched.

The main reference book
on the subject of Basic V (the
version of BBC Basic which
is supplied with Rise OS) is
Acorn's BBC Basic Guide,
which costs £19.95. This is
supplied with some Acorn
machines, but not all, and is
really a comprehensive
reference manual rather
than a tutorial. The early
sections introduce the main
concepts, but are only of use
if you can already cope with
programming in general.

One Basic programming
book, which sounds like it
ought to be just right, is
Basic V from Dabs Press.
This book is not a tutorial on
how to use Basic V, nor a
complete reference work:
instead, it describes those
features of Basic V which
were not present in the eight-
bit versions of the language,
and as such is aimed at those
who are upgrading from a
BBC and who already know
Basic IV. If you know
nothing about Basic already,
it's a pointless buy.

So how should you learn
Basic? Well, there are a few
options. First, you can follow
the programming course in
Acorn User, our new 'Back to

()UESTI@NS
•

ANSWERS
ADFS::Mal'k.$.PI'o·ects.!!Menu rp X FS::Mal'k.$.PI'o·ects.!!Menu.!S r ites n

IIlZl ~
!AI'cFS !Boot

~ ,~

!Run !Spl'i t es
.~ },V

!SPI' i tes23 BAUMenu

~
!Help

.~

! !menu

Spl'i te f ne window /

sprites to run in an application,
or appear where I want them. I
think I'm getting the icon-
designing bug.

ACORNUSEH
!Spl'ites22

AU

\"
Ei

Okay. So you've designed a miniature masterpiece. Now see how you can add the sprite to your applications

Basics' series (apologies for
the outrageous plug there).
Second, you can invest in a
general Basic tutorial book
(such as the classic 30 Hour
Basic for the BBC) and then
buy Basic V to bridge the gap
onto the Archimedes, Finally,
you can take the gamble and
get the BBC Basic Guide,
which you really should buy
anyway if you're planning to
program in Basic: though
don't say you haven't been
warned.

Q I refer to your recent
article 'Icon Class', in

which Jack Kreindler
instructed readers how to cre-
ate their own icons.

lt was very interesting, but
what I need now is an article to
tell me how I can get these

C Woolf
Betws-y-Coed

A Applications are simply
directOl;.ies whose

names begin with an excla-
mation mark. The various
files stored inside these direc-
tories were described in
'Absolute Beginners' in the
June 93 issue, but let's conc-
entrate on sprite files.

Each application directory
should contain at least one
sprite file, with the name
!Sprites. This contains at
least one sprite, which has
the same name as the appli-
cation; so, for example, if
your application directory

was called !MyApp then the
sprite in the !Sprites file
should be called lmyapp
(note that sprite names are
always in lower case). Tradi-
tionally the sprite is in Mode
12, with a width of 34 pixels
and a height of 17 pixels.

Whenever a directory is
opened which contains an
application, the Filer looks
inside the application dir-ec-
tory for a file called !Sprites:
if there is one, it loads this
sprite file into the Wimp
sprite pool, and this icon is
used for that application in
the directory display.

You can also have files
called !Sprites22 and
!Sprites23: these contain high
resolution sprites with a
width and height of 34 pixels.
The first tile contains Mode
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..... programming at its best" - A(orn User January 1993
Continuing in the tradition of the immensely popular

Irccker package, use Desktop Irmker to create Icntcstlr
tunes with no extra hardware.

Desktop Irorker has been completely re-written to
incorporate many new and innovative features:

Up to 16 tracks
Fast playroutines
4 effects per note on each track, allowing up to
64 simultaneously
Real time effects include pitch bend, arpeggio, volume
slide, phasor effects, note retriggering and many more.
Powerful editing facilities, including transpose, (ut and
paste, echo and more.
Score display allows you to see your tunes and samples
in traditional stove notation format.
Public Domain pla'yroutines and jukebox to allow tunes
to be played on any machine.

Compatible with 011 Acorn machines - plugs into the Parallel
Printer Port.

"Pulse" software provided includes the following editing
features - fade in/fade out, over and under sampling, zoom
in/zoom out, save and edit marked section, ploy forward or
backwards at normal or high speed.
Save in various file formats - Armadeus, Irccker; Sound
Module.

••.... 0 must for assembler programmers, and comes very
highly recommended" Ar(himedes World May 1993. (overall
rating 95%)

QD Bug is the definitive debugger for 011 ARM coders both
beginner and expert. It has many powerful features
including: single stepping, skip and force instructions, SWI
history lists and trapping, customised flexible windowing
system, view BASIC sources and text files from within the
program, key press emulation with macro record and
pleybnck,

Please rented us for further details on QD Bug.

Using High-Quality Conner, Quantum or Maxtar drives.
All systems ore CDFS ready and ore Acorn compatible.
Internal Systems (300/400/5000 series)
85Mb + 16-bit fast SCSI card with userport - £289
120Mb + 16-bit fast SCSI (ard with userport - £319
213Mb + 16-bit fast SCSI card with userport - £419
Add £75.00 for external A3000 solution.
Call us for the latest prices - they could be lower!

Turbo rhnrge your machine, ccpeble of nearly
15MIPS. A limited number only manufactured,
so this offer is limited to stocks.

Please add £9.00 delivery lor hord drives
and £2.00 lor all other products.
All prices exclude VAT

41/1

LOWEST ADVERTISED PRICES

A5000
Multisync System
ONLY £1199
(special promotional price - limited stocks)

A3010 Family Solution ONLY
A4000 Colour System
A4 HD Portable

£369
ONLY £829
ONLY £1449

"PHONE FOR OTHER PRICES"

-MAIL ORDER ONLY-
Education Orders Welcome.

VAT extra 011 all prices. Carriage £8
Access and Visa Welcome. Next day supplement £5

)
Contex

Computin2

Established
1983

BANK MANAGER
Complete and versatile personal accounts program. Consistently acclaimed!

'data entry is a delight ...professional ...excellent product'
'Impressed ...ideal ..easy to use'

Enter cheques and receipts. Automatic date sequencing. Reconcile
statements. Search, amend and delete. Analyze expenditure. Forward
cash flow forecast. Budgets. Up to 36 bank accounts online, inter account
transfers, 9999 standing orders, 99 analysis headings, unlimited postings
(depending upon disk space). Reports to screen or printer. Mix foreign
currencies, graphics, password, file recovery, field editing, programmable
reports, Arc RAM disks, wild card analysis enquiries, sort and more.

Bank Manager £25.00

Bus Util Pack £12.00

Spreadsheet MK V disk £15.00

Tel: 0234 838347

BUSINESS UTlLIIT
For the club accounts or small business user. Prints a '1rial balance" or
"P&L reports" via the programmable spread sheet generator. Needs the
Bank Manager. Saves hours of work.

lYPING TUTOR
Quickly learn to touch type. Over 90 smoothly graded lessons graduate
you from the basic home keys to complete keyboard mastery. Word scan
or exact key checking, targets may be revised, rhythm metronome, key
click, free format options. Recommended for adult education.

TypIng Tutor £15.00

SPREADSHEET MK V
Low cost, versatile spreadsheet. 26 cols by 900 (Arch) or 99 (BBC B)
rows, loaded with many functions and facilities inc programmable report
writer and input scripts.

Add £1 p&p per order '(Overseas £3.50). Programs suitable for all
Archimedes, A3/4/5000, BBC Master, Compact and BBC B series.

State computer type (eg A3000, BBC B etc) and disk type (eg 3'/," or
SW' 80 track or SW' 40 track)

CONTEX COMPUTING
(Ref AU), 15 Woodlands Close,

Cople, Bedford MK44 3UE



20 sprites (hi-res colour), and
the second Mode 23 (hi-res
monochrome). The correct
file will be loaded depending
on which monitor type you
have configured.

One final addition is that
you can have sprites in these
files which will be displayed
when Small icons or Full info , ,
is chosen in the Filer menu.

These should have the
name sm!myapp (for exam-
ple) and should be half the
resolution of the normal size
icon (17 x 9 or 17 x 17 for
low-resolution and hi-resolu-
tion respectively).

If you want your sprites to
appear in other places, then
that's not too hard to achieve
either. All you have to do is
load any sprite files which
live inside an application
simply by double-clicking on
the application with SHlFT
held down, then loading up
the sprite files, altering them
and re-saving them.

Never try to do this on
your master copy, ensure you
make a backup first. If you
do own a template editor,
then you can also alter the
sprite references in the tem-
plate files to achieve icon
changes.

Q The other day I was
working on an important

Draw file, and having made
some major changes, I then
saved it under a new name by
tacking the digit '1' onto the
end of the filename.

To my horror, I found the
file was saved over the original
one, removing the old copy
which I still needed.

Too late, I realised that the
original filename was ten
characters long, and adding the
digit made it 11. Why didn't I
get an error message, and is

there any way I can prevent
this from happening again and
losing any more files?

B Edwards
Cheshire

PROBLEIVIS

A There is a new con-
figuration setting in

Risc OS 3 called Truncate. If
this is set to On and a
tilename is longer than ten
characters, it chops it to ten
characters then saves; so, if
you are in the habit of saving
backups by tacking extra
characters onto filenames, be

careful not to overstep the
mark. However, if the setting
is Off, the Filer will complain
at the length, and you will
not be allowed to save.

The main use for Truncate
is with tiling systems which
cannot cope with ten-charac-
ter filenames, such as Dos
and DFS. In Risc OS 2 you
renamed your files to make
sure they are eight charac-
ters long, but now they are
truncated automatically.

UPDATE
H J Henson from Kilmarnock
has written in response to M
Cheesernan's question in the
July issue, regarding removal
of stubborn files from a hard
disc. If you move files (by
copying with SHIFr held down)
into a Ram disc, the files dis-
appear from the hard disc: you
then delete them from the Ram
disc. A cleaner approach is to
press F12 and type:
Filer_OpenDir null:$
followed by RETURN twice.
This opens a directory into
which you can move files, and
they will be eaten up - like a
dustbin. Use with care: once
you've copied something into
the null window, you won't get
it back.

Customer hotline
This month's column is wholly devoted to hints and tips for the Acorn Pocket Book

tA-link
We have had reports of difficulty establishing a connection between an
Acorn Pocket Book and an Acorn computer using the A-Link. I have used
an A5000 as an example below, but this applies equally to any RiscOS
computer with a serial port.

Difficulties can arise when a previous transfer has failed. In extreme
circumstances you may find it necessary to reset the Pocket Book
completely. This has the effect of releasing any files which have been
stuck in an open state and so therefore cannot be opened by another
program.

If you are experiencing difficulties transferring files, the sequence
below should always work:
1 Ensure there is at least 50K free memory in the Pocket Book so that
there is sufficient free memory for temporary storage of files being
transferred; then switch the Pocket-iook off.
2 Plug the A-Link into the A5000, then power-up the A5000 so the A-
Link detects the A5000 serial connection starting.
3 Load PocketFSon the ASOOO.
4 Connect the A-Link at the Pocket Book end.
5 Switch on the Pocket Book, and set Remote Link to 'on' at 9600 to
ensure that the remote link is enabled, and operating at the right speed.
The Remote Link setting can be reached directly by keying Acorn-L.
6 Click on the PocketFSicon on the A5000 to open the connection.
Similarly, here is a recommended sequence for closing down the
connection:
1 Select Dismount on the PocketFSmenu to close the connection and
any open files.

2 Turn off Remote Link on the Pocket Book to close the connection at the
Pocket Book.
3 Quit PocketFSon the A5000.
4 Switch off the Pocket Book.
5 Remove the A-Link from the Pocket Book and the A5000.

t Battery Life
Using the A-Link puts quite a strain on the batteries in the Pocket Book,
with a consequent reduction in their useful life. If you use the A-Link
frequently we recommend you also use a mains adaptor to prolong
battery life.

The power control within the Pocket Book is designed to progressively
power-down components as the battery runs out. This ensures it will
alwats have enough battery power, so that the really critical areas like
the memory holding your data survive the longest.

The A-Link is among the first things to be shut down if the battery
cannot cope; this can often lead to the impression that the A-Link is
faulty. Try again with a fresh set of batteries or, better still, a mains
adaptor connected.

After the A-Link has been shut down any SSDdevices (such as the
Spell program) will be next. Only once these have been disabled will the
Pocket Book shut itself down.

If the A-Link has to be shut down during a transfer it is possible that
files will be left open.

Lesspower is used when the Pocket Book is idle than when it is
performing some computation, but you should still switch it off when it
is not going to be used for a time. This will further minimise battery
power wastage.

•
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QuickTile (v1.01)
Up until now it has only been
possible to print posters from
Draw & Sprite files. Now with
QuickTile you can create
posters from ANY RiscOS
application. Simply enter the
size of poster required and
select PRINT directly from the
application! QuickTile does the
rest, printing each tile with crop
marks & refs. Requires RISCOS
3.10 or later. Send v1.00 disc back
for free u/g. Tiler upgrade - £15+VAT

<¥our RISCOS COMPliant Rcorn Dealer!
£2S+VAT TopicArt

A new form of clip art
comprising of single discs
containing approximately
50 hand drawn high quality
draw format clip art
images, each on a single
subject. Site and area
licences are available,
please ring for details. TopicArt9 - Dinosaurs

See us at
Acomt~
!9..li!d2~

Acorn Assist
Available to Teachers, Academics,
Teaching Support Staff & full time
Students. 13.75% Finance is avail.

Acorn Ext Warranty
1 Year On-Site Service
A3010,A3020orA4000 £25
A5000 £34
3 Year Warranty & On-Site Service
A3010,A3020FD £42
A3020HD,A4000 £51
1'.5000 £68
Mustbepurchasedat thesametimeascompute---

DIY Ink Jet Refills
Why throwaway empty

inkjet cartridges ...
...when you can refill them

at a fraction of the cost
Colours available include

Cyan, Magenta, Black,
Red, Green, Blue, Brown

Single Refills (req an orig cartr.) £7
Twin Refills (req an orig cartr.) £12
Please specify colour(s) required
125ml Cleaning Kit £4
400ml Cleaning Kit £10
ColourSep software £15
CanbeusedwithHPDeskJets,CanonBJ's(not
BJ300)& others.Ringforfurtherdetails.

11 TopicArt SUbjectsare
available now. Please

specify when ordering.
£8

+ VAT
per disc

Buy4
TopicArt
discs get
one free

NotincSpecialArt
TopicArt7 - Sf1JortsEquipment

TopicArt4
Entertainment

SpecialArt £20+VAT(each)
Special editions of TopicArt consisting of a minimum of 4 discs full of clipart

Free 3 Year Ext Warranty &
On-Site Maintenance
Learning Curve Syst £1445
2MbRAM,80MbHO,MultiScanMon,
LearningCurveSoftware.
A5000 2MHD80 Syst £1399
A5000 4MHD162 Syst£1599
Add £175 for Microvitec
CubScan 1440 Monitor

Subjects available
1 - General
2 - Transport
3 - Costumes
4 - Entertainment
5 - Bugs 2 Slugs
6 - Road Signs
7 - Sports Equip
8 - Sports Figures
9 - Dinosaurs
10 - Symbols
11 - Tools

ec mea e anua
A4TechnicalRefManual
A540TechnicalRefManual
A5000TechnicalRefManual
AssemblerManual
ANSICv4 Manual
BBCBasicVIGuide
1stWord+Manual n a" ge

386 1 4 390 490 DOTOpEMUasenrUGalUide BJ-200InkCartridge £18BJ-300InkCartridge £12
486PC 1Mb/4Mb £4901£590 RISCOS2 UserGuide DJ-500BkHi-CapCart. £23
A k Mb 386PC C d £2 RISCOS3 PRM's £99.00 DJ-500C/550CColourCart. £24

4 1 ar 75 Add £7+VATcarriagefor PRM's Swift24Mono/Colour £5/£15
A4k 4Mb 486PC Card £499 ~!.IIII~_I!IIIIIII!II~I!IIIII __ • III
5.25" Disc Buffer £39 Ordering by Telephone
ARM325Mhz £175 Pleasespecifythegoodsyourequireandforwhichcomputer.Pleasehaveyour
Colour Burst Card (SM) £389 crediVdebitcardready.Wewillrequirethecardholdersname,address,delivery
Colour Card (CC) £249 addressif differentandthestart& expirydatesof thecard.
O I C J . k £29 Ordering by Post

e ta at cystic Pleasespecifythegoodsyourequireandforwhichcomputerincludingyour
Dust Covers 2 piece £12 TELEPHONENUMBER& deliveryaddress.Sendcompletewitha signed
Dust Cover A30?0 £8 cheque/postalorderor alternativelyforcrediVdebitcards,thecardnumber,

. cardholdersname,address,andthestart& expirydates.IMPORTANT- Please
Floating Point Acc. £99 writeyourname,address& creditcarddetailsinBLOCKCAPITALSto avoid
G16 Graphics Acc (SM)£269 confusion.OrdersbypostMUSTbeaccompaniedbya telephonenumber.
1/0 Expansion Card £79 Where to Find Us
J r k IIF (All MIC') £28 FromtheM63Junction12roundaboutfollowsignsto CheadleA560passingthe

oys IC S glasspyramid.Atthe2ndsetoftrafficlightsturnleftontoBrinksway.Turnnext
Keyboard Ext Cable £ 12 leftontoChesterStandimmediatelyleftagainontoFordSI.Enteron-sitecar
Midi Expansion Card £65 parkviaRedGatesontherighthandside.
Micro Mouse (Clares) £29 Terms

ECresidentsadd17.5%
Parallel Sound Sampler £41 VATto allpricesexcept
Serial Upgrade A3000 £17 books.Carriageis free
S dki J . k £10 (exceptbooks,paper& M63Junction12

pee Ing oysttc largesoftwareapplications)StockportWest
User/Midi Card A3000 £46 onmainlandUK,elsewhere A5145

atcost OnlyCredit/Debit ~ 9w
cardsacceptedforoverseas --4.
orders Pricesand '3 .-d. '1.
manufact'sspecifications Woo ~-'" '\
subjecttochangeWithout __ )'l. ", k-, ••"

nctitcation Goodsoffered ToM56/M6K7f ~~ e'b\.0 :-t
subjectto beingunsoldand/ 161 \. " IV" ,,~.••~
oravailable.Goodsnot Glass . \~'f$'" 0 dS\
offeredontrialbasis. Pyramid '0< ~
Restockingfeeonnon- o~E"",
defectivereturns.E & OE

up to
A3000 Up to 4Mb
A3010 up to 2Mb
A3010 up to 4Mb
A3020/A4000 2Mb
A50002Mb
A5000 4Mb to 8Mb
Please call for details.
A400 RAM £35 per Mb
A540 4Mb £255

75
£49

£279
Canon BJ-230 £309
Canon BJC-800 Turbo£1299
HP DeskJet 500C £299
HP DeskJet 550C ~489
Add £35 for TurboDriver
HP LaserJet 4 600dpi £Call
LaserDirect HiRes4 £899
LD HiRes4 Card £349

Entranceto on-site
CarParkvia RedGate

80Mb Hard Disc Sys £949
Asabovewithoutadditionalsoftware
Add £50for MultiScanMonitor.
For1Mb386PCCardadd£250
For4Mb486PCCardadd £450

top,£rQje~~~Ltd
Authorised Acorn Dealer (Tel: 061-4740778, Fax: 061-4740781)
TLo.;'t C) A U~~_-:d;_~ D••~; ~ "1:\ 1_ 'C'~ __1 o~ rL..~ ..., ".....
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The easy to
use slide
show
presentation
and video
titling
package. Slide Show Presentation
Create JIBS never been easier!

sequences of frames containing text of
any colour with drop shadows, outline
shadows and rubout boxes using the
RISCOS fonts. Sprites can also be
included in frames and positioned and
resized as necessary. Several screens
can be linked together with the sequencer
which allows you to fade each screen out
and in with the many fades provided.
Completed sequences can be converted
into stand alone applications.
2Mb RAM required and a hard disc is
recommended.

QuickSnd £10+VAT
Load, play, '1'I~."•• iiconvert & resave If
existing
Armadeus,
Tracker and raw ~ ~ __~~~~
data sound
samples and
apply special
effects including
Reverse, Echo,
Max Vol, alter replay rate and resample
frequency. Convert samples into modules
for use with the.RISCOS sound system
etc. Create stand alone Utility modules
which when called, via star commands,
automatically play and then remove itself
completely from memory (this feature is
not available on any other sound
package). Use Utility sound modules with
RISCOS Alarm to play on activation of an
alarm. On screen VU meter included.

QuickShow £2S+VAT

!QuickShow
1/idu7~

&

ABC Compiler (Oak)
Advance (Acorn)
Ancestry (Minerva)
Arc DFS (Dabs)
ArcComm2 (Logotron)
ArcLight (Ace)
ArcTerm 7 (Serial Port)
Arctist (40)
Armadeus (Clares)
Artisan 2 (Clares)
Art Works (CC)
AUN/Level4 FileServer (Acorn)
Autosketch v2 (Autodesk)
Cable News (Lingenuity)
CADet (Minerva)
Chameleon 2 (4Mation)
ColourSep (ICS)
Compression (CC)
OataPower (IOTA)
Desktop Assembler (Acorn)
Desktop C (Acorn)
Desktop Office (Minerva)
Desktop Thesaurus (RISC Dev)
Digital Symphony (Oregan)
Draw Print-Plot (Oak)
EasiWord 2 (Minerva)
EasyWriter 11(Icon Tech)
Einstein (Ace)
Equasor (CC)
Euclid 2 (Ace)
Eureka v2 (Long man)
Font FX (DataStore)
Gammaplot (Minerva)
Genesis 2 (Oak Solutions)
Graphbox v2 (Minerva)
Graphbox Pro (Minerva)
Hard Disc Companion II(RISC)
Hearsay II (RISC Dev)
Hotlink Presenter (Lingenuity)
Home Accounts (Minerva)
Illusionist (Clares)
Imagery (Palette Studios)
Impression v2 (CC)
Impression Junior (CC)
Impression Bus Supp (CC)
Inter-Sheet 11(CC)
MasterFile III (RISC Dev)
Midnight Express (Mid. Graph.)
Mogul (Ace)
Morpheus (Oregen)
Notate (Longman)
Ovation (RISC Dev)
PCB (Oak)

Applications
£77
£95
£59
£22
£52
£40
£62
£20
£65
£49

£129
£395

£65
£165
£139

£35
£15
£35

£129
£125
£180

£95
£19
£43
£39
£55

£126
£106

£37
£55
£99

£9
£36

£109
£57

£109
£45
£69
£41
£34
£79
£69

£125
£75
£39
£30
£47
£39
£20
£28
£54
£95
£99

PC Emulator (Acorn) £95
Pen Down Plus (Long man) £68
Pin Point (Logotron) £79
PipeDream 4 (Colton) £119
Playback (RISC Dev) £17
Poster (4Mation) £75
Presenter 2 Hotlink (Lingenuity) £33
Presenter GTi (Ling) £66
Pro Artisan (Clares) £79
ProArtisan2 (Clares) £110
ProDriver DJ500C/550C (Ace) £39
Realtime Solids Modeller (Sil) £99
RemoteFS (Atomwide) £45
Render Bender v2 (Clares) £99
Resultz (Colton) £TBA
Revelation 11(Logotron) £110
Revelation ImagrPro (Logotron) £127
Rhapsody v2 (Clares) £49
Rhapsody v3 (Clares) £79
RISCType (CIS) £16
Rythmn Bed (Clares) £40
s-aase Personal (Longman) £79
S-Base Developer (Longman) £175
S-Base Developer + (Longman)£275
Schema (Clares) £99
Serenade (Clares) £109
ShapeFX (Data store) £9
Show Page (CC) £130
Sleuth (RISC Dev) £47
SmArt (4Mation) £50
SmArtFiler (4Mation) £32
Snippet (4Mation) £35
Sound FX Maker (CIS) £32
Speech! (Superior) £15
Splice (Ace) £27
Squirrel Database (Dig Serv) £120
Squirrel 'C' Developers Toolkit £99
StartWrite (Icon) £55
TechWriter (Icon) £159
Titler (Clares) £119
Topogropher (Clares) £69
Touch Type (IOTA) £39
Tracker (Serial Port) £37
TurboDrivers Canon BJ (CC) £42
TurboDrivers HP (CC) £42
Turbo-Type (CIS) £20
Tween (Ace) £27
TypeStudio (RISC Dev) £43
Vector (4Mation) £75
Vox Box (Clares) £49

.WordWorks (CC) £38
Wordz (Colton) £95
Worra CAD (Oak) £83

" top Projects Ltd
Please contact us if you are offered a better price
elsewhere, we will do our best to match it.
We operate the Acorn Teachers Scheme. Special offers do
not apply to Finance and Acorn Assist Scheme.
This document was produced entirely on the Archimedes
using Impression, ArtWorks, Draw & Paint.

Hard Dis
IDE

The following are complete
systems comprising of the NE
Desktop Projects IDE interface,
hard disc, mounting brackets,
cables, utilities disc and manual.
RISCOS 3.10 or later required.
Archimedes 3.5" Internal
Not suitable for A3k,A301 0-A3020
120Mb 16ms Cache £250
170Mb 16ms Cache £300
250Mb 13ms Cache £350
330Mb 12ms Cache £Call
520Mb 12ms Cache £Call
A3000/ Archi/ A5000 External
120Mb 16ms Cache £320
170Mb 16ms Cache £370
250Mb 13ms Cache £420
330Mb 12ms Cache £Call
520Mb 12ms Cache £Call
DTP IDE Disc Controller £79
Complete with cable, guide & disc
Works with Conner, Quantum
Samsung, Maxtor & Fujitsu.
A5000 Second/Exchange Drives
For A5000's only. 2nd Exch
120Mb 11ms Cache £200 £150
170Mb 11ms Cache £250 £200
250Mb 15ms Cache £350 £300
HCCS A3000 IDE Hard Cards
20Mb lnternal-User Port £189
60Mb lnternal-User Port £279
80Mb Internal-User Port £319
120Mb internal-User Port £379

CD-ROM Multimedia
Acorn Multimedia Expansion System £499
Comprises A4000 style case complete with power supply, SONY multi-
session CD-ROM drive, pre-amplifier with headphone/phono inputs/outputs,
CD caddy, etc. The unit can also house a 3.5" SCSI hard disc and another
CD-ROM drive or Magneto Optical SCSI drive.
External Toshiba CD-ROM Drive (The fastest available) £399
The above drive is a triple spin speed unit and is PhotoCD compatible. The
unit is housed in its own case with power supply and c<?mes with one caddy.

Magneto Optical Drives (SCSI)
128Mb Magneto Optical SCSI Drive 28ms 1" high £699
The above unit is a bare drive and can be mounted in the spare floppy bay
of an A5000 or in an external case for other machines. SCSI interface extra.
External case for above £69
128Mb Blank Discs £39
A5000 Econet SCSI Interface £49
Add £139 to above prices for Morley SCSI Interface.

A3010 Stick Controller (Arm-T) £17
Aggressor (Atomic) £19
Air Supremacy (Superior) £17
Alderbaran (Evolution) £26
Axis (TBA Software) £19
Bambuzle (Arxe Systems) £19
Battle Chess (Krisalis) £22
Black Angel (4D) £26
Blaston (Eterna) £15
Blitz (Arxe Systems) £15
Boogie Buggy (4D) £19
Break 147 & SuperpooI (4D) £26
Bug Hunt, MoonDash (Min) £15
Bug Hunt in Space (Minerva) £15
Cataclysm (4D) £19
Champions (Krisalis) £22
-Includes Man Utd, J Khan Squash,
-Wld Class Leaderbrd & Boxing Mngr
Chess 3D (Micro Power) £19
Chocks Away 2 (40) £19
Chocks Away Extra Miss(4D) £15
Chocks 2 Compendium (4D) 2Mb £26
Chopper Force (4D) £22
Chuck' Rock (Krisalis) £19
The Crystal Maze (Sherston) £TBA
Cyber Chess (40) £26
Cybor9 (Alpine) £19
cyciotds (Software 42) £19
Demon's Lair (40) £19
Dreadnoughts (Turcan) £26
Dungeon (40) £26
Elite (Hybrid) £32
Enter the Realm (4D) 2Mb £19
E-Type Compendium (4D) £19
Fervour (Clares) £19
FRED (Software 42) £17
Galactic Dan (4D) £19
Games Wizard (Leading Edge) £26
GODS (Krisalis) £19
Gribbly's Day Out (Coin-Age) £19
Guile (Dream) £22
Heimdall (Krisalis) £22
Hero Quest (Krisalis) £22
Holed Out Compendium (4D) £19
Ibix the Viking (Minerva) (OS2) £15
Iron Lord (Cygnus) £15
Ixion (SoltWare 42) £19
James Pond (Krisalis) £19
Kerbang (Eterna) £15
Krisalis Collection £22
-lncludes, Mad Professor Mariarty,
-Pipemania, Terramex & Revelation
Last Ninja (Superior) £19

Leg. 01 the Lost Temp (ARM2I3)
Lemmings (Krisalis)
t.oopz (Audiogenic)
Lotus Turbo Challenge 11(Kris)
Mah-Jong Patience (CIS)
Mah-Jong The Game (CIS)
Man United Europe (Krisalis)
Micro Drive 2 (CIS) £26
Mig-29 Fulcrum (ARM2I3) (Dom.)£
Nebulus (Krisalis) £19
Oh No More Lemmings (Kris) £15
Omar Sharil's Bridge (Krisalis) £22
Orion (Minerva) £15
Pandora's Box (4D) 2Mb £19
Paradroid 2000 (Coin-Age) £19
Pesky Muskrats (Coin-Aqe) £19
Play It Again Saml (Superior) £19
-Includes Conqueror, Rotor,
-No Excuses & Hostages
Populus (Krisalis) £22
Powerband (4D) £19
Quark (Oregan) £19
Quest for Gold (Krisalis) £19
Repton 3 (Superior) £19
Repton 4 (Superior) £19
Real McCoy 2 (4D) 2Mb £26
-Includes Apocalypse, Holed Out,
-The Olympics & Inertia
Real McCoy 3 (4D) 2Mb £26
-Includes Powerband, Nevryon, Drop -
Ship & The WIMP Game
Real McCoy 4 (40) £26
-Includes Galactic Dan, Grievous
-Bodily 'ARM, Cataclysm & X-Fire
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D) £26
Saloon Cars Del Extra Courses £15
Serpents (CIS) £15
Sim City (Krisalis) £26
Spheres of Chaos (Matt Black) £19
Stunt Racer 2000 (40) £26
Superior Golf (Superior) £15
SWIV (Krisalis) £19
Technodream (Superior) £19
ThunderMonk (Minerva) £15
Tiles (Brain Games) £15
Top Banana (HEX) £19
Twin World (Cygnus) £15
Virtual Golf (40) £26
Waterloo (Turcan) £19
X-FIRE (4D) £19
Zarch (Superior) £15
Zool (Gremlin Graphics) £20
2Mb - RAM required for RISCOS3.1

I •
HCCS Ultimate Multi-Podules
With IDE Hard DiscA3000 A3010
20Mb Internal £239 £229
60Mb Internal £319 £309
80Mb Internal £359 £349
2 Multipodule slots are provided on
the A301 0 and 3 slots on A3000

SCSI
The following are complete hard
disc systems comprising of a
Morley SCSI uncached interface,
hard disc, brackets, cables, utilities
disc and manual.
Archimedes Internal
Not suitable for A3k,A301 0-A3020
120Mb 18ms Cache £395
200Mb 18ms Cache £545
330Mb 12ms Cache £Call
520Mb 12ms Cache £Cal!
A3000/Archi/A5000 External
120Mb 18ms Cache £475
200Mb 18ms Cache £625
330Mb 12ms Cache £Cal!
520Mb 12ms Cache £Call
The above are ext units with card.
SCSI Controller Cards
Morley Uncached
Morley Cached

Adv. Playground 5+ (Storm)
Amazing Ollie 4+ (Storm)
Arcventure I-Romans 8-9
Arcventure II-Eqyptians 10-12
Badger Trails (Sherston)
Coffee 9+ (Storm)
Concept Designer (Logotron)
Crossword+ 8+
Crystal Rainforest (Sherston)
Darryl the Dragon (4Mation)
Desktop Folio (ESM)
Farmer Giles 2 (CTS)
FirstLOGO (Longman)
First Words & Pictures (Chk)
Flight Path 9+ (Storm)
Freddy Teddy (Topologika)
Freddy Teddy's Adv (Topo!.)
Fun & Games 5-9
Fun School 2 (Database)
Fun School 3 (Database)
Fun School 4 (Database) £18
(Please spec. age group <5, 5-7, >7)
Giant Killer (Topologika) £17
Granny's Garden (4Mation) £23
House of Numbers (Chalk) £19
Junior Database (Iota) £45
Letters and Pictures (Chalk) £18
Logo (Logotron) £60
Magpie (Logotron) £49
Maps & Landsc. 1/2 (Chk) ea. £19
Nature Park Adventure 7-9 £27
Naughty Stories (Sherston) ea. £10
Naughty Stories set of 6 (Sh) £48
Noddy's Playtime (Jmpg Bean) £19
Numbers and Pictures (Chalk) £18
Ollie Octupus Sketch Pad (Storm) £14
Pin Point Junior (Logotron) £23
Pirate (Chalk) £18
Puncman 1-2,3-4,5-7 (Chalk) ea. £18
Reversals (Chalk) £18
Search & Rescue 9+ £28
Smudge the Spaniel (Storm) 4-8 £22
Spell book 4·9 (Soft Stuff (SS)) £19
Splash 7-11yrs (Sherston) £19
10/10 Early Essentials <7yr £19
10/10 English 6-16yrs £19
10/10 Maths (Number) 6-16yrs £19
10/10 Maths (Algebra) 6-16yrs £19
Things to do with No's (SS) £19
Things to do with Words (SS) £19
Wizard's Revenge 9-11 £20
Words and Pictures (Chalk) £18
Please call for titles not listed

Tel: 061-474 0778
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/I"fJIW "~/)'l,(~J~) A"'" 86 Meadowbank, Moor Lane, Holway a ?e'UH4""11 I~l/'" n", •. 1(,,1 Holywell, Clwyd. CH8 7EF _ EEC add 17.S%val 10 all prices except books. Prices and

T VF 0352715840 V/SA ~ specifications subject to change without notification. Carriage is
AUTHORISED e ax:- ~ free (Except for bookS/Software/Risc·OS 3.1 & PRM's) these will

ACORN DEALER OPENING HOURS MON-SAT 10am-6pm SUNDAY 10am-2pm October be shipped at cost. Goods offered subject to being unsold and/or
available. Goods not offered on trial basis. Next day delivery

Drives IDE SCSI HARDWARE UPGRADES RAM UPGRADES please add £12 + vat. Otherwise All goods shipped within 48 hours
80meg £179 £195 ARM 3 Upgrade with FPA socket £179 A3000 IFEL 2 meg. £55 A3020/A4000 2 To 4 meg £79 subject to availability. Restocking fee on non-defective returns.
120meg £199 £225 Canon BJ10 Turbo Driver (CC) £46 A30004 meg. £149 A400 RAM per meg. £39 APPLICATIONS GAMES
170meg £245 £275 DeskJeVLaserJeVJP150 Turbo Driver£49 A3010 214meg. £39/£129 A5000 2 To 4 meg. £89 A3010 JoyStick Control £17 Axis (TBA Software) £22
213meg £299 £329 g~~P~"o~:rn(~~Ybd + Monitor) £~~ ACORN COMPUTERS ArmTech JoyStick UFace £28 Alderbarran (Evolution) £27

250/240meg£325 £349 Acorn Floating Point Upgrade Pack £99 A5000·2M80HD 1 A5000-L ICurve Sys. £1399/£1445 ~~~~~:~:(2~a~es) ~;~ ~~';,;'~~z~~(;~;~~D) m
343meg £395 £419 Hawk V9 Video Di9itiser £199 A5000-4MHD170 Sys. £1599 Art Works (C) £129 Battle Chess (Krisalis) £25
545meg £659 £699 VO Ex~anslon Card £79 A4000.Home Office Sys. with ARM 250 Processor, Archivist Pro £38 Blitz (Arxe) £17
1374meg £..... £1299 Arrnsnck JoyStick Interface £28 Acorn Colour Monitor 80meg HD. EasiWriter 2 ArcTerm 7 (Serial Port) £59 BlowPipe (QD-VT) £15
!~ggg~!~g~g ~g~:gg g~~~TJib~~~~a~~t~~~;gnE~~bl~ard £~~ Desktop Database. et~. £999 Compression (CC) £36 Break 147 & Superpool (40) £26

A3000/A301 0 120me £399
Midi Expansion Card £69 Home Office W.th Acorn MultScan £1049 Desktop C v4 (Acorn) £199 Bubble Fair (Eterna) £17

. 9 Mouse Extender £8 A4000.HD80 Sys. £949 Drawbender (ICS) £14 Cataclysm (40) £20
For External Droves Please Micro Mouse (Cia res) £31 A4000-HD80 With Acorn MultiScan £999 g~~t:~~ i~:;:~:(~E~~;f) 'i:~~g~~~~:~l~~c~(:8ter)m
Add £89 For Case/Cables. Scan light (A4) (CC) £299 A4-4meg 60megHD 1 A4-2meg Floppy £1699/£1399 DeskTools (RiscOs 3 Only) £10 Chocks Away Extra M £16

CD-ROM DRIVES Scanligh.t Junior 256 (CC) £199 Acorn pocket book £212 Digital Symphony £44 Chocks 2 Compendium (40) £30
Toshiba The Fastest Drive Speed Kong Jovstlck £11 A301 O-F/Solution 1 A301 O-UCurve £424/£680 EasiWord 2 (Minerva) £55 Chopper Force (40) £23
On The Market. Photo CD ~~;_~~3Jf~~~~s £~~ FREE 3 YEAR ON SITE WARRANTY ON ALL ACORN KIT Easy Writer (Icon Tech) £159 Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £19
Compatable, Muit.Sess.on Risc-OS 3 Carrier Board 300/400 £21 A3010 ULTIMATE EXPANSION Equasor (CC) £39 Elite (Hybrid) £32
And Double Spin Speed. Serial Upgrade A3000 £19 MultiPod+2 slot +HD space £42 Euclid 2 (Ace) £55 Enter the Realm (40) £20
Internal Unit £469 User & Midi Podule A3000 £49 MultiPod+20mHD+PSU2 slot £221 Eureka (Longman) £99 E-Type Compendium (40) £21
External Unit £539 Vision Digitizer Mono Int £59/Ext £79 MultiPod+60mHD+PSU2 slot £299 ~~~:::v(~~~)Store) gg ~~;;'~~~~~lla~~~J/5_717+ g~
OPTICAL DRIVES Vision Digitizer Colour Int £79/Ext £89 ~g~~~~g :~; ~~:::~~~~:: m~ Graphbox Pro (Minerva) £109 GODS (Krisalis) £19

Fujitsu Optical Hard Drive . BOOKS PSU+Fan+Buffer Kit (A3010) £30 Home Accounts (Minerva) £35 Gribbly's Day Out (CIA) £20
Acorn Education Directory £4.95 Hearsay 2 (Beebug) £74 Hero Quest (Krisalis) £24

(SCSI) 128meg Removable A hi A I MicroPod Scsi (Inc CDFS) £99 Image Outliner (Iota) £89 HoledOut Compendium £22
Discs That Are Read/Write rc I ssernb y Language £14.95 MicroPod Analogue £29
W· hAD T f R Arch! Forst Steps £9.95 MicroPod Colour Digitizer £79 Impression (CC) £129 Ixion (Software 42) £21

It ata rans er ate Arch~e Game. Makers Manual £14.95 MicroPod HiVision Colour £129 Impression Junior (CC) £76 James Pond £20
Of 600k/Sec. Arch. Operating System £14.95 MicroPod Midi £49 Impression Bus Supp (CC) £49 Krisalis Collection £25
Internal Unot £745 C: A Dabhand GUide £14.95 ISO Pascal Rel.2 (Acorn) £89 Last Ninja (Superior) £19
External Unit £829 The Above have accompanying discs add £7 MY WORLD UTILITY DISCS Labeller (Arm_ Tech) £10 Lemmings (Krisalis) £22
128meg Optical Discs £40 Acorn DTP Adv User Guide £14.95 These discs are top quality multi-layer drawings Magpie (Logotron) £49 Lemmings EXTRA Levels £17

SCSI!I DE Basic V: A Dabhand Guide £9.95 for use with the My World program. Ideal for Notate (Logotron) £55 LinkWord Ger/Fre/Spa. each £39
BBC Basic Guide (NEW 3.10) £19.95 Schools. MW001 & MW003 are a useful tool for Ovation (Risc) £109 Mad Prof Mariarty (Krisalis) £16

CONTR. OL.LERS GBUadmgeeMtDaTkePrsManual ££1142..9955 . help within the National Curriculum (KS 1/2) PC Emulator V 1.8 (Acorn) £99 Manchester Utd Europe £20
Placard (ICS) £9 Micro Maths/English Each £22

Morley 16b.t SCSI £149 Guide To Wimp Programming £1495 Disc MW001 ANCIENT EGYPT £12.95 Pinpoint (Logotron) £89 Micro French/German Each £22
Morley 16bit Cached £199 RISC-OS 3 PRM's £99 Disc MW002 CHRISTMAS £9.99 PipeDream 4 (Colton) £169 Noddy's Playtime £22
Morley A3000 Scsi £169 RISCOS Style Guide £10 Disc MW003 ANCIENT GREECE £14.95 Poster (4Mation) £79 10/10 Maths/English Each £21
OD 16bit Scsi £139 Acorn DTP Manual (Acorn) £10 Wh t f· d Pro Artisan (Clares) £76 10/10 Early Learning sn £21
OD A3000 Turbo Scsi £159 AASM Manual (Acorn) £25 ere 0 In us ProD river DJ500/550 Colour £40 MIG 29 Fulcrum (Dom) £26
HCCS IDE £89 ANSI C v4 Manual (Acorn) £25 1 J From Chester follow Prophet (Apricote) £149 Pesky Muskrats (Coin Age) £19
DT Projects IDE £79 DOE Manual (Acorn) £25 tIAlIT·'OS_.... old A55 past Holywell Render Bender v2 (Cia res) £105 Populous (Krisalis) . . £25

A540/A5000 Tech Ref Manual £65 WE ARE I" ~. Rhapsody v2 (Clares) £49 QUEST FOR GOLD (Krosalos)£20
IDE 300/400/3000 £89 A3000 Technical Ref Manual £30 HERE I 'MEADDWBANK until you. see Moor REVELATION v2 (Logotron)£99 Saloon Cars Deluxe (40) £27

MONITORS First Impressions (With Discs) £35 L Lane on your roght, Schema (Clares) £99 Spheres of Chaos £20
Acorn Col. AKF30/40 £199 Good Impressions (With Discs) £31 1\ t z turn down Moor Lane, ShapeFX (Data Store) £9 S.m C.ty (Krosalos). £29
Acorn Multi AKF18 £299 PRINTERS --r j we are at the bottom ~~o::age (CC) £~~~ ~t!J~:r~r~ha~i~i"noel Age 4/8g~
M.crov.tec Mult.-Sync£399 CANON BJ-l0SX ITurbo £219/£260 <>: on the right hand slde Snippet (4Mation) £26 TechnoDream £21
Taxan 795A £489 Canon BJ-l0 Ink Cartridge £17 0 (Big White Farm Studio 24+ (EMR) £149 Turbo Challange 2 £22

LASER DIRECT SheetFeeder for BJ-l0E/EXlSX £57 t ~ Gate) From Rhyl (As TypeStudio (Risc) £39 Vertual Golf (40) £29
HiRes4 (LBP-4) £999 Canon BJ-200 . £299 - 'HYL/CO""AY Above) but turn left Vector (4Mation) £79 Zool (Gremlin) £22

. Canon BJ800 Colour With Turbo £1399 DAD. VOXBox (Cia res) £49 Zelanites (Micro Power) £19
H.Res8 (LBP-8) £1319 HP DeskJet 500CoII 550CoI £419/£549 CHESTER -.- onto Moor Lane before Wordz (Collon) £99
Toner LBP 4/8 £65/£79 Refills for BJ10 (Twin) BW/Col £13/£14 Holywell. Wo "a Cad (Oak) £84 'Us'{'~6r~t~~r~~~,~'{)t~~:ST

Music 80x '03'''"TDKD5/DD ...8.90
Box 10 31h" TOK DS/HD.12.50

Games
2067BC.. . 18.50
Aggressor... ..17.50
Aldebaran 28.95
Battle Chess. . 24.50
Black Angel 29.95
BobbyBlockhead 17.50
Break 147 & Superpool 29.95
Champions 25.25
Chuck Rock.. ...20.25
Cyber Chess 28.00
Cycloids.. ..28.75
Dungeon 29.25
E-Type Compendium 20.75
EGO:Repton4 21.00
Fervour.. ..21.75
F.R.E.D 2•.50
Gods.. ...21.75
Gribbly's Day QUI... ...21.95
Grievous Bodily 'Arm 20.75
Guile 25.20

LaserOirect HiRes 4 1050.00 Hero Quest 25.25
Spreadsheets lames Pond.. ...20.25

Eureka!.. 115.00 Krisalis Collection 24.95
Pipedream 4... .. 135.00 Lemmings... .. 21.75

Oh No! More Lemrnings.16.95
8fU<W18o~/ Lotus Turbo Ch. 2 21.75

H Courier v32bis FAX Mod;rn ...46S.00, with HST 585.00.... Nebulus 21.75
Saloon Cars 15.00 ShowPage (nor Ri.KOS 3) ..90.00 Paradroid 2000.... .. 21.75
Fax Pack 282.00 Enter the Realm 18.50 Populous 20.25
Hracer.; . 30.00 Cataclysm.. .. 18.50 Raw Power 24.50
EasiWriler 120.00 Pandora's Box 18.50 Saloon Cars Deluxe 29.00
Mid. Graphics Clips 1 25.00 Scant.igbt 256 (Arc) 190.00 Sirn Cily 28.00

tfM/ted J'tocit/ Spheres of Chaos 21.25____ "=:==:;===-__ Stunt Racer 2000 29.25
.'-Fle-x-;f-;le-.--- 91.50 --·-------'lsw.v 20.25

Junior Database Ilota) 52.50 Utilities Technodream.. ..21.25
Squirrel 149.90 Arcuculate.. 19.00 Top Banana 21.25

DTP/WP Compression. ....39.75 Virtual Golf.. . 29.00
BearWords 38.50 Consumables X-Fire. ..20.75
"NEW·' J level p"m"y word pme. ~~arlr;dge 20.50 Zool 23.00

Impression2 145.00 Access, Visa and Delta welcome
Impression Junior 81.00 (Delta for orders over £50 only)
Techwriter 185.00 Cheques/postal orders should be made payable 10

Education SENLAC Computing Ltd. (AU1093)

;~~~~~~~:~::~:;:;:;:~~:: P.O. Box 304
Hypermedia BRIGHTON, BN1 1LE

Genesis2 .....................•• 6.00 Phone: (0273) 208074 Fax: (0273) 738258
Magp;e.. ....47.00 Don't forget to tell us which machine you have!

SENLAC
Computing
limited

Notate 59.00
Rhapsody2 . . 55.00
Score Draw 55.00
MIDI/Sampler (Econet] 75.00

Peripherals
Vision Colour Dig. (lnt) 88.50
HiVision " " (lnt) BB.50
Scanl.ight 256.. . 220.00
CC Colour Card 26.1.00

Don't pay until you
receive your orderl
Cash-on-Delivery is

available on orders up to
£500 for only
£4.50 extra.

Art/Graphics
Artworks 145.00
Chameleon 2.. .. 38.75
GraphBox Prc.. .. 115.00
Ilmagery 82.00
Image Out liner 83.50
Revelation 2 87.95
smArl 54.00
vector.... .. 88.00

Books
FirSI Irnpressions 31.00 IL----P'"r'"in-te-rs-----'

Good '7~:~~~~~~~i~~~·29.00 Canon BJ-lOex 205.00
ArcComrn 2 55.00 wirh CC Turl)() Driver 255.00

ArcFax 22.00 ~~~~~~b~~~~;Dr;~~;·1610.00
ArcTerm 7 68.50

Databases
Archivist Pro .49.95
DataPower 145.00

VAT Reg. No. 508 759416 Company Registration No. 2277309
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~*~Aid

The ideal companion for your word processor
(or database, or spreadsheei .... or anything!)

* TextAid provides a macro facility for other multi-tasklng applications. Create up to 20 macros
of 80 characters each, and Insert them at the caret with one click or keypressl Macros can
contain control codes to insert the date, time, an incremented value, other macros. or
function or cursor keys (allowing you to set up complete searctvreplace routines In Edit, for
example). Sets of macros can be saved to and loaded from disc.

* TextAid enables you to transfer text from any icon or title bar on the Desktop to the caret
position with just one keypress.

* TextAid provides a facility to convert text tiles to CSV and vice versa, and also to convert PC
text flies to R.SC OS.

And the best feature of all- TextAidonly costs £12.95 inc. VATI

* * *
New from Rlteingold:

Desktop

00 you find it a chore debugging multi-tasking programs? Would you just love to know what's
going on inside your program while it's nmninq . the state of its memory, variables etc. - without
having to quit and then start all over again? You need VlglIl

Vigil is a multi-tasking program monltor/debugger which will be a godsend for programmers in
any language. Using Vigil you can display the contents of the processor registers, the entire
contents of the application's workspace (with search/replace facilities), deSignated blocks of
memory (with a compare facility to highlight If the contents have been Changed), an entire list of
Basic variables and their values, or messages received from the Wlmp ... and all this can be
done whllo your program I. running, In full multl·ta.klng modo, wllhout offoctlng It.
operation In any way at alii Vigil also incorporates an ARM code program dlsassembler, and a
facility 10 disassemble modules and inspect their workspace and other parameters. You will
need RISC OS 3.10 or later to run Vigil (though you can use It to debug earlier programs).

Price: £24.95 Inc. VAT.

If you write even the sImplest Wlmp·bBsed progrBms,
you will wonder how you ever mBnBged wIthout V/gill

* * *
See us at Acorn World 29-31 October!

Rheingold Enterprises, 7 WaterbridgeCourt,Appleton, Wam'ngton WA43B!
"'.0925210657
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Not so baby Bio
Another two modules for Bio. Something to merge sprite files and one to decode

relocatable modules. How big can this thing get?

Over the last few months Bio has been
building up into a suite of modules to

enable you to get more out of your Arc. We have
incorporated quickies to protect your files, to
wipe them again, to convert text files to Draw
files, and a lot more. This month we have one to
decode relocatable modules, and one to merge
your sprite files.

forceuipe2 force~ipe4 Ibio sn!bio

~~ ~ ~ ~.•• 1

!bio sn!bio 'bio sn!bio

m ~
Rsn RSB

~ ssr SW!
IHe BIC

bio2 bio4 disasn2 disasn4

~ [ .rl im~ 1
01 save:: I

Alltogether now: save on initialisation I Resu It IrOK'
time by putting sprites in the same directory
scanning the directory. 32 bytes of this are used
for the OS_GBPB call which scans a directory.
The rest is used to copy individual sprite files
onto the end of the merged file in the biggest
possible chunks. .

OS_GBPB 10 is used to examine a directory-
if a sprite file is found it is merged; if a directory
is found then PROCsprite_scanrecurses.

Hone&-88888898R~8889894Hone&88888688
SWI calls:

Shal'edClibl'at''Lliblni tRPCS A
Shat'edClibl'at''LLiblni tAPCS-R
Shal'edCl ibl'al'!Lli bIni tMQduTe

'(,;':-1~d ~_ Fa~
OR's :9 Rpps RRM :9

Sprite Merge
This is the first of a pair of Bio modules from
Jim Daniels of Manchester, and the name is
pretty self-explanatory. Tt takes a directory as
input and merges all sprite files found therein
into a single file; this is the output.

One very useful purpose of this utility is to
gather together all the Bio module sprites and
save them as a single sprite file (called Biospr
say) inside 'Bio.Library, Remember that Bio
isn't bothered about where the sprites for its
modules are, as long as it comes across them
somewhere in Library. Putting them in a single
file speeds up initialisation considerably. The
same goes for template files by the way.

For those interested in how this module
works, the directory flag is used in
FNsprmerge_args to tell Bio that directories are
suitable as input. The new call FNclaim_memoryis Jack's second offering decodes relocatable
called to grab all the available memory prior to modules, spitting out a text file telling you all
~IOL <untit~le""d)'-- ~ -E< about them. Like SprMerge the new

l!'J!J !Zl m 17; FNc1aim_memoryis called. Only 44 bytes of
memory is required (to hold the module
header) but it is good practise to use the call

l rather than DIM. Since only one Bio module
can 'run' at once it is more efficient to use
the common pool of memory where possible.

Only modules are allowed as input; the
output is a text file which is sent to an editor
if present. To examine a module just drop
onto the icon (have a look in
!System.modules for some examples). Alter-
natively, examine a module in memory by
first saving with the *RMSave command
from Star Info July '93.

{l All the useful information about a module
IT can be found in the header at the start. This

contains pointers to name, help string, star com-
mand table, SWI table and so on.

Some intelligence is needed regarding SWIs. If
a module does not support SWI calls the pointers
to the' SWI decoding table and so forth should be
set to O. In fact, they can just be left out and Rise
OS spots that they are invalid because it finds
machine code or unexpected data there). Modlnfo
does a quick check to see whether the SWI poin-
ters are within the file.

Module Info

ator
P'l
ace
l
ync
d
Is
trl'l

, d

Allyou ever wanted to know
about your modules can now be
divulged in an easy-to-read
format. This month in Bio, Modlnfo
(shown above) enables you to take
modules - the heart of the
operating system - and investigate
them further.
If you wish, for instance, to change
the Pinboard module as we did in
the August issue, by adding a
desktop full of cockroaches - this
application would provide you
with vital information.

Using Bio
Biois on this month's disc and
as with all our previous Bio
modules, the module programs
are saved inside the
!Bio.Librarydirectory.

As usual, you can create
your own sprites for Jim's
modules, but some suitable
ones are also provided on the
Acorn User disc.
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061 7668423
Phone lines open :-

Mon - Fri 09.00 -17.00
Sat 10.00 - 17.00

FAX: 061 7668425
New Acorn Hardware
Official Acorn Publishing Dealer
A540 4Mb Ram. 120Mb HD £1995.00
M 4/60 Mb HO Portable
c/w Acorn shoulder bag

M 2 Mb FD Portable
A5000 12Mb Ram, 80Mb HO,

£1699.00
£1399.00

Arm 3, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1399.00
A5000/ Learning Curve / 2Mb Ram
as above clw software £1445.96
A5000 14Mb Ram, 120Mb HO
Anm 3. Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1599.00
A5000 ES . Econet System
Arm 3, Acorn Multiscan Monitor

A5000 NS - Network System
Arm 3, Acorn Multiscan Monitor

£1299.00

£1399.00
MOOO Home Office System
Anm 250. Acorn Monitor £999.00
MOOO Home Office Multiscan System
Arm 250, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £1049.00
MOOO HO 80 System
Anm 250. Acorn Monitor £949.00
MOOO HO 80 Multiscan System
Arm 250. Acorn Monitor £999.00
A3010 Family Solution
Anm 250. TV Modulator £424.68
A3010 12Mb Learning Curve System
Arm 250, Acorn Monitor £680.00
A3020 12Mb FD System
Arm 250, Acorn Monitor £749.00
A3020 12Mb FD Multiscan System
Arm 250, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £799.00
A3020 12Mb HO 60 System
Anm 250, Acorn Monitor £899.00

1:21I A3020 12Mb HO 60 Multiscan System9- Arm 250, Acorn Multiscan Monitor £949.00

m
m
m
mm
m
m
m
m
m
m

Acorn HeadStart Finance
Scheme (13.75% APR)

Written details available on request

Acorn Special Needs Centre

We operate the Acorn
Teacher and Academic

Schemes
Please call for free information pack

A540 Upgrades
4Mb Ram Upgrade £299.00
Taxan 795 VIDC Modes Disc £7.50
Technical Reference Manual £65.00

A5000Upgrades
2Mb Ram Card £110.00
Dust Cover (One piece) £12.95
Technical Reference Manual £65.00

A3000/10 Upgrades
1 Mb Ram A3010 (2Mb in total) £39.00
4 Mb Ram A3010 £128.00
A3010 to AKF12/17 adaptor £9.95
1 Mb Ram (2 Mb in total) £45.00
4 Mb Ram £128.00
20 Mb Int Hard Disc (IDE) £199.00
5.25" External fldisc buffer £39.00
Joystick (Quickshot Ill) £12.00
Joystick Interface £32.00
Serial Upgrade £19.00
User & Analogue Podule £46.00
User & Midi Podule £46.00

A400Upgrades
1 Mb Ram £35.00
2 Mb Ram £65.00
3 Mb Ram £99.00
5.25" Ex!. floppy disc in!. £39.00

A4 Upgrades
M 2 MB RAM Upgrade
M 60 MB HO Upgrade
M Battery Pack
M Econet Upgrade
M Shoulder Bag
M Technical Reference Manual

RISCOS3
RISC OS 2 -> 3.1 Upgrade
RISC OS 3 -> 3.1 Upgrade
RISC OS 3 Hardware Kit A300

£99.00
£350.00

£50.00
£50.00
£35.00
£65.00

£41.70
£16.17
£25.00

Expansion Cards
Econet Module £46.00
Hawk V9 Video Digitiser £199.00
1/0 Expansion Card £79.00
Midi Expansion Card £65.00
SCSI Expansion Card (Acorn) £229.00
SCSI Expansion Card (Morley) £149.00

ROMBO Colour Digitisers
A3000 inc. podule housing £72.30
MOO I A5000 £72.30

Aleph 1/Atomwide
Arm 3 Upgrade £165.00
386 PC Expansion Card 1Mb £300.00
386 PC Expansion Card 4Mb £400.00
486 PC Expansion Card 4Mb £555.00
Parallel SCSI adaptor £45.00
RemoteFS £45.00

Standard Monitors
Acorn Colour £199.00

All monitors come with free lead. State type of
computer when ordering.

Multiscan Monitors
Acorn Multiscan AKF18 £299.00
Taxan 795 Multivision £449.00

Floppy Disc Drives
5.25" Single 40/80 no psu £95.00
5.25' Single 40/80 with psu £109.00
5.25" Dual 40/80 no psu £185.00
5.25' Dual 40/80 with psu £199.00
3.5" Single with psu £85.00
3.5' + 5.25" 40/80 with psu £209.00

Printers
Canon Bubblejet BJ·10sx
Canon BJ10ex inc. turbo driver
Sheetfeeder for BJ-1Oex
Canon BJ200
Canon BJ200 inc. turbo driver
Canon BJ230
Canon BJC800 (col.) inc. slw
Citizen 1200+
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 240
Colour Kit for above
Citizen Swift 200
Citizen Swift 200 Colour
Citizen Swift 128K Memory
HP DeskJet 550C
Laser Direct (LBP4 Hi Res.)
Laser Direct (LBP8 Hi Res.)

Econet
Level 4 AUN Software

£175.00
£215.00

£48.00
£279.00
£309.00
£309.00

£1469.00
£114.00
£169.00
£239.00

£29.00
£199.00
£225.00

£35.00
£489.00
£849.00

£1279.00

£399.00

Scanners
Flatbed M 256 Grey SCSI (CC) £745.00
Flatbed M without SCSI card £585.00
Scan Junior Scanner 256 £199.00
Scanlight Senior Scanner M £289.00
Sheet Feeder for above M £135.00

Fax
Fax Pack (CC) £259.00

FREE
Acorn - 3 Years On Site Warranty on all Acorn Hardware*

purchased from Dabhand Computing
'excludes Acorn Purchase Schemes I Education Schemes

A4 Portable I Acorn Printer I Special Offers

Printer Drivers Poster £75.00
SmArt £50.00

Midnight Graphics SmArtFiler £32.00
Citizen Swift 9 Sprite Dump £26.04 Snippet £35.00
Citizen Swift 24 Sprite Dump £26.04 Vector £75.00
Epson 24 Sprite Dump £26.04 Ace Computing
HP Deskjet 500C Sprite Dump £26.04 ArcLight £40.00
HP Paintjet Sprite Dump £26.04 Euclid 2 £40.00
Integrex 132 Sprite Dump £26.04 Mogul £17.00
Integrex Colourcel Sprite Dump £26.04 Splice £26.00
Juki 5520 Sprite Dump £26.04 Tween £26.00
Star LC10 Sprite Dump £26.04
Star XB24 Sprite Dump £26.04 Acorn Computers

Star LC200 Sprite Dump £26.04 1st Word Plus £65.00

Star LC24-200 Sprite Dump £26.04 Advance £88.00

Ace Computing
Desktop Assembler (V 2) £119.00
Desktop C (V 4) £180.00

Printer JX (Colour Dot Matrix) £14.00 Font Starter Pack £39.00
Printer DJ (Deskjet 500C) £14.00 Newhall Font Pack £39.00
Printer PJ (Paint jet) £14.00 PC Emulator I Free Shareware £95.00
PRO Drivers (All) £40.00 TCP/IP Programers Pack £50.00

Beebug TCP/IP Protocol Suite £199.00
Deskjet 500/550C Driver £15.00 Beebug
Star/Epson/Citizen (Colour) £15.00 DeskEdit 2 £25.00

Electronic Font Foundry Desktop Thesaurus £19.00
BubbleJet - BJ1Oe/130e £10.00 Hard Disc Companion 2 £45.00

Cables Hearsay II £69.00

Arc - 15 Pin to 9 Pin Adaptors £9.95
Masterfile 3 £46.00

Arc - Monitor - 8833 inc sound £8.65
Ovation £85.00

Arc - Monitor - 8833 11 inc sound £8.65
Playback £17.00

Arc - Parallel Printer Cable £5.00 Brilliant Computing

Keyboard Extender 400/500 £7.50 Everyday Signs £20.00

Mouse Extender £7.50 Joystick Games £20.00

BBCSoftware
Streetwise £20.00
Switch On £20.00

Blob 1 £18.00 Switch On Actions £20.00
Blob 2 £18.00 Teds Adventures £20.00
Chick Chase (80 Track Only) £15.00 Clares Micro Supplies
E-Type £13.00 Artisan 2 £45.00
Master Break £10.39 Fervour £19.00
Modem Master £11.26 Illusionist £79.00
Play it Again Sam No's 1 - 16 ea. £11.95 Interdictor £10.00
Reversals (80 Track Only) £20.00 Interdictor 11 £23.00
UIM £14.95 ProArtisan 2 £110.00
Where's Blob £18.00 Render Bender 2 £99.00

MasterCompact Rhapsody 2 £45.00

Play It Again Sam No's 1 - 16 ea. £13.00
Schema £90.00

UIM £14.95
Topographer £63.00

ArchimedesSoftware
Colton Software

Pipedream3 £73.00

4 Mation Pipedream 4 £124.00

Chameleon £35.00 Wordz £88.00

Desktop Basic Editor £25.00 Computer Concepts
Jiglet £25.00 AvanteGarde Font Pack £24.00
Jigsaw £27.00 ArtWorks £124.00
Noot £50.00 Bookman Font Pack £24.00



Canon BJ10e/x Driver £42.00
Canon BJC800 Driver £95.00
Compression £34.00
Equasor £37.00
Graphics Card £225.00
Impression 11 Borders Disc £12.00
Impression Business Suppliment £39.00
Impression II £117.00
Impression Junior £65.00
Inter-Word £29.00
Show Page £109.00

Cygnus Software
£14.00
£14.00
£14.00

Iron Lord
Tower of Babel
Twin World

Dabhand Computing
Arc DFS
Visual Backup

Database Software
Fun School 3 under 5s
Fun School 3 5-7 year olds
Fun School 3 over 7s
Fun School 4 under 5s
Fun School 4 5-7 year olds
Fun School 4 7-11 year olds

Domark
3D Construction Kit
Mig29 Super Fulcrum
Trivial Pursuit

Dyslexia Software
Specialist software for all ages -

home / education
Call for details

Empire

£22.00
£42.51

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£20.00
£20.00
£20.00

£25.00
£29.00
£22.00

Pipemania £16.00
Electromusic Reasearch

Creations Discs 1-8 ea. £19.00
Microstudio £78.00
Studio 24 Plus £149.00

ESM
Desktop Folio £79.00

Gremlin
Zool £20.00

Hybrid
Elite £31.95

Icon Technology
EasiWriter
TechWriter

Krisalis Software
Battle Chess £21.00
Champions Collection - Leader Board /
Man. United / Squash / Boxing £22.00
Chuck Rock £19.00
Gods £19.00
Hero Quest £22.00
James Pond £19.00
Krisalis Collection - Pipemania /
Revelation / Mad Professor Mariarti /
Terramex £22.00
Lemmings £19.00
Manchester United Europe £19.00
Nebulus £19.00
Populous £22.00
Sim City £24.00
Swiv £19.00
Turbo Challenge 2 £19.00

Leading Edge
A3010 Joymaster
Investigator 11
Joystick Interface (All Models)
Desktop Tracker

Lingenuity

£115.00
£195.00

£24.00
£22.00
£32.00
£74.00

CableNews
HotLink Presenter
Presenter GTi

Longman Logotron
ArcComm 2
Eureka!
First Logo
Landmarks Aztec
Landmarks Columbus

£149.00
£29.00
£69.00

£49.00
£99.00
£23.00
£19.00
£19.00

Landmarks Egypt
Landmarks Rainforest
Landmarks Victorians
Landmarks World War 11
Magpie
Notate
Numerator
Numerator Chaos
Pendown Plus
Pendown Outline Fonts
Pinpoint
Pinpoint Junior
Revelation 2
Revelation Image Pro
S-Base Personal
S-Base Developer
SkyHunter

MicroPower
Chess 3D
Zelanites

Midnight Graphics
ClipArt 1 / Clipart 2 each
Express
Tracer

Minerva Software
Applications

Ancestry
Atelier
Cadet
Desktop Office 2
Easiword 2
Flexifile
Graphbox
Graphbox Professional
Home/Club Accounts
Linkword - French
Linkword - German
Linkword - Spanish
Multistore 11
PCAccess
PrimeArt

Leisure

£19.00
£19.00
£19.00
£19.00
£40.00
£49.00
£60.00
£18.00
£69.00
£18.00
£75.00
£23.00
£95.00

£139.00
£79.00

£150.00
£22.00

£14.00
£15.00

£29.95
£51.02
£52.13

£59.00
£69.00

£149.00
£79.00
£54.00
£89.00
£55.00

£105.00
£34.00
£35.00
£35.00
£35.00

£179.00
£19.00
£69.00

£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00

Bughunter in Space
Bug Hunter / Moon Dash
Casino
Caverns
Family Favorites
Freddy's Folly
Hoverbod
Ibix the Viking
Jet Fighter
Maddingly Hall
Orion
Redshift
Talisman
Thundermonk

Northwest SEMERC *
Conform Keyboard Software £18.00
Le Monde a Moi £24.00
Meine Welt £24.00
My World (Program) £20.00
My World 2 £30.00
My World - Christmas Disc £12.00
My World - Design £12.00
My World - Fuzz Buzz £14.00
My World - Geog. Key Stage 1 £12.00
My World - I'm Special £12.00
My World - Nursery Disc £12.00
My World - Maths £12.00
My World - Patterns £12:00
My World - Sampler £12.00
My World - Skeletons £12.00
My World - VillagelTown £12.00
Oldham Keyboard £99.00
Full Phases £30.00
Phases 3 £20.00
Phases - Borders disc £12.00
Phases - Christmas disc £12.00
Phases - Clip Art 1 £12.00
Phases - Very Hungry Caterpillar £12.00
, Please add £3.00 P&P 10 SEMERC Software

Oak Solutions
Draw, Print and Plot £39.00

Genesis 11
Worra Battle
WorraCAD

Sherston Software
!Draw Help
!Help (RISC OS 2)
!Help 3 (RISC OS 3)
Animated Alphabet
Arcventure I - Romans
Arcventure 11 - Egyptians
Badger Trails
Dreamtime
Farm
Fleet Street Phantom
Glimpse
Mapventure
Microbugs
Nature Park Adventure
Selladore Tales
Space Mission Mada
Stig of the Dump
Story Starts
Teachers Cupboard
Teddy Bears Picnic
Viewpoints
Wizards Revenge
Worst Witch

SIMMIS
Flight Sim Toolkit

Superior Software
Air Supremacy
Conqueror
Hostages
Master Break
Play it again Sam 1
Repton 3
Speech!
Superior Golf
Technodream
The Last Ninja
Zarch

The Data Store

£99.00
£10.00
£74.00

£15.95
£7.95
£9.95

£19.00
£25.00
£25.00
£35.00
£20.00
£19.00
£23.00

£8.50
£23.00
£25.00
£24.50
£24.00
£23.00
£22.00
£25.00
£24.50
£23.00
£35.00
£17.00
£21.50

£29.00

£14.00
£15.00
£14.00
£14.00
£19.00
£14.00
£14.00
£14.00
£19.00
£19.00
£14.00

£9.95
£9.95

FontFX
ShapeFX

The Fourth Dimension
Apocalypse £14.00
Arcticulate £14.00
Arctist £14.00
Boogie Buggy £14.00
Break 147/ Superpool £25.00
Black Angel £28.00
Cataclysm £18.00
Chocks Away £18.00
Chocks Away 2 + Ext. Missions £27.00
Chopper Force £22.00
Demons Lair £19.00
E-Type Compendium £18.00
Enter The Realm £18.00
Grievous Bodily 'ARM £18.00
Holed Out Compendium £18.00
Nevryon £14.00
Pandora's Box £18.00
Powerband £14.00
Saloon Cars - Deluxe £25.00
Stunt Racer 2000 £25.00
The Dungeon £25.00
The Real McCoy 1 £23.00
The Real McCoy 2 £23.00
The Real McCoy 3 £23.00
The Real McCoy 4 £23.00
The Wimp Game £14.00
Virtual Golf £25.00
X-Fire £16.00

Triple R Education
10 out of 10 Algebra
10 out of 10 English
10 out of 10 Maths
10 out of 10 Early Essentials

Books (No VAT)
Archimedes Assembly Language £14.95
Archimedes Operating System £14.95
The above books have accompanying discs add £5
for 5.25", £7 for 3.5"

£19.00
£19.00
£19.00
£19.00

C: A Dabhand Guide 3rd Edilion £16.95
A3000 Technical Guide £29.95
Assembler Release 2 £25.00
BASIC V: A Dabhand Guide £9.95
BBC Basic Guide (Acorn) £19.95
Budget DTP (Draw & Edit) £12.95
DTP Seeds (4Mation) £8.45
Desktop C Release 4 £25.00
Desktop Development UG £25.00
Graphics on the Arm - A DHG £14.95
First Word Plus - Dabhand Guide £13.95
as above with disc £21.90
Impression - Dabhand Guide £14.95
as above with disc £16.95
M128 Ref. Man.Pts 1&2 (ea.) £14.95
Programming in Ansi C £14.95
RISCOS 3 PRM's £TBA
Understanding Spreadsheets £9.95

Hours of Opening
Monday· Friday 9.00 a.m .. 5.00 p.m.

Saturday 10.00 a.m .. 5.00 p.m.
Lunch 1.00 p.m .. 1.30 p.m.

How to find us
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COMPUTING m
D

Important Facts

• NO Minimum Order
Value

• NO Carriage Charges in
Mainland UK

• ALL Goods Despatched
within 24 Hours, subject
to stock levels

• Acorn Education Dealer
• Acorn Qualified Dealer
• Acorn Service Centre
• Hotline Support on all

Hardware and Software
purchased from us

Terms & Conditions
TERMS: EC residents add 17.5% VAT 10 all prices,
except books. Carriage *FREE on all items in the
UK ('wilh Ihe exception of "re mole" areas). Foreign
orders, carriage at cost. (quotations available).
AccesslVisa cards accepted. Dabhand Computing
Ltd. is a Qualified Acorn Dealer. Official orders
accepted from public seclor/educalion/PLCs,
otherwise cash with order. Tender invitations
welcome. Callers welcome. We are 2 minutes north
of J17, M62. Prices subjecl to change without
notification. Goods offered subject to being unsold.

DABHAND COMPUTING LTD
5 Victoria Lane
Whitefield
M a n c h est e r, M 2 5 6 A L



Pro-Pad
Forthose who are into seriousgame action ...

introducing the new] 0yster
The joystick interface for those who are into game action ...

• Fullycompatible with:
A3000/A3020/A4000/A5000
A300 Series
A400Series R.R.P. Joyster £29 + VAT
A500Series

• Easyto use R.R.P. Joystick £9.99 + VAT
• Game database - stores information on high scores and cheats.

etc
• Simple to set up just press button on joystick and press key on key-

board
• Hardware and software supplied in packaging suitable for show-

room presentation
• Can use one or two joysticks at any time. Suitsany Atari style joystick

21 Mb Internal
HardCard

£179
40Mb Internal

HardCard

£229

• Fully compatible with:
A3000/A3010/A3020
A300 Series
A400 Series
A500 Series

• Really easy to use
• Game database - stores information on high scores, cheats, etc
• Easy to set up - press button on pad press key on keyboard to set
• Set JoyPad buttons to do any other button. e.g. one button for fire.

one button for bomb. one button does bothl
• It's the new style in the games world

60Mb Internal
HardCard

£259
R.R.P. £45 + VAT 84Mb Internal

HardCard

£289
A3010 2Mb

inc 21Mb HID

£559
A3010 2Mb

inc 60Mb HID

£649
A3010 2Mb

inc 84Mb HID

from S111all seeds ...
... grow mighty Acorns



3 D

A newdimension
Oave Acton wraps up our 30 module with a new Load command and a

handy addition that gives you 20 views of work in progress

Over the past few months
we have built up a simple

language to define 3D objects
and scenes and a relocatable
module to allow them to be
displayed on the screen.

Although it is perfectly
possible to define complex
shapes and indeed, whole
'worlds' textually, it soon
becomes quite difficult to
image what's going on. Fur-
thermore, testing whether
you've got your co-ordinates
correct can be a slow business
- editing a text file, saving,
running a test program to dis-
play the file and so on. What is
needed is some form of 3D
editor, which is what this final
part is all about.

On the monthly disc you
will find a rudimentary 3D
editor called 3Ded. Use it to
create 3D scenes and save
them in the textual format we
have developed over these arti-

cles. I say
'rudimenta-
ry' because
3Ded is
only a very
basic editor
(in all

11 senses of

I the word).
However,
3Ded does
provide all
the features
you need to
design the

11 I

sort of scenes we have
come across. 3Ded is
not a desktop appli-
cation - you will have
to wait for version Il.

Upgrading
Our faithful BAU3D
module needs a few
small additions to pro-
vide all the facilities
required by 3Ded. The two-dimensional 'flat' views of our cathedral enable easier editing
You'll find version 0.40
(complete with source) on the
disc. In particular there have
been two major additions.

Firstly, 3Ded displays not
only a three-dimensional view
but three two-dimensional
'flat' views of the object being
edited - from the front, the
side and above. These views
are produced without perspec-
tive and a new SWJ call is used
to generate them:
8Y8" BAU3D_Render2D",
obj,offset,angle,scale

where obj is the address of
the object to be rendered, off-
set and angle are the position
and orientation of the object
(as for 3D rendering) and
scale is an additional scaling
factor by which x and y 3D co-
ordinates are divided in order
to convert them to 20 ones.
Remember, we do not apply
perspective. The 2D call shares
much of the code of the exist-
ing 3D one.

The other major change is an
update to the BAU3D_Loadcall

I II

which takes two
(optional) parameters:
8Y8 "BAU3D_Load",fileS,
scale,objlist,max

where objlist is a pointer
to a table to be filled with
addresses of each object
loaded. max is the maximum
number of objects there is
space for (number of bytes
divided by four). The original
load command only returned
the address of 'world' but our
editor needs to know where all
objects are stored so they may
be edited and included in other
definitions.

more

Using the editor
A set of instructions is on the
disc, but here is a summary.

A menu is provided across
the top of the screen. The main
part of the screen is taken up
with 3D and 2D views of the
current object.

On the right of the screen
(depending on mode) is a list
of defined objects (which can
be scrolled), colour selector
(for colouring polygons) and
so on.

Click on LOAD and a
fi lename to load a 3D file - try
our good old cathedral for a
start, 3Ded expects to find an
Objects subdirectory. Select
Edit mode and click on the
name of an object with the
middle button. Pan the view

either by dragging with the
middle button or altering the
offsets (bottom of the screen).

To select a subobject click
wi th the left button on it. If
more than one is below the
mouse, click again to cycle
through. Alternatively, use
CTRL S to go through all sub-
objects and polygons in
sequence. Once selected, sub-
objects may be moved by
dragging with the right button.
Or alter the position and angles
shown at the bottom of the
screen. If you click on the first
co-ordinate or angle you can
type in the three values
manually, for greater accuracy.
Use the ZOOM options or
CTRL Q and CTRL W to alter
the scale of the views. CTRL
A and CTRL Z move an
object/vertex 'in' or 'out' of
the screen.

Cl ick on POLY to create a
new polygon. Existing poly-
gons may be stretched by their
vertices - remember only con-
vex polygons are allowed by
BAU3D.

Improvements?
As always, there is plenty of
scope for improvement with
3Ded since it only aims to pro-
vide the basics.

I hope it will be of some use
though, as a first step towards
3D design.
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ARM3 upgrade
with floating

point accelerator
(FPA) option.

£139.
ARM3+FPA fitted

and tested
£199.

The ARM3 upgrade increases the speed of your
computer by a factor of 3 (typically), and
sometimes even more. Acorn's new floating
point chip, the FPA 10, speeds up maths
operations previously emulated by software.

A 68-pin socket is provided on the ARM3
board, and the FPA chip can simply be plugged
in at any time.

The upgrade uses a high quality 4-layer circuit
board. It may be fitted to the A305, A31O,
A440, 400/1 series and the A3000. Installation
is straightforward for the 300 and 400 series
computers. A 3-day fitting service is available if
required. Please note that the A300 series and
old A440 require the MEMCla upgrade.

25MHz ARM3 - £139
MEMCla - £25 Floating point chip - £95
ARM3 with FPA fitted - £199

35MHz ARM3 - only £139
We still have limited stocks of these ultra-fast
ARM3 upgrades. Some of the most popular
Archimedes applications (such as Impression,
Artworks and even BASIC V) do not gain
anything from the FPA 10. So, for those using
Impression or Artworks extensively, the 35MHz
upgracle is the only logical choice. Please write
or phone for full details.

Our usual money-back guarantee applies to
all ARM3 upgrades.

A3000 memory - 4Mb £99
An easy to fit and reliable RAM upgrade. Gold
plated connectors ensure long term reliability.
This upgrade uses a four-layer circuit board as
recommended by Acorn. No soldering needed.
2Mb RAM board (upgradable to 4Mb) - £48
4Mb RAM - £99
Bare board (without RAM chips) - £25
2Mb to 4Mb upgrade - £63

A3010/A3020/A4000 RAM
These machines may all be upgraded by easy
to fit, plug-in components. 0 soldering is
required.
A30201 A4000 extra 2Mb - £58
A3010 extra 1Mb (2Mb total) - £32
A3010 upgrade to 4Mb - £107

All products fully guaranteed. Many
products also carry our 14-day money-back

guarantee too. Please phone for details.

This month's specials A300 series upgrade
COlumn. 2Mb £89, 4Mb £128

£199
£69

£115
£120

ARM3+FPA
2Mb RAM for A5000
Impression 11
Artworks

Memory expansion
Extra memory is without doubt the most worthwhile
addition to any A300 series machine. Some programs
won't even run with only 1Mb, and 2Mb is a bare
minimum. Certain applications, desktop publishing
for example, benefit from a 4Mb system.

1Mb to 2Mb - £89 1Mb to 4Mb - £128Rise os 3
Upgrade from 2Mb to 4Mb (self fit) £65

Acorn's new operating system for their range of
RISC computers. The old version of RISC OS
(2.00) is just 512K long, whereas OS 3 contains
2Mb of code. Many applications which were
previously supplied on disc are now contained in
the OS RaMs. These include improved versions
of Draw, Paint and Edit. Because they are
available on ROM they are always instantly
accessible, and also occupy less RAM space.

Other features include extra "background"
operations. For example, discs can now be
formatted or files copied while the machine is
used for other purposes.

RISC OS 3 may be used on the A305, A31O,
A440, 400/l series, A3000, A540 etc.

RISC OS 3 £41.70
A305, A310 and A440 owners please note. You
will need to install tile RISC OS Carrier Board in
order to use RISC OS 3 .. The RCB may be used
with any version of RISC OS. This carrier board
is compatible with memory boards, ARM3
upgrades and does not in any way obstruct
expansion cards ("podules").

RISC OS Carrier Board £18

Compatibility. The memory is detected and used by
the machine automatically, so there are no special
commands needed. Works with both RISC OS 2 and
RISC OS 3.

Fully compatible with ARM3 upgrades, backplanes,
hard discs etc. This upgrade is supplied on just one,
compact board measuring only 195mm by 46mm.
Four-layer circuitry reduces electrical noise for
trouble-free operation. The 2Mb upgrade may be
upgraded to 4Mb later by the user, without any
soldering. A copy of the fitting instructions is
available free of charge.

A complete fitting service is available for our RAM
boards covering courier collection, installation and
testing, MEMCla, return delivery and guarantee.
This is normally a three-day service (eg, collected
Monday, returned Wednesday). We have been
upgrading 300 series computers for nearly four years,
and during that time a reliability record second-to-
none has been established.

A5000 systems & memory
A5000 with RISC OS 3, 80Mb hard disc,
multisync monitor and ARM3. - £1399.
A5000 learning curve. - £1445.
Free 4Mb RAM upgrade included in the price.

2Mb memory board (4Mb total) - £69
A compact board measuring just 104mm by
49mm, this design fits vertically in your
machine. No soldering required. Unlike larger
boards, there is no need to remove the disc drive.
Four-layer design as specified by Acorn. A bare
board (ie without the RAM chips fitted) is also
available.

Is there any other 300 series RAM upgrade wich has
been available for as long as this one, and which has
the same reputation for quality and reliability? o.

Still not sure? Compare it with the competition
before making up your mind. Use our 14-day money-
back guarantee to check it out for yourself.

RISC OS Carrier Board £18
This is an easy to install adaptor board for the larger
RISC OS 3 RaMs. A set of links on the board allows
it to be used with RISC OS 2 and easily adapted for
RISC OS 3 later. Suitable for use with the A305,
A310 and A440. The adaptor has been fully tested
with RISC OS version 2 and version 3. It is fully
compatible with other hardware upgrades such as the
RAM board described above, ARM3's, backplanes,
VIDC enhancers and expansion cards.

Hard disc upgrades
A ranee of fast SCSI or IDE internal hard discs
with: year's warranty, in sizes from 40Mb
upwards. Complete systems supplied with all
metalwork and cables. 40011 machines merely
require the drive and controller card. 300 series
require a backplane.
40Mb SCSI - £180
l20Mb SCSI - £250
Fast 16 bit SCSI card
50Mb IDE - £160
IDE controller card - £75
(add £75 for external version of SCSI discs)

4-slot backplane with fan £52

85Mb SCSI - £210
210Mb SCSI - £320

- £100
120Mb IDE - £250

Combination deals
4Mb with MEMCla, self-fit £152

Collection of your computer, installation of 4Mb of
RAM, MEMCla, and RISC OS Carrier Board,
testing, full guarantee, and return delivery £189

As above, but with 2Mb of RAM £125

(Add £40 to have RISC OS 3 fitted at the same time.)

Various
Aleph One 3861Mb PC Card - £390 (4Mb £475)
Aleph One 4861Mb PC Card - £490 (4Mb £575)

RAM for 410 & 420
Upgrade from 1Mb to 2Mb - £33
Upgrade from 2Mb to 4Mb - £65
Upgrade from 1Mb to 4Mb - £98
Supplied with full instructions.

Free price list available upon request.
Prices exclude VAT. -VISA-IF EL Ltd Educational and quantity discount available.

34 Culver Road, Saltash, Cornwall PL12 4DR. Tel (0752) 847286. Fax (0752) 840029
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VI BE ONE
Programs: ColTri
Description: Graphics demos
Author: Jan Vibe
Machine: 32·bit (Rise OS
3.1)

Three more goodies from the
ever inventive fingers of regu-
lar contributor Jan Vibe.

The first, ColTri, follow on
from our recent exploration of
colours and dithering. It plots
the now familiar red/green/
blue triangle, but does so
recursively. In other words,
once the program is completed
it returns to the beginning,
starts over again and can con-
tinue ad infinitum.

The new Risc OS 3.1 dither-
ing version of
ColourTrans_SetGCOL is used to
increase the range of hues
available and we've slightly
modified Jan's program so it
recurses increasingly.

This means you can see
all the joins being
gradually smoothed out
until a convincing
RGB diagram is
produced.

Recur ion is typical of
*INFO programs - each trian-
gle, if larger than the current
limit, is split into four and the
process repeated.

DIRECTORY
Program: CSDmodSrc
Description: Desktop utility
Author: Carl Stockton
Machine: 32·bit
There are numerous programs
around that enable you to set
the Currently Selected

Dave Lawrence and Dave Acton
present their monthly mix of

programs, for all Acorn users

Directory (CSD) from the
desktop, but most clutter your
iconbar with yet another icon
for what is, after all, a very
tri vial task.

The CSDModule cures this
problem at a stroke - once it is
loaded into tbe module area,
the CSD can be set simply
by moving the pointer
over the required Filer
window and pressing
ALT-HOME.

It is easy to
change this 'hot-
key'.

The HOME
key
detected
just
after
the

module beeps when activated.
If this becomes annoying,
remove or comment out the
SWI 256+7 near the end of
.callback and re-assemble the
program.

As it stands, the program
will attempt to set the CSD to

any window - even non-
Filers. It even continues to

'work' outside the
desktop, happily

beeping away when
you press ALT-

HOME. ]f you
fancy a

challenge, try
altering the

code so it
issues a

war-
ni-

The familiar red/green/blue triangle plotted using Vibe One

start of .eventcode with TEQEQ
R2, #&20. The constant is the
offset from the top-left-hand
corner of the keyboard of the
key required (ESC=&OO,
Fl=&Ol and so on). If you
prefer to use ALT-TAB, change
this to &26. The ALT part is
detected further on by MOV
Ri, #256-3. Here, -3 is the
INKEY value of ALT. If you
prefer CTRL, substitute 2.

As you quickly discover, the

ng beep should the window
under the pointer not be a Filer
window, or if the desktop is
inactive.

VIBE TWO
Programs: FatLines
Description: Graphics demos
Author: Jan Vibe
Machine: 32-bit (Rise OS
3.1)
Fatl.ines is a useful
demonstration of how to use

STA R IN F 0

the Risc OS 3.1 parallelogram-
plotting calls to produce lines
of a desired width.

PROCline takes two pairs of
co-ordinates and a width .
Circles are filled at each end of
the line, and a small amount of
trigonometry is used to work
out the appropriate
parallelogram to fill in
between.

AND SHARE ALIKE
Programs: SWI04·SWI09,
Version
Description: Utility module
Author: Dave Acton
Machine: sz-eu (Rise OS
3.1)
Last month we talked about
how to communicate with the
Shared C Library module and
presented an example module:
SCL. This month we look in
more detail at how our module
works and how you can add
your own calls. We will also

add some calls for you to
use in your own Basic and

machine-code programs.
As you recall, SCL is

assembled in bits.
Each new SWl is

assembled by a
program segment called
SCL.SWlxx and each segment
must contain the following
functions:
FNswixx_name returns the name
of the SWI
FNswixx_init assembles any
initialisation code needed for
that SWI (when the module is
installed)
FNswixx_vars defines any
variable and declares any
workspace needed
FNswixx_code assembles the
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DS/DD DS/HD

1Z49
30.49

56.99~\\
109.99 '--2J

88.99 134.99
500 173.99 259.99
ALL DISKS ARE FULLYGUARANTEED
AND ARE COMPLETE WITH LABELS

25
50
100
200
250

11.49
20.99
3Z99
71.99

Qty 100 Cap. 140 Cap. Bank Box

1 4.4gea 6.4gea 9.95ea
2 4.3gea 6.3gea 9.75ea
4 4.1gea 6.1gea 9.50ea
6 3.9gea 5.9gea 9.25ea

Allproducts are subject to availability
All prices include VAT.

OPleaseadd £3.50 ptPIf!J~ for disks and boxes. ':-ilJ
E&OE.

SNAP
COMPUTER
~

I

100 Cap.box+ 50 disks

100 Cap.box+ 100 disks
140 Cap.box+ 100 disks
Bank box+ 50 disks

OSfC){) OS/HD

24.99 34.49

41.49 60.49
43.99 61.99
29.99 39.49

Full Mart Brand

Citizen 120D/124D Swift 24
Citizen Swift 24 Colour
fanaeonlc KXP1080/1123/1124
Star LC10/LC20
Star LC10-4 Colour
Star LC24-10
Star LC24-10 Colour
Star LC200
Star LC200 Colour
Star LC24-200
Star LC24-200 Colour
Ribbon re-ink

20ff 40ff
PRICE E/o.CH
2.75 2.55

13.95·
3.25 3.05
2.60 2.40
5.90 5.70
2.95 2.75

10.95·
3.00 2.80

10.95-
2.95 2.75

10.95-
12.95

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, except: thos~
msrked with an asurisk •

COMPATIBLE INKJET REFILL

HP Deskjet500 Double Refill 9.95
Canon BJ10E Double Refill 9.95

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703457222
Unit 16. The Sidings. Hound Rd. Netley Abbey. Southampton S03 5QA

PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE
The Pineapple Colour Digitiser !KILLER

Removes ALL
known VIRUSES

Since we originally introduced the Pineapple Video Digitiser over two years ago
we have not needed 10 modify the design of the hardware in any respects.
However. the software has been continually improved to the point where the
quality and quantity of software supplied is second 10 none.
Because we are so confident that you will find the Pineapple Digitiser superior 10

anything else available. we offer a full no questions asked money back guarantee.
Some of the features of the Pineapple Digitiser, many of which are still exclusive
are as follows:-
* 16 Bit true RGB storage in 256k Ram
* Sequences of frames of a moving picture can be grabbed and replayed. Up to

30 frames in a 1Mb computer. 200-300 frames with more memory'
• Full screen area normally seen on a TV set is grabbed in full
* Images may be processed using our own high speed software routines or by

using Acorn's ChangeFSI software
• Quite simply the most powerful and easily used zooming and cropping

routines available with any processing package
* Available in stand alone box for use with A3000. In this mode it can be used

with A300/400/500 series computers only occupying one expansion slot
• Adapter now available to enable the boxed version to be used with

A30 IO. A3020 and A4000 computers.

A300/400/S00
A3000/Boxed

Don't take chances with your
valuable software. Use the
program that Acorn themselves
use to check for viruses.
!Killer, together with VProtect will
detect and remove all of the 46 viruses
which are currently known. Because
new viruses are being discovered all the
time our virus protection scheme will
provide you with 3-4 updates of the
software each year. We can also offer
immediate advice by telephone.
Aprilfool Archie Arcuebus BBCEconel
Breakfast Cebit Code Ebenezer

~-;--:---;-;-=---:----:--=----:----::---::------l Extend ExtendV2 FCodex Funky
Internal/External Expansion Adapter Handler Icon Image Increment

Mode87 Module MyMod NetManager
This new product from Pineapple is an internal expansion card for the A3000. Parasite Penicillin Poltergeist Runops
A3010. A3020 & A4000 computers which provides an external expansion Tasmanager T2 Terminator Thanatos
connector similar to the A3000. In the case of the A3000 this then provides two VanDamm Vigay Whoops Wimpman
expansion slots. and for A3010. A3020, & A4000 a single external expansion.
This enables external devices such as our Video Digitiscr to be used with Don't wait until you discover you have a virus!!
A3010.A3020. & A4000 computers. All address and data lines are fully buffered. One years subscription costs just £24.00 + vat

MEA/2 £28.00 -vat Low cost school and county licences available

£199.00 -vat
£23S.00 -vat

Bigfoot
EMod
Garfield ]
IRQFix
NetStatus
Sprite
TrapHandler

Boohoo
EX"'port
Garfield W
Link -
Newlsesk
Spritelltils
Valid

39, BROWNLEA GARDENS, ILFORD, ESSEX, IG3 9NL
Add 17.5% vat Tel 081 599 1476 Fax 081 598 2343 P&P Free
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STAR IN F C>

SCL_memcpy, SCL_mcnUTIove,
SCL_qsort and SCL_bsearch. If
you are familiar with C you
will know what these do - if
not, read on.

The calls SCL_memcpy and
SCL_memmove are fast memory-
copying routines. The former
is potentially the fastest but
requires that the area being
copied from does not overlap
with the destination. Both calls
take three parameters like this:
SYS "SCL_memcpy",to,from,n
where n bytes are copied from
from to to.

Two examples of higher-
level functions are SCL_qsort
and SCL_bsearch. The quicksort
function comes as a standard
part of C and SCL_qsort pro-
vides access to it.

The parameters needed are
similar to those for the Rise
OS calls OS_HeapSort:
SYS "SCL_qsort",n,base,t
where n word-size objects are
to be sorted. They are stored
from base onwards and are of
type l. t can either De a number
in the range 0-5 (see figure 2)
or the address of your own
comparison routine. The type t

has the following meanings:
0: Cardinal (unsigned integer)
I: Integer
2: Pointer to cardinal
3: Pointer to integer
4: Pointer to characters (case
insensitive)
5: Pointer to characters (case
sensitive)

Unfortunately (or maybe
fortunately) the OS_HeapSort
call is very efficient and,
because of the overheads
involved, is much quicker than
SCL_qsort. Nonetheless, it is a
useful example and much of .
the code required is shared by
SCL_bsearch below.

SCL_bsearch takes the same

Figure 1
Validprintf conversion
characters
CharacterMeaning
%ddecimal integer
%ooctal integer
%xhexadecimal integer
%uunsigned decimal integer
%efloating point number with
exponent
%ffloating point number
without exponent
%guse the shorter of %e or %f
%csingle character
%sstring

Fatlines by Jan Vibe.Aptly named really

first three parameters as
SCL_qsorl plus one more: the
key to search for. It returns a
pointer to where the key was
found, or 0 if it was not.

A binary search is used: so
the array is repeatedly divided
in two till the key is found. If
there is more than one match it
is not defined which of these
will be returned.

How it works
C is well-behaved regarding
workspace. A stack made up of
chunks is maintained and
extended whenever a C func-
tion spots that space is running
out. Therefore, much of the
initialisation routine for our
SCL module is standard code
for setting up the stack ready
for calling C functions. The
same goes for the SWI han-
dler. By the time the code in
SW/DO, SWIOJ and so on is
called, everything is set up

Figure 2
Validfopen flags
FlagsMeaning
ropen text file for input only
wcreate text file for output
aappend - open text file for
output, starting at current end
rb,wb,abas above, but file is
'binary' not text
r+,rb+open file for update
(read/write)
w+,wbHreate file for update
(read/write)
a+,ab+open/create file for
update starting at current end

ready for communication with
the C library.

Workspace is claimed using
OS_Module 6 for two reasons.
First, certain values need to be
stored somewhere, including
'relocation offsets' which will
be needed later to set up the
stack ready for calling our SWI
routines. Also, workspace is
needed for 'static' C data.

Adding new Swis
To add a new SWI call is
pretty easy - just fol1ow the
examples given. There exists a
standard (called the Arm Pro-
cedure Call Standard) which
defines how individual rou-
tines (compiled by C or other
languages) should behave,
what registers they use and so
on. There simply isn't space
here to go over the APCS in
detail, but it is worth mention-
ing a few key points so your
code is legal.

Under the APCS registers,
rO-r3 (called al-a4) are junk
registers and may be corrupted.
They are used to pass up to
four parameters to subroutines
and a 1 is used to return single
values. Registers r4-r9 (called
v l-v6) are known as the vari-
able registers and may be used,
but should be preserved.

Registers rlO and upwards
are 'special'. Aside from the
usual sp, link and pc, rIO is
used as the current stack li rnit
(for checking when space is
running out) and r I I is the
'frame pointer' which is used
to keep track of the chain of
outstanding subroutine calls.

Needless to say, avoid these
registers and your routine
should preserve all flags too
(with MOVSpc, lr or the like).

As an example, look at
SCL_qsort. Each SWI is entered
with rO containing the SWI
number (not very useful), rl
pointing to where the entry
registers are stored, and r2
pointing to the private module
word. The C function qsortt) is
defined as:
void qsort(void
*base,size_t nmemb,size_t
size, int (* compar) (const
void *, const void *))
which, seeing as it has four
parameters, translates into:
rO -> base
rl = number to sort
r2 = size of each element
(always 4 here)
r3 -> comparison routine

If we have chosen to use a
standard search, the appropri-
ate address is calculated from
compare_table. The comparison
routine is called with rO and r I
pointing to the two members to
compare. It should return with
rO=-I, 0 or I depending on the
result of the comparison. Like
the main SWI code, the com-
parison routines obey the rules
regarding registers.

If more than four parameters
need to be passed, use r4 and
upwards but push the values
onto the stack. SCL_bsearch
needs to pass fi ve parameters
and shows how it is done.

Your routine should return
with rO=O if all went well. If
not, rO should point to a
standard error block. Any
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••••++. ••.. --••••••••••
Bf your site has more than three

machines then a site licence

might be your best option.

Site licences were originally designed

with schools .in mind, but they work

equally well for any organisation that

has several machines at one site. The

exact number at which a site licence

'becomes economical varies with the

product, but if your site has more than

three machines then it's worth

investigating further.

Impression II, Impression Junior and

ArtWorks are the most popular

licences. Impression IT and ArtWorks

come in two forms - for use on a

network or for use with stand-alone .

machines. Network licences are now

Impression 11 stand alone: £550

(+ £15 per machine for each hardware key)

Impression 11network: £660

(no hardware key required)

ArtWorks stand alone: £550
(+ £15 per machinefor each hardware key)

ArtWorks network: £660
(no hardware key required)

Impression Junior: £440.

(no network required)

~
Computer Concepts Ltd

•••
o

AUN compatible and can run over

Econet, Ethemet or Nexus.

The licence fee includes one complete

package, with manuals and hardware

keys where necessary. The purchase

price of a single copy, if one is already

owned and registered, can be offset

against the fee. The licence covers up

to 20 machines, but for the larger sites

additional units of 10 can be bought at

a later date.

Think of it this way; if your site has 20

machines, an Impression II network

licence works out at £33 per copy,

when the RRP is £169. We're sure

you'll agree that this pricing is attrac-

tive, which is why 3000+ sites have

Computer Concepts licences !

GADDESDEN PLACE HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HERTS HP26EX TEL: 044263933 FAX: 0442 231632



values that need to be returned
should be stored over the entry
values (remember, on entry, rl
points to these). SCL_bsearch
returns a value using the STR
rD, [r9,#Ol instruction.

New calls

".It~----------------------~• Paint tip

::};~~~~%1W\~~·.:iS1ffi4"~~•.. ~ . -..: --..~'" " .~, ~" ..-, -;.- .~-~'--- ~,' .;:,"::, v#.' ,~"- --. ~7 ......••...•....•..: r : i:»: , ,,@. ,-•..~..-.
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., E .:== :~<~~~~;':."":~\~.-~:'__~~
our squared is - --...........:': - _.,;..-' -- ~'~ :' ': .: ~.,". ~ ~~_
%d:+CHR$10+CHR$O- _: :-- ~~d;?~.:·,:· ,\'::,'::.)~"~~:.~.~,~" ...
,4 2 ~ :-.r- " .,(/"yy:; ~\.\ ~"'"::-...::~ 7"-1

This ~all is useful ~ /f."Y/' \~~S\,\\~~,~: ~:~
simplifies the dIsp~ay " ", /' ' ~ , ':~
of numbers and stnngs. , ' ' , '
Even Basic programmers " '

options. Note that CHR$10 IS ~
used for a newline, rather than '
"\n" which would be appropri- ~
ate in C. In fact, the "\n" is T-
converted to CHR$10by the C his isn't
compiler. particularly

If a number is inserted useful for scanf,
between the % and d (h, 0, for but there are two more
instance) then the output value functions - fprintf and fscanf -
is right justified in a field of which behave exactly like printf
that width. For example, %5d and scanf but use a file for input
right justifies in a field 5 and output.
characters wide. %-5d on the fscanf may be a considerable
other hand will left justify in a code saver, since reading infor-
field of 5. If you insert a 0 mation from a file (for con-
immediately after the % the figuration purposes for
padding will be done with example) can quickly take up a
zeros instead, so %03d might lot of code.
give '001' or '042' The SWI calls SCLjprintf

The opposite function to and SCL_vscanf are provided
and these take an extra first
parameter, a pointer to a file
handle block. In C terms this
parameter is of type (* FILE),
but in real terms it is the
address of a small descriptor
set up by the C library when a
file is opened.

So you can open and close a
file for use with fscanf and
fprintf, two more calls, fopen and
fclose, are provided. They are
used like this:
SYS
"SCL_fopen","filename","fl-
ags" TO handle
SYS "SCL_flose",handle

The "flags" string describes
how the file is to be opened
and may be any of the valid
sequences in Figure 2. To
show how all of these calls
may be used, the program
FileTest creates a simple text
file, writes some values and
strings out, then reads them
back in.

Its operation is very easy to
follow, but it is worth making
note of a couple of the features
of scanf and fscanf.

First, you can see that the
different conversion codes can
be used in the same way as
with printf in order to read dif-
ferent types of values from a
file.

the end, like this:
SYS
"SCL-printf","F-

An exceedingly useful quicky from Mike Williams:
'Have you ever noticed how difficult it is to trim the left and bottom
edges of a sprite in Paint. The right and top edges are easy because you
can use Adjust size. I used to struggle with Delete rows and Delete
columns which are much trickier to use.
'Then I realised that it is much easier to perform a Horizontal and
Vertical flip, then use Adjust size then flip back afterwards. It's obvious
when you think of it, but saves a lot of fiddling about:

used to prefix a conversion
sequence and the common
sequence %d means 'put a
decimal number in here'. The
parameters after the control
string are substituted one by
one into the output string.
Figure 1 contains a full list of
conversion characters.

The SWI call "SCL_printf'
works in the same way, taking
as the first parameter a control
string of the above format,
then up to seven more parame-
ters as needed. For simplicity,
floating point numbers aren't
supported, but can be added
without too much trouble if
you need them. One important
point is that C expects strings
to be null-terminated (and they
may contain newlines). So
remember to add a CHR$Oon

printf is scanf. This takes a con-
trol string and parameters in
exactly the same way. The
only difference is that the para-
meters are addresses of where
the input values are to be
stored. For example:
DIMv% 4
SYS
"SCL_scanf", "~od"+CHR$10+CH-
R$O,v%
PRINT !\T"o'.
would be equivalent to the tra-
ditional Basic line:
INPUTval% PRINT val%

Unlike Basic's INPUT com-
mand though, scanf can be
instructed to skip bits of text in
the input string. Extra white
space is ignored and any text
given in the control string, if

matched, will be ignored too.

also note the use of the
sequence call any$ which con-
tains "%*nn]" (where \n
means a new line character,
Ascii code 10).

The * after a % means read
this value but then discard it,
so a number or string can be
skipped. The square brackets
can be used instead of %s for
reading strings.

Characters are only accepted
if they are included within the
brackets or - if the set is pre-
ceded by • - only if they are
not in that set.

Problems
Do you ever have that feeling
that your machine is out to get
you? Well, consider this: while
developing a module contain-
ing a section of code that
generated sound effects in the
background under events and
callbacks, my machine gave me
the following error message:
Error: SWI &40134 not known
(Error Number &1EError: Inter-
nal error: abort on instruction
fetch at &007(9204 (Error Num-
ber &80000001)
Spacing and missing close
bracket are reproduced ver-
batim. (an anyone beat this ...
or indeed work out what it
means?

In this example, the rest of
the current line is skipped (in
other words, keep reading
characters as long as they
aren't new lines).

For decoding parameters
separated by commas, fscanf is
very flexible.
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WARNING
COMPUTER NOISE

SERIOUSLY DAMAGES HEALTH

~

~

The Noise Killer
Silences all Archimedes machines

£2~50* 'Exclusive VAT. Shipping FREE
within UK. Money Back Guarantee &
Lifetime Warranty. The Noise Killer

• is a registered trademark.

Over 250,000 users worldwide

To Order:
Send your cheque made payable to Greenware Lld with your order for:

The Noise Killer: £29.95 per unit inclusive VAT to:
Greenware Limited

First Floor, 52A Lansdowne Place, Hove BN31FG
lel (0273) 720888

V;~~6342950batafile
y i~ 8524 lOQ.
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~OfQ ,A typeface? The Datafile has a
!Bee !Datafile license to distribute ITC®,

m. .& URW® and Letraset® fonts.
lCOM$IIjJ[, 7 0 k

!DSYMPlay !Fillet' !ISpl'ites !Kwik Mode ur range grows every wee
~ 'T with prices from as little as
~ ~ e,1) ~ £10 up to £35 plus VAT and

tKwikMouse Ilyapunov IUniCycle Visions ""
~C-a-ta-lo-g-u-e-l-S-c"-on'-t-al-'n-s-a-st-a-gg-=-e-r-in-g-1-9-00-k-.-S-S-"04kI p&p. For further details send
ofPD games, fractal apps, utilities, animation for your free fact sheet today.
and music. The other I OSOk makes up the most
comprehensive Public Domain catalogue
available. The HD version has a further 1230k
made up of Utilities, Demos and a new flight
simulator !Warfare.

DD Cat 15 £1 - HO Cat 15 £1.50
Extras disc for DD users SOp

inclusive of VAT and p&p.
. C"S ; JMSI~5, t.MI!~:'PO.'Hi5 .C.RJ51.: w
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Bauhaus
Eras

Panache

@nome Computers Limited
25A Huntingdon Street, St. Neots, Cambs, PE19 1BG
Tel./Fax: 0480 406164 E-Hail: support@gnome.co.uk

X Window System R11.4
This software package, developed in association with
Acorn Computers, converts a RISC os based
Archimedes into an X Terminal. The software will allow
communication with X clients over Ethernet or Econet.
Graphic suppert includes both the state machine G8 and
Computer Concepts ColourCard.

X Software
Complete Colour X Terminals from

£199
£1150

!2DWaves
~

! At'cFS

• :t!1;'

Archimedes upgrades

External SCSI 200MB HID + Acorn SCSI Card
External SCSI 1.2GB HID + Acorn SCSI Card
External 150MByte SCSI Tape Drive
External 8GByte SCSI OAT Tape Drive

£780
£1340
£650
£1450

Rise os SLIP & BIND

This package gives SLIP & DNS support for Acorn
Computers TCP IP suite version 2.

Single user price £30

~l51
!ARCTOOlS

:.)
! MelloDetrlo

r
! Mot'pheu5

11
Fish13

UNIX & Network Specialists

.-
!HEO

71 Anson Road,
LOCKING,

Weston-5uper-Mare,
Avon,

(0934) 823005
Tel./Fax. & Answerphone

Best time to phone between
6 and 9 any evening.

~~·ii1~·iiJ;&·~;&·iiJ;&·~~(~r - ~~J~r~r~e ,~l~
)-. ~ebieua[ ~ iot~ic { I

~ppeface ~o([ection I
PEtlS'

'PeriodVraw u'irt
C9nfp £'f,0 (!fU0 £.1;')0 cP~ cP

Five outline fonts, three draw fonts plus period
draw art to allow you to make up your own
boarders, easily. £38.18 including VAT.Cute Fonts above are © ITC®
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VIBE THREE
Programs: Moire
Description: Graphics demos
Author: Jan Vibe
Machine: 32-bit
Moire is a short demonstration

of the Moire fringes, produced
when two sets of nearly paral-
lellines are brought together.

A sprite is simply created
with line pattern on, then is
repeatedly plotted at slightly-
differing positions.

BREAKING UP
Program: Dislnt
Description: Fade demo
Author: Mark Hobson
Machine: 32-bit
The 'fade' routine is a corn-

S TA. R IN F C>

mon feature of games and
demos. This example is pretty,
concise and quick.

Two machine-code routines
are assembled - swop which
swaps screen banks and change,
which fades between banks.

In detail
We thought Mark Hobson's Dislnt
was a good subject for an In
Detail, not least because it features
Basic and machine code and might
therefore be educational to a
variety of users.
60 - select Mode 15. We actually
need two Mode 13 banks, so
choosing Mode 15 is a concise way
of clearing both screens in one go.
70 - switch the cursor off.
80 - switch the hourglass on.
90 - assemble the code.
100 - initialise a table used in the
fade.
110 - hourglass off again.
120-130 - choose Mode 13 and
switch that blasted cursor off
again.
140 - set up a simple error handler
- important since the error
message may appear on the
hidden screen bank.
150 - call the screen swap code; in
this instance just so we can read
the start address of one bank.
160-180 - store the start address,
swap again and store the start
address of bank 2.
190-230 - draw a pattern for one of
our demo screens, including some
random circles.
240-270 - add some text.
280 - fade our first screen on.
290-370 - create our second screen,
this time with some rectangles.
380-410 - repeatedly fade between
screens, waiting five seconds or
until a key is pressed each time.
450 - the procedure to assemble
the code.
460 - define the amount of
memory needed for the machine-
code.
470 - set the speed: this is the
number of stages the fade will
take and can be changed as you
wish.
480 - dimension some space for the
code.
490 - the main assembly loop; note
that the OPT value goes from 8 to
10 (rather than the traditional 0 to
2). With bit 3 set, the variable L%
is used as a limit on the assembly -
if the program counter exceeds the
dimensioned memory, a friendly
error message (rather than
Address exception, or a spurious

No such variable) will be given.
500-520 - set up P% and L% and
begin assembly.
530 - the fade routine: preserve
link register.
540 - point R4 at our fade table.
The screen is divided into sixteen
portions - four across by four
down. These are faded identically,
although the fade is quick enough
for you not to notice. For each
pixel with a section there is a value
in the table at R4 from 1 to speed
which determines at which stage
the pixel is faded from one screen
to the other. This method ensures
that no pixels are left unfaded at
the end, and that the process is a
steady one.
550 - R5 is the fade counter.
560 - the main loop, executed
'speed' times. R2 is the y counter,
running from 63 to 0 (one quarter
of the screen height).
570 - the y loop. R3 is the x
counter, running from 79 to 0 (one
quarter of the screen width).
580-610 - the x loop. The stage
number for pixel R2, R3 is looked
up in the table. If the pixel isn't to
be faded this time, jump to skip.
620 - point R8 at the table offsets.

This contains 16 offsets which are
used to fade the 16 screen sections
simultaneously.
630-680 - set up ROand R1 to point
to the addresses of the pixel being
faded on the two screens.
690 - exit assembler temporarily.
700-710 - this next piece of code is
assembled four times for speed of
execution.
720 - read four offsets from the
offset table into R9-R12.
730-750 - read the pixel at offset
R9 from each screen then swap
them over.
760-880 - repeat for offsets R10,
R11 and R12.
890-900 - repeat four times.
910 - back to the assembler.
920-970 - decrement the various
counters, looping back
appropriately.
980 - exit.
1000-1010 - the base addresses of
the two screen banks.
1030 - the offset table. FNarray is
used to reserve memory.
1040 - the fade table.
1050 - the screen bank swapper.
1060-1080 - swap bank, store back.
1090-1120 - set bank for writing.
1130-1150 - set bank for display.

1160-1180 - read the screen start
address and put at screen.
1210 - the current bank number.
1220-1230 our list of VDUvariables
to read, terminated with -1.
148=screen start.
1250-1260 - next pass.
1270-1310 - set up the offset table.
1380-1420 - PROCinit - randomises
the fade table.
1440 - a text printing routine. as is
to be displayed
(in colour c% and tint t% with a
black border) centrally at vertical
position y%.
1450 - find x% so text is centred.
1460 - allow characters to be put at
graphics cursor.
1470 - select black.
1480-1530 - display text in black
nine times, with X and Y offsets of
-4, 0 and 4 in all combinations. This
is a neat way of adding a border to
text.
1540-1560 - now display the text in
the middle using the given colour.
1570 - separate graphics and text
cursors again.
1580 - switch that darn cursor off
again! (VDU4 re-enables the cur-
sor, rather annoyingly.)
1610+ - tidy up the screen and end.
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T H E  C O N S U M E R  E C T R O N I C S  S H O W
1-1•1101 4 5 - 2 0  socvrEnnEuE Ft

LIVE '93, The Consumer Electronics Show, is a cut above
any other exhibition.

For a start, you'll actually be able to get your hands on the
latest computer hardware and software.

And there'll be troubleshooters on hand to lend an ea to
your problems, not blind you with science.

But LIVE '93 is much more than that. There's also all the
latest in TV, Hi-Fi, video, photography, camcorders,
video games, musical
instruments and satellite
technology — and you
can get your hands on
all that too.

G E T  Y O U R  F I N G E R  O N  T H E  P U L S E

Tickets cost 17 each or 116 for a family of two adults and three children.
If ou're under 16, youl need to be accompanied by an adult.)

Then there are the features — Dolby's Home Cinema, the
Real Hi-F1 Village, the amazing BT Times Tunnel, live TV
and radio broadcasts, celebrity appearances, live music on
stage, worldwide satellite links, the Car Stereo & Security
Concourse, the Mactiser Village, the Games Gallery — the
list of attractions is endless.

But the number of tickets isn't. So it's chop-chop
if you don't want to end up with your tail between

your legs.

Call the LIVE '93
Hotline for tickets on
071-3738141 now.



SUBIVIISSIONS

NEEDS YOU
It's Friday night and you are stuck in front of the

computer screen, putting the finishing

touches to another masterpiece. Bugs

are no longer crawling out of the

code. The screen no longer

does a glowing impression of

Pollock every time you press Select.

You have just created an utterly amazing program.

If this sounds like a typical Friday night, then throwaway that Littlewoods coupon, because fame and fortune await you
within the pages of Acorn User. Every month on our disc we publish reader's programs, alongside those from the
professionals.

Some are small but beautiful, others are full-blown applications. Just take a look at some of our past reader programs on
this page, to get an idea of the variety. Plus - and this is the exciting bit - we pay for every program we use.

At the moment we are particularly interested in educational programs but, whatever the size, shape or form, we
guarantee to look at every program sent to us. If it is good we'll consider it. If it's really good we'll publish it.

Submissions form

To submit your program to Acorn User fill in this form and send it to Program Submissions Dept, BBC
Acorn User, Redwood Publishing, 101 Bayham Street, London, NW1 OAG. Please enclose an SAE if you

would like us to return your disc.

Name .

Address .

............................................................................. Daytime telephone number : .

Short description .

Size .



Seea demonstration at Acorn World93 - Stand 45

Easy installation
with NO

soldering

Compact
REMOVABLEliard

drive

Convenient and
Portable

. Unlimited
storage capacity

Ideal solution
for data security

FASTfile
transfer

fast ....fIe xib 1e .....af for dab le
High performance from a compact, removable
hard drive with unlimited storage capacity. The
possibilities offered by this system are endless,
allowing total flexibility plus data mobility and
security.
Twice the speed of optical drives. Up to 20%
faster than the 80Mb A5000, 40% faster than the
40Mb A5000. The SyQuest 105Mb IDE drive can
be mounted into your A5000 in place of a second
floppy disc drive.

Installation is simple, it's user fittable and
needs no soldering. The drive, fitting kit and
step - by - step instructions plus one cartridge
comes complete for £399+VAT+CARRIAGE.
(£477 inc). Extra cartridges are £69+VAT.
(£81inc).
It is also available as a SCSI drive which can
be used with ALLAcorn 32-bit computers.
2 YearDrive and 5 YearCartridge Warranty.

For further details contact:

Norwich Computer Services
96a Vauxhall Street, Norwich, NR2 2SD 1el:0603 766592
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Roll up, roll up for the
thrills, spills and fun of

the fair all crammed into
ESM's art package Kidpix.
Wacky pencils, moving
snakes, special effects
accompanied with innovative
and crazy sounds make tills
one of the most experimental
- and noisiest - experiences on
the Arc for a long time.

For your money, an
extremely reasonable £35 +
VAT inclusive of site licence,
you receive a program disc and
an extras disc plus the
excellent Teachers and Menu
Guide in ring-binder format
with a chapter on curriculum
projects including Totem
Poles, Picture Poems and
Theme Quilts. Kidpix is aimed
at children aged from four to
11 plus a good proportion of
adults too.

Once you have installed the
program onto the iconbar
selecting on the 'smiling
diamond face' takes you into
the Artroom where everything
is clearly labelled: the twelve
tools are on the top left and the
colour palette underneath. At
the bottom of the screen are
the 150 basic tool options,
loads of rubber stamps
resembling pictograms, and
text options. The large clear
Pencil, Brush, and Eraser tools
are self-explanatory; others

such as the Moving Van
and Electric Mixer
encourage that 'let's

try it out' spirit of
adventure. Most of the

EDUCATION REVIEVV

A kids' art package that doesn't mean sponging crayon off the
wallpaper. Adults find it addictive too, as Pete Worrall finds out

Ten top features
There are so many features that it is impossible to describe them all
but here are my current top ten favourites.

..• Drippy Paint. Realistic clean-dripping paintbrush for that Jackson
Pollock effect with ploppy sounds.
2 Kaleidoscope. Automatic symmetry drawing; an excellent
conceptual tool with alien hum.
3 Magnifying Glass. Enlarges and prints areas of screen.
4 Alphabet Line. Type in a line of text and paint in all
directions with it.
S Venetian Blinds. This slices your drawing into moving horizontal
stripes using a Blues Brothers face while making silly sounds.
Ei Firecracker. A stick of dynamite blows up the screen with
concentric circles; then Bang! It's gone.
"7 Undo option with face shouting in desperation: 'Oh No!'
a Geometry. Produces random geometric drawings a bit like
Spirograph pictures. along with a strange whistle.
9 Caterpillars. Symmetrical caterpillars follow you around the screen
making patterns.
..• 0 Dot-to-Dot. Create your own fun mystery pictures for the school
magazine competition; when complete, the line connecting the
numbered dots disappears.

.",...-.
I - .
I .::..•) '"
' •• ':.:.:.,:.:J

features are soundtracked, such
as the talking alphabet; some
are animated, like the fractal
trees with their delightful
tinkling sounds. In
many respects this
could be an early
learner's first
multimedia
experience.

Art has never been so easy
and everything is configurable,
so you can even add (and
switch off) your own sound
effects using Clares' Armadeus
Sound Sampler or Oak
Solutions' Oak Recorder.
'Small Kids Mode' eliminates
the problem of small fingers
accidentally opening a menu.

An excellent Stamp Editor,
which resembles graph paper
lets you edit the rubber stamp
pictures or even create
personalised stamps patterns,
great for textile design. Saving

your masterpieces is easy
through a special Kidpix Area:
simply type in a name and
select OK.

Kidpix contains many
advanced features such as Cut
and Paste, Edge Detection,
transparent effects and a range
of flood-fills all designed ••.
for ease of use. In the •••....••••.•
classroom it lends itself ~.~
to short sessions where
time is at a premium and
little adult supervision is
required.

The manic picture of a
typical Kidpix user only took
20 minutes using the symmetry
tool for the face, rubber stamps
for the hair and flood-fills.
ESM is planning further
additions to Kidpix including
'theme packs' and a Kidpix
Companion Disc. I'm hooked;
this art package is an
experience. e 111
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• Cumana CD-Rom player
and 16-bit SCSI podule, as
new - £375, also 32Mb SCSI
drive - £60. Contact Mr R
Dobson, Kidwelly. Tel:
(0269) 861256

• ARCterm 7 Vl.45 (latest)
- £50, Arcfax V1.06 (latest)
- £15 or £60 for both. Con-
tact Mr A Harvey, Dorset.
Tel: (0963) 23302

• Cumana double 40/80-
track disc drive - £50, Bee-
bug external disc interface
for Arc - £8. Contact Mr G
Sharpe, Reading. Tel: (0734)
874769

.0rIando's 3D Pool, BBC
version, original copy. Con-
tact Mr A Chislett, Steeton.
Tel: (0535) 656101

• BBC B, twin disc drives,
sideways Rom, mono moni-
tor, cassette player, software,
28 issues BBC Acorn User
(85-89) - offers. Contact C
Cherry, Matlock. Tel: (0629)
733647

• A310 colour, 4Mb Ram,
Risc Os 3.10, MemCla, Ifel
four slot backplane with Lin-
genuity Rapido, 16-bit SCSI
podule and Rodime 405Mb
drive, loads of software -
£695. Contact W Rawcliffe,
Surrey. Tel: (0932) 245301

• A41O/1, 4Mb Ram, 40Mb
hard disc, as new with moni-
tor - £900 ono, also Electron
and Plus Ones with double
drive interfaces. Contact Mr J
Lomas-Clarke, Peterborough.
Tel: (0733) 315022

• Acorn AKF30 colour
monitor in mint condition,
hardly used, complete with
dust cover and original pack-
aging - £200 ono. Contact
Mr J Gore, Northants. Tel:
(0536) 415882

• A5000, multi scan monitor,
40Mb hard drive, two high

density floppy drives, 4Mb
Ram, latest Rise Os - £1300
ono. Contact Mr G Baker,
Chelmsford: (0245) 251628

• Wanted: Risc Os progam-
mers reference manuals for
school project. Contact Mr I
Osburn, Tonbridge. Tel:
(0622) 831810 after 6pm

• Master 128, Novex colour
monitor, two Cumana 5.25in
disc drives, Epson RX80F/T,
View, Viewsheet, Printmas-
ter - £190 ono, quick sale.
Contact T Kibble, Richmond.
Tel: 081-8767576

• Artworks, Impression 11-
£125, unregistered, prac-
tically unopened, also Acorn
DTP, 1st Word Plus, PC
Emulator, digital Symphony
(all in mint condition). Con-
tact Mr E Bradley, Notting-
ham. Tel: (0602) 693396

• Archimedes 310 with
colour monitor, Rise Os,
1Mb Ram, all manuals -
£400 ono. Contact Mr S Bal-
mer, Surrey. Tel: (0483)
579642

• A3000, 2Mb Ram, Midi
poduleluser port, colour
monitor and stand, complete
dust cover, excellent condi-
tion - £600 ono (cost £1100).
Contact Mr A Webb, Somer-
set. Tel: (0458) 42340

• I-2Mb Ram expansion
board for A3000 - £20. Con-
tact Mr D Cooper, Oxon. Tel:
(0491) 835631

• A3000, 2Mb, RTFM
joystick interface, colour
monitor and stand, some soft-
ware, all in excellent condi-
tion - £470. Contact Mr D
Davies, Colchester. Tel:
(0206) 766578

• Master 128, Spellmaster,
ADT, Master Rom, dual
5.25in/3.5in disc drive,
plinth, MorIey Teletext ada-

I
\

ptor, Apricote business soft-
ware manuals and lots more
- £250. Contact A Garbett,
Kent. Tel: (0322) 664761

• Archimedes 410/1 up-
graded to 50Mb hard disc,
4Mb Ram, colour monitor,
Star NLlO printer, manuals,
DTP Impressions, games as
new - £800 ono. Contact Mr
C Nixon, Stornoway. Tel:
(0851) 703808

• A3000, 2Mb Ram, Os 3.1,
colour monitor and software
- £600 ono. Contact Mr D
Bergg, Southampton. Tel:
(0703) 463942

• BBC B, Wordwise, double
density disc drive, joysticks
and cables plus blank discs -
£120 ono. Contact Mr C
Harding, Merseyside. Tel:
(0704) 871521

• Master 128 with View,
spreadsheet, 3.5in disc drive,
manuals, Opus 14in colour
monitor, little used - £450.
Contact K Biggs, High
Wycombe. Tel: (0494)-
530771 evenings

• Master 128, 65C102 eo-
processor, Microvitec 1451
monitor, dual TEAC 40/80
disc drives, programs and
manuals - £200. Contact Mr
M Robertson, Aylesbury.
Tel: (0296) 23124

• 500Mb of PD software
available from new Archi-
medes PD library. Send £1
(DD) or £1.50 (HD) to
Lower House Farm, Coed-
kernew, Newport, Gwent
NPl 9UF for catalogue disc.

• A3000 with Philips colour
monitor, mouse and mat, all
manuals, software - £500
ono. Contact Mr 0 ·Clark,
Bristol. Tel: (0272) 736828

• Electron, Slogger +2 with
user port, Acorn Plus 1 with
built in user port - £55, will

split. Contact Mr D Walker,
Glasgow. Tel: 041-335 3212

• Master 512 with Gem,
Paint, mouse, Interword,
Bank Manager, manuals -
£125, Viglen 40/80 disc drive
- £20, Epson RX80 printer -
£20. Contact Mr R Young,
Harrow. Tel: 081-4274039

• Unused software: Revela-
tion Image Pro - £80, PC
Emulator 1.8 - £50, Pipe-
mania - £40, Genesis - £25,
1st Word Plus - £25, Long-
man Logo - £25, Populous -
£15. Contact Mr G Evans,
Mid Glams: (0443) 407383

• Laser printer Epson
GQ3500 with fonts card -
£300 or exchange for A3000
or A400. Contact Mr A
Bryan, Wolverhampton. Tel:
(0902) 338089

• Archimedes, colour moni-
tor, 20Mb hard drive,
Impressions DTP, loads of
games, graphics, programs
and PD discs - £550 ono.
Contact Mr A Ball, Surrey.
Tel: (0883) 627267

• Wanted: A hard disc for an
A3000, also contacts to swap
PD. Contact Mr T Cannon,
78 Rawlinson Road, South-
port, Merseyside PR9 9NE

• Master 128, Cumana 40/80
disc drive with Wordwise,
Interword, Spellmaster, Inter-
sheet, Stock control recei-
vable payable accounts, Disc
Data with manuals - £220
ono. Contact E Williams,
Kent. Tel: (0474) 853534

• HP Laserjet I printer -
£90. Contact Mr C Fox,
Ripon: (0765) 689913

• Goldilocks adventure
game, EasiBASE-desktop
data base, ArcArt-painting
program, £3 each including
p&p. N Marriott, lParkrnore,
Magherafelt BT45 6EZ.
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• Archimedes, 40Mb hard
disc, colour monitor, TV
adapter, 5.25in disc drive,
modem, sound sampler, 20
original games - £650 ono.
Contact Mr J Willmott. Tel:
(0482) 861307

• Wanted: A5000 with hard
drive, multiscan, Rise Os 3.
Contact Mr R Beck, Sher-
bourne. Tel: (0963) 250183
evenings and weekends

• BBC software for sale,
popular discs at reasonable
prices, also Replay. Contact
Mr M Davies, Tunbridge.
Tel: (0892) 532786

• BBC, twin 40/80-track
disc drive, 6502 second pro-
cessor, Microvitec colour
monitor, Epson FX80 printer,
RomlRam board, software
and manuals - £250 ono.
Contact Mr P Sandford, Lan-
caster. Tel: (0524) 68354

• BBC, countless games,
cassette case, all leads, cas-
sette recorder and twin
joysticks, magazines, bargain

£80. Contact Mr G
Oddoye, Edinburgh. Tel:
031-2296639

• 512K upgrade, dem soft-
ware, mouse, virtually
unused - £100 ono. Contact
Mr J Hicks, Bath. Tel: (0225)
330445

• Paradroid 2000 - £10,
Quest for Gold - £10, Lotus
Turbo Challenge IT - £10.
Contact Mr N Westley, West
Midlands. Tel: (0564)
776360

• Donate your used compu-
ter to a really isolated com-
puter enthusiast in Romania.
Contact M Stanculescu, Str.
Ciurukeasa, NR.3, Sect 4,
OP7, Cod 75445, Bucuresti,
Romania.

• Wanted: Magnetic Scrolls'
Wonderland, in good condi-
tion. Mr J Macarthur, Hert-
fordshire: (0992) 587624

• Archimedes 41011, 4Mb
Ram, 42Mb hard drive, Rise
Os 3.1, Arm 3, Vidc
enhancer, Taxan 775 moni-
tor, 1st word Plus VII,
Masterfile 3, with Panasonic
KX-P1540 printer - £1000,
without printer £900. Contact
Mr J Kane, County Derry.
Tel: (0265) 832137

.BBC B series 7, 5.25in 40
track single sided disc drive,
various Roms, utilities and
games - £150. Contact Mr D
Humphreys, Wrexham. Tel:
(0978) 363203

• Chocks Away Com-
pendium - £15, Holed Out -
£10, Flight Sim Toolkit -
£20, Corruption £10,
Waterloo - £10, Lemmings -
£15 or <ill- £65. Contact Mr
J Lay ton, Warwickshire. Tel:
(0789) 841197

• A3000, colour monitor,
2Mb Ram, Scsi interface, PC
Emulator, Impressions, plus
software - £650 ono. Contact
Mr A Oliver, Stevenage. Tel:
(0438) 357500

• Disc drives: twin, switch-
able 5.25in and 3.5in
mounted in a Watford plinth,
includes power supply - £75.
Contact Mr J Buck1ey, Stock-
port. Tel: 061-437 6821

• Wanted: External Arc-
himedes keyboard in good
condition. Contact Mr P
New, Cornwall. Tel: (0566)
776177

• Bargain: Approximately
90 games for the BBC, 60
plus on tape, 30 plus on disc,
many popular titles, worth
£600 when new accept - £40.
Contact Mr T Moore, Devon.
Tel: (0626) 862474

• A3000, 2Mb, serial V/G,
colour monitor, stand, orig-
inal boxes and manuals, good
condition, Mise HIW, two
ST506 podules, 10Mb hard
disc, all for - £500 ono. Mr T
Steele, Herts: (0279) 658209

• A3000, 4Mb Ram, 45Mb
Scsi hard drive, serial port,
Rise Os 3.1 and colour moni-
tor - £600 ono. Contact S
Beech, Lanarkshire. Tel:
(0689) 384145

• Wanted: A3000 and mo-
nitor, needed for school use,
good condition, not expen-
sive. Contact Mr J Dexter,
Nottingham. Tel: (0602)
292657

• Master 128, Acorn dual
drive in plinth, Acorn colour
monitor, Panasonic daisy
wheel printer, all immaculate
- £340. Conact Mr R Smith,
Essex; Tel: (0245) 224781

• A3000, 2Mb, manuals,
software - £350, Artisan II,
Holed Out (with extra
courses) £10 each,
Adventure/Arcade games -
£5 each, Z88 with mains
adaptor - £75. Contact Miss
A Leigh, Herne Bay. Tel:
(0227) 374172

• Archimedes 44011, OS53,
50Mb disc, Taxan colour
monitor laser direct scanner,
Pineapple digitiser, Ovation
DTP, Acorn C plus lots
more, only - £999. Contact
Mr M Piggott, Essex. Tel:
081-550 2534

• Populous, unused, boxed -
£15. Contact Mr M Gunning,
Leeds. Tel: (0532) 782593

• PC Emulator V1.8 with
Dos 3.3 - £50, Oh No More
Lemmings, Chuck Rock,
Pacmania - offers. Contact
Mr M Kohut, Belper. Tel:
(0773) 829217

• Master 128, 6502 eo-pro-
cessor, Rom/Ram board,
external 512 board, twin 40/
80 track disc drives, colour
monitor, discs, books, Roms,
programs and PC programs -
£550. Contact W Purdue,
Surrey: 081-393 4522

• Triple processors - Master
512, turbo board in external

FREE ADS

adaptor, colour monitor, twin
800k disc drives, star LClO
printer, games, software,
Rom images, manuals -
£500. Contact Mr P Ellis,
Somerset. Tel: (0749)
674677 evenings

• Master 128, Microvitec
colour screen, 40/80 disc
drive, Pascal, Viewsheet,
interword, View, all manuals,
Epson FX80 printer - £325
complete - £250 without
printer. Contact C Jarvis,
Dorset. Tel: (0425) 272593

• Acorn PC Emulator plus
manual - £50, 1st Word Plus
also with manual V2 - £25.
Contact Mr D Livesey,
Clwyd. Tel: (0824) 702246

• A4000 Home Office, Easi-
writer, database, 4Mb,
Multiscan, Scanlight board
and software - £1100 ono,
Epson LQ2500, 16in width,
five fonts, colour, sheet
feeder, buffer - £500 ono.
Contact Mrs L Barrow,
Pontefract. Tel: (0977)
612292

• Wanted: Old Archimedes
computer for school teacher,
A3000 or 400 preferred, can
collect. Contact Mr R Jones,
Reading. Tel: (01374)
153365

• A3000, 4 Mb Ram, colour
monitor and stand, Learning
Curve software, all original
discs, excellent condition -
£650.
Contact C Whitehead, Che-
shire. Tel: (0606) 79936

• BBC B with 40-track disc
drive, joystick, monitor
plinth, software including
Mini Office - £100.
Contact Mr P Seale, Burgess
Hill. Telephone: (0444)
870828

• 120Mb Quantum IDE hard
disc drive with cables -
£160.
Contact Mr R Paddle, Kent.
Tel: 081-4602116
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• Acorn 1Mb Ram upgrade
board for A3000 - £30 or
nearest offer. Contact Mr N
Kadomtzoff, London N16.
Tel: 071-2545020

• Acorn PC Emulator - £35,
Genesis - £25, Swiv - £15,
1st Word Plus (V1.2) - £30,
all for - £90. Contact Mr A
Park, Lancashire. Tel: (0695)
421902

• Master 128 - £185, dual
5.25in floppy drive - £65,
single 5.25in floppy drive -
£35, Turbo eo-processor -
£49, Acorn Teletext - £39.
Contact Mr P Skirrow, Suf-
folk. Telephone: (0394)
380307 work

• Impression Junior V1.14-
£25, Pipedream V2.2 - £20,
Acorn Ansi C V1.54A - £20,
Euclid VO.97 - £10, Logistix
V1.l5 - £30, all with com-
plete packaging and docu-
mentation. Contact Mr R
Ferrari, Wokingham. Tel:
(0734) 790082

• BBC B, 40/80 track
double disc drive, cassette
Panasonic 1124i printer,
RomlRam board, all
manuals, View, Starbase,
Amx Stop Press, disc/tape
games, magazines etc
£300. Contact Mr J Wood,
Kent. Tel: (0732) 845828

• BBC Acorn User mag-
azines for sale, Issue 2 (Sept
82) to Issue 113 (Dec 91),
three missing, complete set
only - £25. Contact Mr J
Sorsby, Rotherham. Tel:
(0709) 370112

• Master 512, 3.5in and
5.25in disc drives, colour
monitor, reference manuals
land 2, Shareware, games -
£350 ono. Contact Mr A
Graves, Great Yarmouth.
Tel: (0493) 652920

• A5000, multiscan monitor,
40Mb hard disc, 2Mb Ram,
wide variety of software,
hardly used, excellent condi-

tion, only - £1350. Contact
Mr P McCormack, Surrey.
Tel: 081-549 5643

• BBC B, Watford DDFS,
Interword, Zif socket, plinth,
cassette, green screen moni-
tor - £100. Contact Mr J
Lewis, Bournemouth. Tel:
(0202) 578060

.3.5in 800k Cumana disc
chive and second drive inter-
face for A3000 - £50, Arcade
Games Creator - £15. Con-
tact Mr J Grimnett, Sutton
Coldfield. Tel: 021-351 5483
after 6pm

• Archimedes 310, colour
monitor, discs manuals,
Panasonic KX-P 1081 dot
matrix printer, no mouse -
£500.
Contact Mr P Rhodes, Sur-
rey. Tel: (0372) 274554

• Programmers reference
manual (Rise Os 2) - £40,
Acorn Ansi C (V3) - £40 or
any offers? Contact Mr G
Adams, Lytham. Tel: (0253)
734952

• A3000 Atomwide 2Mb
expansion board, unused -
£20, Deskedit JI - £15. Con-
tact E Cobbold, Great Yar-
mouth. Tel: (0493) 740557
evenings

• Hybrid music synthesiser,
keyboard, Rom, software
with BBC B, colour monitor,
5.25in and 3.5in disc drives,
lots more music, hardware
and software - £350. Contact

Mr G Dixon, Manchester.
Tel: 061-941 1716

• A3000, 2Mb Ram, Risc Os
3.1l and user guide, original
application discs - £499.
Contact Mr K Park, Mersey-
side. Tel: (0695) 424356

• A5000 plus multi sync
monitor and Risc OS 3. Bar-
gain! Brand new, unused,
only - £149. Contact Mr R
Darlington, Manchester. Tel:
061-799 9845 evenings,
weekends

• All Archimedes users are
invited to join the Archi-
medes Users Club.
For more information on the
club, contact Mr J Michalski,
6 Furzeland House, Sheepho-
use Way, New MaIden,
Surrey KT3 5PH

• Game Swap: J have orig-
inals of Enter the Realm and
the excellent Ixion with
cheats. I'll swap for any
decent games.
Contact Mr E Pepper. Tel:
(0844) 208457

• Cad Autosketch for Rise
Os machines, full manuals
discs - £15.
Contact Mr M Cowell, High
Wycombe. Tel: (0296)
623700

• Wanted desperately: Sal-
oon Cars Deluxe, for sale
Quest for Gold - £10. Con-
tact Mr A Khan, London
SE22. Telephone: 081-693
8164

FREE ADS

• Wanted: Software for
Master 128, especially utili-
ties, educational but anything
considered, must be reason-
ably priced.
Contact Mr K Sadler, Darl-
ington. Telephone: (0325)
462974

• A3000, 2Mb, colour moni-
tor and stand, very good
condition, 1st Word Plus,
DTP and games - £550.
Contact Mr I Wakefield,
Beverley. Telephone: (0482)
865162

• Master 128, Cumana 40/80
track disc drive and Cub
colour monitor - £300 ono.
Contact Mr D Brown, Nor-
folk. Telephone: (026387)
4122

.Archimedes 44011, 53Mb
hard disc, 4Mb Ram, Rise Os
3.1, Arm 3 - £800 ono.
Contact Mr C Weatherby,
Cambs. Telephone: (0354)
693653

• Z88 with 128 Ram Pack,
mains unit, RS232 cable,
manual - £95. Organiser II
XP, RAMPak, Datapak,
mains unit - £65. Contact R
Newmark, Sunderland. Tel:
091-536 2066

• Games: Swiv, Pandora's
Box - £10 each. Drop Ship,
Boogie Buggy, Inertia - £6
each.

Write with SAE to JP
Parkinson, Bodarfryn,
Talysarn, Caernarfon, Gwyn-
edd LL54 6LE

ACORN USER FREE ADS COUPON
Why not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fill in the details below and send this coupon (or a
photocopy of it) to: Free Ads. BBCAcorn User. Redwood Publishing. 101 Bayham Street. London NW1 OAG.

Your Name Tel: .

Address .
Please write your Free Ads details here (in block capitals please). Maximum 25 words.
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If you call your company
Brilliant Computing, you set

high expectations for your
products. Judging by the batch
of programs which arrived in
the Acorn User office recently,
I'm not entirely sure Brilliant's
special needs software lives up
to the dictionary definition.
However, its output is certainly
solid and sound.

Starting with Touch Fun
Fair, this program was orig-
inally produced for the BBC
range of computers; it has to
be said that this shows.

The Switch On concept was
also developed for the Beeb
and, although Switch On Zoo is
a new, Arc-only title, it still
has a very old-fashioned feel.

Both discs contain a collec-
tion of games. In Touch Fun
Fair they are based on popular
fairground rides such as the
Ghost Train, Hoopla and the
Ferris Wheel. Switch On Zoo,

At home Microworldsstyle

on the other hand, features
creatures such as an elephant, a
frog and penguins, in picture-
building and matching
activities.

Sound effects are included
(these are slow to load, for
which Brilliant rather sweetly
apologises on screen) but both
these packages have the real
advantage that they can be
operated via switches, a touch
screen or a Concept Keyboard.

The graphics

change ,yes

SPECIAL NEEDS

With a name like Brilliant, you give your software a lot to live up to.
Alice Smith takes a run through some of the best,

and some of the rest special needs computing

are extremely basic but
in the hands of special
needs teachers, these
programs could be very
stimulating and they do
have the merit of being
inexpensive.

Sound stuff
Although it comes on
two discs rather than
one, Sound Stuff is in a
similar vein. It consists
of a library of 24 ani-
mated pictures and the
noises associated with
them. These are things
like a fire engine, a
vacuum cleaner and a
dog, and five different
activities are built
around them. One, for Allthe fun of the fair. Well,you do have to use a bit of imagination
example, is a
Pelmanism-type game and for
finding a matching pair the
user gets a simple reward.
Again, this program can be
operated via a touch screen.

Brilliant packages have no
fancy frills. All the documenta-

tion is basic but easy
enough to follow, even

for those who are
unfamiliar with com-

puters, but Sound
Stuff is supplied
with a set of
headphones
which should be
used if the pro-

gram is run in stereo.

recorded speech, this time
based around the environments
of home and garden. In a
sense, none of these programs
is particularly striking in itself,
their value lies in the way
teachers can use them as start-
ing points for learning.

In common with the other
packages looked at here,
Microworlds runs perpetually,
so the computer can be used as
a 'free play' resource for users
to go to whenever they want.

Alex/ Alix pulls faces, laughs,
winks, waves and barks.

This program has a great
deal of 'content', would inter-
est a fairly wide age and ability
range and, if you are sampling
Brilliant Computing's wares
for the first time, is the one
you should buy.

Product details
Products: Switch On Zoo/Touch
Fun Fair/Sound Stuff/
Microworlds:Home and
Garden/Smart Alex
Price:.£20/£20/£25/£25/£25
(discounts available for cash
order)
Supplier: BrilliantComputing,
Box142, Bradford BD95NF.
Tel:(0274)497617

Microworlds
Microworlds is another

picture-building
program
with

Smart Alex
Of all the programs featured
here, I like Smart A/ex best,
probably because it has a
character - Alex or Alix
depending on your gender
preference.

It has proved very popular in
field special needs education.
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NEVV USERS

John Rennie sets
sail on the

uncharted waters
of Paint and

shows himself to
be the buoy for

the job

LEARNING

Now the sun. Click on
yellow, then on the filled
circle tool and draw the
disc out, using the top
left corner as centre. You

will notice this obscures the blue of the sky beneath.
Sea? Zoom up for the this one. 7 to 1 should do it.
Now you see the pixels.

Select the Pencil tool and Dark Blue and sketch in
the irregular wave shapes as a continuous line from
page left to page right. Now we have to fill in the
block. This is fun and yields the same aesthetic
pleasure as graffiti-ing, without the hassle and risk

.of sneaking into London Underground engine sheds
at dead of night. Select Paintbrush: yes, it's the one
that looks like a paintbrush, and smooth in the
colour. For the bits you can't reach, simply reduce the
size of the brush strokes using the x and y settings.
The very fine stuff you can colour pixel-by-pixel.

Step 1 newsPl'i te

Create a sprite. Click in
your Apps file, double-click I

on your Paint icon and it
appears on your iconbar.
Click once on this to open a
Paint file. The Palette icon-
bar menu allows you to set
the screenmode, and hence ".
the colours available to
you. You can go for the full
256-colours, but for this
tutorial I have selected
Mode 27: 16 colours are
plenty for our purposes.
Click on the Paint icon; this
raises the Create new
sprite window with a
Sprite file window behind.
Name your sprite by replac-
ing newsprite with Poster
and set the desired size. We are creating a poster, so
go for a portrait layout rather than the landscape
shape in the default. Click OK and here is your sprite.

Clicking within the Edit submenu of the main
menu allows you to bring up the Paint Tools.
Combining these two allows you to create your
picture. Click on the Airbrush tool - top second left
in your box, and click on light blue in the Colour
palette. Now fill the whole ground with the spray,
you can set Density and Radius of spray to taste.

bottom darkest
by respraying as
you move down.

Use sprite as brush

[]K]
Haflle

Shape [£]
I C iI'C l:;:J
DJ]
DJ]

(

X. scale
Y scale

can't move pixels about the
screen, therefore you can't
pick up, delete or resize a
shape constructed from pixels,

Paint . is very versatile
though. Sprites and sprite files
use a standard format, so you
can export the images you use
to other programs, like Draw;
you can import other sprites
into your sprite files; you can
merge sprites together and -
and this is how the illustrations

Pixels are the basic elements of your screen. Here the screen is blown up
to 5:1 magnification. Each square in the grid is a pixel. Big it looks blocky,
but reduced down these chunky gradations blend into smooth curves
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on this page were produced -
you can use Paint as a camera,
to take a snapshot or screen-
shot of whatever is on your
screen. A tasty package.

What Paint is really good for
is producing bright, sharp
graphics, poster art without
getting your fingers dirty. We
will start with an image that,
once you've got to grips with
the tools, you should be able to
knock out in an hour or less.



Step 2
Now you have your smoothly-lapping waves you want something to
sail on them. Create another sprite, called Boat: size is immaterial as
you are going to cut and paste from Sprite 2 into Sprite 1. The essence
of poster art is combining simple polygons and colours to produce a
recognisable image. So, your boat comprises a filled circle segment for
the hull; a filled rectangle for tlie mast; circle outline sections and Set!
clear pixels (pencil tool) for the sails and filled ellipses and filled circles
for your crew. Manipulating these tools is fiddly at first, hence the
reason for boat-building in a separate sprite, but if you make a
mistake, click over the selected tool icon and the work will be undone.

neusprite export

e
~ Q

Select the Copy block (camera)
tool. and draw a rectangle out
over the boat in Boat. Click to
select it.

NEVV USERS

Now to cut the boat out. Moving over
the main menu select Mask. Then scroll
full down on the colour palette and
select the lined grey option. Click back in
the white background of the Boat sprite
- the bit you haven't copied - and this will be masked out in grey. Then
select Paintbrush as sprite. Change 'Circle' to 'Boat'. Set to Global. You then
move your paintbrush over to the Poster sprite. You will see the boat
image moving around the screen, transparent, as you move your cursor.
Position it as desired and click. The boat is placed. Now obviously the base

Sprall can

t""""~ ~t

neuspr i te

of the hull should be hid-
den by the waves, this is
the disadvantage of plac-
ing the boat afterwards.
Touch this up, as before
with the Pencil tool and

L..... __ -= ~ fill with Paintbrush.

Step 4
The poster is almost there, now for the finishing touches. Text is created
using the T tool. Type into the Text window the words you require,
adjust their vertical and horizontal size with the x and y co-ordinates
and set the spacing between letters. Move your cursor to the sail, click,
and the text appears.

T·" U
3 2 3 3

R R
S F P

The main text, with its varying sizes and spacings, needs to be created in
a separate sprite file, then cut and applied using the sprite as paintbrush
tool as we did with the boat cutout. Using a variety of colours and
running from sky into sea is very striking, but ensure you are not putting
dark blue on blue, for instance, as your carefully-wrought words will
disappear. For the final touches, blow up the sprite to 5:1 and create the
wave peaks using a white airbrush. Your friendly seagulls are created
with a swift tick of the Penci I tool, set to black.
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SCHOOL CHILDREN
PROVE THAT NEW
BYPASS WILL DAMAGE
THE LOCAL
ENVIRONMENT

USING an innovative new
program on their
classroom computer
children from St. Chad's
School have shown town
planners that a proposed
new bypass would have a
detrimental effect on their
local environment.

The children surveyed the
local area and fed details into
their Topographer program,
which allows them to look at
the relevant area in 3D. They
then added the new road along
its proposed route and it
became obvious that the road
would not only affect an area
renowned for its badger
population but would also

EXCLUSIVE

BY
MATTHEW

DAVIES

A SERIES of sweeping proposals which
would abolish free parking in district
shopping centres, change some bin
collections, increase lettings charges and
scale down mileage claims by some
council officers, have been announced by
Labour.

In the first indication of their intentions sir
seizing power jointly with the Conserva+
party has produced a I-

1,000 .'

• REDUCING mainterv
Other eco n-

departmental b
cutting scho-
fees.

TJ-
r:

serv-

Topographer is a major application for the Geography curriculum which allows
children (and teachers) to have lots of fun whilst learning all about maps, contour
lines, valleys, rivers etc. In fact Topographer covers virtually all items found on a map.

The real break through with Topographer is its 3D section which allows you to
convert a 2D map into a 3D model on screen. Imagine turning a set
of flat contour lines on a 2D map into a 3D model which clearly
shows the hill - no more cardboard cut out models or papier
mache! You define where you look from, and what you look at.

Topographer also covers aspects of the IT and maths curriculum
with its modelling capabilities. Just stop fora minute and think of
the projects that you could do with Topographer. You could make

a map of the local area with churches, pubs,
woods etc. and then view it from various
places. If there is a bypass proposed you could
add it in to the existing landscape and see
where it is visible from and what impact it is
likely to have on the community. I'm sure you can think of a
hundred and one topics. .

• Fully RISC OS 2 & 3 Compliant and 1megabyte friendly.
Suitable for all ages from 6 onwards. Easy and quick entry of all
symbols (over 100) • Wooded areas which translate into
impressive 3D landscapes • Definable map size and scale which
can be linked to the national grid references. Powerful 3D mode

glV1l1g a true representation of the landscape. Stunning 3D models which can be
saved as a sprite file for use with other applications.

distract children in the
classroom as they would be
able to see traffic moving
along the new road.

The children even went as
far as to propose a new route
for the road to the town
planners. The proposed route
would have a negligible
impact on the area but still
provide the much needed relief
to existing roads.

£79.95 ine. VAT
All specifications subject to alteration without notice

AVAILABLE· APRIL 1ST 1993

/ \ VISA

We accept Access and Visa.



GRAPHICS

As (IS' graphics
package makes its
debut on the Arc,
Jack Kreindler
finds it quick,
powerful, but
unhappily-married
to Mode 13

Survival of the
q&l.~Ic~st
Q Paint or Quickl'aint to

give it its full name, was
originally designed as a sprite
generator for the games writers
at CIS. But though traits of the
programmers' original inten-
tions remain, the package has
developed into far more than
just an Amiga Deluxe Paint
replacement.

In use
The directory window of our
pre-release version contained a
configuring program. A com-
plete toolset appears next to
the last one saved and the user
can choose the tools that
appear in QPaint itself. So,
although the program takes up
a hefty 736K of Ram, the
loaded version isjust 143K.

One noticeable aspect of
QPaint's front end is that it is
not multi-tasking. Once a
sprite is loaded, it will

immediately exit the desktop
to Mode 13. Only 256-colour
sprites can be imported, so
editing icons first requires
translation in ChangeFSI or
suchlike. on-Mode 13 sprites
can be stretched or squashed to
size, but locking the aspect
ratio is not yet possible.

A triking feature of the pro-
gram is the number of special
effects tools available. These
include Shear, Rotate, Per-
spectivise and Mould for
shaping, and a good array of
colour and image manipulation
such as Smooth, Lighten, Tint,
Blur and Sharpen.

A colour table screen offers
Revelation Image Pro-like tone
and colour-shifting facilities.
Of the raw creative tools the
gradated fills were most
impressi ve. At the base of the
QPaint screen is an area dedi-
cated to the colours involved in

graduated fills. Select any
colours from the 256-colour
set and an option blends the in-
between colours, using dither-
ing. This enables graduated
fills to travel through more
than one colour range in a sin-
gle fill, something ArtWorks
users would find very useful.

Another feature for image
creation can be found in the
Perspective Options menu,
from which grids put into per-
spective, pixels and chequered
surfaces can be formed. The
number of image enhancement
tools, under the control of the
three-level magnification win-
dow, help to refine and add the
finishing touches.

As far as speed goes, Quick-
Paint li ves up to its name, but
being a single-tasking appli-
cation, this is to be expected.
Striking imagery, especially
once the effects have been

mastered, can be whipped up
in no time. But the serious
drawback with Ql'aint is its
marriage to Mode 13.

Conclusion
The price is to be £49.95 with
Photopia Junior thrown in: a
good price for this application.
And CIS promises, if not a
multi-mode version, at least
Mode 28 compatibility at some
time in the future. Other fea-
tures promised are an anima-
tion suite and memory-
dependent undo buffer.

But for the first release,
QPaint is in a narrow market
niche. For producing games
screens, QuickPaint is going to
beat everything, but for fine
artwork at high resolutions the
plethora of tools and effects
cannot fulfil their potential, for
the moment at least.
CIS is on 07/-2785/36
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NEXT

ACORNUSER

DEAR NEWSAGENT, PLEASE ORDER MY REGULAR COPY OF BBC ACORN USER

SPECIAL SHOW ISSUE
As sponsor of the

Acorn World exhibition
Acorn User gives you the

stand-by-stand guide to the show

Teachers get a personal
guide to the education arena

Acorn fans are given a sneak
preview of some of the

software and hardware highlights

Plus, check out loads of new
releases, with our tour of an
action-packed games arcade

DON'T M•.SS
your issue of

Acorn User

DIGITISE IT
Some imaginative ways to
use a digitiser in the classroom.

GAMES SHOW
Within months of its appearance
on the Amiga scene, RoboCod is
making a splash in the Acorn world.
Next month we look at the
cute antics of a rather
unusual goldfish ...

To be sure of
your copy,
please fill in
the coupon
below and
hand it to your
newsagent. Or
why not take
out a subscrip·
tion, which
includes a gift
pack. See The
Subscriber's
Page for details

YOUR NAME _

ADDRESS _

BBC Acorn User is published by Redwood Publishing, 101 Bayham Street, London NW1 OAG.
Distributed by BBC Frontline, Park House, 117 Park Road, Peterborough.
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SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
, EDUCATION

SSERCSOFT ns::;:::z:::,cs
THE SSEF/C GRAPHICS CD-ROM'" & Technologyfl!FOr CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, BIOLOGY,

" TECHNOLOGY, I.T., COMPUTING.
price = £150 includes free site licence

Existing u..,.. of our Graphics Llb",rles qualify for _ discount
01 £3 off the above price for fUlch Llb",ry disc previously bought.

FIND ANY GRAPHIC FROM 8000FILESIPROGS.
WITH OUR FRIENDLY FRONT·END PROGRAM
N.B.:- All our graphics were created on Arc
machines using Draw, Vector, the Chemical
Modeller, Revelation 2 etc. All apparatus has
been drawn to a set scale. Nothing has been
"scanned in" from other sources. All files are
directly relevant to British education (NOT
ex-Mac ex-PC ex-USA based materiall). If you
have an Arc CD-ROM drive then you cannot
afford to miss buying this for your school.

• Drawfiles • Text-Path • Sprites • DXF files •
• Helpfiles " Vector Libraries • New Graphics •

* Interfacing files • Programs * Draw Pract. Guides*
Please make all cheques payable to SSERC
SSERC, 24 Bernard Terrace, Edinburgh EH8 9NX

lel. 031 6684421 or Fax. 031 6679344
Send SAE (£1 please) for full information pack. Add VAT above.

Another
New Title
Available!

CASTLE OF DREAMS (9-13yrs)
A brain teasing exploration in which memory and
problem solving abilities will be truly pushed to their
limits.

The wicked Magician Klingsor has made some spells
which he keeps in a casket in his castle. You must find this
casket and throw it into the fiery mountain.

Strength, resolve and skills are needed to battle with
Klingsor - encountering obstacles, and performing tasks
such asThe Courtyard, The Mazeof Rooms,The Mosaic
Floor, The Picture Gallery, The Enchanted Pool and the
Old Scroll.£25.99

Write or call for a brochure:
STORM EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
FREEPOST, Sherborne, Dorset DT9 4BR

m 0935817699

GAMES

The most addictive logic game ever ....

~ CUB~C 0
.... How can such a simple concept be so

ADDICTIVE?
I 50 Levels 15 Different Zones
1256 Colour Characters I Level Designer

Only £8.50 Inc P&P
GRAHAMBELL, 1 HAY PARK, BIRMINGHAM,B5 7LY.
Please make cheques I p.a. payable to 'Graham Bell'

DATABASES.• ~~~
•• mpact-Pro! /

The Professional Database

A new fully relational database
with many new features

Impact-Pro offers the same
easy to use format as Impact!
but with features for the more
demanding user.

If you use Impression, you
must have Impact-Pro

Impact-Pro
£65.00 + vat

(3tItdeS~
33, Restrop View
Purton, Swindon C':i\s
SN5 9DG 'e::7
Tel: 0793770021

Impact! now -
£39.95 + vat

SPECIAL NEEDS

CJS;,~TwE~~,~~l?,
Repai!s

57 Weslbury Hill
Weslbury-on-Trym

Bristol BS9 3AD

Tel: (0272) 624553
Fax: (0272) 490901

ler

Latest Hardware ana Software

& '¥MW EE&¥ A¥4

_l.LU.\NT

Quality Software for Special Needs,
Nursery and Infant Education

for FREE catalogue write to -
BRILLIANT COMPUTING

FREEPOST Box 142. Bradford BD94BR
NO STAMP REQUIRED

or phone (0274) 497617 578239

&++¥%% &W&& M@

STATISTICS

STATISTICS
FIRST

IS NOW
MULTI- TASKING!

Our new enhanced products

1st and 1stJR
Have been released

New Product
1st l (elementary)

imminent

For full information
contact

Serious Statistical Software
Lynwood Benty Heath Lane Willaston

South Wirral L64 1SD

Tel: 051 3274268

SPECIAL OFFERS

"Th'e s~eedy solution :~ '.
for the production ot- £;,# " ~ . .

Fiyp~f"~~:
$15t.;' Requ;"'m""~ ~~~C'Ub' :
Any 32 bit Acorn Machine ~ ~}.uslnqs '
Any Epson Compatible printer )'> _': - - '1 "

, To produce . :F'tP.~~~\'
, Adverts / Raffles / Notes / Slips.: ~,_'II(".")
" Memos & Tickets (with serial numbers) ••~ -:,(~I'~ I

Variable Height (from 3" up 10 A4) , -,'.. ~ _ -,~

Colour Options
Software with examples & 20 page manual

Only £39.97 ,,!<)j,tl.iWDE~7L~""'::';=:"':::";:'="'-'
. ""'6'A~

j ~~n~~~1ibed~;:~i~ge~1::~~
! InkRelillKits(T'""Pa"') £It.99
"EpsDnLX400,600/FX80 £7.50
. ·STAR LC241XB241ZA200 £7.95

'" FIJI/mark Ribbons TWIN PACK
.i:t,;'" x

~~f", ,

~ Applications

~ ~~~~r~~counts Minerva. 37.49
! Talking Pendown Loogman 69.95
! Tracer Midnight39.99

Games £
Axis P. Station 23.49
Stunt Racer 2000 FOfth Dim. 32.45

'I Paradroid Coin-Age

~ ~i8gtlGolf ~~:~J~m
ue

The Software Showcase is an
extremely cost-effecitive means of
advertising for small businesses.

For further information, contact:
Jonathan Hull on

071-331 8142
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SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
PUBLIC DOMAIN

•
•

Please send [J for the Printed Catalogue & Demo Disc to;

PO Box 2220, B'ham, B43 5RZ.
Enquiries: 021 358 7078.

FONT
SALE!

Risc os 3 Fonl Packs I & 2 are now jusI £5 each'
Over 50 foms in each pack, exclueve 10 Penguin PD.

Plus the 251h Person 10 order bOlh will receive Iheir order
free or charge I Catalogue + Disk still only £1

pENGUIN pUBLIC DOMAIN
PO Box 273, London SW4 7XB

~/'1'''''''''''''''I''''''''''I''''''''',.,,,''n'''J)'''''~r--'.

ulL:1L~\[mbL~/~
Dept AU3. 34 Norbreck Close. Greal Sankey,

Wan'inQlOtl Cheshire. WAS 2SX.

Send
£1.00
for a copy
of our latest
catalogue or
send £1.50 for
a copy of our
latest catalogue
and an extra disc
with 1600k of
compressed Public
Domain Software.

Why
go

elsewhere
and pay

more for less?
Normal Discs

cost £1.00. and
Pic'n'Mix Discs

cost only£1.50. Not
only that· but no

P&P to pay and no
minimum order!

•..•,. •..••...•r ~rl"'\l"'I" I II('"rn f'lrTnoco 1()()')

SOUND UPGRADE

n ...• ';," , c· ,. -;

<), , ArcaynlO has "

I: ' ~"allated a pa~k' or' t
, every. graphics ~"

manipulation

!l'an::latO£I, opplicotion, that ,

, you are ever lik~/y' ,n 10 need, includingIII J' ,h, 10/',/ versions., of John Kortink's

I.
I ~ excellent
. . ,. Translator,' and

firOC'C'~ Process from
.~" ',' ,,) /,Hem;ik Pederson
Send [ust £8 for your copy (4 discs)

Send a £1 coin for ihe ~II new

t I Dlm~ P'lek i4
h
i 'Cl ·YC;~y.""l.~

PO Box 1927: sutton colimeld : B74 3QZ
,

The No.1 name in
Public Domain

For all RISe os 2 & 3 computers
(inc, A30001 A50001 A30 101A rchimedes)

tD"v

" ~e\
~~e~ibmY

CLIPART MEGABUNDLE - 2100 clips for draw/paint ctc
compressed From 33 discs - just £20 all inclusive.

GAMES BUNDLE - 10 Discs of the best PO games! - £12.50

EDUCATION BUNDLE 2 - IO Discs filled with software
suitable for children including 4 language tutors! - £12.50

UTILITY BUNDLE - 8 Discs of great utilities - £10

700 Disc Pick 'n' Mix Catalogue disc - still only £1.00

Arch Angel PO, PO Box 41, Exeter, EX4 3EN.
Enquiries (0392)-422759

MUSIC

jFOR PROGRAMS TO ~~
HELP YOU LEARN

..,
THEORY OF ••

MUSIC
CONTACT In

TED KIRK 0744 818761
Programs for beginner up to Grade 5, and for aural

practice; top price £16. All Acorn computers except A4.

jund I CompL~tem,,:,i,
;<~ : A cl creation suite

,?f7«~' £39.95 inclusive¥ "(£31.95 for education)

• 24 track, MIDI & internal sound system
• Easy to use grid based editor
• Edit existing samples or create new ones

Rise os 2.00 & above. Works with 1M or rnore
1J1b,.

To order, or for more details: U lJ'.."...,ijij
Olivers Hill, Ashburnham, J;..! ~an~
Battle, Sussex, TN33 9PE 2\o,"",a

He's H A P P Y because he's got

~\ W'~Tab1eMate
l'(5' \'l "Those of you ..who have spent
'J v hours fiddling with Impression

~

JI's unfriendly tablemaking
facility can now breathe a sigh

of relief" - Archive, May 93.
It's just as good for Impression Junior,

Ovation and Pipedream - and its only £22-50'
Dalriada, 145 Albion St, KENILWORTH,

Warwickshire, CY8 2FY. (0926) 53901

@iJ re la ,~~...
~,. ~ your thrrd disc In this series of quolity

[': ~ drawings created with Artworks.
j:Z;':,t Discs A.B & C are available and
~1;r..·· J , cover a wide range of subjects.
""~:f·-..\~;:-\oney backguaranteeff not

""'"" !i" delighted! ABC Art
I Onlyf) V TideUJuys

....-'" cL, 0 South Road

for each disc ;:;~e~set
or £20for three discs TAB 2SE

CHEATS

D,·ssThe all singing, all dancing 0
Desktop disassembler! £'\

New version: /.23, existing users SCfIcI rllCorig;nal disc: (or a Ircc up8rJdc .

Diss makes disassembling and understanding ARM t VI

code easy; just drag in a file or grab some memory, ~ ~ g
and disassemble, with such useful features as labels ~ {;:~
de-squeezing, block decoding, C/ABClmodule labei () ft ~
adding, stack, flexible search, code editing and re- g. () ~

assembly, and far too many features to list here. i~1
Fully configurable and easy to use. J: "6-

"tn use, the package did everything I expected and more ...
Diss, in line with previous DoggySoft products, represents
amazing value at only £10.00. It comes highly recommended
for new and seasoned users alike." Arc World August 1993

~~~~'i!W\1
Bucks., HP6 6HP. Fax 0494·675878
Voice 0494-431916 outside working
hours. Cheques payable to DoggySoft

you have a modem, phone our support B
i-zefield Hq, 0494.681711, 24h, speeds to tTb HaCke version 3.08, ex;.~onge ~ users send the ongmal

J,.:Jdisc for a free upgrade.

:r~~~f!;r~r~~~ ~i~h~u~~~ ~~ ~~~e~kt~~ ~~i~~§~
interface, you can quickly find a cheat around almost :lil~

all games in existance, with no prior knowledge of ..•OC c
ARM code, although it's extra fun if you do have some! ~:. B

Also, there's the abi lily 10 save screenshots, game t~"(
pOSItIOns(for games that don't provide it), slow down 'tI'~~
game~, and rip graphics and music, as well as normal :r"'';:
cheatlOt~f~elsh;~~~I~~;~akea~~u~~e.!~odS, as f~i

Now (/le only g;lnlCs/I.lckr/o be able 10do Zool, eye/oids, TwinWorld ...
"For the measly price of £5.00, The Hacker is a snip"

Archimedcs World, May 1993

iI NOT a PD library! W£ are freij

HOW TO ADVERTISE
The Software Showcase is an

extremely cost-effecitive means of
advertising for small businesses.

For further information, contact:
Jonathan Hull on

071-331 8142



~I:>
Fullv multi-tasking and so THE UlTIMATE
instinctively easy to use.
Ideal for school and home use. Solve and
desiqn puzzles. Output to printer & !Draw. CROSSWORD
Dictionary, sample puzzles, manual,
plastic wallet, postage & VAT all included. APPLICATION
Only £44·95 (site licences available)

BY ORDER OF J. WILSON ESQ., F.eA., A.T.l.l., OF MESSRS
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., LIQUIDATOR OF H.N. & L. FISHER

(HUTHWAITE) LTD

, PA DA DISCS'
Dept (BAU2)

I Four Seasons
I Tinkers Lane
BREWOOD
Stafford
STI99DE

Demo disc of all Panda products + the infamous rather silly
!Panda adventure game for £1-50 (HD extras for £2 inc.)

To Be Sold By Private Treaty
QUANTITY OF NEW EDUCATIONAL

ACORN/B.B.e. COMPUTER &
PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
INCLUDING ASSOCIATED

SOFTWARE

SALE MAY BE VIEWED: TUESDAY 14TH &
WEDNESDAY 15TH SEPTEMBER 1993,

10.00a.m ..-4.00p.m. at:-
NEALES, 192-4 MANS FIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM

NG1 3HU, Telephone 0602 624141, Fax 0602 856890

CLOSING DATE FOR OFFERS:
WEDNESDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER, 1993

SCHEDULE OF STOCK (£2.00 inc. postage) AND FURTHER
DETAILS FROM THE AUCTIONEERS
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PROFILE

THE MOXON INTERVIEW
This scenario is not

normal. I'm sitting in
a snooker room, complete
with full-size snooker
table, mounted moose
head on the wall (at least,
I think it's a moose head)
and racks of cues. And the
telephone has just started
to talk. I kid you not.

The telephone is calmly
asking Gordon Taylor,
marketing manager for
Computer Concepts, to
pick up the receiver. This
is Gaddesden Place, home
of the talking telephone
system and the company
that brought you Impres-
sion and Artworks.

Upstairs there's a band
recording a video for their
new single, and when I
venture to the first floor in
search of the owner of the
black BMW which is so
thoughtfully parked right
in front of my car, the
fake smoke and wacky
costumes don't quite gel
with my image of Compu-
ter Concepts as a quality
software and hardware
company. Getting back
down to earth, CC is gear-
ing up to the Acorn World
show with plenty of new
releases, a professional version
of Impression, two CD-Rom
versions of Artworks, more
printers, a multimedia expan-
sion card and a thesaurus: busy
time, then, is it?

'We won't be branching out
into new product areas,'
explains Gordon. 'but there' 11
be more consolidation in areas
we already cover.' So I sup-
pose that means there won't be
any hard-hitting games from
the Hemel Hempstead stables
this Christmas.

'Er, no, I don't think so: it
wouldn't really fit in with our
image,' says Gordon. 'On the
other hand, I welcome the
change to a games-oriented
Acorn market: I think Acorn's
current business stance is just
right. There's a lot of money in
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, The Acorn platform
is the only credible

non-American platform ,

the games end of the market,
and they're after it.'

Do I detect a small streak of
optimism there? It seems to me
that whenever I go to Acorn
shows (and, by the way,
Gordon always makes an
appearance at Acorn shows: bit
of a famous show personality
is our Gordon) there are
always plenty of people moan-
ing about Acorn's business
plans. What a relief, then, to
hear phrases like: 'The Acorn
platform is the only credible
non-American platform,' and

'I believe that without Acorn
there wouldn't be an indepen-
dent hardware or software
market in the UK.'

Gordon's assessment of the
competition goes something
like this ... 'I happen to think
that Atari and Commodore
haven't managed the change
from 16-bit to 32-bit at all
well: the vast majority of their
customers still use 16-bit tech-
nology and do not necessarily
want to upgrade.' No-one's
safe from Gordon' s rose-
coloured spectacles: not even

Sonic and Mario. 'In
the case of Nintendo
and Sega, they sell both
the hardware and most
of the software,'
Gordon points out, 'so
they price their
machines very low, and
push a lot more of the
cost onto games prices,
which are a lot higher
than they need be. This
doesn't happen in the
Acorn world, as Acorn
itself sells very little
software compared to
the third-party market.'
So Acorn games are
cheaper, but then again
there aren't so many of
them, and it takes some
time for games to
migrate to the 32-bit
hardware. Still, one big
advantage of the Acorn
software scene is that,
as Steve Jobs, father of
the Apple put it:
'Software is always
written for the lowest
common denominator,'
and with Acorn that
standard is 32-bit, and
not 16-bit.
Is this why Gordon

loves Acorn computers so
much? Because the technol-
ogy involved is state of the
art? Or is there more to it?

'All other computer plat-
forms are controlled from
America, so the profit goes
there,' says Gordon.
'Software is written to cater
for American needs, as
opposed to the rest of the
world, and the American
domination of computing is
akin to their domination in
the film industry.

'Unless we support a
machine from this country
(Acorn machines, in other
words) then that option will
waste away.'

So there we have it: your
country needs you. Gordon
Taylor is a useful persuader
to have on your team.
Another feather in CC's cap.
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Archimedes World spreadsheet review July 1993

Perlonn- Features VBlue (Ne,
ance

PipeDream 4 3 3

Schema 3 4

Eurei<a 3 3

Resultz 4 5



The Crystal Maze for iI1heAcorn Archimedes will be launched
at the Aconn World Show at Wembley on Ocfober 29th., 1993


